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Preface

The value of our limited natural resources continues to appreciate as they are
exploited to support and indulge the human species. The ever-growing demands for
energy, security, food, healthcare and consumables have placed unprecedented
pressure on our ecosystem and accentuated the need for sustainable management of
the environment. Contamination of natural resources, including soils and
groundwater, remains a major global ecological concern in the 21st century. It cannot
be underemphasized that the health of our soils and groundwater is intimately tied to
our well-being and to the wellness of other species that share our ecosystem.

This book presents a discussion of approaches and technologies that are most
commonly deployed for the restoration of contaminated soils and groundwater. A
need for an up-to-date text that summarized these technologies in an easy-to-read
format was identified by the ASCE's Technical Committee on Hazardous, Toxic and
Radioactive Waste in 2003. The committee envisioned a book prepared by a team of
experts that would serve a reference for practicing professionals and could be equally
effective as a text in an undergraduate or graduate classroom.

The organization of this book is based on the types of technologies used in the
remediation of soils and groundwater. Chapter 1 introduces the topic of soil and
groundwater remediation and summarizes the contents of the book. Chapter 2
presents a brief discussion of the fundamental physical, chemical and biological
processes that are at play at a contaminated site and during site cleanup. Chapters 3
and 4 explore and analyze conventional physical and chemical site remediation
technologies, respectively. Chapter 5 focuses on redox and precipitation processes,
and associated engineering applications, and Chapter 6 takes a closer look at the
concept and application of chemical reactive barrier technology.

Chapter 7 describes the processes and factors responsible for biotransformation
of soil and groundwater contaminants. Chapters 8 and 9 discuss a variety of
bioremediation technologies based on biotransformations mediated by bacteria,
enzymes and fungi. Chapter 10 focuses on the application of phyto-processes to the
cleanup of contaminated sites. Chapter 11 takes a closer look at processes and
technologies used to remediate metal-contaminated soils. Finally, Chapter 12
discusses commonly followed approaches for long-term monitoring of contaminated
and treated sites.

The editors acknowledge the hard work and patience of the all authors who have
contributed to this book.

- AB, RS, PC, SKO, RDT and IL
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Alok Bhandari

1.1 Background

The extensive contamination of soil and groundwater resources has been an
undesirable consequence of the rapid industrialization experienced by the world's
developed and developing economies since World War II. Post-war successes in
enhancing the agricultural productivity of croplands led to an explosion of urban
populations, which in turn, resulted in an economy devoted to mass production of
consumables. This economic expansion was, to a great extent, fueled by energy
resources including petroleum, coal and nuclear power. The post-war years also
witnessed the manufacture and use of a variety of xenobiotic chemicals designed to
maintain the growing standards of living by preservation of food and other consumables.
The inappropriate use and disposal of natural and xenobiotic hazardous chemicals during
the second half of the 20th century have led to massive contamination of soils and
groundwater at sites across the United States and other countries. Today, these
contaminated sites include those that are polluted with toxins and carcinogens including
petroleum hydrocarbons, fuel additives, pesticides, heavy metals, radionuclides,
explosives, and solvents.

In the United States, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) of
1976 and the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act
(CERCLA or Superfund) of 1980 provided a major boost to cleanup efforts associated
with contaminated soils and groundwater. While originally funded at $1.6 billion to
clean 400 sites, CERCLA resulted in the discovery of additional sites expanding its
budget to $27 billion by 1990 (NRC, 1999). The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) predicted that the number of sites requiring cleanup could increase to 2,000
costing up to $500 billion. By the end of 2005, the Superfund program had completed
construction at 966 or 62% of private and federal sites, and work was underway at 422
additional sites. More recent estimates expect the cost of environmental remediation of
such sites to easily exceed $1 trillion (NRC, 1997, 1999).
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Remediation Technologies for Soils and Groundwater

1.2 Development and Use of Effective Remediation Technologies

Although sustained public and corporate funding of environmental cleanup
efforts is an important factor in realizing the restoration of contaminated sites, an equally
critical element is the availability of technologies capable of achieving the levels of
treatment necessary for appropriate environmental restoration. The vast experience
gained by engineers and remediation professionals with a variety of remediation
technologies over the past two decades has resulted in greater acceptance of several
technologies for soil and groundwater cleanup. However, most remediation engineers
have continued to prefer time-tested technologies even when some of these technologies
have repeatedly produced less-than-optimal restoration of contaminated sites. Preferred
technologies, such as pump-and-treat, and excavation-and-burial, have often risked
becoming 'cure-alls' for contaminated sites primarily due to the availability of extensive
past-performance and cost data. It is clear that remediation professionals need to more
aggressively explore the deployment of alternate effective technologies for site cleanup
while the regulatory agencies need to create the appropriate framework that allow these
technologies to be deployed and evaluated on the field.

The restoration of impacted soils and groundwater to ecologically sustainable
levels requires development, selection and deployment of remediation technologies
capable of responding to site-specific conditions. The development and adoption of new
technologies is facilitated by a combination of targeted research funding and market
demand for the technologies. While the market demand is influenced by project
economics and cleanup requirements enforced by regulatory agencies, the research
support for new technologies is linked to the general economy and competing public and
corporate interests. Over the past few decades, the EPA's Superfund Innovative
Technology Evaluation (SITE) program has been instrumental in facilitating field tests
of a variety of new technologies for soil and groundwater cleanup. SITE projects have
documented testing procedures, performance data and cost analyses from field-tests of
several hundred innovative technologies. Information about these treatment and
monitoring technologies is accessible at SITE's website: www.epa.gov/ord/SITE.

The National Research Council's Committee on Innovative Remediation
Technologies recently offered several recommendations for stimulating the market
demand for new remediation technologies. These recommendations are summarized in
Table 1.1.

2



Remediation Technologies for Soils and Groundwater

Table 1.1. The National Research Council's recommendations to stimulate market
demand for new remediation technologies (NRC, 1997).

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) should clarify and strictly enforce
requirements for disclosure of environmental remediation liabilities by all publicly traded
U.S. corporations

SEC should enforce environmental liability reporting requirements through third-party
environmental auditing

U.S. Congress should establish a program to allow companies to amortize reported
remediation liabilities over a 20- to 50-year period

EPA should improve its enforcement of Superfund and RCRA requirements

Managers of federally-owned contaminated sites should contract remediation projects on
a fixed-price basis and use independent peer review panels to check progress towards
milestones

EPA should review procedures for approving remediation technologies and develop
guidelines for increasing the consistency and predictability of these procedures among
regions and across programs

Congress and EPA should assess the option of establishing national standards for soil and
groundwater cleanup

The U.S. General Accounting Office should assess programs for licensing site
professionals to select remediation technologies on behalf of environmental regulators

EPA should establish a national registry of contaminated sites and make it publicly
available over the Internet

1.3 Types of Remediation Technologies for Soils and Groundwater

The successful cleanup of contaminated soils and groundwater depends on
factors such as contaminant characteristics, local climatic conditions, site hydrogeology,
and the type of technology used for site-restoration. Of these, the selection and
deployment of appropriate site-specific and contaminant-specific cleanup technologies is
the only factor under the influence of remediation professionals. It is, therefore, essential
that remediation professionals have a strong understanding of various types of
remediation technologies available in the market. Several such technologies are
summarized in Table 1.2 and are the topics of discussion in the remainder of this text.

3
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Table 1.2 Common soil and groundwater remediation technologies.
Physical treatment technologies

References

NRC (1997) Innovations in Groundwater and Soil Cleanup, National Research Council,
National Academy Press, Washington DC.

NRC (1999) Groundwater and Soil Cleanup, National Research Council, National
Academy Press, Washington DC.
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Physical treatment technologies Free product recovery
Pump-and-treat
Soil vapor extraction
Air sparging
Groundwater circulation wells
Multiphase extraction
Induced fracturing
Soil heating

Chemical treatment technologies Precipitation
Chemical oxidation and reduction
Permeable reactive barriers
Stabilization/solidification
Adsorption and ion exchange
Electrochemical processes
Chemical leaching and solvent extraction
Soil flushing
Soil washing

Biological treatment technologies Biosparging
Bioventing
Biostimulation
Bioaugmentation
Anaerobic biotransformation
Aerobic biotransformation
Biological fixation
Enzyme- catalyzed treatment
Saprotrophic fungal processes
Mycorrhizal fungal processes
Biological reactors
Phytoremediation
Monitored natural attenuation



CHAPTER 2

Fundamental Processes

Pascale Champagne and Alok Bhandari

2.1 Introduction

Since no two contaminated sites are identical, remediation approaches for soil
and groundwater cleanup have to be 'customized' for each scenario. The selection of an
appropriate remediation technology is based on a careful analysis of the physical,
chemical and biological factors affecting the speciation, transformation, and transport of
contaminants in the geological media. This requires a thorough understanding of
contaminant properties and a detailed characterization of the contaminated media. This
chapter discusses the major physical, chemical and biological processes that affect the
fate and transport of environmental contaminants in remediation systems. The chapter
begins with a discussion of contaminant transport in soils and aquifers followed by
sections describing various physicochemical, microbial and plant-based processes that
can influence the remediation of contaminated sites.

2.2 Solute Transport in Porous Media

Chemicals that are soluble in water can be relatively mobile in the soil and
subsurface environments. The ability of these contaminants to be transported with water
can be exploited using appropriate remediation technologies. Soil and subsurface
geological materials are comprised of porous media containing inter-connected voids
that allow flow of water. The subsurface may comprise of a saturated zone where all
voids are filled with water. This zone is typically overlain with a vadose zone where
voids are not saturated and may contain air or water (Figure 2.1). The groundwater table
forms a boundary between the saturated and unsaturated zones. A capillary fringe exists
above the groundwater table where surface tension forces allow water to rise into small
pores in the geological material above the water table. A saturated subsurface that
contains sufficient groundwater to allow harvesting of the water for irrigation or potable
use is called an aquifer. Aquifers are usually underlain by or sandwiched between
relatively impermeable clays or bedrock.

5
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Figure 2.1 Major physical characteristics of the subsurface environment affecting
groundwater flow and contaminant transport.

2.21 Gro undwater Flow

Flow of groundwater occurs through interconnected pores in the aquifer media. The
potential storage capacity of an aquifer is related to its porosity - the fraction of the total
aquifer volume occupied by pores. The pore volume of an aquifer capable of
transmitting fluid is represented by its effective porosity, ne. The pore size distribution
and interconnectivity of the pores are important characteristics controlling the movement
of groundwater under a hydraulic gradient. The hydraulic gradient is the driving force
for groundwater flow in an aquifer and is described by the change in hydraulic heads
between two points that are a unit distance apart (dh/dl).

Groundwater flow velocities typically range from centimeters to tens of meters
per day and follow a laminar flow regime. This allows the groundwater flow to be
described by Darcy's law, which states that the velocity of groundwater, also known as
the Darcy velocity or Darcy flux, is directly proportional to the hydraulic gradient:

where, VD, represents the Darcy velocity and the constant of proportionality, K, is the
hydraulic conductivity or coefficient of permeability of the porous media. The actual

6
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velocity of groundwater or its average linear velocity v/, is calculated by dividing the
Darcy velocity by the aquifer porosity

The hydraulic conductivity of a subsurface porous media represents it ability to
transport water under a hydraulic gradient. Hydraulic conductivity is the flow rate of
water through a unit cross-sectional area under the influence of a unit hydraulic gradient.
The hydraulic conductivity of nonhomogeneous, anisotropic aquifers varies spatially and
with the direction of measurement. Table 2.1 summarizes typical values of porosity and
horizontal hydraulic conductivity for common subsurface materials.

Table 2.1 Porosity and hydraulic conductivity of common subsurface materials.

Subsurface Material

Coarse sand

Medium sand

Fine sand

Sandstone

Dolomite and limestone

Shale

Porosity
(%)
39

39

43

33 to 37

26 to 30

6

Hydraulic Conductivity
(m/day)

8 x l O ~ 3 t o 5 0

8x 10'3to5

2 x l O ' 3 t o 2

3xlQ- 6 to0 .05

9xl ( r 6 to0 .05

9 x l ( r 1 0 t o 2 x l ( r 5

The governing equation for three-dimensional transient groundwater flow
through a control volume of a saturated anisotropic aquifer is given by (Mays, 2001):

7

where the left hand terms represent the Darcy flux in the x, y and z dimensions, Kx, Ky,
and Kz are the hydraulic conductivities in the three dimensions of the anisotropic aquifer,
Ss is the specific storage of the aquifer material, and W is the flow out of the control
volume. Ss represents the volume of water that is released from storage from a unit
volume of a saturated aquifer under a unit decline in hydraulic head. For a
homogeneous, isotropic medium, Eq. (2.3) simplifies to
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Two- or three-dimensional flow nets based on Darcy's law are used to describe
multi-dimensional transport of water in the subsurface. Flow nets such as those shown in
Figure 2.2 are constructed from a specified set of streamlines and equipotential lines for
a given set of boundary conditions. Equipotential lines are hypothetical curves that
connect points of identical hydraulic heads in the aquifer. Streamlines are orthogonal to
equipotential lines and describe the general direction of fluid flow. Flow nets are widely
used to evaluate the impact of pumping on the level of groundwater and the direction of
flow.

When soils are unsaturated, the flow of water occurs by capillary action under a
driving force known as the capillary potential or capillary head. The potential of water in
a capillary pore is inversely proportional to the pore diameter. Thus, when water levels
are dropped, larger soil pores are drained first due to the lower capillary potential in
these pores. All capillaries in unsaturated porous media do not participate in flow under
a given set of conditions and the overall permeability of the unsaturated soil depends on
the fraction and size of pores participating in flow (Reddi and Inyang, 2000). Therefore,
the hydraulic conductivity of an unsaturated soil is directly dependent on its water
content, which in turn, is related to the capillary potential.

2.22 Solute Transport

Contaminant transport in the subsurface can occur under normal hydraulic
gradients or under gradients induced by injection or production wells during site
remediation. The transport of dissolved contaminants in groundwater results from the
combined action of advection, diffusion, and dispersion processes. Advection or
convection is the process by which the contaminant is transported with the bulk fluid
flow. Diffusion is a molecular-scale process that results in transport of solute molecules
down a concentration gradient. Dispersive transport results from nonuniform flow
velocities and mixing along flow paths in heterogeneous porous media, and contributes
to solute transport at the advancing edge of a contaminant plume. This section presents a
simple derivation of the equation of solute transport in aquifer systems based on the law
of conservation of mass (Ogata, 1970; Bear, 1972; Freeze and Cherry, 1979).

8

where, K is the hydraulic conductivity of the isotropic aquifer material. Under steady
state flow conditions, Eq. (2.4) can be further simplified to
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Figure 2.2 Sectional and plan views showing equipotential lines and streamlines
associated with a single production well.

The advection driven, one-dimensional mass flux of solute in the z direction, F/,
is determined from the product of the solute concentration in water, C, and the Darcy
velocity of the groundwater:

Solute masses entering and leaving a three-dimensional elemental volume (ne dx dy dz)
can be described by Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8), respectively:

9



10 Remediation Technologies for Soils and Groundwater

In most aquifer systems groundwater flow rates are sufficiently slow to allow
diffusive mass-transfer of solutes to become a significant contributor of overall
contaminant transport. Diffusion is a near-molecular scale, concentration gradient driven
mass transfer process. Solute molecules in an unmixed system can migrate from a
volume of high concentration to one of low concentration to achieve maximum entropy
and, consequently, optimum thermodynamic stability. Diffusive mass transfer continues
to occur as long as a concentration gradient exists. Pick's first law describes the
diffusive solute flux across a concentration gradient as:

where, F is the mass flux of solute per unit area per unit time, Dd is the solute diffusion
coefficient in the fluid (m2/s), C is the molar solute concentration (M), and dC/dx is the
concentration gradient (M/m). The negative sign in Eq. (2.1 1) indicates that solute mass
transfer occurs from a region of higher concentration to that of a lower concentration.
When solute concentrations at a location also change with time due to macro-level
mixing, Pick's second law states that

The rate of change of solute mass in the representative elementary volume is

Substituting for F from Eq. (2.6) in Eq. (2.9) results in the three-dimensional equation
for advective transport of a conservative solute in porous media:
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In porous media such as aquifer systems, the diffusion of contaminants is
impacted by the tortuosity of diffusion paths. Tortuosity in porous media is the result of
the natural packing of particles, which produces a random distribution of inter-connected
pores providing flow paths for advective mass transport. An effective diffusion
coefficient, De, is used to model diffusive mass transport of solute in porous media:

where CD is an empirically derived coefficient related to the tortuosity of the media.

Dispersive transport of solutes predominantly occurs under turbulent conditions
that involve complex fluid motions and random fluctuations in fluid velocities.
Dispersive transport is also observed in flow regimes that are laminar in the macroscale
but associated with heterogeneous porous media comprising particles of irregular shapes
and sizes. The irregular pore-connectivity in such media results in obstructions to fluid
flow and produces a parabolic distribution of flow velocities. This phenomenon results
in mechanical dispersion of the solute causing spreading of the contaminant near the
advancing edge of the flow. Mechanical dispersion occurring in the direction of the flow
is called longitudinal dispersion, while that normal to the flow is called transverse
dispersion. The coefficients of longitudinal and transverse mechanical dispersions are
defined as or/v/ and o/v/, respectively, where «,- is the solute's dynamic dispersivity in the
longitudinal direction, a/ is its dynamic dispersivity in the transverse direction, and v/ is
the average linear velocity in the i direction. Contaminant spreading resulting from the
combined action of molecular diffusion and mechanical dispersion is known as
hydrodynamic dispersion. The one-dimensional hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient in
the / direction can, therefore, be represented as

The overall transport of solute in porous media is a combination of advective and
diffusive mass transport processes and the total mass of solute transported across a unit
cross-sectional area in the i direction is represented by

The negative sign before the dispersion term in Eq. (2.15) indicates that solute
transport occurs in the direction of a lower concentration. Adding the dispersive
transport term to Eq. (2.10) results in the overall three-dimensional advection-dispersion
equation for solute transport in porous media:



The one- and two-dimensional forms of Eq. (2.16) in a homogeneous medium
where the average linear velocity is uniform in all directions are given by Eqs. (2.17)
and (2. 18):

Analytical solutions for different cases of the advection-dispersion equation are
widely available in the literature (Fetter, 1999; Bedient et al., 1994; Reddi and Inyang,
2003).

2.3 Physicochemical Processes

Contaminants discharged into soil or groundwater environments can undergo a
variety of transformations under the influence of physical and chemical processes.
Physical and chemical interactions between a contaminant and the geological media are
often tightly interwoven and jointly described as physicochemical processes. This
section summarizes key physicochemical processes that affect the fate and transport of
contaminants in soils and groundwater. A thorough understanding of such processes is
essential to compare site-specific remediation approaches and develop treatment
protocols that best exploit the local physics and chemistry.

2.3.7 Hydrolysis

A variety of pollutants in the subsurface environment can be transformed by
hydrolysis reactions where the xenobiotics are cleaved into two parts in the presence of
H2O resulting in the introduction of a hydroxyl group (-OH) into the compound. This is
distinct from a hydration reaction, in which water molecules are added to a substance,
but no cleavage occurs. Hydrolysis reactions can occur spontaneously under certain
environmental conditions (e.g., low pHs) or may be mediated by enzymes or inorganic
catalysts. For example, the chemical hydrolysis of the pre-emergent, broadleaf herbicide

12 Remediation Technologies for Soils and Groundwater



Remediation Technologies for Soils and Groundwater 13

atrazine, followed by biotransformation by soil microbes accounts for most its
breakdown in soils.

Atrazine readily hydrolyzes in acidic or basic aqueous environments but is stable
at neutral pHs. Hydrolysis is an important reaction for many other organic contaminants
in aqueous environments and can significantly impact the fate and transformation of
these pollutants in soil and groundwater systems. The types of organic functional groups
that are particularly susceptible to hydrolysis include alkyl halides, amines, amides,
esters, carbamates, epoxides and nitriles (Lyman, 1990). The first-order kinetics of most
hydrolysis reactions allows for the expression of hydrolytic half-lives of several
contaminants.

2.3.2 Dissolution

Dissolution of contaminants into the aqueous phase associated with soil and
groundwater systems, may be occur from gases, solids, or nonaqueous phase liquids
(NAPL). Gases, such as carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide or methane, produced in the
saturated subsurface environments may dissolve in groundwater. Similarly gaseous
contaminants, such as gasoline constituents, encountered in the vadose zone may
partition into groundwater in the capillary fringe or at the water table.

The air-water partitioning of solutes is described by Henry's law, which states
that the concentration of a solute gas in a solution is directly proportional to its partial
pressure above the solution:

where, Ce is the aqueous phase solute concentration at equilibrium with a gas phase with
a partial pressure p of the solute. KH is the temperature-dependent Henry's law constant.
KH values and other chemical properties of commonly encountered soil and groundwater
contaminants are summarized in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2 Selected chemical properties of commonly occurring soil and groundwater
contaminants (Weber and DiGiano, 1996).

Dissolution of contaminants into groundwater may also occur from precipitated
solids or geological deposits. For example, the dissolution of arsenic from geological
strata has resulted in large-scale contamination of groundwater resources in parts of the
Bengal basin in India and Bangladesh (Akai et al., 2004). The processes of dissolution
and precipitation form a dynamic equilibrium where the extent of solubilization of a
solid, AB, depends on its solubility product (Ksp) defined as:

where, A+ and B" are the ions constituting the solid. Dissolution and precipitation
reactions can result in the release or removal of large amounts of contaminants from the
aqueous phase. Table 2.3 summarizes the solubility products of selected minerals of lead
and copper.

Dissolution of organic contaminants into groundwater can also occur from bulk
liquid or residual saturation in the unsaturated zone, or from light or dense non-aqueous
phase liquids (NAPLs) in the saturated zone. Figure 2.3 illustrates the downward
transport of a light NAPL (LNAPL) such as gasoline through the vadose zone, its
accumulation near the groundwater table, and the dissolution of NAPL components into
the groundwater.

Benzene

Toluene

Ethyl benzene

o-xylene

Chlorobenzene

Methyl tert-butyl ether

Phenol

4-chlorophenol

Naphthalene

Phenanthrene

Trichloroethylene

Tetrachloroethylene

Atrazine

5.49xlO'3

6.66 x 10~3

8.73 x 10'3

5.27 x lO ' 3

3.71 xlO' 3

9.15 x 10'4

4.0 x lO ' 7

5.6 x 10'7

1.08 x 10'3

1.45xlO'4

1.17xlO'2

2.75 x lO ' 2

6.2 x l O - 6

1,770

530

169

173

472

48,000

80,200

27,000

31

1.1

137

150

66.7

2.13

2.73

3.15

3.12

2.84

1.24

1.5

2.39

3.35

4.52

3.4

3.4

2.56

Compound Henry's Law Constant
(atm-mVmol)

Solubility
(mg/L)

Octanol-Water
Partitioning Constant

(log
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Table 2.3 Solubility products of copper and lead minerals (Yen, 1999).

V

Figure 2.3 Dissolution of NAPL components into groundwater.

Mineral

Cupric hydroxide

Malachite

Azurite

Covellite

Litharge

Cerussite

Galena

Dissolution Reaction

Cu(OH)2(s) -> Cu2+ + 20JT

Cu2CO3(OH)2(s) -»• 2Cu2+ + CO3
2' + 2OHT

Cu3(C03)2(OH)2(s) -» 3Cu2+ + 2CO3
2' + 2 OH"

CuS (s) -* Cu2+ + S2'

PbO(s) + H2O -> Pb2+ + 20H'

PbC03(s) -> Pb2+ + C03
2'

PbS(s) -» Pb2+ + S2'

Ksp

3.98xl(r20

1.58xlO'34

1.0 xlO'4 6

7.94 xlO'37

5.01 xlO'1 6

7.94 xlO'1 4

3.16xlO"2 8
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where, SA is the effective aqueous solubility of the NAPL component A, XA is the mole
fraction of A in the NAPL, Sfheoretical is the theoretical solubility of the pure subcooled
component A in water, and YNAPL is the activity coefficient of A in the NAPL.

The dissolution rates of NAPL components generally decrease over time due to
the reduction in their mole fractions in the NAPL mixtures. Typical time scales for the
removal of BTEX and PAHs from blob zones and NAPL pools can be of the order of a
few weeks to more than 10,000 years, respectively (Eberhardt and Grathwol, 2002).

2.3.3 Volatilization

Volatilization is the mass-transfer of contaminants from a solid or liquid phase
into a gas phase. Contaminants that are dissolved in groundwater or sorbed to soil and
aquifer materials, or are components of NAPL pools or residual blobs, can partition into
the vapor phase. Solute mass-transfer is a function of the relative volatility of the
contaminant and its solubility in water. The rate and extent of solute mass-transfer into
the gaseous phase depends on the solutes water-air partition coefficient or its Henry's
law constant (Table 2.1). Thus, a compound like benzene with a Henry's law constant of
5.49 x 10"3 (atm-m3/mol) will partition preferentially into the vapor phase compared to
phenol with KH = 4.0 x 10"7 (atm-m3/mol). Volatilization is a significant mass-transfer
mechanism for contaminants with KH > 10"7. Mass-transfer of pure liquids and NAPL
components into the vapor phase is governed by Raoult's law (Eq. 2.21).

Volatilization can account for significant losses of organic solutes from soil,
groundwater, or NAPL. Volatilization of gasoline contaminants from saturated and
unsaturated zones can result in vapor plumes in the vadose zone that can migrate offsite
and accumulate under surface structures such as in basements of residential buildings.
Such soil gases are health hazards and have the potential to cause explosions.

Due to the low solubility of NAPL components, contaminant dissolution from
NAPL under laminar flow conditions typical of aquifers is mass-transfer limited, and
occurs over long time scales producing large volumes of dilute, contaminated
groundwater. The dissolution rate of NAPL components is controlled by the effective
solubility of the dissolving organic compounds. Effective solubility is the theoretical
aqueous solubility of a NAPL component in groundwater that is in chemical equilibrium
with a multicomponent NAPL. The aqueous solubility of a NAPL component can be
estimated from the product of its theoretical aqueous solubility and its mole fraction in
the NAPL mixture based on principles of Raoult's law:
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2.3.4 Sorption

Sorption can be described as a mass-transfer process that results in the migration
of contaminants from a fluid phase to an adjacent solid surface, an interface or a second
fluid phase (Adamson, 1990). The chemical potential of the solute remains unchanged in
each phase and the solute is assumed to obey Henry's law. The term "sorption" includes
absorption and adsorption processes. Absorption describes the inter-phase dissolution of
solute molecules resulting from their complete mixing throughout the sorbent phase.
Such dissolution or "partitioning" of a solute can occur between gas-gas, gas-liquid,
liquid-liquid, gas-solid or liquid-solid phases. Adsorption is a surface phenomenon and
refers to mass-transfer of a solute from a fluid to the surface of a solid or its
accumulation at the interface between two phases. Adsorption processes are further
described as physisorption if the solute-sorbent interactions are primarily through weak
van der Waal's forces, or chemisorption if stronger chemical bond formation occurs
between the solute and sorbent surfaces. Sorption processes can affect the mobility and
biodegradability of pollutants in the soil and groundwater environment through complex
combinations of absorption, physisorption and chemisorption reactions with soil
components.

Figure 2.4 illustrates some common ways in which contaminant molecules
interact with soils components. These include (i) surface adsorption, electrostatic
interactions, hydrogen bonding, or ion-exchange of solute with the mineral surfaces, (ii)
precipitation and crystallization of the contaminant on soil or sediment surfaces, (iii)
hydrophobic interactions, sequestration, ion-exchange, proton-transfer, coordination
reactions or covalent bond formation with soil or sediment organic matter, and (iv)
diffusion into mineral or organic matter micropores.

The contaminant's distribution between the fluid and solid phases at equilibrium
at a given temperature can be described using sorption isotherms such as those
illustrated in Figure 2.5. Absorption of a solute into a three-dimensional phase is
represented by Type I isotherms. Type I sorption behavior is described by a
"partitioning-type" linear free energy relationship equating the concentrations of the
solute in each of the two phases. For relatively small concentration ranges and dilute
pollutant concentrations, the solute distribution at equilibrium can be represented by a
simple linear phase distribution relationship expressed as:

where, qe is the solid phase concentration, Ce is the fluid phase concentration at
equilibrium, and Kd is a distribution coefficient analogous to a liquid-liquid partitioning
coefficient such as KQW- The distribution of solute between the two phases is, therefore,
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represented by the ratio of the solute concentration in each phase. Absorption of organic
contaminants to natural soils containing diagenetically unaltered soil organic matter is
rapid, reversible and noncompetitive and follows Type I sorption behavior (Huang and
Weber, 1997).

Figure 2.4 Physical-chemical interactions between dissolved organic solutes and soil
components.

Figure 2.5 Sorption isotherms representing solute distribution between solid and fluid
phases at equilibrium.
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The Type II curve shown in Figure 2.5 describes an equilibrium relationship
where solute transfer from a fluid phase to a solid surface decreases with increasing
solute concentration. Type II sorption or adsorption occurs when solute molecules
interact with a finite number of specific surface sites. In such cases, adsorbing solute
molecules eventually saturate the surface producing a monolayer surface coverage as
illustrated by the concave isotherm. Type II behavior is observed in the adsorption of
organic contaminants on nonporous mineral surfaces. Contaminant adsorption is
generally rapid if mass-transfer to the surface and into pores of the mineral or organic
domains is faster compared to macroscopic solute transport in the bulk aqueous phase
(Weber and DiGiano, 1996). Conversely, sorption is protracted if it is controlled by
diffusion into intraparticle or intraorganic regions (Pignatello and Xing, 1996).

Type III sorption behavior results in a convex isotherm in which the tendency of
the solute molecules to associate with a second phase, a surface or an interface increases
with solute concentration. Type II behavior occurs when solute partitioning or
adsorption results in the modification of the sorbent surface in a manner that allows
more favorable solute transfer from the fluid phase. This phenomenon is commonly not
observed in the interaction of organic solutes with soils and sediments. Irrespective of
the type of sorption behavior, however, all isotherms appear linear at low solution
concentrations and over narrow concentration ranges. A variety of models have been
used to describe the phase distribution of organic solutes between gas/liquid and solid
phases. Five widely used sorption models are summarized in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4 Commonlv used sorption models for orsanic and inorsanic solutes.

Sorption Model

Partitioning Model

Langmuir Model

Brunauer-Emmett-
Teller (BET) Model

Freundlich Model

Dual Mode Model

Mathematical Representation Coefficients

Kd - linear phase
distribution constant

q0 = sorption capacity
KL = sorption energy factor

q0 = sorption capacity
KBET = sorption energy
factor
Cs = molar solubility

Kp = specific capacity
n = sorption energy and

heterogeneity factor

N = types of sorption-sites
within heterogeneous
SOM
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Due to their pH dependent surface charges, oxide minerals constitute the most
important sorption domains for heavy metals in soils and subsurface materials. For
example, arsenate and arsenite anions adhere electrostatically to mineral surfaces that
are positively charged. These ion exchange reactions reach equilibrium within seconds
to hours and have been observed to follow both Langmuir and Freundlich-type
adsorption behaviors (Smith et al., 1999; Adriano, 2001).

2.3.6 Complexation

Short-range interactions between ions or molecules in soil solutions can also lead
to complex formation:

The equilibrium constant for this reaction is given by:

2.3.5 Ion Exchange

Ion exchange is a reversible chemical reaction wherein an ion from solution is
exchanged for a similarly charged ion attached on a solid surface. Ion exchange is also
referred to as an adsorbent motivated sorption process. The presence of surface charges
or counter-ions on soil particles, especially clays, gives rise to the soil's cation exchange
capacity (CEC) or anion exchange capacity (AEC) allowing these particles to function
as ion exchangers by exchanging surface H+, Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, OH", Cl~, NO3", SO4

2",
or PC>43" ions with ionic contaminants from the soil solution or groundwater. The ion-
exchange process is competitive and depends highly on the pH and ionic strength of the
solution. While expandable clays such as montmorillonite manifest high CECs (~ 1.0
mol/kg), non-expandable clays such as kaolinite exhibit exchange capacities of the order
ofO.lmol/kg.

Both ionizable organic contaminants and heavy metals can participate in ion
exchange reactions with soil surfaces. The ion exchange of a cationic contaminant such
as a heavy metal, M+, to a soil surface saturated with Na+ counterions can be expressed
by Eq. (2.23):
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where q = am - bn, Mm+ is a metal ion, Ln~ is a ligand ion or molecule and MflL^ is the
soluble complex or ion pair. A ligand is an ion or molecule that is bonded to a central
metal cation through a coordinate covalent bond and resides in its coordination sphere.
There are three primary types of soluble complexes (Figure 2.6): a) a solvation complex
comprised of the metal ion and its primary hydration sphere where H2O is the ligand; b)
a complex ion or inner-sphere complex is a soluble species in which a non-H^O ligand
has replaced a water of hydration; and c) an ion pair or an outer-sphere complex is
formed when a ligand does not replace a water of hydration but is electrostatically
attached to the outside of the hydration sphere (Essington, 2004). The formation of
soluble complexes results in the loss of the original chemical properties of the metal
ions.

Ion speciation and the stability of complexes have the potential to significantly
impact the environmental fate of metallic contaminants. The equilibrium constant also
known as the ion formation constant (Kj) for the complex formation reaction represented
by Eq. (2.25) can be written as:

Figure 2.6 Three primary types of soluble metal ion complexes: (a) solvation complex,
(b) inner-sphere complex, and (c) outer-sphere complex. M = metal ion, W = H^O, L =
ligand ion or molecule.

Complex stability is a function of the type of complex formed, the number of
metals and ligands involved, and properties of component ions such as their radii,
valences, polarizability and electronegativity (Essington, 2004). Complex stability is
also affected by the number of bonds between the central metal ion and a complexing
ligand. Ligands such as oxalate, carbonate, citrate and ethylenediamine tetraacetate
(EDTA), which form multiple bonds with the central metal cation, yield polydentate
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complexes that are more stable than the monodentate complexes formed with ligands
such as chloride, acetate and lactate (Figure 2.7). The mobility and bioavailability of
metal ions in soil systems is strongly influenced by their tendency to form complexes
with the carboxylic or phenolic moieties of soil organic matter.

Figure 2.7 Formation of (a) monodentate and (b) bidentate complexes between copper
ion (Cu) and acetate (Ac) and oxalate (Ox) molecules, respectively. W = H2O.

2.3.7 Oxidation-Reduction

The biological and chemical fate of contaminants in the environment is often
related to electron-transfer mediated oxidation-reduction (redox) reactions. Chemicals
that are enriched in electrons are considered reduced and known as "electron donors" or
reductants, while those deficient in electrons are oxidized and called "electron
acceptors" or oxidants. Redox reactions result from electron transfers between
reductants and oxidants, whereby the reductant is oxidized and the oxidant is reduced.
Many inorganic reactions and all biological reactions in soils are redox reactions. Most
redox reactions also result in the transfer of H+ ions. Electron transfer involves the
coupling of two half-reactions. The oxidation half reaction represents the release of
electrons from an electron-rich chemical resulting in the generation of an oxidized
species of the chemical. The reduction half reaction describes the acceptance of
electrons by an electron-deficient chemical and the production of a reduced species. For
example, the oxidation of phenol by chromate may be represented by two half reactions:

Oxidation half reaction: 1/28 C6H6O + 11/28 H2O -» 3/14 CO2 + H+ + e

Reduction half reaction: 1/6 Cr2O7
2' (aq) + 4/3 H+ + e -> 1/3 Cr(OH)3 (s) + 1/6 H2O

These half reactions represent single electron transfers. Phenol is mineralized to
CO2 and aqueous chromate is reduced to a hydroxide precipitate. The overall redox
reaction can be written as:

(a) (b)



where [Red] and [Ox] refer to the molar concentrations of the reductant and oxidant
species, respectively. Eq. (2.27) can be rewritten in terms of electron activity as:

Replacing -logfe"] and log K withpe andpe0, the above reaction can be written as:

1/28 C6H6O + 19/84 H2O + 1/6 Cr2O7
2' (aq) + 1/3 H+ -» 1/3 Cr(OH)3 (s) + 3/14 CO2

3 C6H6O + 19 H2O + 14 Cr2O7
2' (aq) + 28 H+ -» 28 Cr(OH)3 (5) + 18 CO2

The equilibrium constant AT for single electron transfer half reactions is expressed
as:
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The value of pe is an indicator of the local redox environment. Large values of pe favor
the existence of electron rich (reduced) species while small values indicate the
preference for electron-deficient (oxidized) species. At a pH of 7.0, pe < 2 is indicative
of anoxic or reducing conditions, 2 < pe < 1 represents suboxic conditions, and pe > 1
indicates oxic or oxidizing conditions (Knox et al., 1993). Redox conditions in soils and
aquifers can vary widely over short distances and impact the fate of both organic and
inorganic contaminants. The redox environment can affect the extents and rates of
pollutant biotransformation and the mobility of metals in the subsurface.

Environmental redox conditions can also be characterized using the redox
potential, EH which has units of volts and is related tope according to Eq. (2.30):

or
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where R is the universal gas constant, T is temperature in degrees Kelvin, and F is the
Faraday constant. The value 2.3RT/F is equal to 0.059 V at 25°C. Table 2.5 summarizes
thQpe and EH values for selected redox reactions.

Table 2.5 Selected reduction half reactions and associated peQ and EH values at 25°C.
Half Reaction ^^°

+33.1

+ 25.5

+ 23.6

+ 21.1

+ 20.8

+ 17.8

+ 15.8

+ 14.9

+ 14.1

+ 13.0

+ 11.6

+ 8.6

+ 7.2

+ 5.2

+ 4.4

+ 4.3

+ 2.9

+ 1.3

0.0

EH (volts)

+ 1.953

+ 1.508

+ 1.396

+ 1.248

+ 1.230

+ 1.053

+ 0.935

+ 0.881

+ 0.834

+ 0.769

+ 0.686

+ 0.505

+ 0.423

+ 0.308

+ 0.260

+ 0.254

+ 0.172

+ 0.078

0.0

2.4 Biological Processes

Biological processes also play a significant role in the mitigation of
environmental pollutants. Terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems offer a diversified range of
biological activities, where biotic processes in soil, sediment, surface water and
groundwater can be mediated by microorganisms and higher plants that have adapted to
the constituents present in these environments. Plant and microbial mitigation generally
involves processes such as biological uptake, biological transformation and biologically
mediated contaminant immobilization. While playing an instrumental role in the
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reduction and biogeochemical cycling of nutrients, biotic processes can also temporarily
or permanently immobilize, accumulate or transform organic and inorganic constituents,
resulting in modifications in the structural and toxicological properties of pollutants.

The interaction of vegetation, microorganisms and organic and inorganic
constituents present in the soil, sediment, surface water or groundwater, can provide a
desirable environment for enhanced growth and reproduction of microorganisms in the
rhizosphere of higher plants, consequently enhancing their role in contaminant
mitigation. An understanding of the biotic processes involved in the fate and transport of
contaminants in natural systems is essential to compare and select biologically-based
cleanup strategies and establish treatment protocols that are best suited for remediating
contaminated sites. This section outlines microbiological and phytoremediation
processes involved in the fate and transport of pollutants in natural systems for
contaminated soil and groundwater remediation.

2.4.1 Microbial Processes

Plants and other organisms readily break down and immobilize many organic
and inorganic compounds. However, microorganisms play the predominant role in the
mineralization portion of biogeochemical reactions. Microorganisms are well suited to
this task because of large numbers of microbial species that thrive in a variety of
environments. Microbes can adapt to changes in environmental or substrate conditions,
exhibit high metabolic and growth rates, and are collectively able to catalyze a wide
range of metabolic reactions. The small size and mass of microorganisms make them
ecologically significant, since they are easily carried by air and water currents to other
locations, making them ubiquitous. They appear to thrive even under extreme
conditions, where species distribution can sometimes be as diverse as that in temperate
climates. Environmental and nutritional conditions determine which strains grow and
reproduce successfully, and ultimately affect the generation of metabolic products and
the level of xenobiotic compound degradation.

2.4.1.1 Microorganisms Involved in Remediation

Microorganisms involved in the mitigation of contaminants include: bacteria,
algae and fungi. The majority of bacteria are single-celled organisms that are widely
distributed in terrestrial and aquatic systems. Many bacteria absorb necessary nutrients
from their environment, while others make their own nutrients via photosynthesis or
other synthetic processes. Algae includes unicellular or multi-cellular organisms found
in fresh and salt water aquatic environments that photosynthesize their own food by
capturing energy from sunlight. Many fungi, such as yeasts and molds, are single-celled
organisms, while others such as mushrooms are multi-cellular. They are widely
distributed in soil and aquatic ecosystems as decomposers of dead organic matter that
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absorb nutrients from their environment. Protozoa are found in a variety of soil and
aquatic environments. These single-celled organisms generally obtain food by engulfing
or ingesting smaller microorganisms (Black, 1999).

As decomposers, bacteria, fungi and yeasts fill an important ecological role in
the decay of organic matter in the environment. In waste treatment systems, bacteria are
commonly found as aerobic and/or anaerobic consortia, where a variety of
microorganisms are involved in pollutant mitigation. While protozoans are not
significantly involved in the remediation of contaminants, they possess numerous highly
efficient digestive enzymes, which may eventually be tapped for use in specific
transformation reactions. Fungi have been found to degrade several recalcitrant organic
contaminants. Algae are involved in metal recovery via biosorption, uptake and
bioaccumulation, leading to the mitigation of waste streams with high metal content.

Microorganisms are important facilitators of the biogeochemical cycling of
organic and inorganic nutrients. Most properties of microorganisms are directly
attributable to their small size that ultimately affects their morphology, mobility,
activity, ecological distribution, diversity and metabolic flexibility. There are also some
limitations imposed by the small size of microorganisms when compared to plant or
animal cells. Microorganisms tend to be less specialized and individual microbial cells
cannot conduct as many functions as plant or animal cells.

The small size of microorganisms generally leads to a high surface area to
volume ratio, which in turn is responsible for the relatively high metabolic rates
observed in microorganisms, and allows for their extensive interactions with the
environment. As the size and dimension of cells decrease, the metabolic rate (respiratory
quotient) typically increases (Schlegel, 1988). Another measure of metabolic rate is the
doubling or generation time. Small bacterial cells can double fairly rapidly, sometimes
within a matter of 10 to 30 minutes under optimal growth conditions.

In microorganisms, extensive adaptability has evolved as a necessity imposed by
their small size and constant exposure to and interactions with the environment. Most of
their enzyme systems are able to change in response to variations in environmental
conditions. This adaptability provides for efficient regulation of metabolism through
induction and repression of genes that code for specific enzymes, broad substrate
specificity of microbial enzymes, ease of gene transfer and mobilization, and collective
metabolic versatility of microbial communities.

Regulatory mechanisms such as induction and repression play an important role
in microbial cell physiology. An average microbial cell has several thousand structural
genes which are able to encode approximately 100,000 protein molecules. However, not
all structural genes are expressed at any given time. For instance, many important
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catabolic enzymes are produced only if the appropriate substrates are present. When the
inductive substrates are no longer available, the enzymes are quickly broken down to
make other proteins needed for the microorganism to adapt to new environmental
conditions. Another reason for the metabolic flexibility observed in microorganisms is
the ease with which gene transfer, including conjugation, transformation, transduction
and transposition, occurs in microbial cells. Through the acquisition of new genetic
elements, microorganisms can acquire new metabolic capabilities, when exposed to
varying environmental conditions. Similarly, in the absence of selective forces,
microorganisms can also readily lose certain genetic elements.

Microbial adaptability implies that, in many cases, microbial enzymes exhibit
broader substrate specificity than their higher plant and mammalian counter parts. This
broad substrate specificity is crucial in the biodegradation of many xenobiotic
contaminants, where microbial enzymes normally adapted to using natural substrates,
are also able to catalyze reactions using xenobiotic compounds. However, broad
substrate specificity occasionally results in the generation of toxic or dead-end products.
In general, various species of microorganisms can partially metabolize contaminants,
generating metabolic products, which can subsequently be utilized for growth and
energy production by other species of microorganisms. Hence, while individual cells
may metabolize only a limited range of substrates, collectively, microorganisms can
utilize most naturally occurring organic substrates, as well as many xenobiotic
compounds.

2.4.1.2 Microbial Metabolism

Metabolism refers to cellular biochemical processes that involve energy transfer. Such
processes include anabolism or reactions that require energy to synthesize complex
molecules from simpler ones, and catabolism or reactions that release energy by
breaking complex molecules into simpler ones. Microorganisms can be classified
taxonomically (Table 2.6) or grouped into metabolic classes depending on their sources
of energy and carbon (Figure 2.8) (Madigan et al., 1997). Heterotrophs use organic
compounds as sources of carbon, while autotrophs employ inorganic CO2 as a source of
carbon for the synthesis of organic molecules.

While chemotrophic organisms obtain energy by oxidizing simple inorganic
chemicals such as sulfides and nitrites, phototrophs use light as an energy source.
Heterotrophic organisms can be further classified based on the compounds they utilize
as the terminal electron acceptors during oxidation of organic substrates or other
constituents. Strict aerobic heterotrophs use molecular oxygen as the terminal electron
acceptor during oxidation of organic compounds:
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Table 2.6 Taxonomic classification of microorganisms.

Characteristics Bacteria Algae

Cellular Unicellular X X

Organization Multicellular X

Nuclear Prokaryotic X X

Organization Eukaryotic X

Protozoa Fungi Rotifers

X

X X

X X X

Photo X
Autotrophic

Chemo X

Aerobic X

Heterotrophic Anaerobic X

Facultative X

X X X

X

Figure 2.8 Microbial classification based on metabolism.
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Thus, a variety of microbial decomposers in soil and aquifer systems are able to
utilize organic contaminants as sources of energy, converting them to gaseous CC>2 or
CH4. This provides an important biological mechanism for removal of a wide variety of
organic compounds. The efficiency and rate of organic compound degradation by
microorganisms is highly variable for different types of organic compounds. In general,
when oxygen and an organic substrate are available, aerobic and facultative bacteria
immediately start to biodegrade the organic substrate, until the oxygen available has
been depleted. In the absence of oxygen, organic decomposition can be mediated by any
number of other terminal electron acceptors, including NOs", Mn 2+, Fe 3+, SCU " and
COi (Figure 2.9). The redox potential decreases through the sequence of electron
acceptors.

For EH > 300 mV, the local environmental conditions are considered to be
aerobic, at EH < -100 mV they are anaerobic, while for intermediate redox values, the
conditions are anoxic (Kadlec and Knight, 1996). 62 is the acceptor for 400 mV <EH<
600 mV. Between EH values of 320 amd 340 mV, oxygen depletion is considered to be
complete and nitrate reduction to N2 begins to take place until an EH of 220 mV is
reached. Manganese reduction from managanic (Mn4+) to manganous (Mn2+) is
prominent at EH between 220 and 120 mV. Ferric (Fe +) to ferrous (Fe2+) reduction takes

In the absence of oxygen, anaerobic heterotrophs oxidize organic compounds
using other oxidized substances as terminal electron acceptors. This metabolic process is
referred to as anaerobic respiration, and the general reactions involved are illustrated Eq.
(2.32) for denitrification and Eq. (2.33) for sulfate reduction:

Methanogenesis is another anaerobic metabolic process that allows strictly
anaerobic organisms to break down organic acids and produce methane gas (CHU) using
CO2 as an electron acceptor (Eq. 2.35).

Facultative heterotrophs comprise a group of bacteria that utilize oxygen, nitrate
or sulfate for the oxidation of organic compounds depending on the availability of each
electron acceptor. Another reaction that can be carried out by aerobic, anaerobic or
facultative microorganisms is fermentation. In this case, organic compounds serve as
electron acceptors during oxidation of organic substrates (Eq. 2.34).
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place at EH between 120 mV and -150 mV, followed by sulfate (SCU2") reduction to
hydrogen sulfide (H2S) from -150 mV to -250 mV, and, finally, carbon dioxide (CO2) is
reduced to methane (CH4) from -250 mV to -300 mV.

The primary reason for heterotrophs to decompose organic compounds is to gain
energy for cellular purposes such as synthesis of macromolecules, respiration and
motility, with some energy loss as heat. The amount of energy that can be biochemically
extracted from a given quantity of organic matter depends on the type of terminal
electron acceptor utilized. The greatest amount of energy is yielded when oxygen is used
in the oxidation reaction. The least amount of energy is derived during strictly anaerobic
metabolism. Thus, biological transformation of organic contaminants usually occurs
most rapidly in the presence of oxygen, and more slowly when other electron acceptors
are used.

Mixed substrate systems are characterized by the presence of a multiple sources
of nutrients that serve similar physiological functions. In contaminated soil and
groundwater, microbial growth and metabolism often occurs at low concentrations of
diverse mixed substrates. Co-metabolism is an important degradation process where the
fortuitous transformation of a non-growth-yielding substrate occurs in the presence of a
growth substrate. The growth substrate provides energy for microbial growth and
maintenance and reducing power, which allows for the degradation of the non-growth

Figure 2.9 Redox zones in soil as a function of soil depth.
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Table 2.7 summarizes general autotrophic and heterotrophic microbial metabolic
reactions and the end products generated, as a function of electron acceptor availability
(Suthersan, 1997).

2.4.1.3 Microbially-Mediated Processes

Microorganisms can play a significant role in the mitigation of organic and
inorganic contaminants in the environment. Their metabolism is dependent upon the
availability of electron donors and acceptors, as well as the essential nutrients and ions
necessary for growth. Microbes have evolved a wide range of mechanisms for the

Iron bacteria, such as the filamentous Leptothrix and Crenothrix, oxidize soluble
inorganic Fe+2 to insoluble Fe+3, resulting in precipitation of Fe(OH)3. The filamentous
bacteria carry out this reaction and deposit the oxidized iron, forming yellow or reddish
brown colored slimes or effluents:

substrates. Metabolism of non-growth substrates does not provide energy or reducing
power to the microorganism. However, the end products of the transformation can be
mineralized or utilized by other microorganisms in a community. Co-metabolism is
viewed as extremely important in the initial environmental transformation of many
otherwise recalcitrant pollutants. It can be viewed as a consequence of the broad
substrate specificity of some microbial enzymes, where in some cases, the growth
substrates have a similar size and structure as the co-metabolites.

Autotrophic bacteria oxidize inorganic compounds for energy and use CC>2 as
their source of cellular carbon. Nitrifying, sulfur and iron bacteria are among the most
important autotrophs relevant to bioremediation technologies. Under low organic carbon
loading, nitrifying bacteria such as Nitrosomonas and Nitrobacter spp., can oxidize NHs
in two stages to produce energy and form NCV and, subsequently, NOa" according to
Eqs. (2.36) and (2.37):

Sulfur bacteria (such as Thiobacillus sp.) can tolerate pH levels as low as 1.0 and
oxidize the weak acid hydrogen sulfide, H2S, to a strong acid, H2SO4, as shown in the
following equation:
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immobilization, mobilization, uptake and transformation of organic and inorganic
contaminants. A schematic of common microbially-mediated processes is illustrated in
Figure 2.10 and a summary of these processes is presented in Table 2.8.

Table 2.7. Summary of autotrophic and heterotrophic microbial metabolism.
Metabolism

Aerobic Respiration

Anaerobic
Respiration

Fermentation

Electron Donor

Organic substrates

NH4

Fe2+

s2-
Organic substrates

Organic substrates

H2

H2

Organic substrates .

Electron Acceptor

02

02

02

02

N03;
S04

2'

S04
2'

C02

Organic compounds

End Products

CO2, H2O

NO2", NO3;H2O

Fe3+

S04
2'

CO2, H2O, N2> Cl'

co2,H2o, s2',cr
H20, S2',

CH4, H20

Organic compounds,
CO2, CKU

Figure 2.10 Microbial remediation mechanisms of organic and inorganic contaminants.

Microorganisms can temporarily or permanently immobilize pollutants,
particularly inorganic contaminants, in the environment via biomineralization and
biosorption. In the case of metallic pollutants, microorganisms provide a chemical
environment that controls the nucleation and growth of crystalline metal species. The
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formation of these crystalline biominerals and non-crystalline precipitates can occur
both within or outside the cell (Rabb and Feldmann, 2003).

A number of mechanisms grouped under the term biosorption, which include
physical adsorption, ion exchange, complexation and precipitation, allow physical
interactions between microbes and contaminants. Bacterial cell walls and envelopes, and
the walls of fungi, yeasts, and algae are efficient metal biosorbents that bind charged
groups. Cell walls are mainly composed of polysaccharides, proteins and lipids and have
abundant binding groups such as carboxyl, sulfate, phosphate and amino groups.
Physical adsorption takes place due to Van der Waals' forces and can also occur via
electrostatic interactions between the inorganic ions in solution and the cell walls of the
microorganisms (Kuyucak and Volesky, 1988).

Table 2.8 Selected microbiological processes.
Mechanisms

Biomineralization

Biosorption
• Precipitation
• Complexation
• Ion exchange
• Adsortption

Bioaccumulation /
Uptake

Transformation
• Degradation
• Mineralization
• Detoxification
• Activation

Cometabolism

Process Goal

Permanent
contaminant
immobilization

Temporary or
permanent
contaminant
immobilization

Contaminant
extraction and
accumulation from
media to the
microbial cell

Change in
contaminant
structure to a more
or less toxic end
product

Change in
contaminant
structure to a more
or less toxic end
product

Media
Groundwater,
surface water,
waste waters,
sludges

Groundwater,
surface water,
wastewaters,
sludges

Groundwater, soil,
sediment, surface
water, wastewater,
sludges

Soil, sludge,
sedimentSj suface
water,
groundwater,
sludges

Soil, sludge,
sediments, suface
water,
groundwater,
sludges

Contaminants
Metals
Inorganic anions
such as HS", NO3",
NCV, S04

2'
Metals and
radionuclides
Charged inorganic
and organic
compounds

Metals and
radionuclides
Some recalcitrant
organic compounds

Organic and
inorganic
compounds

Some recalcitrant
organic compounds

The polysaccharides associated with microbial cell walls allow exchange of
bivalent metal ions for the counter ions of the polysaccharides, resulting in the
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biosorptive uptake of heavy metals (Kuyucak and Volesky, 1988). Metal removal from
solution can also occur through complex formation with amino and carboxyl groups
found in cell wall polysaccharides. Microorganisms can mediate the precipitation of
metals through the formation of less soluble non-crystalline metal species or complexes,
depending on the availability of organic and inorganic anions (Rabb and Feldmann,
2003). Metal precipitation may take place both in the solution and on the cell surface. It
may be dependent on microbial metabolism if, in the presence of toxic metals, the
microorganism produces compounds that enhance the precipitation process. However,
precipitation is not dependent on microbial metabolism, if it occurs as a result of a
chemical interaction between the constituent and cell surface.

Cellular membranes of microorganisms are composed of hydrophobic lipid
bilayers, which are practically impenetrable for charged compounds. The transport of
inorganic and organic contaminants across microbial cell membranes can lead to
intracellular accumulation, which is dependent on microbial cell metabolism. Potential
mechanisms of flux across membranes can be ion pumps, ion channels, carrier-mediated
transport, endocytosis, complex permeation, and lipid permeation. These processes can
only take place with viable cells and in the case of metals, for instance, transport across
microbial cell membranes may be mediated by the same energy dependent transport
mechanism used to convey metabolically important ions (Raab and Feldmann, 2003).
Permeabilization of cell membranes by these compounds can result in further exposure
of intracellular binding sites and in an in increase passive accumulation.

The mobilization of organic compounds, metals and radionuclides occurs as a
result of oxidation-reduction reactions, production of soluble mineral or organic acid
metabolites or intermediates, and changes in abiotic conditions. For inorganic
compounds that can exist in more than one oxidation state, enzymatic oxidation or
reduction which impacts solubility may be a useful approach to remove the toxic
inorganic species from solution. The use of complexation agents may be useful in
mobilizing organic and inorganic compounds to facilitate their subsequent uptake.
Microbial complexing agents can be low molecular weight organic acids and alcohols,
high molecular weight ligands, siderophores, and metal-binding compounds. When
microorganisms are grown in iron deficient media, they can produce siderophores,
which are specific iron chelators, but are also capable of forming complexes with other
metals and radionuclides, thereby increasing their aqueous solubilities. Siderophores are
compounds that possess catecholate, phenolate or hydroxamate as their binding groups.

Microbial transformation of organic compounds and organometallic species, may
be described by the terms degradation, mineralization, detoxification, activation or
methylation. Degradation implies that the initial organic substrates no longer exists and
have been metabolically broken down to organic and inorganic end products.
Mineralization refers to the complete conversion of organic structures to inorganic forms
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such as CC>2, K^O, anions and cations. Detoxification is the transformation of an organic
compound to some intermediate form that is nontoxic or less toxic, while the process of
forming more toxic or inhibitory end-products or intermediate products is known as
activation (Suthersan, 1997). Reactions involved in such transformation processes
typically involve intracellular or extracellular enzymes. Microorganisms may also
produce organic acids (e.g., citric, oxalic, gluonic, fumaric, lactic and malic acids),
which may chelate toxic metals resulting in the formation of metallo-organic molecules.
Examples of microbial activation include the microbial formation of hydrides, which
contain hydrogen or a mixture of methyl groups and hydrogen, from arsenic, selenium
and other elements, as well as methylation, which is the biological synthesis of metal-
carbon species where one or more methyl groups are transferred to a metal species.
Subsequently, the toxic hydrides and/or methylated species are rapidly excreted as part
of the microbial cell detoxification process (Raab and Feldmann, 2003).

2.4.2 Phytoremediation Processes

Phytoremediation processes make use of plants and interactions in the plant
environment to uptake, transform and/or immobilize organic and inorganic pollutants in
the contaminated soils and water. The vegetation-based treatment employs natural cycles
within the plant and its environment. The selection of plant species is based on the
knowledge of the contaminants of concern, plant adaptability to site-specific factors
such as climate, depth of plant root structure, and soil type, and remediation objectives
(US EPA, 2001).

2.4.2.1 Higher Plants and the Surrounding Rhizosphere

Vegetation characteristics which are sought in phytoremediation processes
include the ability to extract or degrade contaminant to nontoxic or less toxic products,
rapid growth rate, adaptability to local conditions, ease of planting and maintenance, and
uptake of large quantities of water via evapotranspiration (US EPA, 2001). The types of
plants involved in the remediation processes include species of algae in aquatic systems;
floating, emergent and submerged macrophytes in wetland systems; hyperaccumulators
for the treatment of metal contaminated environments; herbaceous and legume species
for the remediation of pollutants in surface soils; and hybrid poplars, willow and
cottonwood trees for the mitigation of groundwater contaminants or to provide hydraulic
control.

The rhizosphere is a zone of increased microbial activity at the root-soil interface
under the influence of the plant root. Rhizosphere soil microorganisms in plant
ecosystems typically have well-established symbiotic relationships with the plants.
Plants create microenvironments and attachments sites where communities of
microorganisms can thrive along stems, in the root zone or in the rhizosphere. Certain
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plants contain porous and spongy tissue in their stems and roots that allows air to move
quickly between the leaf surface and the roots. Oxygen released from plant roots
oxidizes the rhizosphere environment and enabling microbial processes that require
oxygen (Steinberg and Coonrod, 1994). Plants also release exudates into the surrounding
soil which include sugars, alcohols, amino acids, and enzymes. The exudates and
enzymes enhance microbial growth and the growth of mycorrhizal fungi. These fungi
grow in symbiotic association with the plant and have unique enzymatic pathways that
help degrade organics that could not be degraded by bacteria alone (Suthersan, 1997).
The overall effect is a 100 to 1000-fold increase in the microbial biomass surrounding
the roots compared with microbial populations in the bulk soil (Carman and Grossman,
2001; Crowley et al., 1997; Anderson and Coats, 1995).

2.4.2.2 Phytoremediation Mechanisms

Mechanisms involved in phytoremediation processes include rhizofiltration,
rhizodegradation, phytodegradation, phytoaccumulation, phytostabilization,
phytovolatilization and phytocontainment. These processes are described in more detail
in this section. A summary of phytoremediation mechanisms, process goals and
applications is presented in Table 2.9.

Phytoaccumulation

Phytoaccumulation, also known as phytoextraction, phytoconcentration,
phytotransfer, phytomining or hyperaccumulation, is the use of plants to uptake,
translocate and accumulate constituents from the plant root zone into above-ground plant
tissue (Suthersan, 1997) (Figure 2.11). Pollutants that can be phytoaccumulated in plant
tissues include metals, metalloids, radionuclides, perchlorate, BTEX, PCP and organic
compounds that are not tightly bound to soils. These constituents are extracted by plants
from the soil and pore water by cation pumps, absorption and other mechanisms
(McCutcheon and Schnoor, 2003). Certain plants, called hyperaccumulators, can
accumulate and tolerate very high levels (2 to 5%) of metals in their biomass (Carman
and Grossman, 2001). Hyperaccumulation is a special case of phytoaccumulation that
results in 100 times or greater than the normal plant accumulation of a particular
element. For cadmium and other rare elements, this represents an accumulation greater
than 0.01%, for most other heavy metals an accumulation greater than 0.1%, and for
iron, manganese and other common elements an accumulation greater than 1 % on a dry
weight basis (McCrutcheon and Schnoor, 2003).

Phytodegradation

Phytodegradation, also known as phytoreduction, phytooxidation,
phytoligniflcation and phytotransformation is the biochemical transformation of
extracted organic constituents via metabolic processes within the plant or external to the
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plant through the effect of plant-based enzymes (Figure 2.12). Contaminants are
transformed into products that are subsequently used as nutrients and incorporated into
plant tissue or by-products that can be broken down further by microorganisms
(Suthersan, 2002, McCutcheon and Schnoor, 2003).

Table 2.9 Selected phytoremediation processes and their applications (US EPA, 2000).

Mechanisms

Phy to accumul ation

Phytodegradation

Phytostabilization

Phytovolatilization

Rhizodegradation

Rhizo filtration

Phytocontainment

Process Goal

Contaminant
extraction
and capture

Contaminant
destruction

Contaminant
containment

Contaminant

from media
and release to
air

Contaminant
destruction

Contaminant
extraction
and capture

Contaminant
degradation
or
containment

Media

Soil,
sediment,
sludges

Soil,
sediment,
sludges,
groundwater,
surface water

Soil
sediment,
sludges

Groundwater,
soil,
sediment,
sludges

Soil,
sediment,
sludges,
groundwater

Groundwater,
surface water

Groundwater,
surface water

Contaminants

Metals: Ag, Cd,
Co, Cr, Cu, Hg,
Mn, Mo, Ni, Pb,
Zn; Radionuclides:
90Sr,137Cs,239Pu,
238,234y

Organic
compounds,
chlorinated
solvents, phenols,
herbicides
munitions

As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Hs,
Pb,Zn

Chlorinated
solvents, some
inorganics (Se, Hg,
and As)

Organic
compounds: PH,
PAHs, pesticides,
chlorinated
solvents, PCBs

Metals,
radionuclides

Water soluble
organics and
inorganics

Plants
Indian
mustard,
penny cress,
alyssum,
sunflower,
hybrid poplars

Algae,
stonewort,
hybrid poplar,
black willow,
bald cypress

Indian
mustard,
hybrid poplars,
grasses

Poplars,
alfalfa, black
locust, indian
mustard

Red mulberry,
grasses, hybrid
poplar, cattail,
rice

Sunflowers
indian
mustard, water
hyacinth

Hybrid poplar,
cottonwood,
willow

Plant transformation pathways vary depending on the plant species, tissue type
and nature of the contaminant. These pathways are generally categorized as reduction,
oxidation, conjugation, and sequestration. Plants synthesize a large number of enzymes

EXTRACTION
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during primary and secondary metabolisms. Several of these enzymes are useful for
phytodegradation including nitroreductase (for munitions and pesticides), dehalogenases
(for chlorinated solvents and pesticides), phosphatases (for pesticides), peroxidases (for
phenols), laccases (for aromatic amines), cytochrome P-450 (for pesticides and
chlorinated solvents), and nitrilase (for herbicides). Contaminant degradation by these
plant-based enzymes can occur in an environment free of microorganisms and even in
environments that are not ideal for biodegradation (Suthersan, 2002).

Figure 2.11 Phytoaccumulation of inorganic contaminants.

Phytostab ilization

Phytostabilization is the use of plants to immobilize organic and inorganic
constituents in the soil and groundwater through absorption and accumulation by roots,
adsorption onto roots, or precipitation within the rhizosphere (Carman and Grossman,
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2001) (Figure 2.13). This process is also known as biomineralization, phytosequestration
and lignification and can be applied to metals, phenols, and chlorinated solvents. Plant
exudates released to the root zone can increase the local soil pH and the soil oxygen
content producing a significant effect on the redox conditions of the soil, promoting
oxidation, and causing speciation and adsorption to form stable mineral deposits
(Carman and Grossman, 2001). Humification, lignification and irreversible binding of
some organic compounds can also occur as a result of plant functions (McCutcheon and
Schnoor, 2003).

Figure 2.12 Phytodegradation of organic contaminants.
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Figure 2.13 Phytostabilization of organic and inorganic contaminants.

Phytovolatilization

In this process, volatile inorganic and organic compounds are taken up, often re-
speciated and transpired by the plant, as shown in Figure 2.14. This mechanism is also
referred to as biovolatilization and phytoevaporation and typically applies to selenium,
tritium, arsenic, mercury and chlorinated solvents (McCrutcheon and Schnoor, 2003). In
some cases, organic compounds that are extracted, are subsequently either degraded or
transformed within plant to form catabolic intermediates or end-products that can be
volatilized from the plant tissue (Suthersan, 2002). Inorganic contaminants that are
extracted and accumulated can be methylated and subsequently volatilized from the
plant tissue (Carman and Grossman, 2001, Evans and Furlong, 2003).
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Figure 2.14 Phytovolatilization of organic and inorganic contaminants.

Rhizodegradation

Rhizodegradation, also called phytostimulation, rhizosphere biodegradation,
enhanced rhizosphere biodegradation or plant-assisted bioremediation, can be applied to
BTEX, petroleum hydrocarbons, PAHs, PCP, perchlorate, pesticides, PCBs and other
organic compounds (McCrutcheon and Schnoor, 2003). The process involves the
breakdown of organic constituents in the soil via microbial activity that is enhanced by
plant-mediated processes within the rhizosphere (Figure 2.15). As much as 60% of the
oxygen transported to the root zone of the plants can transferred to the rhizosphere
generating aerobic conditions for the thriving microbial community associated with the
root zone (Evans and Furlong, 2003). Plant exudates (amino acids, carbohydrates,
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nucleic acid derivatives, growth factors, carboxylic acids and enzymes), root necrosis
and other processes provide the organic carbon and nutrients necessary to spur soil
bacteria growth to as much as 20 times that is normally found in non-rhizosphere soil.
The conditions also favor enzyme induction and cometabolic enzyme degradation by
mycorrhizal fungi and other microorganisms in the rhizosphere (McCrutcheon and
Schnoor, 2003). Plants can also enhance biodegradation by physical rooting mechanisms
which loosen the soil in the root zone and facilitate oxygen and water transport
(Suthersan, 2002).

Figure 2.15 Rhizodegradation of organic contaminants.

Rhizofiltration

Rhizofiltration involves the uptake, absorption, adsorption, or precipitation of
constituents in the soil solution around the root system onto or within the plant root,
young shoots, fungi, algae and bacteria (Carman and Grossman, 2001) (Figure 2.16).
The process is also referred to as phytofiltration, blastofiltration, phytosorption,
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biosorption, biocurtain, biofilter, and contaminant uptake for the removal of metals,
radionuclides, organic compounds, nitrate, ammonium, phosphate and pathogens
(McCrutcheon and Schnoor, 2003). Macrophytes and algae are known to accumulate
metals and other toxic elements from solution. Plants that are naturally immobilized,
such as attached algae and rooted plants, and those that can be easily separated from
suspension, such as filamentous algae, macroalgae and floating plants possess high
adsorption capacities (Suthersan, 1997). The process of rhizofiltration first involves the
containment of the constituent via immobilization or accumulation on or within the plant
or microorganism. Plant or microbial uptake, accumulation and translocation may follow
depending on the contaminant. Plant root exudates may also lead to precipitation of
some metals (Suthersan, 2002).

Figure 2.16 Rhizofiltration of inorganic contaminants.

Phytocontainment

Phytocontainment or hydraulic containment is the use of plants, particularly
phreatophytes which can transpire large quantities of water, to control the migration and
flow dissolved contaminants in pore water, shallow groundwater or wetlands (Carman
and Grossman, 2001). An example of flow paths created by root uptake of water in
phreatophytes is illustrated in Figure 2.17. This process is often applied in conjunction
with rhizodegradation and phytodegradation to remediate shallow sites contaminated
with water-soluble contaminants such as chlorinated solvents, MTBE, explosives, other
organic contaminants, salts and some metals (McCrutcheon and Schnoor, 2003).
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Figure 2.17 Phytocontainment of groundwater contaminants.

2.5 Conclusion

Many of the physico-chemical and biological processes described in this chapter
work in conjunction with each other to alter the physical and chemical properties of
contaminants in natural and engineered systems. These processes are crucial in the
biogeochemical cycling of elements and the transformation or detoxification of
contaminants in the environment. These processes depend upon soil and solution
chemistry such as pH, redox conditions, temperature and salinity, which impact the rate
at which the reactions or processes take place.Experiences from laboratory research and
field implementation over the past few decades have enabled engineers and scientists to
significantly advance their understanding of fundamental processes occurring at the
particle scale in contaminated sites. Several best management practices for soil and
groundwater remediation have emerged as a consequence of the improved knowledge of
processes and growing public awareness of environmental issues. The subsequent
chapters in this book illustrate how various treatment technologies can exploit these
physical, chemical and biological processes to remediate contaminated soils and
groundwater.
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CHAPTER 3

Physical Treatment Technologies

Ravi Damera and Alok Bhandari

3.1 Introduction

Physical treatment technologies take advantage of physicochemical properties of
the contaminant and the affected media to remediate soil and groundwater. The most
significant physicochemical properties of a contaminant in this context include its
density, solubility, viscosity, and volatility. Physical properties of the media that can be
exploited during site remediation include the physical state (solid, liquid or gas) of the
media, its bulk density, moisture content, permeability, porosity, particle size
distribution and ability to conduct heat or electric current. Most conventional physical
treatment technologies take advantage of the physicochemical properties of both the
contaminant and the media. Such remediation technologies include free product
recovery, pump and treat, soil vapor extraction, air sparging, groundwater circulation
wells, multi-phase extraction, induced fracturing and soil heating. This chapter discusses
the application of the above-mentioned physical treatment technologies for soil and
groundwater remediation.

3.2 Free Product Recovery

Free product or free phase represents light nonaqueous phase liquids (LNAPLs)
or dense nonaqueous phase liquids (DNAPLs) present in sufficient volumes in the
subsurface to saturate the geologic media and allow flow of the NAPL into recovery
wells or excavation trenches. Subpart F of 40 CFR specifies that the corrective action for
sites contaminated by petroleum hydrocarbons or hazardous substances should include
removal and recovery of free product, wherever applicable, to the maximum extent
practicable as determined by the implementing agency. Free product removal should be
accomplished using protocols that minimize the spread of contamination into previously
uncontaminated zones, and adequately manage the treatment, discharge or disposal of
recovery byproducts in compliance with applicable regulations. Typically, only about
50% of the free phase in the subsurface is recoverable while the rest remains as a
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residual phase that continues to serve as a long-term source of groundwater
contamination.

A free product recovery plan for sites contaminated by petroleum products or
other NAPLs should seek answers to the following questions:

• Does sufficient site data exist to evaluate the need for free product recovery?
• Is free product recovery necessary, and is the recovery approach consistent

with the comprehensive corrective action plan?

Free product recovery may be necessary when estimates indicate the presence of
high volumes (> 200 gallons) of free product. Recovery may also be considered for
permeable aquifers with hydraulic conductivities > 10"3 cm/sec, when thick
accumulations (> 1 foot) are detected in wells, or when the free product is located in
proximity of surface water or groundwater (EPA 1996a).

The design of an effective free product recovery system requires a thorough
geological characterization of affected media including its porosity, permeability,
heterogeneity and anisotropy. The effective porosity of the subsurface media can be used
to estimate the total mass of spilled product within the affected volume. Rates of
groundwater flow and migration of free products can be estimated from the permeability
of the aquifer. Free products tend to migrate faster in heterogeneous porous media by
preferential flow through the most permeable pathways. Nonaqueous phases in the
subsurface generally move in the direction of groundwater flow. However, their
migration rates are retarded due to their higher viscosity and the lower relative
permeability of the porous medium. Table 3.1 summarizes key properties of the fluid
and geologic media that affect subsurface migration and free product recovery.

The design phase for a free product recovery system is often initiated by seeking
answers to the following questions (EPA 1996a):

• What is the spatial distribution of the free product in the subsurface?
• What is the expected mass of free product in the contaminated zone?
• What mass/volume of the free product is recoverable?
• How quickly/easily can the free product be recovered?

First, the areas where free product accumulations are the greatest are located and
the spatial distribution of the free product pool is mapped out. This can be accomplished
by measuring free product in excavation or test pits, estimating contaminant levels in
geological samples collected from soil borings, or determining free phase thickness in
monitoring wells or well points. Other factors that can affect the delineation of free
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phase in the subsurface include the duration and volume of release, the depth to
groundwater, and the direction of groundwater flow.

An estimate of the volume or mass of the free phase in the subsurface can help in
the selection and performance of a free product recovery system. Volume estimates may
be based on information about release events from inventory records, analysis of NAPL
in samples collected from soil borings, and thickness of free product in monitoring wells
or well points. Volume of the free product pool may also be estimated by extrapolating
from the free product volume recovered. Recoverable free product may account for only
20 to 50% of the total volume originally released. The anticipated free product recovery
rates can be estimated from field tests such as bail down or pumping tests, or using
multiphase flow analysis.

Table 3.1 Fluid and porous media properties affecting free product migration and
recovery.

Property Significance
Specific gravity helps characterize the free phase as a LNAPL or
DNAPL. It is also needed to estimate the mass of free product in the
subsurface.
Lower viscosity free products are more easily recovered.

Interfacial tension is inversely related to pore size. It determines how
easily a geological media will be wetted with a fluid. It also controls the
height of capillary rise in porous media.

Specific Gravity

Viscosity

Interfacial Tension

Capillary Pressure

Relative Permeability

Wettability

Saturation

Residual Saturation

Free product movement in the subsurface tends to occur where capillary
pressures are low. Capillary pressure is inversely related to saturation.

Relative permeability of the geological media controls the mobility of
the free phase in the subsurface. It is directly proportional to saturation.
In binary systems, the permeability of each fluid is reduced due to the
presence of the other.

Most geological material are preferentially wet in the following order:
water > free product > air
The degree of saturation controls the mobility of the free phase.
Saturation levels are also used to estimate the mass of free and residual
product
Residual saturation is the minimum saturation level below which
continuous flow of the free product ceases.

Widely used approaches to recover free product from subsurface contaminant
pools include skimming systems, recovery with water table depression, soil
vapor/groundwater extraction, and dual phase (liquid and vapor) recovery and
separation. The selection of a particular approach is often guided by site conditions,
specific remedial objectives or design constraints. Skimming systems (Figure 3.1) are
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used for short-term remedial actions where the free phase is removed from a well or
trench without recovering groundwater. These systems work effectively to remove free
product exits from permeable subsurface zones such as utility bedding or buried
underground open structures. Skimming systems may be passive such as filter canisters
or absorbent bailers or active such as belt skimmers, pneumatic pumps or floaters.

Systems for free product recover by water table depression can remove free
phase LNAPL by directing the product toward pumping wells inside the plume area.
Water table depression is controlled to a necessary minimum that is sufficient to direct
the plume to the point of collection without producing a large smear zone. These
recovery systems work best in regions of high permeability. Separation of water from
free product may be necessary after recovery. Key design elements to consider while
selecting or installing these recovery systems include estimation of number, location and
depth of wells, pump selection, recovery rates, and post-extraction processing. While
single pump recovery systems extract both water and NAPL simultaneously, dual pump
systems can optimize the cone of depression and achieve maximum product recovery by
using separate wells.

Figure 3.1 Skimming system for LNAPL free product recovery includes an interceptor
trench and a recovery well.
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Soil vapor/groundwater extraction systems utilize a combination of soil vapor
extraction with conventional water table depression techniques. Groundwater pumping
exposes the smear zone in the capillary fringe and vapor extraction allows mass-transfer
of LNAPL into the gas phase. Since volatilization of hydrocarbons is the primary
removal mechanism, this approach works best for volatile contaminants. Dual-phase
recovery systems extract free product, vapor and groundwater simultaneously by
vacuum enhanced pumping techniques. This technique minimizes drawdown and
smearing of product.

Recovery of free phase DNAPLs is complicated by the fact that these products
sink to the bottom of the aquifer. Chemical flooding methods such as enhanced
dissolution and physical mobilization are often used to flush the free product out of soil
pores before recovery using extraction wells. Enhanced dissolution methods utilize
cosolvents or solubilizing surfactants to increase the solubility of the DNAPL. Physical
mobilization of DNAPL by reducing interfacial tension is accomplished through
mobilizing surfactants or miscible alcohol floods. Jawitz et al (2000) utilized in-situ
alcohol flushing to enhance solubilization and extraction of tetrachloroethylene (PCE) in
a pilot-scale study at a former dry cleaning facility in Jacksonville, Florida. The test
zone was flushed with 34,000 liters of an ethanol-water mixture (95:5 v/v) over a period
of three days. Approximately 43,000 liters of PCE (62%) were extracted from the test
zone. Post flushing groundwater concentrations of PCE were reduced to 8% of their pre
flushing values. Kuhlman (2002) described creosote recovery from an aquifer 102 feet
underground using steam injection. Nearly 140,000 kg of creosote was recovered in the
first 6 weeks. Vaporization and mineralization of the DNAPL upon contact with steam
were responsible for free product recovery removal.

3.3 Pump-and-Treat

Pump-and-treat is the most widely used remediation technology. Pump-and-treat
has been used both as a stand-alone treatment system and in conjunction with
complementary technologies. Conventional pump-and-treat methods focus on the
extraction of contaminated groundwater to the surface for subsequent treatment. Such
systems have been used in about 75% of Superfund clean up actions where groundwater
was contaminated (NRC, 1994). The treated groundwater may be re-injected into the
subsurface or discharged into a receiving water body or a municipal wastewater
collection system. The years of experience from the operation of these groundwater
cleanup systems has resulted in a significantly improved understanding of the
advantages and limitations of conventional pump-and-treat systems. It is now
understood that the pump and treat has a limited advantage in most scenarios as the cost
of remediation and the length of time required for cleanup escalates exponentially with
the desired extent of removal (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2 Impact of desired extent of cleanup on the relative cost and duration of a
conventional pump-and-treat remedial action (NRC, 1994).

Nevertheless, pump-and-treat systems continue to constitute essential
components of most modern groundwater remediation efforts. An important design
objective of a groundwater extraction system may be the hydraulic control of
groundwater to prevent offsite migration of the contaminant plume during restoration
efforts. Properly located extraction wells can remove water from the aquifer by creating
a capture zone for migrating contaminants. As water is extracted, a capture zone curves
develops upstream of the well. Groundwater inside the capture zone is extracted by the
well while that outside is not. In its simplest form, the envelope surrounding a capture
zone curve may be defined by the following equation (Javandel and Tsang, 1986):

where, x andy are the coordinates describing the envelope (Figure 3.3), B is the aquifer
thickness (m), v is the Darcy velocity and Q is the well pumping rate (m3/day).

The aquifer is assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic, uniform in cross-section,
infinite in width, and with an insignificant drawdown compared to the aquifer thickness.
For this simple analysis, the extraction well is assumed to extend through the entire
thickness of the aquifer and is screened to extract uniformly at every level. As seen from
Figure 3.3 and Eq. 3.1, at large values of x, the ordinate, y is equal to Q/2Bv, and the
width of the capture zone envelope is, Q/Bv. Similarly, the width of the capture zone
along the y-axis, where x = 0 is Q/2Bv. A general equation for the positive half of the
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capture zone curve for n equally placed wells along the y-axis and arranged
symmetrically across the x-axis is given by (Masters, 1996):

where 0t is the angle in radians between a horizontal line and through the fh well and a
point on the capture zone envelope.

Once groundwater is extracted, a variety of physical, chemical and biological
processes can be used to treat the contaminated water. These processes include
adsorption, volatilization, precipitation, oxidation-reduction, and biotransformation and
are discussed elsewhere in this text. However, the effective extraction of contaminated
groundwater at the site requires that the contaminant sources be identified, located, and
controlled. Wherever possible, source removal should be implemented to prevent further
contamination. A thorough study of the site should include assessing the type and extent
of contamination and a three-dimensional characterization of the subsurface including
hydraulic conductivity, particle size distribution and the sorption potential of aquifer
material. Such a characterization may help estimate realistic cleanup goals by classifying
the site according to the National Research Council's criteria described in Table 3.2. For
pump-and-treat systems to work effectively, the system should be managed dynamically
onsite utilizing continuously updated site-specific information such as extraction rates,
water levels in monitoring wells and contaminant concentrations in observation wells
(EPA 1996b).

Figure 3.3 Two-dimensional capture zone envelope for a well extending the entire depth
of an aquifer and pumping at a constant rate to extract groundwater equally at all levels.
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Table 3.2 Realistic cleanup goals: Classification of contaminated sites based on
hydrogeology and contaminant chemistry (NRC, 1994).

Site Classification Site Description

Cleanup to health-based standards is likely to be feasible using current
Class A technology. These sites can include homogeneous aquifers containing

dissolved contaminants

Technical feasibility of complete cleanup is uncertain. These sites
Class B include a wide range of hydrogeological settings and contaminants type

that are not characterized as classes A or C.

Full cleanup to health-based standards is not likely to be technically
Class C feasible. These sites include fractured-rock aquifers contaminated by

LNAPL or DNAPL.

Pump-and-treat systems are severely limited by the extensive contaminant tailing
and rebound problems often associated with the technology. Tailing represents the
progressively slow decline in aqueous contaminant concentration in the extracted water
with pumping duration (Figure 3.4). Tailing of contaminants results in long treatment
times. At longer treatment periods, larger and larger volumes of water have to be
extracted to remove the smaller and smaller concentrations of pollutant. At several sites,
pump-and-treat systems would have to run for hundreds of years before contaminant
concentrations have receded to acceptable cleanup levels.

Several laboratory and field studies also report that when tailing occurs, aqueous
contaminant concentrations eventually stabilize at levels that are generally above
cleanup goals. Contaminant rebound refers to the momentary increase in aqueous
contaminant concentration observed when a well is re-started after a period of no
pumping. Rebound is also known to occur when pumps are restarted after a treatment
system appears to have achieved the cleanup standard. The reasons for tailing and
rebound during pump-and-treat operations often relate to mass-transfer limitations from
aquifer surfaces and NAPL pools. Other factors may include precipitate dissolution in
case of inorganic solutes, contaminant diffusion into low permeability media, and
variations in groundwater velocity (EPA 1996b).

The capital cost of free-phase petroleum recovery using a pump-and-treat system
installed between 1992 and 1994 at a fuel dispensing area in Fort Drum, Watertown, NY
was estimated to be $958,780 (DENIX, 2006). Approximately 36% of this cost was
associated with labor. Total annual operating costs at this site were $ 129,440. The
estimated average operation and maintenance costs of 79 pump-and-treat systems
installed at Superftmd sites were approximately $ 570,000 with a median cost of $
350,000 (EPA 200la). Another EPA study reposted that the average capital costs for 32
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pump-and-treat sites was $ 5,900,000 with a median cost of $ 2,000,000 (EPA 2001b).
The average annual operating cost per volume of groundwater treated was $32 per
thousand gallons.

Duration of cleanup

Figure 3.4 Tailing and rebound behavior typically observed in pump-and-treat systems
(Cohen et al., 1994).

3.4 Soil Vapor Extraction

Soil vapor extraction (SVE), also known as in situ soil venting or in situ
volatilization, is a vacuum extraction technology that is analogous to pump-and-treat
processes because it removes organic contaminants into a moving fluid phase. In the
case of SVE, a pressure gradient is induced in the unsaturated zone and air serves as the
medium for the removal of volatile contaminants from the affected area. Contaminants
with low vapor pressures partition into readily into the moving air and are brought to the
surface by means of extraction wells and piping. SVE can remove a variety of
contaminants existing in the sorbed phase, as residuals or as LNAPLs. Figure 4.5
illustrates a simple SVE system for vadose zone remediation with provision for
contaminant recovery or treatment.

A significant advantage of SVE is that its effectiveness in removing volatile and
semi-volatile contaminants has been proven in various pilot and field scale applications.
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Table 3.3 presents a summary of advantages and limitations of SVE. It is recommended
that the feasibility of SVE at a particular site be assessed by a detailed assessment of the
site and contaminant characteristics, the SVE system design, and the operating and
monitoring requirements.

Table 3.3 Advantages and limitations of soil vapor extraction systems (EPA, 2002).
Advantages Limitations

Proven technology, demonstrated experience

Minimal site disturbance

Effective at hard to access sites, e.g., under
buildings

Relatively short treatment times

Efficient and cost-effective

Can be combined with other technologies

Air emission permits may be required

On site containment or treatment of extracted
vapors necessary

Effective for unsaturated zones only

Not very effective in clayey or low
permeability soils

High (> 90%) contaminant removal
efficiencies unachievable

Lack of guidelines for optimal design,
installation and operation

The vapor pressure is the most relevant contaminant property controlling its
removal effectiveness by SVE. Generally, solutes with vapor pressures higher than 65
Pa (0.5 mm of Hg) or Henry's Law constants greater than 10,000 kPa (100 atm) can be
successfully removed by SVE. These contaminants include chemicals such as BTEX,
and naphthalene. In the case of petroleum hydrocarbons, gasoline, kerosene and diesel
components with boiling points less than 300°C can be removed by vapor extraction.

Soil and vadose zone properties of significance for SVE systems include
moisture content, groundwater depth, permeability, soil structure, and stratification. The
presence of soil water in the unsaturated zone can reduce the effectiveness of SVE by
preventing the flow of air through the contaminated area. Fine-grained soils produce
thicker capillary fringes that can also reduce the effectiveness of SVE. Contaminated
zones that are affected by groundwater fluctuations are more difficult to treat by vapor
extraction. SVE is most effective at sites with groundwater tables greater than 3 meters
deep but may also be implemented at sites with shallower water tables. Vacuum
extraction is not applicable at sites with groundwater surfaces less than 1 meter deep.
SVE holds great promise in soils with low moisture contents and intrinsic permeability
values greater than 10"10 cm2. A fractured soil may manifest high permeability due to
preferential flow paths for the air but result in ineffective or slow treatment of the
unfractured media. Similarly, stratification of soils with different permeabilities can also
result in non-uniform remediation of the contaminated site.
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Figure 3.5 A simple soil vapor extraction system with provision for contaminant
recovery.

SVE systems may include system components such as extraction wells,
injection wells or air inlets, piping or air headers, air blowers or vacuum pumps, flow
meters, vacuum gauges, and controllers, sampling ports, air-water separators, vapor
recovery or treatment systems, and a cap (Bedient et al., 1994). The extraction wells
usually completely penetrate the vadose zone and consist of slotted pipe placed in a
permeable packing. The packing is grouted near the ground surface to prevent air flow
through the trench or well casing. Air inlets or injection wells are constructed to allow
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air to be drawn into the vadose zone at the desired locations. These components
strategically direct the flow of air to obtain optimal contaminant removals.

The radius of influence (ROI), wellhead vacuum, and vapor extraction flow rate
are important design parameters in SVE systems (EPA 2002). ROI is defined as the
maximum distance from an extraction well at which contaminant removal is feasible.
The ROI helps determine the number and spacing of extraction wells. ROI depends on
site properties but can be estimated from the distance from the extraction well at which a
vacuum of at least 0.1 inches of water (0.19 mm of Hg or 25 Pa) is observed. Wellhead
vacuum is the vacuum pressure at the top of an extraction well that produces the desired
vapor extraction flow rate from the well. Wellhead vacuum pressures depend on sol
permeability and can range from 3 to 100 inches of water vacuum (0.75 to 25 kPa).
Vapor extraction flow rate is defined as the volumetric rate of soil vapor that can be
extracted from an extraction well. Typical vapor extraction rates range from 20 to 200
m3/hr per well.

For radial flow, the governing equations for SVE systems may be written as
(Johnson etal., 1988; 1990)

where P' denotes the pressure difference from the reference pressure (Patm), k is the
intrinsic permeability of the soil, \JL is the vapor viscosity, ne is the soil porosity, r is the
radial distance from the well, and t is time. Under appropriate boundary conditions, a
solution to equation 4.3 can be represented by Eq. 3.4:

where, m is the thickness of the vadose zone, u = (r2ne[jC)/(4kPaimf) and W(u) is the well
function of w.

Contaminant removal during vapor extraction depends on the rate and extent of
solute partitioning between water and air as predicted by Raoult's Law:

where, P, is the vapor pressure of the zth component (atm) in the soil gas, xt is the mole
fraction of component i in air, P°, is the vapor pressure of air at the ambient temperature,
and ti is the activity coefficient for component i.
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The costs associated with installing and operating a SVE system are specific to a
contaminated site. These costs depend on the types of contaminants, extent and duration
of contamination, and characteristics of the affected media. The most important design
components that impact the cost of an SVE system include the number and depths of
installed wells, level of vacuum required, capacity of blowers, type of off-gas and water
treatment, and the anticipated duration of operation.

A full-scale SVE system was used to clean up 13,500 m3 of sandy soil at Camp
LeJeune, North Carolina (EPA, 1999). The soil had been contaminated with volatile
organic chemicals (VOCs) including TCE, PCE and benzene. The air-permeability at
this site ranged between 1.2 and 2.8 x 10"7 cm2. The SVE system included eight vertical
extraction wells that penetrated 15 to 16 feet below surface and a horizontal well for
injection of air. The vacuum extraction unit consisted of a positive displacement blower
(42.5 m3/min at 0.5 atm vacuum). The unit also consisted of a vapor-liquid separator, a
liquid transfer pump, a silencer, particulate filters, a discharge stack and a control panel.
The SVE system also consisted of 32 soil probe clusters to measure soil vapor
concentrations of the contaminants. Each cluster was comprised of a shallow and deep
probe installed 6 feet and 12 feet below surface, respectively. While flow rates at
individual well-heads ranged between 0.62 and 3.74 m3 at 0.1 to 0.23 atm of vacuum,
the total flow rate in the SVE system averaged 11.6 m3 at 0.19 atm of vacuum. The
capital cost associated with this SVE system was $222,455, and the operation and
maintenance costs were $247,485. This averaged treatment cost was $35/m3 of soil
treated.

3.5 Air Sparging

Air sparging, also known as in-situ air stripping or in situ volatilization, is used
in conjunction with SVE to remove volatile contaminants from the saturated zone. In
this case, the air is injected into the saturated zone at a point below the affected area in
the aquifer (Figure 3.6). Air bubbles rise within an inverted-cone zone through the
contaminated water and strip the aqueous contaminants into the gas phase. The vapor
extraction system then removes the air and contaminants from the soil. A contaminant
recovery or treatment system can be used to manage the extracted contaminants.

Air sparging systems have found the widest use in the treatment of petroleum
contaminated capillary fringe zones and dissolved plumes resulting from leaking
underground storage tanks (Leeson et al., 2002). Table 3.4 summarizes the key
advantages and limitations of this technology. Factors that can impact the effectiveness
of air sparging at a particular site include soil heterogeneity, air flow regime, depth of
contamination, and contaminant characteristics. Soils with low intrinsic permeability are
difficult to treat by air sparging and soil heterogeneity can prevent the uniform
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distribution of air. Non-uniform flow of air may also lead to uncontrolled migration of
contaminants. Contaminants with low Henry's Law constants may be difficult to strip
from the aqueous phase. The low number of field implementations of air sparging means
that design, installation and operation have been largely empirical.

Figure 3.6 Air sparging system with vapor extraction.

The feasibility of air sparging as a treatment technology for a contaminated site
can be assessed by a four step process (EPA 2002): (1) initial screening of air sparging
effectiveness; (2) detailed investigation of air sparging effectiveness; (3) evaluation of
air sparging system design; and (4) evaluation of operation and monitoring plans. The
initial screening comprises of determination of the existence of free product at the site,
evaluation of soil permeability, an analysis of the types of contaminants present, and an
investigation of nearby underground structures. A follow-up detailed investigation is
conducted by determining the exact composition and concentration of the contaminants
and evaluating the Henry's Law constants, boiling points, vapor pressures, solubility,
and phase partitioning behavior of individual components. This second step also
involves a more thorough characterization of the subsurface including determining the
intrinsic permeability, soil structure and stratification. The concentrations of dissolved
iron (Fe2+) and manganese (Mn2+) in groundwater are measured. These metals can be
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oxidized to insoluble species during air sparging resulting in occlusion of soil pores and
reduction in permeability.

Table 3.4 Advantages and limitations of air sparging systems (EPA, 2002).
Advantages Limitations

Minimal site disturbance

Cost-effective

Relatively short treatment times

Management of extracted water not required

Can be combined with other technologies
such as SVE and biodegradation

Not useful for NAPLs

Not useful for confined aquifers

Soil heterogeneity and low permeability may
reduce effectiveness

Potential for uncontrolled movement of
contaminants

Thorough pilot testing and monitoring required

Lack of guidelines for optimal design,
installation and operation

Pilot studies play an essential role in evaluating the design of air sparging/SVE
systems. A pilot test is conducted by installing a single sparging well and several
extraction wells (EPA 2002). Monitoring points are established to delineate the vapor
plume, evaluate vapor generation rates, and observe the changes in groundwater table
(EPA 2002). Design of the air sparging/SVE system consists of determining the ROI for
the air sparging wells. The ROI is defined the maximum distance from the sparging well
where sufficient sparge pressure and air flow can be induced to strip contaminants from
groundwater into soil gas. ROI helps determine the number and spacing of sparge wells.

The sparging air flow rate is an important design parameter and is defined as the
air flow rate necessary to provide sufficient aqueous-to-gas phase mass transfer of the
contaminant. Typical air flow rates range from 5 to 50 m3/h per injection well (EPA
2002). Sparging air pressures of 70 to 100 kPa are commonly used at injection wells
(EPA 2002). The accompanying vapor extraction system is designed for a greater air
flow and ROI than the air sparging system.

The duration of operation of an air sparging system may depend on the cleanup
goals, the volume of groundwater to be treated, characteristics of the aquifer, the
concentration, distribution and Henry's law constant of the contaminant, the radius of
influence of air sparging well, and the contaminant diffusion and desorption rates. An
operating air sparging/SVE system requires constant monitoring for optimal
performance. Monitoring the contaminant levels in the groundwater and soil gas can
provide critical information for assessment of remedial progress.
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Cometabolic air sparging (CAS) was investigated at the McClellan Air Force
Base, CA to remediate a site contaminated with chlorinated aromatic hydrocarbons
including TCE, DCE, vinyl chloride and trichloroethane (ESTCP, 2001). The CAS
process involved the subsurface injection of a gaseous organic growth substrate
(propane) with air to promote cometabolic transformation of the target contaminants.
The remediation system included sparge wells, SVE wells, multi-level soil and
groundwater monitoring points, an air injection system, a vacuum extraction blower
unit, a propane gas storage and injection system and off-gas treatment units. The costs
for the CAS system ranged from $ 184/m3 for a 1-year operation to $264/m3 for a 5-year
treatment. Approximately 69% of the 1-year costs were capital costs.

3.6 Groundwater Circulation Wells

Ground-water circulation wells (GCW) technologies, also known as in-well
vapor stripping, in-well air sparging or re-circulation wells, are designed to remove
contaminants from groundwater and saturated soils. A GCW typically consists of two
hydraulically separated well screens: a lower screen through which groundwater is
drawn into the well; and an upper screen through which treated water is released to the
formation. Groundwater treatment occurs within the well (below ground surface) during
its travel between the screens. The continuous extraction and recharge in a single well at
different levels creates a three-dimensional circulation cell around the GCW (EPA,
1998a). Figure 3.7 illustrates the GCW circulation patterns at different groundwater
velocities under ideal conditions (NRL, 1999).

Figure 3.8 shows a typical double-cased GCW system with the lower screen
toward the bottom of the aquifer and the upper screen across the water table.
Pressurized air is injected into the inner casing to air lift the groundwater entering the
well. As the air-water emulsion rises in the well casing, dissolved VOCs volatilize out of
the water into the surrounding air bubbles. The air-water emulsion is forced out through
the upper screen by a separator or deflector placed in the inner casing. Vacuum is
applied to the outer casing to collect the VOC-laden air for treatment aboveground.
Majority of the water released to the formation through the upper screen travels
vertically downward to the lower screen and reenters the well to replace the air-lifted
water. A part of the treated water follows the natural gradient and migrates to
downgradient of the circulation cell, while an equal amount of untreated groundwater
captured from upgradient makes up for it. Based on literature review (NRL, 1999),
typical volume of upgradient water captured is estimated to be approximately 15% of the
volume of the water circulated in the cell at any time.
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Figure 3.7 GCW circulation patterns under ideal conditions at different horizontal
velocities (a) 0.0 m/day, (b) 0.30 m/day, and (c) 1.0 m/day (NRL, 1999).

The original design included stripping of VOCs from contaminated groundwater
while pumping water through the well, with the intent being treatment of groundwater
contaminated with VOCs. Several subsequent applications extended this technology to
deliver and mix oxygen and other chemical amendments to promote bioremediation of
various organic compounds and stabilization of metals. GCW is a patented, vendor-
based technology. The four commercially available GCW systems are No VOCs™,
Unterdruck-Verdampfer-Brunnen (UVB), Density Driven Convection (DDC), and C-
Sparger® system (USDOE, 2002). These systems employ different variations in
pumping and/or water treatment components of the generic system discussed above.
Some of these systems are also available in downward flow configuration and in designs
to treat unconfmed and confined aquifers alike.

The applicability of GCW technology to a site depends on many factors such as
contaminant type, contaminant distribution, and hydrogeology. The generalized
applicability of GCW technology is summarized in Table 3.4. The economics of the
GCW system often depend on creating the largest circulation cell possible to minimize
the number of wells required to treat a given plume area. The radius of a circulation cell
depends on many parameters including the thickness of aquifer, geometry of well
screens, pumping rates, natural groundwater velocity, and aquifer anisotropy. Maximum
reported radius for circulation cells is approximately 2 to 3 times the distance between
the upper and lower screens. Thus thinner aquifers limit the circulation cell radius. The
circulation cell radius increases with pumping rates and decreases with higher natural
groundwater velocity (see Figure 3.7). Lower anisotropy (< 3) results in short-circuiting
between upper and lower screens and reduces the size of the circulation cell. Higher
anisotropy (> 10) results in little or poor circulation (NRL, 1999).
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Figure 3.8 A typical groundwater circulation well configuration (GWRTAC, 1997).

A comprehensive technology assessment conducted by the Naval Research
Laboratory noted that while GCW is based on sound principles, the anisotropies found at
most contaminated sites will not be conducive to the successful implementation of the
GCW technology (NRL, 1999). However, if significant vertical flow and circulation can
be established this technology offers many advantages as noted in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.4 General applicability of GCW technology (NRL, 1999).
Parameter Applicability
Contaminant Type

VOCs XXX
SVOCs XXX
Metals XX
Radionuclides X

Cleanup Strategy
Source Treatment XXX
Plume Reduction XX
Plume Interception XX

Unsaturated Thickness
0 - 5 f t X
5-1,000 ft

Saturated Thickness
0 - 5 f t X
5-115N FT
> 115 FT

Aquifer Characteristics
Porous Media XX
Fractured Media X
Karst X
Background Flow Velocity

Low (< 0.00Ift/d) XXX
Moderate (0.001 - l.Oft/d) XX
High(>1.0ft/d) X

Horizontal Hydraulic Conductivity
Moderate (0.03 ~ l.Oft/d) X
High(>lft/d) X

Anisotropy Ratio
Anisotropic (3 - 10) XX
Highly Anisotropic (>10) X

Aquifer Chemistry
High Fe in Water X
High Ca/Mg in water X

XXX - Good potential for success; XX - Moderate potential; X - Limited/no potential

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers conducted a pilot investigation of a GCW at
the Nebraska Ordnance Plant, Mead NE (EPA 200Ic). The dual GCW system included
an in-well air stripper to treat groundwater containing TCE and UV technology to treat
groundwater containing cyclotrimethylene trinitramme (RDX). The pilot scale system
demonstrated contaminant mass removal rates of > 96%. The air stripping component
used a 12 inch well to remove groundwater from 60 to 70 feet below surface. TCE

XX

XX
X

XXX

XXX

XX

X
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concentrations were observed dropped from 7,000 ppb to 110 ppb after a single pass
through the air stripper. The UV system used a 6 inch well to extract groundwater which
passed a UV contactor. RDX concentrations reduced from 70 ppb to below detection in
the recharge zone of the well. Full-scale treatment costs for the GCW system were
similar to pump-and-treat at $1,900,000, but annual operation and maintenance costs
were nearly half at $44,000.

Table 3.5 Advantages and Limitations of GCW (USDOE, 2002).
Advantages Limitations

Minimal aboveground space needs, water
handling, or water discharge

Vertical groundwater flow facilitates flushing
of contaminants from source zones

Reduced permitting requirements

Low impact on groundwater levels facilitating
its use near sensitive environments such as
wetlands

Less aboveground treatment and resulting
process wastes

Depth-dependent operational costs are limited
compared to pump-and-treat

Increase in dissolved oxygen concentration
promotes aerobic biodegradation

Facilitate reagent delivery and compatible with
other technologies such as S VE

High anisotropies reduce the effectiveness of
circulation
Unaccounted vadose zone flushing may
mobilize and spread contaminants beyond
treatment zone
Co-current air stripping process generally
used in GCW is not an efficient treatment
process

Potential for well fouling due to possible
geochemical changes

Ineffective sealing between influent and
effluent screens may cause short circuiting

Application of GCW to thin treatment zones
may not be cost-effective

Different treatment techniques needed for
non-volatile contaminants

Difficulty in monitoring the geometry and
dynamics of circulation cells

3.7 Multi-Phase Extraction

Multi-phase extraction (MPE) is the most widely used extension of the SVE
technology. MPE has been increasingly used as a source remediation technology at
many sites due to its ability to achieve simultaneous extraction of vapor-phase,
dissolved-phase, and non-aqueous phase contamination all in one borehole. In MPE
systems all three contaminant phases are carried in one common conduit (drop tube or
slurp tube) under applied vacuum (USAGE, 1999). When a high vacuum (up to 25 in-
Hg) is applied to the drop tube, soil vapor entering from the vadose zone entrains
groundwater and NAPL at the tip of the drop tube. Alternatively, vacuum can be directly
applied to 2 to 4-inch diameter wells screened across vadose and saturated zones to
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entrain groundwater at the well screen. A typical MPE system with a drop tube is shown
in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9 Schematic of multi-phase extraction system (AFCEE, 1994).

Vacuum application during MPE increases the hydraulic gradient toward the
extraction well without creating a substantial drawdown. Effective drawdown is equal to
the sum of the induced vacuum and the physical drawdown. This concept is illustrated in
Figure 3.10. Water and/or NAPL flow to the well can be effectively increased as a result
of the higher gradients. Since drawdown is controlled, MPE greatly reduces the risk of
LNAPL smearing. Due to the fact that the induced air flow supplies oxygen to
subsurface and could promote aerobic biodegradation, MPE is also referred to as
bioslurping. Water, NAPL, and air extracted from the MPE wells are separated in above
ground phase separators, treated as required by the applicable regulations, and then
discharged into the environment.

Like SVE, MPE is also suitable for remediation of VOCs and some aerobically
biodegradable SVOCs. In addition, MPE can be effectively used to recover NAPL,
LNAPL in particular. MPE is most applicable to formations with moderate permeability
(10~3 to 10"5 cm/s). In tighter formations, capillary pressures will be too high and result
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in a smaller radius of influence. MPE costs escalate rapidly in more permeable
formations due to increased water production. Extraction well yields of 5 gpm or less are
considered suitable for entrainment extraction (EPA, 1997). Theoretical maximum
suction lift is 33.9 ft of water. However, the lighter-than-water mixture of entrained
liquids can be lifted to higher levels. Liquid extraction from a depth of 210 ft at one
location was noted in the literature (NFESC, 1998). Several advantages and limitations
of using MPE are listed in Table 3.6.

The first step in MPE system design involves determining the radius of
influence, gas and liquid flow rates. This information is then used to design wells, well
spacing, and aboveground equipment such as vacuum pumps, phase separators, and
other treatment units. Two primary approaches to MPE design are computer modeling
using multi-phase flow models and field pilot testing. Of these, field pilot testing is more
commonly practiced, although a combination of limited field testing and computer
modeling lends a better design approach. The specific remedial objective of the MPE
system (enhancement of SVE, NAPL recovery, or enhancement of groundwater yield)
must be understood clearly prior to conducting the pilot test and full-scale design, as
optimal recovery of one phase could greatly affect recovery of the other phases. The
applicability of MPE process for LNAPL recovery is well understood and documented
compared to DNAPL recovery.

Dual phase extraction was conducted at the U.S. Defense Supply Center
Richmond's Acid Neutralization Pit site for remediation of soil and groundwater
contaminated with PCE and TCE. The impacted soil consisting of silty clay, fine and
coarse grained sand and interlayered gravel extended from the surface to 25 feet below.
The depth of water table ranged from 10 to 15 feet. The transmissivity of the upper
aquifer ranged between 35 to 47 m2/day with a hydraulic gradient of 0.001 to 0.002
m/m. The treatment system consisted of 12 dual phase extraction wells and six air
injection wells located in a rectangular grid pattern. Each extraction well consisted of a
sealed casing to maintain vacuum for vapor extraction, and a submersible pump for
groundwater extraction. Extraction wells penetrated to a depth of 22 to 28 feet below
surface. A low-pressure blower was utilized for air injection. Extracted groundwater was
subjected to air stripping. Off-gas from the stripper and vapors from the SVE system
were vented into the atmosphere. The cost of pilot and aquifer testing was $134,092.
Engineering design of the DPE system cost $73,198. Equipment cost was $205,743.
Startup costs were $24,309 and the cost for one year of operation and maintenance was
$101,148. The total per unit cost for the treatment was $0.03/gallon for the 17 million
gallons of groundwater recovered.
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Figure 3.10 Drawdown observed during multi-phase extraction (USAGE, 1996).

Table 3.6 Advantages and limitations of multi-phase extraction.

Advantages Limitations

Effective at increasing water and vapor
extraction rates in moderate permeability soils

Increased radius of influence compared to SVE
or pumping

Enhances NAPL recovery

Effective for capillary zone remediation

Promotes aerobic biodegradation of certain
contaminants

Increased water production in higher
permeability formations results in higher
treatment costs

Depending on equipment configuration,
emulsification of NAPL may complicate
phase separation and/or water treatment

MPE in shallow formations could lead to
short circuiting

Higher capital and operational costs compared
to SVE or pumping

Minimizes drawdown and resulting smear zone
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Three types of fracturing techniques (hydraulic, pneumatic, and blast) are
commercially available for environmental applications. As the names imply, hydraulic
fracturing uses pressurized liquids, pneumatic fracturing uses pressurized air, and blast
fracturing detonates high explosives to propagate fractures (GWRTAC, 2002).
Typically, a fluid is injected into a borehole until the injection pressure exceeds a critical
value. Figure 3.11 shows a typical plot of injection pressure versus time obtained during

3.8 Induced Fracturing

Most in-situ remediation technologies involve circulation of carrier fluids (water,
air or other gases) either to deliver amendments or recover contaminants. Low
permeability formations severely limit the circulation of these carrier fluids, and hence
effectiveness of the intended remedy. Fractures can be induced in low-permeability silts,
clays, silty sands and bedrock materials such as shale, limestone and sandstone to
enhance their permeability. The fracturing technology is not contaminant specific, as
fracturing alone does not treat or remove any contaminants. A network of induced
fractures helps improve the advective transport and shorten the diffusive transport
pathways. As a result, delivery of carrier fluids and recovery from these low-
permeability formations becomes more efficient. Fracturing can enhance the
effectiveness of a variety of remediation approaches including SVE, MPE, and air
sparging. Fracturing technologies can be readily extended to deliver amendments for
bioremediation, emplace oxidants for in-situ chemical oxidation, zero-valent iron for
abiotic degradation of chlorinated VOCs and graphite to improve electrokinetics. Table
3.7 presents a summary of key advantages and limitations of the induced fracturing
process.

Table 3.7 Advantages and limitations of induced fracturing.
Advantages Limitations

Increases permeability of tight formations

Increases radius of influence

Enhances vapor and fluid recovery

Reduces formation heterogeneities

Helps effective delivery of liquid and granular
amendments

Useful as retrofit technique

High injection pressures and rates for certain
techniques may require special safety
precautions

Monitoring deep fractures is difficult

Displacement or differential settlement could
damage surface structure/utilities

Creating or intersecting vertical fractures
could enhance DNAPL migration

Not applicable to normally consolidated
formations
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laboratory tests (EPA, 1993). This plot indicates that the fracture propagation is initiated
at the break in the slope. The injection pressure at this point (df) is the critical pressureP
required to initiate fracturing.

Figure 3.11 Typical pressure response with time during fracturing (EPA, 1993).

Fracture initiation pressure depends on the several factors including confining
stresses, toughness of the enveloping formation, injection rate, size of incipient fractures
and pores and defects in the borehole wall. The following generalized expression for
predicting initiation pressure (Pdf) is based on Schuring and Chan (1992) and consists of
four distinct components (formation overburden, formation cohesion, fluid
compressibility, and hydrostatic pressure).

where, Cy and C2 are site-specific coefficients, Z is the depth of overburden, 7 is the
bulk density of the overburden, c' is the cohesion, 0 is the angle of internal friction, fi
is correction factor for fluid compressibility, and P0 is the hydrostatic pressure (zero for
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vadose zone). For hydraulic fracturing, assuming water to be incompressible sets /3 to
zero.

In hydraulic fracturing, a high-pressure water jet (18 L/min and 20 MPa) is used
to cut approximately a 6-inch, disk-shaped notch at the required depth in a borehole. The
purpose of the notch is to reduce the fracture initiation pressure and ensure that the
fracture starts in a horizontal plane. Water is then injected into the borehole at a rate of
20-40 L/min, to initiate a hydraulic fracture at the notch (Murdoch and Slack, 2002). A
slurry of cross-linked guar gum gel and sand is pumped into the borehole to propagate
the fracture. The fracture propagates a moderate rate of 0.1± m/sec and a single injection
normally takes 15 to 30 minutes (GWRTAC, 2002). The viscous guar gum is capable of
suspending 10 to 15 Ib of sand per gallon of gel (EPA, 1994). An enzyme is added to
break the guar gum several hours after the injection, leaving sand within the fracture to
prop the fracture open.

Pneumatic fracturing involves injecting high volumes (25 to 50 m /min) of air or
a gas at high pressure (0.5 to 2.0 MPa) into an isolated section of a borehole over a 15 to
20 second interval (EPA, 1994). Fractures propagate at a rapid rate of- 2.0 m/sec. A
series of gas cylinders are used to provide the high volume and high pressure needed for
pneumatic fracturing. Proppants are typically not used with pneumatic fracturing and the
process relies on "self-propping" fractures. Self-propping is thought to be a combination
of asperities along the fracture surface and shifting of geological media. The low
viscosity of air results in rapid leak-off (fluid loss into the formation), thus requiring a
high volume of flow to propagate the fractures. The fracture initiation pressures in
pneumatic fracturing are approximately twice those required for hydraulic fracturing due
to the higher compressibility of air (Schuring and Chan, 1992).

All reported cases of blast-enhanced fracturing for remediation purposes have
been applied to bedrock formations primarily to enhance pump-and-treat systems.
Subsurface fractures are created by placing explosives in open bedrock boreholes and
detonating them. Such detonations create an intensely fractured area of bedrock that is
essentially rubble (referred as fracture trench). The fracture trench acts as an effective
groundwater sink from which increased volumes of groundwater can be pumped
(GWRTAC, 1996). Fractures propagate at the fastest rate (300± m/sec) in blast
fracturing. Blast fractures are self-propping similar to pneumatic fractures.
Emplacement of amendments by hydraulic and pneumatic fracturing processes is well
developed; however, it is under development in case of blast fracturing.

The cost of hydraulic and pneumatic fracturing depends on the number of
fractures produced per borehole (ITSR, 1998). EPA estimates the cost of a single
hydraulic fracture to be between $950 and $1,425 (EPA, 1993). Approximately 35% of
the costs are associated with labor. The daily cost of 4 to 6 fractures was estimated to be
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$5,700 (EPA, 1993). Cost of pneumatic fracturing at a technology demonstration project
in New Jersey was estimated at $308/kg of TCE removed. Pneumatic fracturing costs
can also be estimated as $10 to $22/m3 of soil treated (ISTR, 1998). Fracturing reduces
overall costs of remediation by increased mass removal of contaminants and more rapid
cleanup.

3.9 Soil Heating

Soil heating is a remediation approach that can be combined with SVE to
improve contaminant removal from saturated and unsaturated zones at polluted sites.
This technology employs six-phase electrical heating of soils to remove contaminants
that are strongly sorbed to soil matrices and may be difficult to treat using SVE alone. In
this approach, three-phase electricity from a conventional utility power transformer is
converted into six phases, and each phase is delivered to a single electrode placed along
a hexagonal pattern (Figure 3.12). Six-phase soil heating (SPSH) uses electrical resistive
heating to raise soil temperature and facilitate desorption of the contaminant into the gas
phase. Strategically placed extraction wells remove the gas phase for on-site treatment.
The amount of heating achieved is a function of the soil moisture content. Low soil
permeability and high moisture contents result in better heating. Steam resulting from
vaporization of soil moisture helps in removing strongly bound contaminants.

Figure 3.12 Schematic illustrating the application of six-phase soil heating (SPSH) to a
contaminated soil (FRTR, 2006).
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SPSH was evaluated for DNAPL removal during a field test conducted at the
Groundwater Remediation Field Laboratory at Dover Air Force Base, Delaware
(Peurrung and Bergsman, 1997). The ground water table at the site was located 25 feet
below surface and formed an aquifer of thickness between 5 to 7 feet underlain by a
dense clay layer. The subsurface soil consisted of sand and gravel with thin layers of
clay and silt. Electrodes were inserted to a depth of 35 feet along a circle of 30 feet
diameter. This formed a treatment zone of approximately 42 feet diameter by 15 feet
thickness. The system design allowed heating of the entire saturated depth and 5 feet of
the unsarurated depth. On-site equipment included a conventional utility power
transformer, a collection header, a vacuum blower, a condenser and knockout box, and
granular activated carbon drums to manage off gas and condensate. Most of the DNAPL
introduced to the site was removed from the soil in 21 days. During this time, 136,000
kW-hrs of energy was used and 29,000 gallons of condensate was removed from the
site. At $0.07/kW-hr, this represented an energy cost of approximately $16/m3 soil
treated.

Soil heating can also be achieved by using electromagnetic energy in the radio
frequency band (EPA 1995). Radio frequency heating (RFH) is often employed in
conjunction with SVE to improve contaminant removal. The soil is heated using an
array of exciter electrodes inserted in the contaminated soil. Energy is applied to this
array of electrodes. Two rows of ground electrodes are positioned on either side of the
exciter electrodes forming a triplate capacitor. The application of energy to the central
array of electrodes, results in dielectric heating of the surrounding soil. Soil temperatures
can rise to over 300°C. The heating results in vaporization of contaminants and moisture,
which are subsequently removed by vapor extraction wells.

The Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute evaluated RFH at Kelly
Air Force Base in San Antonio, TX (EPA 1995). A 40-kW radio frequency generator
was used as the energy source. Exciter electrodes consisting of 2.5 and 4-inch diameter
copper pieps were installed in 10-inch bore holes to a depth of 19.5 feet. Four exciter
electrodes were installed 2.5 feet apart and two rows of eight ground electrodes (2-inch
diameter aluminum pipes) were positioned on either side of the exciter array. The RFH
system raised the temperature of the target zone to 150°C. The system was operated for a
9-week duration followed by a 2-month cool down period. This study found that
concentrations of total recoverable petroleum hydrocarbons were reduced by an average
of 95%.

Soil heating can also be achieved by the injection of steam into the subsurface
(EPA 1998b). This technology was first developed by the petroleum industry for the
enhanced recovery of product from geological formations. In the case of remediation,
steam injected above or below the groundwater table heats the soil and water around the
injection well. Some heated water moves away from the injection well. Eventually the
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surrounding water is heated to the temperature of the steam and is vaporized in situ.
Steam injection results in the development of three distinct zones in the subsurface: the
steam zone, the variable temperature zone, and the ambient temperature zone. The steam
and hot water travel through the contaminated media and displace contaminants that are
either sorbed to soil particles or present as NAPLs. The hot water reduces the viscosity
of the NAPL making it easier to be displaced.

Both contaminant and soil types are important factors that can impact the success
of steam injection. The Henry's Law constant of the contaminant will indicate its
likelihood to volatilize. Steam injection is most appropriate for the removal of trapped
lenses of volatile or semivolatile contaminants that may otherwise not be removed by
hot water displacement of vacuum extraction. Steam injection is much more likely to be
successful for sandy or gravelly soils with low organic matter contents than for finer
soils with higher organic matter. Subsurface heterogeneity can significantly impact
remediation efficiency using steam injection.

The primary design parameter for a steam injection process is the steam injection
rate. Other design considerations include injection pressure, temperature and steam
quality. Injection pressures should be controlled to prevent fracturing of soil, which can
lead to loss of steam to the surface. Higher injection rates can result in faster heating of
the subsurface. However, once steam breakthrough occurs, improved thermal efficiency
can be achieved by reducing the injection rate. Greater heating rates result in greater
recoveries and better energy efficiency. Higher steam quality, defined as the proportion
of the total water in the vapor phase, produce better contaminant extraction efficiencies.

Steam stripping has been used as a remediation technology in the Netherlands
since the early 1980's. In the U.S., a small-scale pilot demonstration project was
conducted in San Jose, CA, in 1988 where surface spills and leaking underground
storage tanks had caused the release of several VOCs (EPA 1998b). SVE and steam
injection were performed cyclically. This approach was effective in rapidly removing a
considerable portion of the contaminants. However, low permeability zones appeared to
retain contaminants at high levels.

Steam injection was evaluated to recover JP-5 fuel at the Naval Air Station
Lemoore in Lemoore, CA in 1994 (EPA 1998b). The remediation system consisted of
eight extraction wells that enclosed two injection wells. The concentration of total
petroleum hydrocarbons in the unsaturated zone within the treatment area was reduced
from approximately 100,000 ppm to 20 to 50 ppm. However, contaminant levels
remained at 20,000 ppm at and below the groundwater table. Contaminant
concentrations increased at the interface of the surface clay layer and underlying silt due
to the upward migration of contaminated vapors.
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3.10 Conclusion

This chapter described eight commonly used physical treatment processes for
soil and groundwater remediation. Physical treatment of contaminated subsurface media
remains popular because of predictable end results and continued public acceptance.
These processes are also being used in combination with chemical or biological
treatment techniques. Pump-and-treat remains a common plume control method. It is
expected that in coming years research and improved understanding of physicochemical
processes will bring newer technologies to the market while improving the performance
of existing remediation methods. Greater insights will also lead to the effective
deployment of remediation approaches that combine the best characteristics of "active"
physical processes and "passive" chemical or biological techniques.
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CHAPTER 4

Chemical Treatment Technologies

Say Kee Ong and Angela Kolz

4.1 Introduction

There are more than 700,000 different chemicals known to be in use across the
world (Raven and Berg, 2006). In the U.S., more than 500 tons of approximately 3,000
different chemicals (excluding polymers and inorganic chemicals) are produced or
imported each year (US EPA, 1998). While most of these chemicals are not hazardous
and, when released into the environment, degrade readily several are highly toxic,
recalcitrant and persistent in the environment. A variety of remediation technologies that
are based on physical, chemical and biological processes can be applied to clean sites
contaminated by hazardous chemicals. Among these, chemical technologies are used to
chemically destroy environmental pollutants, especially organic chemicals, to harmless
and innocuous compounds. Inorganic chemicals such as heavy metals that cannot be
degraded chemically can be immobilized in the soil and aquifer environment to
minimize exposure to ecoreceptors. This chapter discusses the application of chemical
remediation technologies such as precipitation, chemical oxidation and reduction,
stabilization and solidification, adsorption and ion-exchange, electrochemical processes,
chemical leaching and solvent extraction, soil flushing, soil washing.

4.2 Precipitation

Precipitation is a common treatment method for waste streams containing heavy
metals. Aqueous streams that can be treated using precipitation include industrial
wastewater containing arsenic (As), barium (Ba), chromium (Cr), lead (Pb), copper
(Cu), nickel (Ni) and zinc(Zn) and groundwater contaminated with these pollutants.
Precipitation involves the addition of chemicals or precipitants to alter the physical state
of a dissolved metal such that its solubility is exceeded and a precipitate is formed. The
process can be reversed when the activity of the dissolved species is less than its
solubility or environmental conditions such as pH and redox are changed. Formation of
precipitates proceeds at a finite rate with the initial spontaneous formation of a fine
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nuclei (nucleation) followed by deposition of the precipitate constituent ions onto the
nuclei (crystallization). This leads to agglomeration and ripening of the precipitate into a
stable form. Sufficient reaction time must be allowed for the reaction to occur
accordingly.

4.2.1 Process Fundamentals

The solubility product (Ksp) of a compound is a measure of its solubility in a
given solution. The dissolution of a solid AzBY(s) into its constituent ions AY+ and B z

~ can be expressed by the following equation:

AzBY(s) <-> zAY+ + yBz' (Eq.4.1)

The solubility product is the product of the activities of the species involved in the
reaction:

Ksp = {Ay+}Z{BZ-}y (Eq. 4.2)

where A is the metal or cation, B is the anion, and z and y are number of molecular
units in the compound.

Table 4.1 summarizes typical values of Ksp for different lead compounds along
with the estimated lead concentration in solution assuming 1 x 10~3 moles/liter of anion
is present. Eq. 4.2 assumes equilibrium conditions for the dissolved metal in the absence
of other anions and cations. The presence of similar ions in solution may impact the
solubility of a metal through the "common ion effect". This occurs when a solution
containing an ion that is similar to one of the ions from the dissolution of a precipitate
causes the solubility of the precipitate to be less than when the precipitate dissolves in
pure water.

Table 4.1 Solubility products of lead compounds.

Pb(OH)2

PbS04
PbS
PbCO3

K,

, Q-14.3

10'7-8

10-27.0

10-"-'

Pb"

(moles/liter)
5 x l O ' 9

1.58 x lO ' 5

1 x 1C'24

I x l O ' 1 1

Concentration*
fme/U
0.001
3.27
2.07 xlQ-1 9

1.6xlO'5

*Assuming 1 x 10'3 moles/liter each of [Cr], [OH'], [SO42'], and [S2'], [CO32']

In most situations, cations and anions do not exist as free ions in solution but
instead interact with other ions or molecules to form complex ions or coordination
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compounds to remain in solution. Complex ions can be cationic, anionic or neutral
Examples of complexes include hydro-complexes, and cyano- and ammonium
complexes formed in the presence of cyanide and ammonium ions.

Formation of hydro-complexes is dependent on the solution pH. Hydro-
complexes of metals are amphoteric and result in minimum solubility for the metal
hydroxides. The pH range for the minimum solubility varies with the constituents
present in the water. Typically, metals are fairly soluble under acidic conditions, have
solubility minima between pH 9 and 11, and are fairly soluble at elevated pHs (> 11).
Therefore, although the solubility product of a compound provides a good
approximation of the solubility of a compound, to obtain a precise estimate of the metal
solubility, all complex species and the pH of the solution must be taken into
consideration.

Figure 4.1 shows the solubilities of several metal hydroxides in equilibrium with
the precipitate over the pH range of 0 to 14. Chemicals that are commonly added to form
metal hydro-complexes for subsequent precipitation as hydroxides include lime
(Ca(OH)2), magnesium hydroxide (Mg(OH)2), and sodium hydroxide (NaOH). Lime is
the least expensive of the three and is widely used. It is usually purchased in the form of
quicklime (CaO) and slaked and slurried to form calcium hydroxide before application.

Figure 4.1 Solubilities of metal hydroxides as a function of solution pH (US EPA
1983).
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Metals can also be precipitated as sulfides as shown in Figure 4.2. Chemicals
used for sulfide precipitation are sodium sulfide or bisulfide (Na2S or NaHS).
Extremely low aqueous-phase concentrations of metal can be obtained using sulfide
precipitation. This is illustrated by the very low Ksp values of lead sulfide as compared to
lead hydroxide (Table 4.1). Because of the possibility of generating hydrogen sulfide
(H2S) gas, which is poisonous, sulfide precipitation is generally controlled to occur
under alkaline conditions.

Figure 4.2 Solubilities of metal sulfides as a function of solution pH (US EPA, 1983).

4.2.2 Process Application

A typical flow diagram of a precipitation system is illustrated in Figure 4.3. The
following must be considered while designing an above ground metal precipitation
system to treat contaminated groundwater:

• A rapid mixing tank of detention times between 3 to 5 minutes is needed where
coagulants such as hydroxides or ferric salts are added to initiate the coagulation
and precipitation. When using lime as a precipitant, a reaction tank of detention
time between 10 to 20 minutes may be needed since lime reacts slower than
sodium hydroxide, alum or ferric chloride.

• A pre-reaction tank may be needed for pH adjustment.

• A slow mix tank or flocculation tank with a detention time of 20 to 30 minutes is
needed for agglomeration of floes.
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To aid in the coagulation, organic polymers or inorganic polymers such as
activated silica may be added before the slow mix to aid in the flocculation.

The precipitates are settled out in a settling tank or clarification tank. For most
heavy metal precipitates, the clarifier surface overflow rate should be maintained
between 500 and 1500 gpd/ft2. The sludge can be reprocessed to recover metals
or dewatered and stabilized before disposal.

Figure 4.3 Schematic diagram of a chemical precipitation system.

Typical capital costs (1993 costs) for 75 to 250 liters/minute (20 to 65 gpm)
packaged metals precipitation systems can range from approximately $85,000 to
$115,000. Operating costs excluding sludge disposal may range from $0.08 to $0.18 per
1,000 liters ($0.30 to $0.70 per 1,000 gallons) of groundwater containing up to 100
mg/L of metals. Sludge disposal will add about $0.13 per 1,000 liters ($0.50 per 1,000
gallons) of groundwater treated (NEESA, 1993). The costs of a precipitation system
treating chromium-contaminated groundwater with a flow rate of 5,625 liters/minute
(1500 gpm) was estimated to be $1.13 million (US EPA, 2000). This cost included
groundwater extraction, chromium reduction, metals precipitation using sodium
hydroxide and discharge into a river about 4,000 feet from the treatment system.
Operating and maintenance costs were estimated to be $240,000 per year.

4.3 Chemical Oxidation and Reduction

The objective of chemical oxidation/reduction system is to detoxify toxic
pollutants to harmless or less toxic products by utilizing oxidizing or reducing agents.
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Chemical oxidation is a well-established technology that is capable of destroying a wide
range of organic compounds such as chlorinated hydrocarbons, aromatic contaminants
and inorganics such as cyanide. Chemical reduction, however, has limited applications
but can be effective in the destruction of certain hazardous compounds.

4.3.1 Process Fundamentals

Oxidation is a reaction where there is a loss of electrons while reduction is a
reaction where there is a gain in electrons. An approach in remembering these principles
is by using the acronym - OIL RIG (where O stands for Oxidation and L

for Loss of electrons and R for Reduction and G for Gain in electrons). The reactant that
loses the electrons is the reducing agent which reduces the reactant that receives the
electrons. The reactant gaining electrons is the oxidizing agent and it oxidizes the
reactant that gives up the electrons.

Common oxidizing agents used in the oxidation of hazardous wastes include
ozone (O3), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and chlorine. Table 4.2 lists several chemical
oxidants and their oxidation potentials E° (V). A chemical with a high E° is a strong
oxidant. Included in Table 4.2 is a relative comparison of the oxidation potential of each
oxidizing agent with chlorine. In recent years, the application of chemical oxidation has
advanced by using various enhancements such as ultraviolet light (UV), ultrasound
(US), enzymes and inorganic catalysts, or a combination of oxidants to improve
oxidation of hazardous compounds. The in most advance oxidation processes (AOPs)
objective is to generate hydroxyl radicals (E° = 2.80 V) which are strong oxidizing
agents but with extremely short half-lives. Table 4.3 summarizes the different
combinations of oxidants and enhancements that are commonly used to treat hazardous
organics. The more common AOP applications utilize Fenton's reagent, Os/UV,
H2O2/O3/UV, and metal catalysts (TiO2 or ZnO)/ O3 or H2O2AJV.

4.3.2 Process Applications

4.3.2.1 Chlorine

Chlorine is the most commonly used oxidizing agent. It is available as a gas or
sold as a liquid in the form of sodium or calcium hypochlorite. When dissolved in
water, chlorine forms hypochlorous acid (HOC1) and hydrochloric acid (HC1).
Hypochlorous acid dissociates to form hypochlorite ion. Chlorine is relatively
inexpensive in comparison with other oxidizing agents and chlorination equipment is
widely available. However, chlorine is heavier than air, extremely toxic and can form
chlorinated compounds during reaction with organics that may be more toxic than the
original compound. For example, destruction of phenol using chlorine can result in the
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formation of chlorinated phenolic compounds which are more toxic than phenol.
Another common application of chlorine in hazardous waste treatment is the destruction
of cyanide in water. This process is called alkaline destruction. The reaction is sensitive
to pH, and a pH greater than 10 is maintained. In above ground systems, the destruction
of cyanide can be facilitated in a two-step process using separate tanks in a continuous
mode. The two steps can be chemically illustrated using equations 4.3 and 4.4.

Cyanide is oxidized to less toxic cyanate

Cyanate is further oxidized to carbon dioxide and nitrogen

Table 4.2 Typical oxidizing agents and their relative oxidizing power as compared to
chlorine (Haas and Vamos, 1995).

Redox Reaction
Oxidizing
Agent

F2

OH-
0

03

H202

H02-

MnO4-
HC102

HOC1

C12

HBrO
Br2

HIO

I2

E"(V)
at25°C

3.06

2.80
2.42

2.07

1.76
1.70

1.68
1.57
1.49

1.36
1.33
1.07

0.99

0.54

Relative
Oxidative
Power

2.55
2.05
1.78
1.52

1.30
1.25

1.24
1.15
1.10
1.00
0.97

0.79

0.73

0.40

Stable complexes of cyanide such as ferrocyanides are not resistant to chlorine
oxidation. Cyanide complexed with copper, nickel and precious metals can be oxidized
by chlorine, but reacts more slowly than free cyanide. Excess chlorine is needed to
oxidize these cyanide complexes. Typical reaction times for the first step of the process
are between 15 to 60 minutes while reaction times for the second stage is typically
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between 30 to 60 minutes. About 7 Ibs of chlorine or 7.5 Ibs of hypochlorite is needed
for every Ib of cyanide (NCMS, 1994).

Table 4.3 Common advanced oxidation systems for hazardous organic contaminants.

Chemical Oxidation Systems Chemical Oxidation Systems with Irradiation

H202/Fe2+ (Fenton's reagent) O3/ultraviolet (UV)

03/ H202 H202/UV

03/ H202/UV

H2O2/ultrasound (US)

Metal catalyst/UV

Metal catalyst/O3/UV

Metal catalyst/H2O2/UV

4.3.2.2 Ozone

Ozone is an allotropic form of oxygen. Ozone is generated by passing air or pure
oxygen through a narrowly-spaced electrode subjected to a high voltage where high
energy corona discharges dissociate oxygen molecule into atomic oxygen. Ozone is
formed when atomic oxygen combines with oxygen molecules.

The gas stream generated from air by this process typically contains about 0.2 to
3 percent ozone by weight and up to 1 to 6 percent, if pure oxygen is used. Treatment of
aqueous contaminants requires the transfer of ozone from gas to liquid phase. Ozone is
sparingly soluble in water with a Henry's law constant, KH, of 0.082 atm«m3/mole at 25°
C (Glaze, 1987). Ozone decomposes rapidly in aqueous solutions after reacting with
impurities such as organic compounds or particulates. The half-life for ozone is
approximately 18 minutes in groundwater and about 10 minutes in lake water (Rice and
Netzer, 1982). Ozone does not produce a persistent toxic residual and decomposes to
oxygen resulting in an increase in dissolved oxygen concentrations in the treated water.
Ozone is generally more effective in an alkaline solution.
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In aqueous solution, organic pollutants are oxidized by direct reaction with
molecular ozone and/or by indirect oxidation by free radicals, primarily hydroxyl (OH*)
or hydroperoxide (HOi*) radicals (Hoigne and Bader, 1976). Reactions of ozone in
aqueous solutions are illustrated in Figure 4.4. Aqueous solutions may contain initiators
such H2O2, Fe2+, UV, and humic acid which promote decomposition of ozone to form
free radicals, and promoters such as organic compounds, which react with OH* to form
various radical species, resulting in complicated sequences and propagation of chain
reactions. A chain reaction may be quenched when hydroxyl radicals react with
scavengers to form secondary compounds which do not promote further chain reactions.
Scavengers include bicarbonate and carbonate ions.

Figure 4.4 Proposed mechanism of ozone oxidation. R* represents oxidized metabolites
of the pollutant, Os" is the ozonide ion, and 02" is the superoxide ion (Staehelin and
Hoigne, 1985).

The reaction rate constant for the destruction of organics by OH* is typically
several orders of magnitude greater than for Os alone. Molecular ozone oxidation can be
termed as "selective" with second order rate constants (with respect to ozone and
reduced species constant) between 1 and 103 M^s"1 (Hoigne amd Bader, 1983). Kinetics
of OH* reactions are several orders of magnitude faster than molecular ozone oxidation
(108 - 1012 M'V1) (Hoigne and Bader, 1976; Farhataziz and Ross, 1977). Examples of
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estimated second order rate constants for oxidation of selected hazardous compounds by
molecular ozone and hydroxyl radicals are summarized in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4 Second order reaction rates for common organic pollutants (US EPA, 1998,
Cater et al., 1990, Dussert, 1997).

Compound

Acetylenes
Alcohols
Alkanes
Aromatics
Carboxylic Acids
Chlorinated alkenes
Ketones
Nitrogen-containing organics
Olefms
Phenols
Sulfur-containing organics

Molecular
Ozone
(MTV1)

50
10'2to 1
10
io-2

T3to 1Q-2

IO"1 to IO3

1
10 to IO2

I t o 4 5 0 x l 0 3

IO3

1 0 t o l . 6 x l 0 3

Hydroxyl
Radical
(M'V1)

108-109

105tol09

IO9

106to IO9

107tol09

109tolOn

109tol010

108to IO10

109tolOn

109tol010

109tol01 0

4.3.2.3 Hydrogen Peroxide

Hydrogen peroxide is slightly more powerful than chlorine but less powerful
than ozone (see Table 4.3). To enhance the oxidizing power of H2O2, hydroxyl (OH-)
radicals are generated through irradiation by ultraviolet light or ultrasound and metal
catalysts. High intensity, medium-pressure, broad band UV lamps are typically used
although high intensity, xenon flash lamps with adjustable spectral output to match the
absorption characteristics of H2O2 have also been used. Low-pressure mercury vapor
UV lamps are not the best choice as the lamp has peak emission at 259 nm while the
maximum absorbance of UV radiation by H2O2, occurs at about 220 nm.

Hydroxyl radicals can also be generated by using metallic catalysts such as
ferrous ions (Fenton's reagent) or titanium oxide:

The OH* formed can react with and initiate oxidation of organic pollutants
present in a waste stream or react with Fe2+ to produce Fe3+ as illustrated in Eq. 4.7. Eq.
(4.6) implies that Fenton's reagent is strongly dependent on solution pH. In fact, in

88
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If Fe3+ ions are used with H2O2, reactions are improved considerably by
irradiation with near-UV radiation and visible light (Ruppert et al., 1994). A point to
consider is that since many contaminated waters show high absorbance at wavelengths
below 300 nm and because H2O2 absorbs UV light at 254 nm poorly, treatment by UV/
H2O2 may not be effective for some situations. An approach used to overcome this
limitation is to use ferrioxalate and H2O2 as ferrioxalate has high absorption coefficient
at wavelengths above 200 nm, absorbs light strongly at longer wavelengths (up to 450
nm) and generates OH* with a high quantum yield (Zepp et al., 1992).

4.3.2.4 Ozone/Hydrogen Peroxide/UV Systems

Combinations of O3 and/or H2O2 along with UV irradiation have been
successfully applied to enhance hydroxyl free radical formation during oxidation of
organic compounds. Examples of commercially available systems include Calgon perox-
pure UV/H2O2, US Filter UV/O2/H2O2, Calgon Rayox® UV/H2O2, Magnum CAV-OX®
UV/H2O2, WEDECO UV/H2O2, WEDECO UV/O3, and Matrix UV/TiO2. Flow
diagrams for two systems, US Filter UV/O2/H2O2 and Calgon perox-pure UV/H2O2, are
presented in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. Hydraulic retention times of the two
systems are about 5 minutes. Results of pilot studies using the two systems for the
treatment of groundwater contaminated with chlorinated compounds are summarized in
Table 4.5. For some of the chlorinated compounds, more than 99% destruction was
observed. The reactions for a UV/O2/H2O2 system are speculated to proceed by H2O2

initiating the decomposition of O3 through a single electron transfer to form
hydroperoxide ion (HO2"). The hydroperoxide ion then reacts with ozone to produce
ozonide ions (Os") and hydroxyl radicals (HO). The reaction steps are speculated to
consist of the following (Aieta et al., 1988):

89

acidic conditions, OH* radicals are the predominant reactive species. This process is
effective at pH levels less than or equal to 3.0.
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Figure 4.5 Flow diagram of US Filter Ozone/H2O2/UV system (US EPA, 1998).

Figure 4.6 Flow diagram of Calgon UV/H2O2 system (US EPA, 1998).
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Table 4.5 Pilot study results for Calgon UV/H2O2 and US Filter O3/H2O2/UV systems (US
EPA, 1998).

System

Calgon UV/H2O2

US Filter O3/H2O2/UV

Compounds

Benzene
Chlorobenzene
Chloroform
1 , 1 -Dichloroethane
1,2-DCA
Tetarchloroemylene

1, 1 -Dichloroethane
1,1,1- trichloroethane
Trichloroethylene

Initial
Concentration
(Mfi/L)

52
3,100
41-240
120-400
22
63-2,500

9.5 to 13
2 to 4.5
50 to 520

Percent
Removal
(%)

>96
>99.9
93. 6 to > 97
> 95.8 to > 99,
>92

.5

> 98.7 to > 99.9

65
87
>99

4.3.2.5 Ultrasound

Although ultrasound has been used for decades in the cleaning of surfaces, it is
only in recent years that ultrasound has been explored as a means for the destruction of
the hazardous organic compounds (Bremner 1990). Aqueous solutions subjected to
ultrasound with frequencies in the range of 15 kHz to 10 MHz, experience an effect
known as "acoustic cavitation." The mechanical vibration of sound waves creates a
successive compression and expansion cycle which causes formation of small vapor-
filled bubbles. The number of bubbles formed is estimated to be in the range of 4 x 108

bubbles/sec/m3 with sizes ranging from 0 to 200 microns and a lifetime of approximately
10 microseconds (Suslick and Hammerton 1986). The cyclic compression and
expansion modes cause these bubbles to grow and contract. During the expansion phase,
the surface area of the bubble is greater than during the compression phase, resulting in
an increase in the size of the bubble size over many cycles. Eventually, a critical size is
reached depending on the ultrasonic frequency whereby the internal pressure of the
bubble is unable to withstand the external pressure of the surrounding solution. An
implosion occurs with the bubble collapsing resulting in high local pressures and
temperatures (Suslick, 1990). Temperatures as high as 5000° C within the bubble have
been estimated (Suslick et al., 1986) and with pressures near 1000 atm (Mason and
Lorimer, 1988). The water vapor in the bubble during the collapse decomposes into
hydrogen, and hydroxyl- and hydroperoxyl-radicals, which in turn oxidize organic
compounds present in the aqueous solution. To further enhance the destruction rate,
oxidizing agents such as hydrogen peroxide and ozone may be added.
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Studies by Lin et al. (1996) showed that 99% of chlorophenol (100 mg/L) was
removed in 360 minutes by using ultrasound at 20 kHz with 200 mg/L of hydrogen
peroxide. First order degradation rates in argon-saturated aqueous solutions of 1.95 x 10"

and 1.95 x 10"5 mol/L of carbon tetrachloride were found to be 3.3 x 10"3 and 3.9 x 10"3

s"1, respectively while presence of ozone did not affect the degradation rate significantly
(Hua and Hoffmann, 1996). Koszalka et al. (1992) obtained 98% reduction of CC14 in
the presence of air or argon with chloroform, dichloromethane and chloromethane as
initial reaction products followed by methane and chlorine/chloride. Kruger et al. (1999)
observed complete destruction of 1,2-dichloro ethane (350 pig/L) in groundwater after 60
minutes with pseudo-first-order rate constants of 0.062, 0.063, and 0.044 min"1, for
sonication frequencies of 361, 620, and 1086 kHz, respectively, at 105 W.

4.3.2.6 Wet Air Oxidation

At elevated pressures and temperatures but below the critical point of water
(374° C and 218 atm), organic wastes can be oxidized in the liquid phase in the presence
of air. The temperatures and pressures of wet air oxidation systems are typically in the
range of 150 - 325° C and 100 - 200 atm, respectively. Wet air oxidation is attractive
when waste streams are too dilute to incinerate and too concentrated to be treated by
biological treatment. It is effective for waste streams with COD in the range of 20,000 -
200,000 mg/L and suitable for waste with high refractory content. COD removal
between 75 to 90% can be achieved. The end products consist of simpler forms of
biodegradable compounds such as acetic acid and inorganic salts along with the
formation of carbon dioxide and water. Depending on the waste, further treatment of the
waste stream may be needed. The wet air oxidation process consists of a pre heater
where heat is transferred from hot oxidized effluent to the incoming feed. Figure 4.7
shows a schematic of a typical wet air oxidation process. The incoming heated feed
is mixed with air or oxygen at the bottom of the reactor and oxidation takes place within
the reactor. The hydraulic residence time of the fluid in the reactor is 15 to 120 minutes.
Liquids and noncondensables are separated in the separator drum and discharged
separately. In a typical wet air oxidation system, heat may be recovered to produce
steam or hot water. An example of wet air oxidation applications is the Zimpro Process
which operates at a temperature of 150 - 350° C and at a pressure of 20 to 200 atm.
Table 4.6 provides the residence time and destruction efficiencies for several organics
using wet air oxidation.

4
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Figure 4.7 Schematic diagram of a wet air oxidation system.

Table 4.6 Destruction efficiencies of organic compounds using wet air oxidation at a
temperature of 550° F, pressure of 1500 psig, and residence time of 30 minutes (Copa
and Gitchel, 1988; Modell, 1989).

Compound

o-Cresol

Carbon tetrachloride

Pentachlorophenol

DDT

Aniline

Diethylene Glycol

Ethylene Glycol

TOC Destruction
(%)
84

99

94

60

79

66

24

The reaction mechanisms occurring during wet air oxidation are still not well
understood. It appears that formation of free radicals such as OH« may be the cause of
oxidation of organic compounds. Oxidation is assumed to occur as follows:

hydrocarbon + oxygen —»• alcohol
alcohol + oxygen —» aldehyde
aldehyde + oxygen —> acid
acid + oxygen —> carbon dioxide + water
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The system is adaptable to a wide variety of oxidizable materials and water acts
as a heat sink to control the temperature within the reactor. Special alloy materials are
needed for the reactor due to the high corrosivity of the reactions resulting in high
maintenance costs of the system.

4.3.2.7 Supercritical Water Oxidation

An extension of wet air oxidation is the supercritical water oxidation where the
system is operated at temperatures and pressures above the critical point. Beyond the
critical point, a single phase fluid exists with properties between those of the liquid and
gas phases. Under critical fluid conditions, the solubility of organics is enhanced while
the solubility of inorganics in the fluid is decreased by three to four orders of magnitude.
The almost complete miscibility of oxygen and organics maximizes the interfacial
diffusion of organics and oxygen. In addition, the low viscosity and gas-like properties
of the fluid enhance contact between the target organics and the oxidizing radicals. A
typical supercritical water oxidation system is described schematically in Figure 5.8. The
process has been effectively demonstrated at pilot and developmental scales with
demonstration units ranging from 400 kg/hr to 2,700 kg/hr (64.8 t/day) for destruction of
chemical warfare materials (Killilea, 1998). Residence times needed for reactions may
be as short as several minutes at temperatures of 600 - 650° C. More than 99.9%
conversion of EPA priority pollutants has been achieved in pilot-scale plants with
retention times less than 5 minutes (Gloyna and Li, 1996). The process is cost effective
for aqueous wastes with organic concentrations in the range of 1 to 20 percent by
weight. The system is limited to treatment of liquid wastes or solids less than 200 [Jim in
diameter. Formation of char during reaction may impact the oxidation time of the
organics while separation of inorganic salts during the process may be a problem.
Typical materials for the reactor are Hastelloy C-276 and Iconel 625 (high nickel
alloys), which can withstand high temperatures and pressures and the corrosive
conditions. The residence time and destruction efficiencies for several organics using
supercritical oxidation is summarized in Table 4.7.

4.4 Stabilization/Solidification

Stabilization/solidification (S/S) is one of the best demonstrated available technologies
(BDATs) recommended for the treatment of hazardous wastes before disposal at a
secured landfill. Development of S/S for hazardous wastes has its roots in the
application of solidification to radioactive wastes (Conner, 1990). S/S is widely used for
the treatment of residues from other hazardous waste treatment processes such as ash
from thermal treatment, sludge from industrial treatment plants, especially for waste
with inorganic constituents, and treatment of contaminated soils and hazardous waste
sites including in situ applications. S/S can be used as a temporary or permanent
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treatment solution to minimize the risk and transport of the contaminants. Use of S/S
can minimize risk by:

• reducing the solubilities of hazardous constituents in the waste by pH
adjustment, sorption or precipitation; decreasing the surface area of the waste
material across which transfer or loss of contaminants can occur; and

• altering the physical characteristics of the waste, for example, through absorption
of free liquids.

Figure 4.8 Schematic diagram of a supercritical water oxidation system.

Table 4.7 Destruction of organics using supercritical oxidation (Modell, 1989).

Compound

Cyclohexane

o-xylene

1,1,1 -trichloroethane

1 ,2,4-Tetrachlorobenzene

DDT

PCB 1234

2,4-dinitrotoulene

Temp. (° C)

445

450

495

495

505

510

513

Residence Time
(mins)

7

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.7

3.7

0.5

Destruction
Efficiency (%)

99.97

99.97

99.99

99.99

99.997

99.99

99.992
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The widespread application of S/S technology is due to the widely available,
common and inexpensive additives and reagents used. The resulting solidified material
may require little or no further treatment if proper conditions are maintained. However,
the volume of treated material may increase due to the addition of reagents.

Cumulatively, S/S, both in situ and ex situ applications, is the second most
common type of source control treatment technology implemented at Superfund sites,
representing about 24 % of all source control treatment technology projects (US EPA,
2000). The cost to treat a cubic yard of waste by S/S at 29 Superfund sites ranged from
$8 to approximately $1,200 with an average cost of $264 per cubic yard (US EPA,
2000).

4.4.1 Process Fundamentals

Stabilization is a process by which binders (additives or reagents) are added to
hazardous waste to convert the waste and its constituents into their least mobile or toxic
form (US EPA, 1997d). The process is sometimes known as fixation. An example of
stabilization includes the addition of lime or sulfide to metal-containing aqueous streams
to precipitate the metals.

Solidification is a process by which binders (additives or reagents) are added in
sufficient quantities to form a solidified mass or "monolith" with high structural integrity
(generally compressive strength) and to decrease the permeability of the contaminated
soil and minimize exposure of the hazardous constituents to outside conditions (US
EPA, 1997d). Contaminants present in the contaminated soils do not necessarily interact
chemically with the reagents. Instead they are mechanically locked or encapsulated
within the solidified mass. Contaminant loss is limited largely by decreasing the surface
area exposed to the environment and isolating the contaminants from environmental
influences by encapsulating the waste particles.

Processes involved in stabilization and solidification include the following (US
EPA, 1997d):

• Precipitation. Soluble forms of hazardous constituents are made less soluble by
forming precipitates of hydroxides, sulfides, carbonates and phosphates within
the stabilized mass depending on the binder used. Precipitation is generally
utilized for metallic constituents. The solubility of the metal precipitates depends
on the pH and the redox potential of the environment.

Microencapsulation. The crystalline structure of the solidified matrix at a
microscopic level is used to trap the hazardous waste constituents. In this
particular situation, release of hazardous constituents occurs only when the
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matrix degrades to very fine particles. Proper mixing of the binders and the waste
constituents plays an important role in the microencapsulation process. Improper
mixing may result in some proportion of the waste to become macroencapsulated
rather than microencapsulate.

• Macroencapsulation. Hazardous waste constituents are trapped within a larger
structural matrix such as discontinuous pores within the stabilizing matrix.
Exposure of the waste constituents to the surrounding environment is generally
the result of degradation of the solidified matrix from compressive stresses,
expansion and contraction due to temperature of presence/absence of moisture.

• Absorption. Waste constituents are transferred into the matrix of the binders in
the same way as a sponge takes up water. For example, free liquids in the waste
are absorbed by the binders to minimize the movement of the dissolved waste
constituents. Binders such as fly ash, cement kiln dust, lime kiln dust, clay
materials, sawdust and hay and straw have certain level of absorbing capabilities.

Adsorption. Waste constituents are chemically bound or "fixed" or adsorbed to
the surface of the binders within the matrix. Depending on the nature of the
bonding, the waste constituents may be tightly bound to the matrix and are less
likely to be released into the environment.

4.4.2 Binders

Binders for inorganic wastes are typically cement, pozzolans, lime, silicates,
phosphates, proprietary chemicals such as organoclays and organically modified lime.
Binders used for organic wastes include thermosetting organics and thermoplastics. For
a total of 59 Superfund projects, 94% of the projects used inorganic binders (cement,
flyash, lime, silicates, sulfur) while only 3% of the projects used organic binders
(asphalt, organoclays and activated carbon) (US EPA, 2000). Three percent of the
projects used a combination of inorganic and organic binders.

4.4.2.1 Cement-Based S/S

The most common S/S approach is to mix the waste materials with Portland
cement and water. Cement hydrates to form a crystalline structure consisting of alumino-
silicates which microencapsulates the waste constituents while at the same time,
precipitates of metal hydroxides are formed which are much less soluble than ionic
species of the metals. In some cases, small amounts of fly ash, sodium silicate,
bentonite, or proprietary additives are added to enhance processing of the waste.
Cement based stabilization has been applied to plating wastes containing various metals
such as cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, nickel and zinc. The presence of organic
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contaminants may interfere with the hydration process, reducing final strength and
reducing the crystalline structure resulting in an amorphous material. Additives such as
organically modified clays may be used to adsorb the organic contaminants. Some of
the advantages of cement-based S/S are that cement is easily handled, can be pumped
and can be used for a large variety of hazardous wastes. The operating cost of this
technology is relatively low as cement is widely available and used in the construction
industry. The alkalinity of cement is capable of neutralizing acidic wastes. However,
cement is sensitive to the presence of certain contaminants which may affect setting and
hardening of the material.

4.4.2.2 Pozzolan-Based S/S

Pozzolan is a material that produces a cementitious material when mixed with
water and chemicals such as lime (US EPA, 1997d). The cementitious materials are
usually siliceous and aluminosilicate minerals. Pozzolanic materials include fly ash,
ground blast furnace slag and cement kiln dust. For example, a typical composition of
fly ash is 45% SiO2, 25% A12O3, 15% Fe2O3, 10% CaO, 1% MgO, 1% K2O, and 1%
Na2O. The mixed pozzolan material can vary from a soft fine-grained material to a hard
cohesive material similar in appearance to cement. Compared to cement reactions,
pozzolanic reactions tend to be slower and, therefore, require a longer time to stabilize.
Wastes stabilized/solidified with pozzolan materials can include plating sludges
containing various metals such as lead, zinc, waste acids, and oil sludges (US EPA,
1997d). Unburned carbon in fly ash may adsorb organics from the waste.

4.4.3 Process Design

There is no established design protocol for S/S process. Bench-scale feasibility
studies are typically conducted to assess the initial suitability of a binder or a
combination of binders to achieve the desired physical strength and leaching
requirements. In many cases, binders selected from bench-scale tests are used in pilot-
scale tests to ensure that the binders and the waste can be thoroughly mixed before full-
scale implementation.

A S/S system is fairly simple and Figure 4.9 provides a flow diagram of the
essential components. The components include a waste transportation and handling
system, storage for chemical reagents/binders, a mixer, typically a pug mill, and S/S
waste storage area to allow the waste to stabilized.

Gel times for cement based process can vary from 1 to 48 hours depending on
the solids content while cement/fly ash, lime/fly ash and kiln dust systems may take
more than 48 hours. Use of silicates in cement systems can reduce the gel time to less
than 1 hour (Conner, 1990). Examples of S/S include a full-scale fixation of lead and
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chrome in a metal finishing waste (F006, D002) using lime and sulfide. With lead
content as high as 970 mg/kg in the waste, the lead in the leachate of the Toxicity
Characteristics Leaching Procedure (TCLP) test was less than 0.1 mg/L (Shively and
Crawford, 1986). Chromium in the leachate was less than 0.05 for a waste chromium
concentration as high as 11,200 mg/L. Another example is the use of Portland cement to
stabilize cadmium hydroxide sludge in a bench-scale test. Using a mix ratio of one part
waste to 0.45 parts of cement, a TCLP concentration of 0.03 mg/L was achieved for a
waste cadmium concentration of 15,340 mg/L (Butler et al., 1988).

Figure 4.9 Schematic diagram of a typical stabilization/solidification system.

4.4.4 Testing

For regulatory purposes, all S/S wastes are tested for leachability of the
hazardous constituents using the TCLP test. Other protocols to test the S/S waste are
related to the final use of the stabilized materials. Examples of these tests include:

• moisture content - US EPA Method 9005-SW846 (Paint filter test) to determine
the presence of free liquids;

• strength testing - usually ASTM D2166-85 or ASTM D1633-84 is used to test
cohesive soil-like or cement-like material behavior under mechanical stress; and

• freeze-thaw durability (ASTM D4842) - to assess the resistance of the material to
natural weathering stresses such as freezing and thawing.
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4.5 Adsorption and Ion Exchange

Adsorption is described as the preferential accumulation of the pollutants at the
surface of a solid phase or adsorbent. Adsorption is one of the more widely applied
technologies for the treatment of hazardous wastes and contaminated groundwater, and
can be used to remove a wide range of pollutants including synthetic organic chemicals
such as pesticides and petroleum hydrocarbons, inorganic compounds such as heavy
metals, and anions such as perchlorate. Common adsorbents used for environmental
applications include activated carbon and synthetic ion exchange resins. Other natural
and synthetic adsorbents include activated alumina, forage sponge and sorption clays.

4.5.1 Process Fundamentals

Adsorption is the accumulation of the pollutants (or solute) at the interface of
two phases. Examples of adsorption include surface complexation reactions (surface
hydrolysis, formation of coordinate bonds at the surface with metals and ligands),
electrostatic interactions at the surface, and hydrophobic expulsion of hydrophilic
compounds resulting in an accumulation at the interface. The pollutant (or solute) is
usually called the adsorbate while the surface is called the adsorbent.

Absorption is the intraphase distribution of a solute where a solute is dissolved or
absorbed into the absorbing phase. Figure 4.10 illustrates the adsorption and absorption
processes. Examples of absorption are the dissolution of oxygen from air into water or
gasoline mixed with water where some gasoline is dissolved in water and some water is
dissolved in gasoline. The gasoline may be considered as dissolved in the absorbing
phase (water), i.e., there is a distribution between the two phases. This phenomenon is
sometimes referred to as partitioning. The extent of the solute dissolved in the absorbing
phase is related to the solubility of the solute in the absorbing phase. In other words, the
character of the solute and its interaction with the absorbing phase or solution play an
important role in its distribution.

When both absorption and adsorption are occur simulataneously and cannot be
distinguished, the term sorption is used. Example of sorption includes distribution of
nonpolar compounds onto soil humic material. The structure of soil humic material
consists of many different aromatic and aliphatic organic compounds forming a mesh-
like structure. The nonpolar compounds may adsorb on the surface of one of the many
functional groups or may reside or be absorbed/partitioned within the mesh-like
structure.
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Figure 4.10 Illustration of adsorption and absorption phenomena.

Ion exchange is a form of adsorption whereby an ion in the solid phase is
replaced by another ion in a solution in contact with the solid. A more restrictive
definition is the replacement of an adsorbed, readily exchangeable ion by another. Since
replacement takes place at the interface - this process may be classified as adsorption.

Adsorption mechanisms can be categorized as chemical, electrostatic and
physical adsorption. Chemical adsorption involves solute-sorbent interaction with the
formation of a covalent bond by merging of electron clouds or formation of hydrogen
bonds with bonding forces extending over short distances. It is characterized by large
heats of interaction, in the range of 100 - 400 kJ/mole. Desorption of the adsorbed
compound may result in a different compound. Chemical adsorption is sometimes
termed chemisorption.

Electrostatic adsorption involves high energy Coulombic forces as opposed to
formation of chemical bonds. These forces result in ion-ion interactions, as in ion
exchange, or in dipole-ion interactions. Examples of electrostatic sorption include
sorption of Ca2+ on clay surface, interactions of NHs through permanent dipoles or water
with temporary dipoles with surface of soils. The heat of sorption for electrostatic
adsorption may be as high as 200 kJ/mole.

Physical adsorption is the result of dipole forces or the action of van der Waal
forces comprised of London dispersive forces between the adsorbate and the adsorbent.
London dispersive forces are the result of interactions amongst rapidly fluctuating
temporary dipoles and quadrapole movements associated with the motion of electrons
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within orbitals. Dipole-dipole interactions are the more important of all interactions, and
the forces vary inversely with the sixth power of the distance between molecules.
Typical values for heat of physical adsorption range from 5 to 10 kJ/mole.

Adsorption is often described in terms of isotherms. Isotherms show the
equilibrium relationship between the bulk equilibrium aqueous phase activity
(concentration) of the adsorbate and the amount adsorbed on the interface at constant
temperature. Isotherms are based on empirical models such as the linear model, and the
Freundlich model or models developed from first principles such as the Langmuir
model, the Brunauer, Ernmett and Teller (BET) model, and the Gibbs model.

4.5.2 Adsorbents

Activated carbon is most commonly used as an adsorbent for the removal of a
wide range of toxic organic compounds from drinking water, industrial wastewater,
contaminated groundwater and hazardous waste. Contaminants that can be removed by
sorption to activated carbon include petroleum hydrocarbons, volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), halogenated VOCs, metals, pesticides and explosives. Most
adsorption systems are used in a polishing step following treatment such as solids
removal and filtration. Carbon adsorption is effective in treating water with low
contaminant concentrations (< 10 mg/L). Sorbents used to remediate groundwater
contaminated with metals include activated alumina, which removes a variety of
contaminants, including fluoride, arsenic, and selenium, and forage sponge, which is an
open-celled cellulose sponge incorporating an amine-containing chelating polymer that
selectively absorbs dissolved heavy metals.

Activated carbon comes in two forms: granular and powdered. Common sizes of
granular activated carbon (GAC) are US standard mesh of 12 x 40 (1.68 to 0.42 mm)
and 8x30(2 .38to0 .59 mm) with a uniformity coefficient of 1.9. The surface areas of
GAC range from several hundreds to more than 1,500 m2/g. Powdered activated carbon
(PAC) is commercially available with 65 to 90 % passing through 325 mesh (44 ^im)
sieve and with surface areas similar to that of GAC. GAC and PAC are made from
wood, peat, lignite, bituminous coal, and coconut shells. The surface of GAC consists of
functional groups such as OH-, and COO- that can adsorb a variety of compounds
(Crittenden et al., 2005). For example, metal ions (M) bind to the hydroxyl functional
groups as shown in equations 4.14 to 4.16 where S is the solid surface (Letterman,
1999):
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The earliest exchangers used in ion exchange systems were natural materials -
natural zeolite and aluminosilicates. Today, synthetic ion exchange materials consisting
of cross-linked polymer matrices containing charged functional groups attached by
covalent bonding find wide use. The base material is polystyrene, which is cross-linked
for structural stability with 3 to 8% divinylbenzene. Ion exchange materials can have
different functional groups. For example, strong acid ion exchange resins have sulfonate
(SOs") groups while strong basic ion exchange resins have quaternary amine (N(CH3)s+)
groups. Both strong acid cation and strong base anion exchange resins ionize
throughout the pH range and are regenerated by an acid and base, respectively.

4.5.3 Process Design

The reactor configuration typically used for carbon adsorption systems is the
fixed bed system. Removal of suspended solids from waste streams is an important
design consideration to prevent accumulation of solids in the GAC column and an
increase in pressure drop. Fixed-bed GAC systems are backwashed regularly to remove
accumulated solids. Backwashing results in downtime and may cause loss of carbon. In
many treatment systems, two or more GAC columns are provided to allow for
continuous treatment of contaminated water. Carbon adsorption systems can be
deployed rapidly, and removal efficiencies of contaminants are high. However, the cost
for operating the system may be high if there is a need to regenerate or dispose of the
spent carbon. The spent GAC may be classified as hazardous waste and disposed of
accordingly.

Various approaches are utilized in sizing GAC reactors. These methods include
the use of pilot- and laboratory-scale column tests such as the rapid small-scale column
test (RSSCT) (Crittenden et al., 2005), the bed depth service time (BDST) method
(Droste, 1997) and the kinetic approach (Reynolds and Richards, 1996). Some
parameters considered in a typical design include:

• Surface loading rate (SLR) = flow rate /column plan area

• Empty Bed Contact Time (EBCT) = depth of carbon bed/SLR

• GAC depth - selected based on required breakthrough

• Type of GAC - GAC made from different materials have different sorption
capacities and characteristics
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• Carbon usage rate (CUR) is the mass of carbon required per unit volume of water
treated.

The minimum contact time needed can be estimated using the above mentioned
design parametes and the carbon needed to provide the necessary removal for a given
volume of water treated can be determined. Typical values for some design parameters
used in GAC column design are summarized in Table 4.8.

Table 4.8 Typical GAC design parameters.

Properties Typical Range

SLR (m3/m2/hr) 8 1.9-30

EBCT(mins) 10 3-35
as high as 4 hr for high concentrations

GAC depth (m) 1 0.2-8

In the case of ion exchange, the ions to be removed determine whether cation or
anion exchange resins or both are to be utilized. As in GAC systems, pretreatment of
wastewater is essential for effective performance of the ion exchange system. Factors
that affect the efficiency of ion exchangers include oil and grease that may clog the
exchange resin, suspended solids greater than 10 mg/L may cause resin blinding, the pH
of the water to be treated may affect selectivity of the ion exchange resin, and
characteristics of the rinse-water generated during the regeneration step which may
require additional treatment and disposal.

The volume of resin needed to treat a wastewater is determined from pilot studies
or estimated based on data provided by resin suppliers (see Dow, 2002). The typical
resin bed depth for co-current regeneration is 1.2m and 2 m for counter-current packed
bed systems. The vessel diameter is designed for a maximum pressure drop of 1 bar (15
Ibf/ft2) across the resin bed to allow for resin settling and accumulation of suspended
solids during the service run. The maximum diameter for efficient flow distribution is
3.5 m. Surface loading rates typically range from 5 to 60 m/hr. Regenerant used for
cation resins are typically strong acids such as sulfuric acid, nitric acid and hydrochloric
acid while the regenerant for anion resins is sodium hydroxide.
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Case Study

An application of GAC for removal of organic compounds is the pump-and treat-
system at the Rocky Mountain Arsenal known as the North Boundary Containment
System. The system captures contaminated groundwater flowing northward across the
arsenal using a soil-bentonite slurry wall. The pollutants in the contaminated ground
water are di-isopropylmethylphosphonate (DIMP), organochloropesticides, chloroform
and N-nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA). Groundwater is extracted and pumped into an
influent sump and then treated using a GAC column. The treated water is pumped into a
system of 15 groundwater recharge trenches. The GAC groundwater treatment system is
designed to treat an average flow of 480 gpm and a maximum flow of 720 gpm.
Removal of DIMP by GAC was found to be effective with effluent DIMP typically less
than 1 ppb, below the state treatment requirement of 8 ppb. However, NDMA
concentrations in influent and effluent waters were 0.35 and 0.20 |ig/L, respectively,
suggesting that the existing GAC units were not effective in removing NDMA from the
groundwater (Gunnison et al., 2000).

4.6 Electrochemical Processes

Pollutants can be destroyed using electrochemical process in a manner similar to
chemical oxidation and reduction except that electricity is applied across electrodes to
create the oxidation/reduction potential instead of using an external oxidizing agent.
Reactions are generally conducted in an electrochemical cell and may be enhanced with
addition of oxidizing chemicals. Better removal of specific pollutants can be achieved by
using a separation membrane. The use of electrodes of special materials allows for
selectivity in pollutants removed and may, at the same time, prevent the production of
unwanted by-products. Advantages of electrochemical processes include (Juttner et al.,
2000):

• versatility in treatment as it can be applied for small to large volumes and for a
variety of pollutants in gases, liquids and solids;

• pollutants are oxidized and reduced directly or indirectly;

• in comparison to thermal processes, electrochemical processes are generally
operated at lower temperature and pressure making them relatively energy
efficient.

• process allows for precise control of the reactions with a certain level of
selectivity; and
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• the use of electricity to drive the reaction prevents the need for reactive
chemicals, such as oxidizing or reducing agents thereby eliminating handling and
disposal of hazardous materials.

A disadvantage of electrochemical processes is the in-situ solute mass transfer
limitation due to the size of electrode area since reactions occur at the interface of the
electrodes and are dependent on the conducting medium. Another disadvantage is the
stability of the electrodes in contact with the waste and the loss of effectiveness of the
electrochemical process due to electrode fouling.

4.6.1 Process Fundamentals

Electrochemical processes use charged electrodes to carry out chemical reactions
for the destruction of waste constituents. By controlling the electrode potential and the
environment at the surface of the electrodes, the conditions necessary to initiate and
control chemical reactions are created. Electrochemical processes can be divided into the
following: direct electrolysis (reactions at the cathode or the anode) and indirect
electrolysis. Figure 4.11 illustrates the two processes.

Waste constituents capable of undergoing direct electrochemical oxidation or
reduction at an electrode can, in principle, be transformed and/or removed aqueous
solutions by the application of appropriate potentials in electrochemical reactors (see
Figure 4.9). Oxidation or reduction processes occur directly on inert electrodes without
the involvement of other substances (e.g., electron mediators, oxidizing agents). Direct
electrolysis includes both cathodic processes and anodic processes. For example, many
metal ions can be removed by cathodic deposition when a metal ion is reduced by
accepting electrons at the cathode resulting in its deposition. The pollutants and
electrode materials involved in the cathodic and anodic electrode reactions of an
electrochemical cell may interact in an undesired manner resulting in side reactions that
may decrease the effectiveness of the system. To prevent side reactions and to provide a
certain level of selectivity, special separators like ion selective membranes which are
thin polymeric materials may be placed within the electrochemical cell to selectively and
directionally allow ions to migrate under the influence of the electric field. Direct
processes are often limited by diffusion and thus low current densities need to be used if
high efficiencies are desired. In addition, the high overpotential applied often
necessitates noble metals or similarly expensive compounds to be used as electrodes.
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Figure 4.11 Direct and indirect electrolysis in electrochemical reactions.

As an alternative, cathodic or anodic redox mediated processes can be used to
overcome some limitations of direct electrolysis by electrochemically generating redox
reagents as a chemical reactant (or catalyst) to convert pollutants to less harmful
products. The redox reagent acts as an intermediary for shuttling electrons between the
pollutant substrate and the electrode. For example, it is possible to generate chlorine
from the chloride in solution at the anod,e which in turn, can be used as an oxidizing
agent to oxidize the pollutants.

Factors affecting the selection of an electrochemical reactor include (i) the
electrode geometry and motion, (ii) energy usage, (iii) cell geometry or division and the
electrolyte gap (iv) forms of reactants and products, and (v) batch or continuous
operation (Walsh, 2001). Limitations for electrodes include (i) changes in activity and
surface area due to catalysis, blockage, and potential-distribution, (ii)
adsorption/desorption of reactant, products and contaminants, (iii) film
formation/removal via passivation or polymerization, and (iv) phase transformation such
as intercalation and dehydration. If membranes are included they can play a critical role
in electrochemical reactors. The advantage with membranes include prevention of
reactant or product loss at the counter-electrode, controlled migration of ions, use of
chemically dissimilar electrolytes and protection of the counter-electrode from
corrosion. However, since most membranes have a finite life time, performance may be
time-dependent and may complicate cell design and construction, and increase power
costs.

To improve the efficiency of electrochemical cells, different types of cell
constructions have been developed in recent years. Electrochemical cell designs are
generally focused on optimizing the space time yield of the system by improving mass
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transport of the desired ion; accommodation of large electrode areas, and a combination
of improved mass transfer coefficients and enlarging specific electrode area. Examples
of cells that improve solute mass transfer are the Pump cell, the Chemelec cell, and the
Reno Cell. The multiple cathode cell and the Swiss-role cell were developed to
accommodate large electrode areas in a small cell volume (Juttner et al., 2000).

4.6.2 Process Application

An example of the application electrochemical process for site remediation is the
electrokinetics technology - a process that separates and extracts heavy metals,
radionuclides, and organic contaminants from saturated or unsaturated soils, sludges,
and sediments (US EPA, 1996). The process entails applying a low intensity direct
current across electrode pairs implanted in the ground on each side of the contaminated
soils. Figure 4.12 provides a schematic representation of a typical electrokinetic
treatment system. The electrical current causes electroosmosis and ion migration, which
move the aqueous phase contaminants in the subsurface towards an electrode.
Depending on their electrical charge, contaminants in the aqueous phase or those
desorbed from the soil surface are transported towards respective electrodes. The
contaminants are deposited onto the electrode or extracted and processed using a
recovery system. Under certain situations, surfactants and complexing agents may be
added to increase the solubility and assist the movement of the contaminant, or
introduced at the electrodes to enhance contaminant removal rates.

An improvement of the electrokinetics process is the Electrochemical
Remediation Technologies (ECRTs) process which uses a proprietary AC/DC electrical
signal to mineralize organic compounds and to mobilize and remove metal contaminants
(Japp, 2000). The proprietary AC/DC converters produce a low-voltage, low-amperage
electrical field that polarizes the soil or sediment such that the soil particles charge and
discharge electricity causing redox reactions to occur at the interfaces within the soil-
groundwater-contaminant-electrode system mineralizing organics and increasing
mobilization of metals. Metals migrate to the electrodes where they are deposited and
removed with the electrodes. The differences between ECRTs and traditional
electrokinetics are that relatively low energy input is required to perform remediation
with ECRTs and the ECRTs generally are effective within months, instead of years.
Furthermore, metals generally migrate to and deposit at both electrodes in the ECRTs
process, unlike classical electrokinetics techniques, in which metals migrate in the
direction of only one electrode. ECRTs reaction rates are inversely proportional to grain
size and ECRTs can remediate clays and silts faster than sands and gravels. ECRTs
have been applied in commercial operations.

Electrochemical processes are generally useful for treating liquid wastes.
Electrochemical processes can be used to remove certain metal ions from solution by
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controlled migration of ions through ion-exchange membranes. The metal may be
precipitated as the hydroxide due to increasing pH near the cathode or in other
processes, anodically generated iron (III) or aluminum (III) ions can be used to
precipitate or flocculate metal hydroxides (Walsh, 2001).

Figure 4.12 Schematic diagram of a typical in situ electrokinetic treatment system (US
EPA, 1996).

While treating wastes containing polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), the CerOx
process, a mediated electrochemical oxidation (MEO) or catalyzed electrochemical
oxidation (CEO), was found to successfully destroy PCBs at a concentration of 2 mg/L
in alcohol in a patented electrochemical cell (called the T-Cell). In this process, a
cerium metal ion, oxidized to Ce4+, is placed in contact with an organic compound,
which reduces it to Ce3+. The process operates at low temperature (90-95 °C) and near
atmospheric pressure. In the T-Cell, the anolyte (cerium reagent) and catholyte (nitric
acid) are physically separated at all times by a fluoropolymer membrane. Ce4+ ions are
produced in the cell and then mixed with the waste stream prior to passing into a liquid
phase reactor. Excess reagent is maintained in the reactor by monitoring Ce3+/Ce4+ ratios
in the effluent and adjusting the organic waste input accordingly. The liquid effluent
from the reactor is returned to the cell for regeneration of the cerium reagent. The
cerium is recirculated and reoxidized to Ce4+ and the operation is repeated. The process
can be used to treat wastes containing DDT, silvex and chlordane and pharmaceuticals
wastewater and difficult chemical waste streams (Anonymous, 2000).
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Another process that is similar to the CerOX process is the AEA Silver II process
which utilizes Ag2" ions in solution for the oxidation of organics. The oxidizing agent
reacts with the organics to produce carbon dioxide, neutral salts and dilute acid solution.
The process operates at low temperature (60-90°C) and atmospheric pressure. This
technology has demonstrated high destruction efficiencies in trials with a range of
chemicals, including some pesticides.

4.7 Chemical Leaching and Solvent Extraction

Chemical leaching and solvent extraction are ex-situ chemical processes for
separating contaminants from excavated soils, sludges or sediments. Chemical leaching
typically utilizes inorganic liquids such as acids for separating and recovering metals or
salts from soils and sludges while solvent extraction makes use of non-aqueous solvents
to separate organic contaminants from soils and sludges. Leaching or extraction may be
combined in a soil washing process to reduce the volume of contaminated soils for
disposal.

4.7.1 Process Fundamentals

Chemical leaching enhances desorption of metals from soils or sludges through
dissolution of complexes or alteration of ionic states by adjusting the pH of the matrix.
Acids are commonly used to leach metals and inorganic pollutants from soils. However,
alkaline, carbonates and chelating agents are also used to selectively leach metals (US
EPA, 1997b). Knowledge of the valence states, solubility and likely reaction products of
all metals present is essential for proper application of a leaching agent. For example,
cadmium, trivalent chromium and lead typically exist in the cationic state and are not
mobile, however, they are more mobile under acidic conditions. Arsenic and hexavalent
chromium typically exist in anionic forms in the environment. Mercury may transition
between several valence states (US EPA, 1997c). Solvent extraction enhances
dissolution, solubilization and desorption through preferential partitioning of the
contaminants into the extraction solvent.

Given sufficient time for steady state conditions to occur, the theoretical
contaminant removal efficiency can be calculated based on the distribution coefficient
(Kd) of the contaminant between soil and chemical leaching solution (Sharma and
Reddy, 2004):

The mass balance for a chemical leaching process can be expressed as:
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leaching solution in L, and C/ is the contaminant concentration in the leaching solution
(mg/L).

Removal efficiency  

4.7.2 Remediation Uses

Chemical leaching is appropriate for separating heavy-metal contaminants from
soils, sediments, and sludges from metal plating and finishing operations with the
possibility of reclaiming the leached metals. Recoverable metals include chromium,
copper, cadmium, cobalt, gold, lead, molybdenum, mercury, nickel, palladium,
platinum, silver, tin, titanium, vanadium and zinc (NFESC, 2004a). The easiest
separation to achieve is for soils with a single metal in a single valence state. Complex
mixtures may be difficult to leach and/or complicate to treat producing a recoverable
mixture of metals that needs further treatment before use or disposal (NFESC, 2004a).
Meeting treatment goals for metals in the soils so that the soils can be returned to the
excavation site is achievable but may be cost-prohibitive (US DOE 2004a). The particle
size distributions of the soils or sludges have an impact on the successful application of
chemical leaching. For example, soils with high clay content may require longer
leaching times and the fine clay particles remaining in the leachate may make separation
and treatment of the leachate difficult.

Solvent extraction is appropriate for organic contaminants such as VOCs, PCBs,
halogenated solvents, petrochemicals, and explosive chemicals. However, safety issues
arise while recycling solvent containing explosives if the solvent is recovered through
distillation (US EPA, 1993a). Solvent extraction has been used for contamination from
paint, rubber and pesticide/insecticide wastes, coal tar and petroleum refinery oily
wastes but is least effective for very high-molecular weight organics and very
hydrophilic compounds (US DOE, 2004a; NFESC, 2004d). This technology has been
applied at Superfund sites containing multiple forms of contamination and at nuclear
facilities (Hyman and Hladek, 2002). Solvent extraction is appropriate for fine- and
coarse-grained soils, sediments and sludges (Braids, 2002). An important cost-saving
advantage of solvent extraction over soil washing is the ability to recycle the solvent for
multiple use cycles (US EPA, 1993b). The presence of inorganics typically does not
interfere with solvent extraction of organics, and inorganics may be altered to a more
easily extractable state by the solvent extraction process (NFESC, 2004d). Solvent

 where, C si is the initial contaminant concentration in soil (mg/kg), Ms is the dry mass of
soil in kg, Csf is the final contaminant concentration in soil (mg/kg), F/ is the volume of
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extraction has been used prior to bioremediation to help increase the biodegradation of
some polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) (Lee et al., 2001). Treatment goals in
the application of chemical leaching or solvent extraction may include meeting a
contaminant concentration in the soil and achieving a significant volume reduction of
the waste. Treatment requirements for RCRA listed metals wastes and contaminated
media are in the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 40, Sections 268 and 269 (40 CFR
268 and 269), respectively. Sampling of leached soils or sludges should be done to
ensure that treatment goals are met. Typically, either TCLP or total extractable metals
method is used to assess whether treatment goals are met. Permits may also be required
for the disposal of leachates and solvent-contaminated wastewaters at a municipal waste
water treatment plant.

4.7.3 Process Design and Considerations

Chemical leaching and solvent extraction are considered short-term or medium-
term treatment applications depending on the throughput of the soils treated (NFESC,
2004d). Examples of throughputs of commercial chemical leaching units treating
excavated soil are in the range of 10-100 cubic yards per day (NFESC, 2004a) and for a
mobile solvent extraction unit may range between 20-200 cubic yards per day (NFESC,
2004c). System design should include safe application of leaching solution or extraction
solvents and for the recycling of fluids as much as possible to minimize costs. In
addition, volatile emissions from leaching solutions during treatment and recycling must
be contained.

The chemical leaching process produces treated leachate, recovered metals or
salts, and treated soils or sludges which must be disposed of safely, while the solvent
extraction process produces concentrated contaminants, separated solvent/water and
treated sediment (US EPA, 1993b). Equipment needed include particle separation tank,
chemical leaching or solvent extraction reactor, separation unit for leachate/solvent from
soils or sludges, regeneration and recycling unit for leachate, treatment and disposal
systems for leachate, and neutralization system for soils and sludges (US EPA, 2004).

In the process design of a chemical leaching or solvent extraction system, it is
important to characterize the soils or sludges for particle size distribution, cation
exchange capacity, organic content, moisture content, buffering capacities, pH, and the
presence of organics such as VOCs (US DOE, 2004c). For extraction of metals, the
valencies of metals to be removed must be determined. Site requirements including
utilities and treatment area for staging of equipment, excavation and stockpiling of soils
should be determined. Selection of leaching fluid or extraction solvent is important and
is usually accomplished through bench-scale treatability studies. Acids are most often
used to leach metals from soils and sludges. However, acids can alter soil silicates and
will likely leach many species of metals at the same time. An alkaline extraction can be
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effective in leaching some metals, such as uranium, while leaving most other metals
unleached from soils (Francis et al., 1999). The applicability of several leaching
solutions for metals is shown in Table 4.9. Treatability studies are needed to test
appropriateness of the leaching solution for the contaminated soils/sludges, and to
determine the volume of leaching solution and contact time needed to attain cleanup
goals. Testing should ensure that soils are not undesirably altered and that secondary
contaminants are not formed (Francis et al., 2004). Pilot testing is essential to ensure
that remediation meets the regulatory goals (Braids, 2002; US DOE, 2004c).

Table 4.9 Chemical leaching agents.
Leaching Agent Used For Reference

water

hydrochloric acid,
ethylenediamine tetraacetic
acid (EDTA) (chelating agent)

ethylenediaminedisuccinic acid
(HDDS - a biodegradable
chelating agent)

polyethylenimine (PEI) (water
soluble polymer)

hexavalent chrome

lead, uranium, zinc, copper,
cadmium, iron, chromium,
arsenic, mercury

lead, zinc, copper

lead

US EPA, 1997b

US EPA, 1997b; Peters,
1999, Kim et al., 2003

Tandy et al., 2004

Sauer et al., 2004

Solvent extraction uses hydrocarbon solvents such as liquid propane, butane or
triethylamine to remove contaminated halogenated and non-halogenated hydrocarbons
(Hyman and Hladek, 2002; Sharma and Reddy, 2004). Extraction solvents should have
high solubility with the contaminant but avoid extracting humic materials or dissolving
the soils (NFESC, 2004d). Pressurized gases such as liquefied propane or butane or
supercritical carbon dioxide fluid may also be used to separate polar organics (Braids,
2002). Typical components in chemical leaching systems are illustrated in Figure 4.13.
Solvent extraction systems are similar to chemical leaching systems but with fewer
reaction units as shown in Figure 4.14.

Oversized debris and large grit from excavated soils are removed using vibrating
screens. The pretreatment can be designed to separate particulate metals before leaching
or extracting by gravity separation to reduce contact time and reduce volume of leachate
or solvent (NFESC, 2004a). Screened soils are mixed with the leaching solutions or
solvents in chemical leaching units which are agitated to enhance desorption. The
optimum soil/solvent or soil/leaching mixture for extraction is typically less than 20%
solids and with particles less than % inch in diameter (US EPA, 1993b). For solvent
extraction, water in the soils may interfere with extraction. Therefore, the soil is often
dewatered prior to extraction or kept dry during the pretreatment process (Hyman and
Hladek, 2002).
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Figure 4.13 Schematic diagram of chemical leaching system (NFESC, 2004c).

Figure 4.14 Schematic diagram of solvent extraction system (NFESC, 2004d).
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For chemical leaching systems (See Figure 4.13), there can be more than one
mixing units which also act as settling units. In the mixers, the leachate containing
pollutants is skimmed off while the slurry is passed on to another mixer where more
leaching solutions are added. Countercurrent flow of clean leachant to the contaminated
soils assists in minimizing the amount of leachant used. The treated soils or sludges are
then dewatered and disposed of accordingly. In the case of solvent extraction, an
evaporator may be used to separate the solvent/contaminants from the treated soil
(Figure 4.14).

The leachate generated is generally treated, regenerated and recycled for
continued use on site. The leaching process may produce a salts, which can also be
recovered, concentrated, and purified. Typical salts include copper chloride, copper
ammonium chloride, and nickel carbonate. Products from catalyst leaching include
nickel-copper-cobalt concentrate, alumina trihydrate, chromium oxide, molybdenum
trioxide, and vanadium pentoxide (NFESC, 2004a). In some cases, metals are removed
from the leachate through a process of precipitation, sedimentation and concentration.
An example of an on site treatment process includes the addition of a precipitant such as
lime to precipitate the metals (US EPA, 1997a; US DOE, 2004a). The final leaching
solution can be recycled by supplementing with fresh leaching solution, or disposed at a
wastewater treatment plant (NFESC, 2004a). In the case of solvent extraction, solvents
are recovered and separated from the pollutants using distillation units (NFESC, 2004d)
or the solvent extracts are disposed by incineration. Soils are often dewatered, and
neutralized with lime and fertilizer if acid extraction was used, before returning them to
the excavation (US DOE, 2004a). Examples of cases where chemical leaching and
solvent extraction were used to treat contaminated soils or sludges are presented in Table
4.10.

Estimated costs for chemical leaching treatment are between $135 and $450 per
cubic yard of soil and for solvent extraction in the range of $90 to $600 per cubic yard of
soil treated. These costs include debris screening, unit mobilization and leasing,
treatment pad installation, excavation, utilities, chemicals, unit operation, health and
safety administration, sampling and analysis, on site disposal of leached soils, onsite
leachate regeneration and treatment, offsite disposal of treated leachate to public
wastewater treatment plant. Cost estimates do not include project design and
management, regulatory fees, site characterization testing, treatability testing, bonding or
contingencies (NFESC, 2004a, NFESC, 2004d; US EPA, 1993b).

4.8 Soil Flushing

In soil flushing, the soil is saturated with a flushing solution through irrigation or
injection wells in order to solubilize and mobilize the contaminants. The contaminants
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and flushing solution are eventually extracted using down gradient wells or trenches and
the extracted solution is treated above ground. The flushing solution can be recycled or
treated and reinjected or disposed. Soil flushing is an in-situ adaptation of the pump-and-
treat method for treating groundwater using a flushing solution. Soil flushing is often
used to treat saturated soils and groundwater but has also been used to treat soils in the
unsaturated and vadose zones. Soil flushing is also known as in-situ flushing,
injection/recirculation or in-situ soil washing.

4.8.1 Process Fundamentals

Transport of contaminants during the flushing process is primarily by advection within
the flushing solution. The rate of fluid flow is governed by the hydrogeology of the area,
including porosity and hydraulic conductivity of contaminated soils, preferential flow
channels, and the viscosity of the flushing solution (Sharma and Reddy, 2004). The
flushing solution may react with contaminants or other soil components and create
crystalline obstructions that reduce soil porosity, and therefore reduce the hydraulic
conductivity of soils. Contaminant mobility also depends on the desorption of the
contaminant from soil, solubility of the contaminant in water and the flushing solution,
interfacial tension, the densities and viscosities of the contaminant plume(s) and the
flushing solution. These factors are influenced by properties of soil and groundwater,
including soil type, organic carbon content, pH, and cation exchange capacity (CH2M
HILL, 1997; US EPA, 1997b). Cation exchange capacity is dependent on the amount of
organic material and type of minerals present and as pH or CEC decreases, metals may
become more mobile in soil.

Flushing solution additives include surfactants that can increase the mobility of
the organic contaminants. Surfactants form hydrophilic micelles that enhance the
mobility of hydrophobic contaminants in groundwater (Li et al., 2003). The surfactant(s)
of choice have minimal losses to sorption or precipitation in soils, low toxicity and are
readily biodegradable. Surfactants yield lower than expected recoveries if they are
adsorbed onto the soil matrix, precipitated by cations in groundwater, or form
macromolecules (liquid crystals) with the contaminant thereby reducing the effective
soil porosity.
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Table 4.10 Applications of chemical leaching, solvent extraction and soil flushing.

Location and
Site

Characteristics

RMI Titanium
plant, Ash tabula,
OH.

High clay content
silt loams and
clay loams; low
organic material

Superfund site
treatability study

Hill Air Force
Base, Salt Lake
City UT.

Sand and gravel
0-60 ft, silty clay
60 - 260 ft.

Technology

Chemical extraction
with bicarbonate
solution, dewatering
and ion exchange to
remove uranium
from liquid (64 tons
of soils treated in 38
batches)

Solvent extraction
with hexane

Soil flushing using:
Cosolvent
solubilization (70%
ethanol, 0-10%
pentanol, 20%
water)

Cosolvent
mobilization (81-
96% tert butanol, 0-
15%hexanol, 4%
water)

Surfactant
solubilization (5%
Dowfax™, 95%
water)

Surfactant
mobilization (0.4%
AOT™100,3%
Tween™ 80, 96.6%
water)

Microemulsion (0-
2. 5% pentanol ,
2.5% Brij™, 95-
97.5% water)

Macromolecular
(10%hydroxy
propyl-cyclodextrin)

Contaminant

Uranium

Most uranium
present as U+6

Uranium levels
in feed soil
were 74 - 146
PCi/g
with a hot spot
with587pCi/g

Metals (As, Pb,
barium),
VOCs, SVOCs
(PCB)
LNAPLs
including
VOCs,
BNAEs,
pesticides,
PCBs, dioxins,
and furans.
VOCs
including 1,2-
DCE,
chlorobenzene,
1 ,4-dichloro
benzene, 1,2-
dichlorobenzen
eand 1,2,4-
trichlorobenzen
e

Cost

Pilot plant
cost
$638,670
including
mobilization
, treatment
and
preparatory
wor .

Full-scale
estimated at
$250-
350/ton
No estimate
for full-scale
costs

No costs
available

Results

Average 8 7-91%
removal efficiency
with residual 12-14
pCi/g of uranium

95% volume
reduction; 5% off-
site disposal

98% removal of
organ ics.

Percent removal of
tested NAPLs:
Cosolvent
solubilization 94%

Cosolvent
mobilization 84-
91%

Surfactant
solubilization 42%

Surfactant
mobilization 92%

Microemulsion
93%

Macromolecular
63%

Ref

US
DOE,
2000

Tillman
, 1995

US
EPA,
1999
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Location and
Site

Characteristics

Dover Air Force
Base, Dover, DE.
1 5 x 1 0 ft test cell
with watertight
walls

Unconsolidated
coastal plain
sediments,
average hydraulic
conductivity of 1
x 10"3 cm/sec.
King of Prussia
waste processing
facility Superfund
site, Winslow
Township, NJ.
10-acres. Sandy.
22 months

Borden, Canadian
military base.
Sand perched on
clay aquatard
wi thK>10 ' 3

cm/s.
Contaminant in
vadose and
saturated zones. 3
x 3 x 3 m
demonstration
site. Five
injection wells
and five
extraction wells.

Christi, TX
Chlorocarbon
plant. Clay (10 -
12ft), clayey
sand (10-30%
clayKMO'3

cm/s)(12- 14ft),
sand with 1-5%
clay (16-24 ft). 25
x 35x12 ft.
Groundwater was
highly saline. Six
injection wells,
one central
extraction well,
several
monitoring wells.

Technology

Soil flushing with
70% w-propanol and
30% saltwater. 3.2
L/min flooded over
surface

Soil washing
including screening,
separation, froth
flotation, sludge
management. 25
tons per h.

Soil flushing. Water
flush followed by
surfactant: 1%
nonylphenol
polyethoyxylate
(WitconolNP-100)
and 1% phosphate
ester of nonylphenol
polyethoxylate
(Rexophos 25-97).
Air stripping
removed PCE from
flushing solution. 15
month testing
duration.

Soil flushing.
Surfactant: 1%
Witco 2722, Witco
Corp. Air stripping
removed CTET
from solution,
which was re-
injected. Witco
2722 was heavily
sorbed to tanks and
wells, causing
biofouling.
Surfactant was
replaced by Tergitol
15-SO 12, Union
Carbide Corp.

Contaminant

80 mg/L
averaged PCE
concentration
in groundwater

Metals,
primarily
beryllium,
chromium,
copper, nickel,
zinc.

Tetrachloro-
ethylene (PCE)
added to soil
two months
prior to
flushing.

Carbon
tetrachloride
(CTET)

Cost

No estimate
for full-scale

$7.7 million
including
off-site
disposal
costs.

No estimate
for full-scale

No estimate
of project
cost

Results

80% reduction
estimated in 37
days

Reduced
concentrations of
1 1 metals to
treatment goals.

Decreased residual
saturation in
vadose zone from
10 to 4%. Reduced
pool saturation in
saturated zone
from 20 to 3%.
Reduced
contaminant pool
height from 50 cm
to 2-3 cm.

No reduction of
initial CTET
concentration >
2,000 mg/L (10-
14ft), reduced
CTET from initial
574 -2674 mg/L to
<10mg/L(16-24
ft).

Ref

Wood
and
Falta,
2003

Sharma
and
Reddy,
2004

Sharma
and
Reddy,
2004

Sharma
and
Reddy,
2004
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Surfactants can also be combined with co-solvents and water to form
microemulsions, which increase the mobility and extractability of non-aqueous phase
liquid (NAPL) contaminants (US EPA, 1999). Co-solvents such as isopropyl, tert-
butyl alcohol and propanol (highly water-soluble alcohols) are miscible in water and
organic contaminants. Less water-soluble alcohols such as butanol, pentanol, hexanol
and heptanol can be added to improve miscibility with the contaminants. Organic
acids and amines may also be used (US EPA, 1999). Co-solvents are added to
flushing solutions with surfactants because they reduce the amount of surfactant
needed by decreasing sorption of surfactants onto soils. Co-solvents increase the
solubility of the contaminants in water, increase the mobility of the contaminants
and/or increase desorption from soils (US EPA, 1999). For example, the removal of
l,l-bis(/?-chlorophenyl)-2,2,2-trichloroethane (p,/?-DDT) was improved from about
11% to 77% by adding ethanol and 1-propanol as co-solvents to contaminated soils
(Smith et al., 2004). Co-solvents also prevent formation of surfactant/contaminant
macromolecules (US EPA, 1999) and decrease the viscosity of surfactants allowing
easier injection into the soil (Li et al., 2003).

The intentional formation of macromolecules can also improve contaminant
mobility in porous soils. A macromolecule is formed from an injected seed
compound that is highly mobile in water and allows for hydrophobic bonding of
contaminants. For example, cyclodextrin may be used to enhance desorption of
PAH-contaminated soils, and it is non-toxic and may also improve in-situ
bioremediation (US EPA, 1999).

4.8.2 Applications to Remediation

Soil flushing can be applied to organic or water-soluble inorganic
contaminants including volatile and semi-volatile organic compounds (VOCs and
SVOCs), fuels, pesticides, radioactive compounds and some metals. Soil flushing is
often used to enhance in-situ bioremediation (Testa and Jacobs, 2002). Successful
flushing may require that organic contaminants have moderate to high solubility in
water. Solubility may be improved by adding a co-solvent or a variety of surfactant
to the flushing solution.

The most important considerations for applicability of soil flushing are: the
type and extent of contaminants and soil characteristics (US EPA, 1997b). Soil
flushing is more effective in soils with high hydraulic conductivity (Braids, 2002;
Testa and Jacobs, 2002). The optimal hydraulic conductivity is greater than 1.0 x 10"3

cm/s, while less than 1.0 x 10"5 cm/s is considered poor (US EPA, 1997b). Low
hydraulic conductivity results in slow flushing rates and likely accompanies strong
contaminant sorption to clay or organic materials. Soils with organic carbon contents
less than 1% are ideal, while those with more than 10% carbon are not good
candidates since humic materials may interfere with flushing (Sharma and Reddy,
2004).
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Advantages of soil flushing over pump-and-treat methods include decreased
cost and reduced exposure of contaminants to workers. However, an important
disadvantage is the possibility of spreading the contaminant plume beyond the
recovery zone. To avoid plume migration, the flushing design must consider the
effects of surfactants and co-solvents on flushing solution and plume density and
viscosity. The design must control groundwater flow with restrictive barriers if
necessary and avoid migration through preferential pathways in the aquifer
(Commission on Geosciences, Environment and Resources, 1999). Likewise,
contaminated areas may not receive adequate flushing if they are hidden behind clay
and sand lenses (Sharma and Reddy, 2004). Using a non-toxic, biodegradable
flushing solution is a possible response to plume migration issues.

Because of plume migration issues and the presence of potentially hazardous
flushing solution residuals in soils, permit approval may be difficult (Testa and
Jacobs, 2002). It is critical to understand the applicable policies since regulations
may affect extraction and/or re-injection of the solution including the need for
suitable containment and recovery of the contaminants and flushing solution (Li et
al., 2003, US DOE, 2004b). Treatment standards for wastes are covered under the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) in the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) - 40 CFR 268 for metals and 40 CFR 269 for contaminated
media. Permits are also needed for discharging extracted groundwater, whether
treated or untreated, into municipal sewers.

4.8.3 Process Design and Considerations

A very important factor in the successful implementation of a soil flushing
technology is a thorough characterization of the site geochemistry and hydrogeology,
soil porosity and permeability, particle size distribution, carbon content, moisture
content, texture, cation exchange, buffering capacity and pH (US DOE, 2004b; US
EPA, 1997b). A mapping of the site hydrogeology can be performed through soil
cores and geological maps along with slug tests. The extent of contamination,
contaminant concentration, solubility, partition coefficients in flushing solution and
soils, oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) and complex stability constants should be
properly estimated (US DOE, 2004b).

Based on the contaminant type and the geochemistry of the site, a flushing
solution with the proper surfactants or co-solvents can be selected and tested. In
some cases, geochemical models can be used to select a flushing solution for soil and
contaminant conditions (Sharma and Reddy, 2004). Types of flushing agents
suitable for different groups of contaminants are listed in Table 4.11. The advantages
of different forms of soil flushing and application issues for surfactants and co-
solvents in a soil flushing system are listed in Table 4.12. Inorganic contaminants
may be flushed with water, organic or inorganic acids, and complexing or chelating
agents. Inorganic flushing agents are listed in Table 4.9. The soil/solution ratio is
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also important, with more solution possibly resulting in more contaminant removal
(Smith et al., 2004).

Table 4.11 Types of flushing agents (Sharma and Reddy, 2004).

Flushing Agent Contaminants Targeted

Clean water High-solubility organics; soluble inorganic salts

Surfactants Low-solubility organics; petroleum products

Water/surfactants Medium-solubility organics

Cosolvents Hydrophobic contaminants

Acids Basic organic contaminants, metals

Bases Phenols, metals

Reductants/oxidants Metals

Organic contaminants such as non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPLs) are often
flushed using surfactants or co-solvents. The use of microemulsions allows
extraction of NAPLs in a single, low-viscosity phase (US EPA, 1999). Some
microemulsion surfactants are non-toxic and readily biodegradable (US EPA, 1999).
Humic acids or complexing agents such as sodium citrate and EDTA may be an
alternative to surfactants for PAH contamination (Lesage et al., 2001; Subramaniam
et al., 2004). High-pressure steam injection can also be used to increase
solubilization and volatilization of contaminants (Sharma and Reddy, 2004).
Flushing fluids should be recycled as much as possible. Recovery of contaminants
from flushing solution can be achieved by air stripping, liquid/liquid extraction,
precipitation, filtration, or distillation (Strbak, 2000).

Batch studies and soil column testing must be done to select the flushing
solution(s) and estimate the concentrations of the reagent(s). Pilot testing (field-scale
demonstration) is also essential to accentuate potential heterogeneity of the site that
may affect adequate cleaning to regulatory levels (Braids, 2002).

A typical soil flushing setup is shown in Figure 4.15. The equipment and
processes included in a soil flushing train include flushing wells for saturated zone,
irrigation for vadose zone, mixing equipment for solutions, piping and wastewater
treatment to recycle flushing solution and treat flushing solution before disposal. The
method of injection is gravity infiltration or pressure injection with pumps and wells
for vadose or saturated zones, respectively. The number of injection wells or
infiltration zones and recovery wells or trenches needed must be estimated. The well
array design must consider the number and location of wells, and pumping rates
necessary to intercept the contaminant flow (Li et al., 2003). Wells can be vertically
or horizontally bored. Trenches are excavated and backfilled with porous material.
Pumps may also be placed in excavated trenches where groundwater is shallow.
Piping and pumps must be compatible with the solution used (Li et al., 2003). The
treatment unit area should include flushing solution preparation, recycling and
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treatment system piping and containment, with considerations for chemical resistant
materials. Extraction is critical to the recovery of the flushing solution. Multiple
Phase Extraction (MPE) can be used to simultaneously extract groundwater, free
product (NAPL) and VOCs. If needed, sampling wells downgradient of extraction
point and in deeper aquifers can be installed.

Table 4.12 Cosolvent and surfactant applications (US EPA, 1999).

Technology
Remedial
Fluid

Advantages Design Issues

Cosolvent
solubilization

Cosolvent
mobilization

Surfactant
solubilization

Surfactant
mobilization

Surfactant
micro-
emulsion

Macro
molecule

Low molecular
weight
alcohols

Fast; easy to manage and
operate; can achieve
remedial objectives in
reasonable time frames
using food grade
biodegradable materials

Fast; easy to manage and
High molecular operate; can achieve
weight alcohols remedial objectives in a

reasonable time frame

Hydrophilic
surfactant

Hydrophobic
surfactants

Surfactant and
alcohol
cosolvent

Cyclodextrin

Faster than pump-and-
treat; products used as
surfactants can be food
grade additives

Fast; can achieve
remedial objectives in a
reasonable time frame

Fast; can achieve
remedial objectives
within a reasonable time
frame

Reasonably fast,
remedial fluid
biodegradable

Potential unstable flow
conditions; potential
density override of
remedial fluid; waste
handling

Potential loss of hydraulic
control at DNAPL sites;
unstable flow conditions;
density override potential;
waste handling

Potential creation of liquid
crystals at DNAPL sites;
waste handling

Potential for the formation
of macro molecules or
liquid crystals; potential
loss of hydraulic control at
DNAPL sites; potential
separation of remedial
components; waste
handling

Waste handling

Biodegradable remedial
fluid; some may be lost
during reprocessing;
preferentially removes
smaller compounds; waste
handling
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Figure 4.15 Typical soil flushing system (NFESC, 2004b).

Since there is very little control on the flow of the flushing solution after it
enters the subsurface, extraction wells may have to be strategically placed around the
contaminated plume to avoid accidental spreading of the contaminant plume. Sheet
piling or slurry walls can be used to contain or direct the flow to ensure fluid
recovery and avoid spreading of the plume. Soil flushing may result in sludges or
solid wastes from the treatment and recycling of the flushing solution. Water
recovered may be discharged to municipal wastewater treatment plants or
reintroduced into the aquifer upgradient of the plume (Li et al., 2003).

The costs of soil flushing are estimated to be between $75 and $300 per cubic
yard of contamination plume. This estimate includes injection and recovery well and
pump installation, operating and maintenance labor, sampling well installation,
utilities, flushing solution preparation system installation, chemicals, flushing
solution treatment, system installation, site supervision, site quality assurance and
health and safety support, sampling and analysis for process control, and off-site
disposal of sludge residual from flushing solution treatment. The estimate does not
include project design and management, regulatory fees, site characterization,
treatability, site pretreatment and contingencies (NFESC, 2004b). Recycling of
flushing fluids is a major cost. The largest variable cost factor is the amount and type
of surfactant used (US DOE, 2004b).

4.9 Soil Washing

Soil washing is an ex-situ process that separates contaminated fine material
(silt, clay and organic) from relatively contaminant-free coarse material (sand and
gravel) in excavated soils. The volume reduction in contaminated soil significantly
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decreases the cost of treating the soils. Contaminants present in the fines are then
removed or separated by leaching or solvent extraction, solidified or stabilized or
simply disposed of in a secured landfill.

4.9.1 Process Fundamentals

The purpose of separating the coarse and fine materials is to isolate the soil
fines which retain the bulk of the hydrophobic and inorganic contaminants.
Separation of the fines typically results in clean coarse materials that can be safely
disposed. The contaminants on the fines are then removed chemically by using acids,
surfactants or solvents (by desorption, dissolution, solubilization and/or oxidation-
reduction) and to a limited extent by physical agitation (attrition) during the wash
(Sharma and Reddy, 2004). The pH of washing solutions may be adjusted (for
metals) to improve solubilization and separation of contaminants from soils. In the
case of PAHs and PCBs, which sorb strongly to soils, surfactants and co-solvents are
often added to remove the contaminants. Surfactants form hydrophilic micelles that
increase the solubility and, therefore, the mobility, of hydrophobic contaminants in
the wash water. Co-solvents are miscible in water and the contaminant, and increase
the solubility of the organic contaminant.

4.9.2 Remediation Uses

Soil washing is primarily used for VOCs and SVOCs, fuels and metals,
radionuclides, inorganic chemicals, pesticides, PAHs, PCBs. Removal efficiencies
for VOCs and SVOCs are generally 90 - 99% and 40 - 90%, respectively (US EPA,
1993b). Soil washing is often used as a pretreatment step in conjunction with other
techniques, such as biological treatment, incineration, and solidification or
stabilization (Dennis, 1999, Testa and Jacobs, 2002).

In general, high hydraulic conductivity soils (sand or gravel) with low
preference for contaminant adsorption produce the highest removals. If soils contain
30-50% silt, clay or organic material the contaminants are more difficult to remove
(Sharma and Reddy, 2004). The optimum particle size that can be washed is in the
range of 0.24 to 2 mm (US DOE, 2004c). Advantages of soil washing include
reduction of volume of contaminated material, improved consistency of material sent
for further treatment, and good control of process parameters. Disadvantages include
sensitivity to fines-content of soils (Dennis, 1999). Contaminants may be difficult to
desorb from clays or soils with high humic-content. Such soils may require
pretreatment (US DOE, 2004c). Complex mixtures such as metals and organics may
be difficult to separate.

Treatment goals may include meeting a contaminant concentration and
achieving a significant volume reduction of the waste. Treatment requirements for
RCRA listed metal wastes and contaminated media are described in the Code of
Federal Regulations, Part 40, Sections 268 and 269, respectively.
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4.9.3 Process Design and Considerations

Soil washing units are often mobile and the systems may be proprietary.
Typical unit processes for a soil washing system are illustrated in Figure 4.16.
Pretreatment of the treated soil usually consists of vibrating screens or a trommel to
separate oversize debris and large grit from excavated soils with vibrating screens.
The soil is then mixed with an aqueous solution. The washing solution is water-based
and may include pH adjustment and a chelating agent to leach metals, or a surfactant
to remove organic contaminants (US DOE, 2004c). Various washing agents for soil
washing applications are listed in Tables 4.9, 4.11 and 4.12. Scrubbing agents may
be proprietary to the company providing services. Note that it may be difficult to find
a washing solution suitable for soils with multiple forms of contamination, and
multiple series of washing may be needed. Varying the chemical composition or
soil/water ratios will change the performance of the unit. Chemicals in the washing
solution may influence the available disposal routes and cost of disposal for the used
solution (Dennis, 1999).

The slurry is agitated in a mixing tank to separate the fines and coarse
particles and to dislodge fines attached to the coarse particles (US DOE, 2004a). The
soils are then transferred to a size separation reactor such as a hydrocyclone to
separate the coarse and fine materials. Contaminants and fines can also be removed
from the coarse fraction by air flotation, high-pressure water jets or vibration (U
SEP A, 1997a). The coarse materials are disposed of while the fines are further
treated in a reactor using leaching chemicals, acid/bases and/or solvents. The treated
fines are separated and the supernatant is treated and recycled back into the soil
washing system. Most fines are removed from the wash solution through
flocculation, or gravity sedimentation. Treated soils are often dewatered, and
neutralized with lime and fertilizer if acid extraction was used, before returning them
to the excavation (USDOE, 2004a). Units containing several separation processes,
such as particle size separation, gravity separation or attrition scrubbing are more
effective at treating soils with multiple types of contamination (Dennis, 1999). The
washing solution can usually be used for multiple cycles of washing. The washing
solution and rinse waters are regenerated with a precipitant such as lime used with a
flocculent or chelating agent such as EDTA, citric acid or ammonium acetate to
recover heavy metals (US EPA, 1997a; USDOE, 2004a).

The throughput of a mobile soil washing unit may range between 20 and 200
cubic yards per day (NFESC, 2004c, Sharma and Reddy, 2004). Typical costs for
soil washing are between $90 and $400 per cubic yards of soil treated with reported
costs closer to $120-$200 per ton including excavation (Dennis, 1999; Sharma and
Reddy, 2004; US DOE 2004c). These costs include debris removal, unit and crew
mobilization, treatment pad installation, excavation, solvent, operation and
maintenance, utilities, sampling, disposal of sludge from onsite recycling of washing
solution, off-site disposal of washing solution into municipal sewers, and returning
soils to excavation. Costs do not include project design and management, regulatory
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fees, site characterization testing, treatability testing, bonding or contingencies
(NFESC, 2004c; US EPA, 1993b) and are dependent on site conditions, waste
quantity and concentration and treatment goals. The cost to dispose of the surfactant
will likely be relatively high (Braids, 2002). Soil washing is probably only cost-
effective on larger sites with at least 5,000 tons of contaminated soil or more (Braids,
2002; Sharma and Reddy, 2004).

Figure 4.16 Typical soil washing system (NFESC, 2004c).

4.10 Conclusion

Chemical remediation technologies are an important group of technologies
for the treatment of hazardous wastes. Depending on the technology and
contaminant type, chemical technologies typically can treat a hazardous waste over a
shorter period of time than bioremediation technologies. In addition, chemical
technologies can completely destroy organic hazardous wastes to harmless and
innocuous compounds or change the state of inorganic contaminants such as metals
to less toxic state and/or bind them in a chemical matrix making them unavailable for
exposure. However, chemical technologies are generally more expensive than
physical and biological technologies requiring high initial capital costs for the
reactors and subsequent operating costs of chemicals, labor and energy. Selection of
chemical treatment technologies is dependent on the quantity of waste,
concentrations of the hazardous constituents in the waste, the waste matrix, the
physical-chemical properties of the hazardous constituents (recalcitrant nature,
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sorption affinity, etc), the final concentrations requirements, time constraints for
remediation, capital and operating costs and on site constraints such as land
availability, presence of obstructive structures, labor availability and labor skill
levels. A thorough understanding of the physical principles and the chemical
reactions within each treatment process is essential in the selection of the right
treatment process for the treatment of hazardous wastes. By combining a series of
treatment processes, most hazardous wastes can be treated to levels where it can be
safely disposed or reuse on site.
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CHAPTER 5

Redox and Precipitation

Irene M. C. Lo and Keith C. K. Lai

5.1 Introduction

Redox reaction and precipitation are of paramount importance in both natural
water as well as water and wastewater treatment processes. The behavior of
compounds containing carbon, nitrogen, sulfur, iron and manganese etc in natural
water and the treatment processes is largely influenced by redox reaction (Snoeyink
and Jenkins 1980). Therefore, understanding the redox condition in polluted areas is
often a prerequisite for selecting appropriate treatment or remediation approaches
(Christensen et al. 2000). For example, knowledge of redox condition of contaminant
plume in subsurface allows evaluation of the plume development and risks to
downgradient groundwater resources as well as assessment of natural attenuation as a
remediation option.

Precipitation and dissolution are the basic principles of many water and
wastewater treatment processes. Dissolution of minerals is a prime factor in
determining the chemical composition of natural water. On the other hand,
precipitation of minerals from supersaturated solution is a key step in altering the
natural water chemical composition (Stumm and Morgan 1996). The treatment
processes, including lime-soda softening, iron removal, coagulation with hydrolyzed
metal salts and phosphate precipitation, are all based upon the precipitation
phenomenon (Snoeyink and Jenkins 1980).

In this chapter, the mechanisms involving removals of hexavalent chromium
[Cr(VI)], uranium, nitrate (NOs~) and nitrite (NO2~), chlorinated aliphatic
hydrocarbons (CAHs) as well as chlorinated organic micropollutants from aqueous
environment via either redox process or the processes of redox and precipitation are
the main scope to be emphasized. However, to help readers to readily get familiar
with various removal mechanisms, some basic theories and definitions relating to
redox process and precipitation will be briefly introduced in advance. Afterwards,
some case studies with regard to the redox process or redox and precipitation
processes commonly occurred in natural environment will then be focused so as to
emphasize their efficacies and potentials for remediating hazardous wastes.
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5.2 Redox Reaction

5.2.1 Basic Theory

The term redox is a shortened form of reduction and oxidation. By definition,
oxidation is a reaction in which a substance loses or donates electrons, whereas a
substance gains or accepts electrons in a reduction reaction. Since redox reaction
involves electron transfer from one atom to another, the oxidation state of reactants
and products after the reaction are changed. The oxidation state, sometimes referred
to as an oxidation number, represents a hypothetical charge that an atom would have
if the ion or molecule were to dissociate (Freeze and Cherry 1979). Table 5.1
summarizes the rules used to deduce the oxidation number from the formula of a
substance.

As an example of redox reaction, the reaction between dichromate ion
(Cr2O?2") and ferrous iron (Fe2+) is considered, which is shown in Eq. (5.1).

Totally six electrons are transferred from Fe2+ to reduce Cr(VI) in G^O?2" to
trivalent chromium [Cr(III)]. Since the Fe2+ donates electrons for the reduction of
G^Oy2", it is called reducing agent or reductant. Conversely, G^O?2" is said to be an
oxidizing agent or oxidant because it accepts the electrons released from the
oxidation of Fe2+ (Snoeyink and Jenkins 1980). For the sake of balancing chemical
equation, redox reaction is usually separated into two half reactions for balancing the
number of element and electroneutrality. Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) show the balanced half
reactions for the redox reaction between Q^O?2" and Fe2+ [i.e., Eq. (5.1)]. The
general rules used for balancing redox reactions are summarized in Table 5.2.
Although free electrons are used to balance the electroneutrality of half reactions,
electrons can only be exchanged and are not found in free state. As a result of the
conservation of the electrons, a reduction reaction and an oxidation reaction must
always be coupled (Appelo and Postma 1993).
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Table 5.1 Rules for assigning oxidation number to the atoms in ions or molecules.

"Rule aOxidation Number
1. The sum of the oxidation numbers of all the atoms

in the species is equal to its total charge

2. For atoms in their elemental form

3. For atoms of Group I
For atoms of Group II
For atoms of Group III (except boron)
For atoms of Group IV (except carbon and silicon)

0

+1
+2
+3 (EX3), +1 (EX)
+4 (EX*), +2 (EX2)

4. For hydrogen +1 in combination with nonmetals
-1 in combination with metals

5. For fluorine

6. For oxygen

-1 in all its compounds

-2 unless combined with fluorine
-1 in peroxides (O2

2~)
-!/2 in superoxides (O2~)
-Ys in ozonides (O3~)

7. Halogens -1 in most compounds, unless the
other elements include oxygen or
more electronegative halogens

a' Examples
Carbon compound

Substance

HCO3-
CO3

2'
CO2

CH20
C6H1206

CH4

CH3OH

Oxidation
number

+4
+4
+4
0
0
-4
-2

Sulfur compound

Substance

S
H2S
HS"
FeS2

FeS
S03

2'
so4

2-

Oxidation
number

0
-2
-2
-1
_2
+4
+6

Nitrogen compound

Substance

N2

SCN"
N2O
NH4

+

N(V
N03-
HCN

Oxidation
number

0
-3
-3
-3
+3
+5
-3

Iron compound

Substance

Fe
FeO

Fe(OH)2

FeC03

Fe2O3

Fe(OH)3

FeOOH

Oxidation
number

0
+2
+2
+2
+3
+3
+3

Note: To determine an oxidation number, work through the rules in the order given. Stop as soon as the
oxidation number has been assigned.
aShriver and Atkins (1999).
bFreeze and Cherry (1979) as well as Stumm and Morgan (1996).
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Table 5.2 Guides for balancing redox reactions.
Step Description

For each half reaction, write the oxidized and reduced species into the equation and
balance the elements at left and right, except hydrogen and oxygen

2. Balance the number of oxygen atoms by adding H2O

3. Balance the number of protons by adding H+

4. Balance electroneutrality by adding electrons

5. Subtract the two half reactions to obtain the complete redox reaction

5.2.2 Redox Equilibria

In terms of Gibbs free energy, the redox reaction between C^O?2" and Fe2+

[i.e., Eq. (5.1)] can be represented by Eq. (5.4). Water does not appear in the
equation since by definition, it is defined having unit activity.

This Gibbs free energy of a reaction (^G/-) can be related to the voltage
developed by the redox reaction in an electrochemical cell by Eq. (5.5).

Substitution of Eq. (5.5) into Eq. (5.4) results in Nernst equation [i.e., Eq.
(5.6)] in which E° is the sum of the standard potentials for the oxidation half reaction
oxd) and reduction half reaction (E°red) [i.e., Eq. (5.7

The standard potential for various half reactions, like the Gibbs free energy of
formation, cannot be determined absolutely. They are conventionally measured with
reference to a particular half reaction, which is assigned a standard potential of zero
at 25 °C and 1 atm. This reaction is the reduction of hydrogen ion (H+) to hydrogen
gas (Ha) [i.e., Eq. (5.8)].

1.
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The physical setup, which defines the standard potential of a half reaction is
illustrated in Fig. 5.1 (Snoeyink and Jenkins 1980). At the left side of the
electrochemical cell, a hydrogen gas electrode or standard hydrogen electrode is
shown, which consists of a platinum electrode over which hydrogen gas is bubbled in
a solution of pH = 0, thereby fulfilling standard state conditions. In the right
compartment, an inert platinum electrode is immersed into the solution containing
ferrous and ferric irons. The two electrodes are connected to a voltmeter and the
electrical circuit is closed by a salt bridge, which also helps maintain the
electroneutrality in the compartments.

The Nernst equation for the redox reaction shown in Fig. 5.1 is listed as
follows.

Figure 5.1 Electrochemical cell for the definition of standard potential of a half
reaction.

Since both partial pressure of hydrogen gas (PH2) and {H+} are in unity in the
standard hydrogen electrode, they are usually omitted from Eq. (5.9) and indicated
instead by adding the postscript h to E [i.e., Eq. (5.10)].
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Note once more that both redox potential (Eh) and E° for any half reactions
are expressed as the potential with respect to the standard state H+/H2 reaction. The
value of the standard potential of a half reaction indicates the tendency to release or
to accept electrons so that listing of the standard potentials for various half reactions
are useful to obtain a first overview over possible reactions. Table 5.3 lists the
standard potentials for some of half reactions (Sillen and Martell 1964; Stumm and
Morgan 1970; Snoeyink and Jerkins 1980; Dean 1985).

As seen in Table 5.3, the standard potentials for Eq. (5.2) and Eq. (5.3) are -
0.77 and +1.33 V, respectively. Therefore, the standard potential for the redox
reaction between C^O?2" and Fe2+, based upon Eq. (5.7), is equal to 0.56 V
corresponding to AGr° of-324 kJ. Positive value of the standard potential or negative
value of AGr° indicates that Eq. (5.1) proceeds spontaneously to right if all the
activities are in unity.

In a similar fashion as pH, which manifests the distribution of all acid-base
equilibria, Eh determines the distribution of all redox equilibria in aqueous
environment. However, in contrast to pH, Eh is difficult to be measured
unambiguously in most of natural water. As aforementioned, Eh measurement is
made with an inert platinum electrode against the standard hydrogen electrode,
which unfortunately is impractical to set up in field. Therefore, a reference electrode
of known potential rather than the standard hydrogen electrode is usually applied
instead and the measured potential (Emeasure(i) is then accordingly corrected with
reference to the standard hydrogen electrode using Eq. (5.11). For instance, calomel
reference electrode (KCl(Sat), Hg2Cl2(S):Hg(i)), which has a potential (Ereference) of 0.244
V at 25 °C, is one of the most common reference electrodes used for Eh
measurement.

5.2.3 Electron Activity andpe Concept

The concept of electron activity is a theoretical treatment of redox reaction,
which considerably simplifies the algebra of redox reaction. In lieu of expressing the
half reaction in terms of Gibbs free energy, the law of mass action is applied.
Considering the half reaction of the oxidation of Fe2+ to ferric iron (Fe34), it can be
expressed as Eq. (5.12).
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Table 5.3 Standard potentials for some of half reactions at 25 °C.
Half reaction E°(V)

0

-2.72

-2.37

+1.33

-0.41

+0.59

+1.51

+1.65

+1.23

+0.77

-0.44

+1.06

+0.55

+0.16

-0.76

+0.17

-0.06

+0.84

+0.88

+1.24

+0.89

+1.53

+0.11

-0.44

+0.34

+0.24

In marked contrast to the Nernst equation, the electron activity appears
explicitly in the activity product. It is worth to note that the electron activity should
not be interpreted as the concentration of electrons since it can only be exchanged
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and cannot exist in free state. However, electron activity can manifest the tendency to
release or accept electrons. In analogy to pH, Eq. (5.13) indicates the definition of p£.

Rewriting Eq. (5.12) in logarithmic form yields Eq. (5.14).

Similarly, the reduction half reaction of C^O?2" shown in Eq. (5.3) can be
written as Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16) using the law of mass action.

By applying the p£ concept, redox speciation in the redox reaction between
Cr2O7

2" and Fe2+ can be simply determined from Eqs. (5.14) and (5.16). This is
because the two half reactions in the same solution have equal value of pe if they are
in equilibrium.

Both Nernst equation and p£ concept are commonly used in the literature for
the description of redox equilibria. Latter is extremely useful in coping with the
redox equilibria in the solution involving both redox and other equilibria, such as
acid-base and complexation. The reason is that p£ concept lets the algebra of redox
reaction become similar to other mass action expressions, thereby allowing the same
algorithm to be used in the computation procedure. However, the disadvantage of
using p£ concept is that it is non-measurable quantity. When the problems with
topics, such as analytical methods and corrosion involving electrochemical cells, are
concerned, Nernst equation is more preferable since it can be related to voltage
measurements directly. Certainly, there must be a simple relationship between Eh
and PE, which is illustrated in Eq. (5.17).

5.2.4 Common Redox Processes in Aquifers

Redox processes, which commonly occur in subsurface environment, are
illustrated in Table 5.4 in which their half reactions for reduction and oxidation as
well as the corresponding standard p£ for the half reactions at pH 7 [i.e., p£°(W)] are
also included (Christensen et al. 2000). From a thermodynamical point of view, a
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reduction half reaction (upper part of Table 5.4) can combine with any oxidation
reaction if the p£°(W) of the reduction half reaction is higher than the pe°(W) of the
oxidation half reaction (lower part of Table 5.4). Besides, sequences of half reactions
can be constructed which range from highly oxidized conditions to highly reduced
conditions. Therefore, according to Table 5.4, oxygen gas reduces prior to nitrate,
which again is followed by the reduction of manganese oxides and then thereupon by
the reduction of iron oxyhydroxides (Appelo and Postma 1993).

5.3 Definition - Precipitation

5.3.1 Steps for Precipitation

Nucleation, crystal growth as well as aging, ripening and agglomeration of
solids are the main steps involved in precipitation (Walton 1967; Nielson 1964).
Basically, precipitation can only occur in a supersaturated solution. However, it is
possible for a solution, which is only slightly supersaturated, to be stable indefinitely
with respect to a solid phase unless there is either continuous increase in the degree
of supersaturation or an addition of fine particle of a substance into this solution.

Table 5.4 Redox processes commonly occurred in aquifers as well as the
corresponding half reactions and standard electron activities [i.e., pe°(W)] atpH 7

O2 reduction

Denitrifi cation

Mn(IV) reduction

Fe(III) reduction

Type of reaction Half Reaction pe°(W)

Note: VFA refers to volatile fatty acid and the source of the data is from Christensen et al. 2000.

"These data correspond to bicarbonate ion (HCO3~) concentration of 10"3 M.

+13.75

+12.62

+8.9a

-0.8a

-3.01

-3.75

-4.13

-8.20

-7.68

-3.75

-0.8a

+2.88

+6.16

+8.9a

Organic-C reduction

SO4
2' reduction

CO2 reduction

Organic-C — » CO2

Organic-C-*' VFA

Sulfide oxidation

Fe(II) oxidation

CH4 oxidation

Nitrification

Mn(II) oxidation
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Nucleation is the initial phase of precipitation, which involves the formation
of nuclei from clusters of molecules or ion pairs of the component ions of
precipitates, or from fine particles chemically unrelated to precipitates but with some
similarities in crystal lattice structure (Snoeyink and Jerkins 1980). Spontaneous
precipitation of solid phase can only take place on the surface of nuclei. Precipitation
from homogeneous solution (i.e., solution contains no solid phase) requires
formation of nuclei from ions in solution. This initial phase of precipitation is called
homogeneous nucleation, whereas it is defined as heterogeneous nucleation if foreign
particles form the nuclei for subsequent precipitation. In natural water, most of
nucleation is heterogeneous since aqueous solution usually contains fine particles of
various types.

Because of the creation of an organized structure with defined surfaces from
a random arrangement of solution constituents, the formation of nuclei from
precipitate ions is an energy-consuming process. Stable nuclei can only be formed
when an activation energy barrier is surmounted. To overcome this energy barrier,
supersaturated solution or solution, which has a concentration greater than that
predicted by the equilibrium with precipitates, is required. Therefore, homogeneous
nucleation possesses higher activation energy barrier or requires higher degree of
supersaturation than heterogeneous nucleation. Besides, in a similar fashion as
catalysts used in chemical reaction, foreign particles can catalyze nucleation by
reducing the activation energy barrier, thereby requiring lower degree of
supersaturation of solution for the heterogeneous nucleation compared to
homogeneous nucleation. Fig. 5.2a illustrates the catalytic influence from foreign
particles on the nucleation in which the activation energy barrier of heterogeneous
nucleation (AGheterogeneous) is many times smaller than that of homogeneous

different saturation states (Q) is illustrated in Fig. 5.2b (Appelo and Postma 1993).
As is evident, the activation energy decreases with increasing saturation state or
degree of supersaturatio.

The volume of nuclei showing the activation energy barriers of nucleation
(i.e., AGhomogeneous, AG''heterogeneous, AGQ\ and AG®i) is known as the critical nuclei, and
is dependent upon the saturation state of solution. Once the nucleus size passes the
size of the critical nucleus, the solids enter the domain of crystal growth in which
there is continuous deposition of precipitate constituent ions onto the nuclei (Appelo
and Postma 1993). Generally, it is observed that high saturation state yields poor
crystals. This is because the activation energy barrier is low under this circumstance,
thereby allowing many nuclei to form but few grow larger afterwards. At low
saturation state, the activation energy barrier is high so that crystal growth dominates
over nucleation, thereby resulting in larger crystals.

The crystal structure of the initially formed precipitates may change to more
stable phase since the initial solids formed by the precipitation may not
thermodynamically be the most stable solids. This change in crystal structure over

nucleation (AG/,owogeweOMS) (Stumm 1992). The activation energy for nucleatio n u
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time is often called aging. Because the more stable solids usually have comparatively
low solubility than the initially formed solids, this change may be consequently
accompanied by the additional precipitation. Except for the change of crystal
structure, a phenomenon called ripening may also take place whereby the crystal size
of the precipitates increases. Small particles usually have higher solubility than large
particles. Therefore, the solution concentration in equilibrium with small particles is
higher than that in equilibrium with large particles. Accordingly, large particles
continue to grow since the solution is still supersaturated with respect to it. However,
the continuous decrease in solution concentration owing to the growth of large
particles consequently creates an undersaturated condition with respect to small
particles, thereby leading the dissolution of small particles. Besides, agglomeration
of particles to form larger particles also enhances the conversion of small particles to
large particles.

Figure 5.2 (a) Comparison of the activation energy of homogeneous and
heterogeneous nucleation at a specific saturation state (Q) and (b) comparison of the
activation energy of nucleation under different saturation states.

5.3.2 Solubility Product and Saturation Index

Considering the dissolution of gypsum [see Eq. (5.18)], the equilibrium
constant for this dissolution reaction, based upon the law of mass action, is shown in
Eq. (5.19). Solubility product (Ksp) is the name given to the equilibrium constant,
which delineates the reaction relating to the dissolution of a precipitate in pure water
to form its constituent ions.

Number of Molecular Units in a Nucleus or

Volume for a Spherical Nucleus

Number of Molecular Units in a Nucleus or

Volume for a Spherical Nucleus

Equilibrium Constant, Ksp
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As stated previously, supersaturation is one of the prerequisites for the
precipitation. Therefore, understanding the Q, of solution can indicate the possibility
of precipitation and also the quality of crystal growth. To calculate the Q, or
saturation index, actual ion activity product (IAP) in water sample is compared to the
activity product at equilibrium. As an example, the saturation index for the
precipitation of gypsum can be determined from Eq. (5.21).

For unit fi, the solution is known in equilibrium. Besides, it is under
supersaturation if the Q, is larger than one, whereas it is said to be under
subsaturation if the £} is smaller than one (Appelo and Postma 1993).

5.3.5 Effect of Ionic Strength and Common-Ion Effect

In pure water, an ion, such as calcium, is surrounded by a shield of water
molecule dipoles. Under this circumstance, all the calcium ions or concentrations can
participate in calcium precipitation and dissolution so that calcium activity or
effective concentration of calcium for the precipitation is exactly equal to its molality
and, based upon Eq. (5.22), a unit activity coefficient (/c«2+) is achieved. However,
in the presence of charged solutes, which are not the constituent ions for calcium
precipitation, additional electrostatic shielding of the calcium ions by these charged
solutes occurs. Only certain portion of calcium ions is surrounded by water molecule
dipoles for the precipitation and dissolution. Therefore, the calcium activity or its
effective concentration for the precipitation is always less than its molality, thereby
resulting in yca

2+ of less than unity. Since the presence of the charged solutes reduces
the activity of calcium ions for the precipitation, more calcium ions can dissolve into
the solution containing higher ionic strength and consequently result in higher
solubility than in pure water. This phenomenon is known as ionic strength effect.

Addition of electrolyte, which does not contain precipitate constituent ions,
into the solution saturated with the constituent ions can increase the solubility of the
constituent ions because of ionic strength effect. Contrarily, if the electrolyte
containing precipitate constituent ions is added into the solution saturated with the
constituent ions, the solubility of the ions decreases and precipitation occurs
eventually. This is because the activity product [e.g., {Ca2+} {SC>42~} for gypsum]
must adjust to attain a value equal to its Ksp. This process is known as common-ion
effect (Freeze and Cherry 1979).
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5.4 Contaminants Amenable to Redox Processes and Precipitation

5.4.1 Chromium

Except for lead, chromium is the most common inorganic pollutant detected in
groundwater at hazardous sites in United States (National Research Council 1994).
Its prevalence in contaminated sites is due to the wide application in industries, such
as steel production, leather tanning, electroplating, pigment and chemical
manufacturing as well as corrosion prevention, in the past several decades (Buerge
and Hug 1997; Sedlak and Chan 1997). In natural environment, chromium usually
exists in trivalent and hexavalent forms in which former is dominant under anoxic or
suboxic conditions, while latter dominates under oxic condition. Cr(III) basically is
essential in human glucidic metabolism. It is comparatively immobile in aqueous
environment since its oxides and hydroxides are characterized by very low Ksp

(Loyaux-Lawniczak et al. 2000). According to Fig. 5.3, at pH less than 3.6,
chromium ion (Cr3+) is predominant. At pH above 3.6, trivalent form of chromium is
dominated by chromium hydroxyl species, including Cr(OH)2+, Cr(OH)2

+, Cr(OH)s
and Cr(OH)4' (Richard and Bourg 1991; Palmer and Wittbrodt 1991; USEPA 2000).

Conversely, Cr(VI) is highly toxic since it is a strong oxidant and also a
potential carcinogen (Fendorf and Li 1996). Cr(VI) oxyanions, such as chromate
(HCrO4~), bichromate ions (CrO4

2") and Cr2O7
2", are more soluble than Cr(III)

hydroxyl species and thereby spread easily in aquifers (Nriagu and Nieboer 1988).
Since the toxicity and mobility of Cr(VI) are in marked contrast to Cr(III), reduction
of Cr(VI) to Cr(III) followed by Cr(III) precipitation is the major principles applied
for the remediation of Cr(VI) contaminated groundwater (Powell et al. 1995; Blowes
et al. 1997; Lo et al. 2003a). This remedial principle is also applied for remediating a
series of inorganic contaminants, including uranium, selenium and technetium
(Powell etal. 1998).

Reduction of Cr(VI) thermodynamically requires the presence of electron
donors or reductants. Fe2+ in minerals and solution, reduced sulfur compounds and
soil organic carbon are the reductants commonly found in natural aquifers. Ferrous
iron-bearing minerals include carbonate- [Fe4

2+Fe23+(OH)i2]2+[CO3w2H2O]2", sulfate-
[Fe4

2+Fe2
3+(OH)i2]2lSO4-nH2O]2~ and chloride-containing green rusts

[Fe3
2+Fe3+(OH)8]

+[Cl]" as well as magnetite (Fe3O4) (Loyaux-Lawniczak et al. 2000;
Peterson et al. 1997; Williams and Scherer 2001). Eq. (5.23) shows the possible
chemical equation involving in the redox reaction between CrO4

2" and sulfate-
containing green rust (Loyaux-Lawniczak et al. 2000). As evident, CrO4

2" is reduced
to Cr(III) substituted ferrihydrite (i.e., Fe^/nCrio/nHOg) with concomitant
production of hydroxide ion (OH"), which subsequently provides thermodynamically
favorable condition for further precipitation of Cr(III) (Palmer and Wittbrodt 1991).
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Figure 5.3 Pourbaix diagram for chromium.

15Fe42+Fe2
3+(OH)12SO4(S)+20CrO42'<s>22Fe45/iiCr1o/iiHO8(S)+15SO4

2'+10OH-+74H2O(i) (Eq. 5.23)

The redox reaction between CrO42" and Fe3O4 is illustrated in Eq. (5.24)
(Peterson et al. 1997). After the reduction, the Cr(III) subsequently precipitates as
Cr(OH)3viaEq.(5.25).

The efficacy of aqueous Fe2+ on reducing Cr(VI) has been well recognized
(Fendorf and Li 1996). Virtually, in treating industrially generated chromium wastes,
aqueous Fe2+ is one of the dominant reductants of Cr(VI) (Eary and Rai 1988). Eq.
(5.26) expresses the general chemical equation for the redox reaction between Cr(VI)
and aqueous Fe2+.

Reduced sulfur compounds, including sulfide (S"2) and sulfite (SO3
2"), are

also effective reductants with respect to Cr(VI) (Palmer and Wittbrodt 1991). In the
presence of excess SO3

2", the reduction of Cr(VI) follows Eq. (5.27). In the presence
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of excess Cr(VI), however, the redox reaction follows Eq. (5.28). Although S2' can
thermodynamically reduce Cr(VI) (see Table 5.3), studies indicate that Fe2+ must be
present in order to obtain both Cr(VI) reduction and precipitation [i.e., Eq. (5.29)]
(Palmer and Wittbrodt 1991; Simon et al. 2002).

Apart from Fe2+ and reduced sulfur, another important soil constituent, which
can contribute to the Cr(VI) reduction, is soil organic carbon. In practice, the amount
of Cr2C>72~ being reduced by soil is a recognized method often used for measuring the
content of soil organic carbon (Nelson and Sommers 1982). Eq. (5.30) depicts the
idealized chemical equation involved.

In many types of soil, it is found that soil organic carbon mainly exists in the
form of humic substances, including humic acid, fulvic acid and humin. It is well
known that the functional groups, such as carboxylic acids, alcohols and phenols, in
these humic substances act as the main reductants for the reduction of Cr(VI)
(Wiberg 1965; Hayes 1985). Besides, Stollenwerk and Grove (1985) found that the
addition of fulvic acid to groundwater samples spiked with Cr(VI) showed
significant reduction in Cr(VI) concentration, particularly in acidified samples. In
addition, Bloomfield and Pruden (1980) reported that water soluble soil organic
matter is effective in reducing Cr(VI) at pH less than 4 but not effective at pH greater
than 5.

Zero-valent metal, for example metallic iron (Fe°), is another
thermodynamically favorable reductant for Cr(VI). It is commercially available
(Powell et al. 1995), effective under both anoxic and oxic conditions (Cantrell et al.
1995) as well as more reactive compared with most of the natural reductants in
aquifers (Rai and Zachara 1988; Henderson 1994; Cantrell et al. 1995; Fendorf and
Li 1996; Sedlak and Chan 1997). Theoretically, Fe° donates electrons to reduce
Cr(VI) to Cr(III) and simultaneously it is oxidized to ferric iron (Fe3+) as shown in
Eq. (5.31). The reduced Cr(III) is then removed from aqueous solution through the
precipitation of chromium hydroxide [i.e., Eq. (5.25)], or co-precipitation of mixed
chromium-iron hydroxide solids as delineated in Eq. (5.32) (Powell et al. 1995;
Blowes et al. 1997) or mixed chromium-iron oxyhydroxide solids as depicted in Eq.
(5.33) (Eary and Rai 1988; Schwertmann et al. 1989). Since heterogeneous
nucleation usually has lower activation energy barrier than homogeneous nucleation,
the reduced Cr(III) usually forms precipitates on the surface of Fe° or reductant
solids rather than in the bulk solution (Appelo and Postma 1993).



Generally, the decrease in Cr(VI) concentration owing to the reduction and
precipitation processes can be described by a pseudo first-order kinetic model, which
is shown in Eq. (5.34) (Cantrell et al. 1995; Alowitz and Scherer 2002). Moreover,
the rate of Cr(VI) reduction was found directly proportional to the ratio of the surface
area of reductant to the solution volume or the surface area concentration (AJ
(Williams and Scherer 2001). Therefore, the rate of Cr(VI) reduction can also be
described by Eq. (5.35).

To compare the efficiency of different reductants on Cr(VI) reduction, the
observed pseudo first-order rate constants (k0bs) or half-lives (ti/i) of Cr(VI)
reductions using various types of reductant are summarized in Table 5.6. As seen,
Fe° and carbonate-containing green rust have the highest reactivity on reducing
Cr(VI) in which the tj/2 range from 2.4 to 8.7 min. Besides, Lam (2004) also found
that each gram of Fe° could remove approximately 2.3 to 4.2 mg of Cr(VI) from
groundwater under 23 °C. Fe2+ in aqueous solution and soil has comparatively low
reactivity. The aquifer materials in Odessa, Texas containing Fe2+ and soil organic
carbon possess the lowest reactivity in which the corresponding tj/2 is about 2.5 yrsaaaa
(Henderson 1994). As shown in Fig. 5.4, Fe° has the lowest standard potential for the
reduction half reaction. From a thermodynamical point of view, Fe° has the highest
reducing power for Cr(VI) reduction or is the strongest reductant among Fe2+, F 63(1)4,
reduced sulfur and soil organic carbon (Palmer and Wittbrodt 1991; Snoeyink and
Jenkins 1980). Therefore, in the latter part of this chapter, the mechanisms of the
redox reactions and the precipitation between contaminants and Fe° will primarily be
discussed.
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Table 5.6 Observed pseudo first-order rate constants (k0bs) and half-lives (t]/2) for
Cr(VI) reduction

Reactive
Material

Trinity
Sandy

Aquifer in
Odessa, TX

Ferrous iron
in soil

Aqueous
ferrous iron

Carbonate
containing
green rust

Zero-valent
iron (Fe°)

Pseudo First-
Order Rate

Constant (kobs)

3.2xlO-5hr-'

7x1 (TV'1

l . lxlO- 'hf1

a2.0xlO-V

^.IxlO-'min1

^xlO-'mm1

2.6x1 (TV

4.0xlO-V

C6.5 hr '
'(O.nhf1)

C7.7 hr'1

\0.\6hf1)

d4.8lon.2hfl

*(0.25 to 0.9 hr'1)

Half-Life
(tm)

2.5 yrs

990 hrs

630 hrs

96.3 hrs

5 5. 2 hrs

48.4 hrs

4.4 min

2.9 min

6.4 min
*(5.2hrs)

5.4 min
*(4.4 hrs)

2.4 to 8. 7
min

*(0.77 to 2.7
hrs)

e2.3to4.2mgCr(VI)/gFe°

Experiment

Field
experiment

Batch
experiment

Batch
experiment

Initial rate
and stopped-

flow
methods

Batch
experiment

Batch
experiment

Batch
experiment

Column
experiment

Literature
Cited

Henderson
(1994)

Rai and
Zachara
(1988)

Sedlak and
Chan (1997)

Fendorf and
Li (1996)

Williams
and Scherer
(2001)

Cantrell et
al. (1995)

Alowitz and
Scherer
(2002)

Lam (2004)

Remarks

Nearly neutral in
pH in the
groundwater

Laboratory
experiments

Initial Fe2+ cone
of 0.9 uM (50.2
ug/L) and at pH
7.2

Initial Fe2+ cone
of 100 uM (5580
ug/L) at pH 6. 67

In the presence
of0.5g/Lof
carbonate
containing green
rust

Initial Cr(VI)
cone of 500 ug/L
and at pH 8. 4
Initial Cr(VI)
cone of 10,000
ug/L and at pH
8.4
Initial Cr(VI)
cone of
lOOOOug/L and
atpH7.0
Initial Cr(VI)
cone of 25,000
ug/L and at pH
7.1

The figures listed in parentheses are the kobs and t]/2 at 1 m I/1 of the surface area concentration (A,)

C2.43 m2/g of Fe° specific surface area and 48.6 m2/L of the surface area concentration (A5);
 d2.30 m2/g of Fe°

specific surface area and 19 m2/L of the surface area concentration (ks}\ eCr(VI) removal capacity (mg of
Cr(VI) removed per gram of Fe°). 1.8 m2/g of Fe° specific surface area and 7716 m2/L of the surface area
concentration (Xs)

-1
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Figure 5.4 Standard potentials for various reduction half reactions.

5.4.2 Uranium

Uranium is the heaviest naturally occurring element. All of its isotopes (i.e.,
238uranium and 235uranium) are radioactive in nature with a decay tm between 108 and
109 yrs (Simon et al. 2002). Groundwater within mine waste piles and leachate derived
from mine wastes customarily contain high concentration of uranium (Dubrovsky et al.
1984; Olsen et al. 1986; Morin et al. 1988). It is dangerous to human not just because of
its radioactivity but also due to its toxicity as a heavy metal. The maximum contaminant
level (MCL) of uranium in water, based upon the radiation limit, is 300 ug/L. However,
with regard to its toxicity, the level is down to 20 ug/L (Simon et al. 2002).

Naturally, uranium mainly exists in the oxidation states +4 [i.e., U(IV)] and +6
[i.e., U(VI)]. In analogy to chromium, U(VI), for example uranyl ion (UO2

2+), is more
mobile than U(IV) and the solubility of U(IV) oxides, such as uraninite (UO2), is of the
order of 10"3 mg/L in a pH between 4 and 14. The substantial decrease in the uranium
solubility after reducing from U(VI) to U(IV) indicates that reduction and precipitation
is one of the possible measures for the remediation of U(VI) contaminated water and
groundwater. Actually, good results of U(VI) removal through reduction and
precipitation have been reported in which, following the pseudo first-order kinetics,
nearly 100% of U(VI) at an initial concentration up to 18000 mg/L can be removed
through the redox reaction and precipitation with Fe°. As you can see from Table 5.7,
Gu et al. (1998) reported that in a glass vial containing Fe° and U(VI) spiked solution,
half of 1000 mg/L of U(VI) concentration can be removed from the aqueous solution
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within 5.7 min or less. Although adsorption of UO2
2+ onto the corrosion products of Fe°,

such as iron oxides and oxyhydroxides, is known to take place particularly at a high pH
(Langmuir 1978; Hsi and Langmuir 1985; Ho and Miller 1986), Gu et al. (1998) found
that less than 4% of UC>22+ is adsorbed by the Fe° corrosion products and the reduction
and precipitation with Fe° is the major pathway for the removal of UO22+. According to
Eq. (5.36), by using the electrons released from Fe° oxidation, UO22+ is reduced to UO2,
which exists as precipitates on the Fe° surface (Powell et al. 1998; Ott 2000). Since the
standard potential of U(VI)/U(IV) is always higher than that of Fe2+/Fe°, the reduction of
U(VI) by Fe° can occur spontaneously (Simon et al. 2002). However, it is possible that
the reduced U(IV) species on the Fe° surface reoxidize and consequently remobilize
when the reduced system becomes more oxidized.

Table 5.7 Pseudo first-order rate constants (kobs) and the corresponding half-lives (tin)
of U(VI) reduction using Fe° as a reductant

Observed PseudoFe Specific Surface  J „
Fe°type First-Order RateJF Area(m/g)b Constant, kobs (min )

aMaster-builder Fe°
aPeerless Fe°, medium
aPeerless Fe°, coarse
aCercona cast Fe°
aCercona Fe°-palladized
bFe° in natural GW
bFe° in deionized water
bFe°in0.4MNaClsoln.
bFe° in 0.4 M NaNO3 soln.

0.98

0.10

0.08

0.02

na

na

na

na

na

0.39 (0.002)

0.29(0.015)

0.12(0.008)

0.19(0.048)

0.31

(0.023)

(0.035)

(0.079)

(0.0072)

Half-Life,
tJ/2, (min)

1.79(348)

2.41 (47.8)

5.68(92.4)

3.61 (14.6)

2.22

(30.1)

(19.8)

(8.77)

(96.3)

Note: na refers to not available. The figures shown in parentheses are the kobs and tU2 at 1 m2/L of A,.
aThe initial uranyl ion (UO2

2+) concentration is 1000 mg/L. All the results are obtained from batch
experiments containing 2 g of Fe° and 10 mL of solution. The surface area concentration (Xs) for

Master-builder Fe°, medium size Peerless Fe°, coarse size Peerless Fe° and Cercona cast Fe° are 196,
20, 16 and 4 m2/L, respectively. The source of the data is from Gu et al. (1998).
blron coupons punched from mild steel plate measuring 1.43 cm in diameter and 0.15 cm in
thickeness were used as Fe°. The pH of the natural groundwater is 6.84, and its calcium, magnesium
and carbonate concentrations are 52, 5.9 and 96 mg/L, respectively. The source of the data is from
Farrelletal. (1999).
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5.4.3 Nitrate and Nitrite

Nitrate (NOs") pollution of water and groundwater has become environmental
problems in many parts of the world. Anthropogenic sources, such as nitrogen fertilizers,
nitrogen pesticides, animal wastes, and septic systems, account for most NOs"
contamination of groundwater (Choe et al. 2000). Besides, storm and irrigation runoffs
from farmlands always bring high concentration of NOs" to aquifers (Huang et al. 1998).
Although excess amount of NOs" can cause eutrophication in water bodies, NOs" itself is
relatively non-toxic to human. However, nitrite (NCV), derived by microbially mediated
reduction of NOs", can cause human health problems, such as methemoglobinemia, liver
damage and even cancers (Cabel et al. 1982; Choe et al. 2004). In United States, 18% of
private wells were found containing NOs" level above the drinking water standard of 10
mg/L nitrate-nitrogen (NOs'-N). Another 37% of the wells have the levels greater than 3
mg/L NOs'-N, thereby indicating the necessity of the remediation of NOs" contaminated
groundwater (Till et al. 1998).

Currently, ion exchange, reverse osmosis, biological denitrification and chemical
reduction are the technologies commonly utilized for the removal of NO3". Ion exchange
and reverse osmosis require frequent regeneration of the media and generate secondary
brine wastes. Biological denitrification requires intensive maintenance and a constant
supply of organic substrate. In comparing with the approach of chemical reduction,
microbial process is relatively slow and incomplete (Choe et al. 2000).

In the reduction processes by Fe°, NOs" may reduce to NO2" (5.37), ammonium
ion (5.38) or nitrogen gas (5.39) and simultaneously NCV may also reduce to
ammonium ion (5.40) or nitrogen gas (5.41) depending upon the reaction conditions. In
analogy to chromium and uranium, the NOs" and NO2~ reduction by Fe° is in pseudo
first-order with respect to NOs" or NO2" concentrations (Choe et al. 2000; Cheng et a
1997; Alowitz and Scherer 2002). According to Table 5.3, it is readily to observe that
the standard potentials for the NOs" and NOi" reduction half reactions (i.e., between
+0.84 and +1.53 V) are much higher than that of Fe2+/Fe° (i.e., -0.44 V) (Dean 1985).
Therefore, Eqs. (5.37) to (5.41) are thermodynamically favorable and the reduction of
NOs" and NO2" by Fe° can occur spontaneously. Finally, ammonium ion, which is one o
the end products produced from the redox reactions [i.e., (5.38) and (5.40)], can be
removed from aqueous environment by raising the solution pH, thereby releasing
ammonia gas (NH3) from the remediated solution (Cheng et al. 1997).



Huang et al. (1998) studied the temporal change of the concentration of NO3",
NH3 and Fe2+ in a batch containing 0.3 g of Fe° and 15 mL of solution spiked with 500
mg/L of NOs". The observation of a simultaneous decrease in NOs" concentration as well
as increase in the concentration of NHs and Fe2+ conclusively indicates the reduction of
NOs" to NHs and oxidation of Fe° to Fe2+. The similarity of the maximum molarity
between NOs" and NHs shows that NHs is the main end product of the redox reaction
under those experimental conditions. Since reduction of 1 mole of NOs" to NHs
stochiometrically requires 4 mole of Fe° [see Eq. (5.38)], the molarity of Fe2+, at the end
of the experiment, should be at least 4 times higher than the initial molarity of NHs.

One of the most important factors affecting the rate of the NO3" and NO2"
reductions is pH since all the redox reactions between Fe° as well as NOs" and NO2"
involve the consumption of H+ (Choe et al. 2004). Table 5.8 summarizes some of the kobs

of the NOs" and NO2" reductions under various solution pH (Alowitz and Scherer 2002;
Cheng et al. 1997). As evident, the rate of the NOs" and NO2~ reductions decreases with
increasing solution pH.

Cheng et al. (1997) also reported 73% decrease in the k0bs of the NOs" reduction
with increasing the solution pH from 5.0 to 7.0. In addition, no reduction of NOs" by Fe°
was observed in an unbuffered solution. Therefore, it is expected that acidic
environment or addition of H+ is the prerequisite for the reduction of NOs" and NO2" by
Fe°.

Microbially mediated reduction of NOs" or biological denitrification is another
approach for removing NOs" from water and groundwater. Chemoautotrophs using the
H2 gas produced from the anaerobic oxidation of Fe° with water [i.e., Eq. (5.42)] can
denitrify NO3" to nitrogen gas [Eq. (5.43)] (Till et al. 1998). Microbially catalyzed NO3"-
dependent Fe2+ oxidation [Eq. (5.44)] involves oxidation of solid phase Fe2+ compounds,
such as a-FeOOH and FeCOs, into Fe(OH)s with concomitant denitrification of NOs"
(Weber et al. 2001). Recently, public concerns focus on the enhancement from anaerobic
ammonium-oxidizing bacteria (AMMONOX) to the abiotic NOs" reduction by Fe°. As
aforesaid, NH3 is a primary product of the abiotic reductions of NOs" and NO2" by Fe°
[Eqs. (5.38) and (5.40)], which has an adverse aesthetic impact on drinking water
(Jafvert and Valentine 1992). According to Eq. (5.45), AMMONOX can oxidize
ammonium ion to nitrogen gas by utilizing NO3" as an electron acceptor. Therefore, the
growth of AMMONOX on the Fe° surface does not only help reduce the NO3"
concentration; it can also help remove ammonium, thereby allowing elimination of the
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Note: All the studies are conducted in batch experiments. The figures shown in parentheses are the
kobs and ti/2 at 1 m2/L of the surface area concentration (Ay).
Initial nitrate concentration 50 mg/L, 2.30±0.18 m2/g of the Fe° specific surface area and 96 m2/L of
the A, (Alowitz and Scherer 2002).
blnitial nitrate concentration 20 mg/L NO3"-N, 0.55±0.05 m2/g of the Fe° specific surface area and 22
m2/L of the A, (Su and Puls 2004).
Initial nitrite concentration 40 mg/L, 2.30±0.18 m2/g of the Fe° specific surface area and 19 m2/L of
the A, (Alowitz and Scherer 2002).

subsequent process for the treatment of NH3 in remediated solution (Westerhoff and
James 2003).

Table 5.8 Pseudo first-order rate constants (kobs) and the corresponding half-lives (t1/2)
of nitrate (NOO and nitrite (TSKV) reductions usine Fe° as a reductant.

pHFe° Type
Observed Pseudo First-Order

Rate Constant, kobs (hr'1) Half-Life, tm, (hr)

aFisher Fe°

bAldrich Fe°

Nitrite

cFisherFe°

5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0
8.5
9.0

2.75
2.89
3.19
3.36
6.16
8.00

5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0
8.5

2.6±0.22(0.137±0.012)
2.0±0.37(0.105±0.019)
1.0±0.07(0.053±0.004)

0.61±0.12(0.032±0.006)
0.23±0.023 (0.012±0.001)
0.10±0.020(0.005±0.001)

0.035±0.003 (0.002±0.0002)

0.27±0.02(5.1±0.4)
0.36±0.07(6.8±1.3)

0.70±0.05(13.2±0.9)
1.2±0.23(22.5±4.4)
3.0±0.30(57.8±5.8)

7.2±1.44(137.2±27.4)
20.0±1.77(379.2±33.6)

0.0571±0.0027 (0.0026±0.0001)
0.0913±0.0028 (0.0042±0.0001)
0.0256±0.0033 (0.0012±0.0002)
0.0592±0.0117 (0.0027±0.0005)

0.00904±0.00148 (0.0004±0.0001)
0.00886±0.00082 (0.0004±O.OOOQ4)

12.2±0.6(267.6±12.7)
7.6±0.23(167.1±5.1)

27.3±3.5(605.6±78.1)
12.0±2.4(268.0±53.0)

77.7±6.3 (1733.0±283.7)
78.5±7.2(1735.6±160.6)

0.95±0.027 (0.0099±0.0003)
0.58±0.010 (0.0060±0.0001)
0.20±0.086(0.0021±0.0009)
0.13±0.024(0.0014±0.0003)
0.15±0.057(0.0016±0.0006)
0.13±0.042 (0.0014±0.0004)

0.025±0.0008 (0.0003±0.00001)
0.008±0.0001 (0.0001±0.000001)

0.73±0.02(70.1±2.0)
1.20±0.02(114.7±2.0)

4.25±1.83(408.1±175.5)
5.52±1.02(529.8±97.8)

5.40±2.05(518.4±197.0)
5.95±1.92(571.4±184.6)

27.75±0.89(2663.8±85.2)
90.03±1.52(8642.5±145.9)

Nitrate



5.4.4 Chlorinated Aliphatic Hydrocarbons

Of the 25 most frequently detected groundwater contaminants at hazardous waste
sites, 10 are CAHs, such as 1,1,1-trichloroethane (1,1,1-TCA), tetrachloroethylene
(PCE), trichloroethylene (TCE) and dichloroethylene (DCE) isomers (National Research
Council 1994). The prevalence of CAHs in groundwater is due to their extensive
applications as dry cleaning and metal degreasing agents, refrigerants as well as
propellants over the past 50 years (Orth 1992; Fetter 1999; Montgomery 2000; Lai and
Lo 2002). CAH contaminated groundwater has drawn a great concern from public or
environmentalists for the necessity of remediation because of the persistence of CAHs in
hydrogeological environment and also their toxicity to human body (Montgomery 2000).
For instance, the tj/2 of the natural attenuation of CAHs may range from 128 to 2310
days (Rugge et al. 1999) and epoxidation of CAHs by liver oxidation enzyme was
proven producing carcinogenic compounds, thereby resulting in drinking water limits in
the order of a few micrograms per litre (Gotpagar et al. 1997; Montgomery 2000).

Reduction or reductive dechlorination of CAHs by reductants, such as Fe°, is one
of the methods for removing CAHs from water and groundwater (Boronina et al. 1995;
Warren et al. 1995; Arnold and Roberts 1998; Boronina et al. 1998; Fennelly and
Roberts 1998; Lo and Lai 2002; Lo et al. 2003b; Andrea et al. 2005). Oxidation of Fe°
under both anaerobic [Eq. (5.42)] and aerobic conditions [Eqs. (5.46) and (5.47)]
provides electron sources and thermodynamically favorable condition for the reduction
of CAHs. Hydrogenolysis [Eq. (5.48)], reductive-(3-elimination [Eq. (5.49)] and direct
catalytic hydrogenolysis by H2 [Eq. (5.50)] are the main pathways involved (Matheson
and Tratnyek 1994; Roberts et al. 1996; Farrell et al. 2000; Liang et al. 2000; Lai and Lo
2003; Lai et al. 2004).
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Hydrogenolysis is the replacement of a chlorine atom with a hydrogen atom,
while reductive-|3-elimination involves the removal of either two chlorine atoms or a
chlorine and a hydrogen atom with concomitant formation of a triple bond (Roberts et al.
1996; Farrell et al. 2000). Direct catalytic hydrogenolysis by H2 requires the presence of
catalyst, such as Fe3O4, in which H2 released from Eq. (5.42) is utilized as an electron
donor (Matheson and Tratnyek 1994; Ritter et al. 2002).

Completely reductive dechlorination of CAHs by Fe° is not a one-step process.
Instead, by following the pseudo first-order kinetics [i.e., Eqs. (5.34) or (5.35)], CAHs
are sequentially reduced to less chlorinated forms and finally transformed to non-
chlorinated end products. As illustrated in Fig. 5.5, through the pathways of
hydrogenolysis, reductive-|3-elimination and hydrogenation, chlorinated ethenes, such as
PCE and TCE, are sequentially dechlorinated into DCE isomers, vinyl chloride (VC),
dichloroacetylene, chloroacetylene, acetylene and finally reduced to ethene and ethane
(Arnold and Roberts 1998). Since the standard potentials for various reductive
dechlorination reactions (see Table 5.9) are higher than that of Fe2+/Fe° (i.e., -0.44 V),
reductive dechlorination of CAHs by Fe° can occur spontaneously.

The chlorinated intermediates generated from the pathways of hydrogenolysis,
reductive-|3-elimination and hydrogenation, such as cis-DCE and VC, are also toxic to
human. Therefore, incomplete reduction of CAHs by Fe° may potentially generate more
toxic contaminants. To prevent the production of highly toxic daughter products, the
reaction time for the reductive dechlorination should be carefully determined based upon
the kobs of different CAHs so that the reaction time is long enough to allow Fe° to
completely dechlorinate CAHs. Table 5.10 summarizes the representative kinetic data
for the reductive dechlorination by Fe°.

Apart from Fe°, reductive dechlorination of chlorinated ethenes by ferrous iron-
or sulfur-containing minerals has also been reported (Butler and Hayes 1999; Lee and
Batchelor 2002). Table 5.11 illustrates the typical kobs of the reductive dechlorination of
PCE, TCE, cis-DCE and VC by green rust and mackinawite (FeS). Lee and Batchelor
(2002) reported that dichloroacetylene, chloroacetylene, acetylene and ethene are the
main dechlorination products detected in the dechlorination process of PCE and TCE by
green rust, thereby proposing the domination of reductive-p-elimination over
hydrogenolysis as a major pathway of the reductive dechlorination. However, the
dechlorination products of both hydrogenolysis and reductive-|3-elimination were also
detected in the dechlorination process of PCE and TCE by FeS (Butler and Hayes 1999).
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Figure 5.5 Hypothesized reaction pathways for chlorinated ethenes and intermediates
during reductive dechlorination by Fe°. Reactions 1-8, 10 and 11 correspond to
hydrogenolysis pathway, while reactions 9, 12-15 are pathways of reductive-(3-
elimination. Reactions 16-20 are hydrogenation reactions (Blowes et al. 1999).
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Table 5.9 Standard potentials for various reductive dechlorination reactions of
chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons (CAHs) by Fe°

Contaminants

PCE
TCE
TCE
TCE
1,1 -DCE
cis-DCE

trans-DCE

VC
Dichloroacetylene

Chloroacetylene

PCE
TCE
cis-DCE

trans-DCE

Dichloroacetylene

Dichloroacetylene

Chloroacetylene

Pathway

aHydrogenolysis
aHydrogenolysis
aHydrogenolysis
aHydrogenolysis
aHydrogenolysis
aHydrogenolysis
aHydrogenolysis
aHydrogenolysis
aHydrogenolysis
aHydrogenolysis

bReducti ve- (3 - el im ination
bReductive-|3-elimination
bReductive-(3-elimination
bReducti ve- (3 - elim ination

°Hydrogenation

°Hydrogenation

°Hydrogenation

Reaction

PCE -> TCE

TCE -> cis-DCE

TCE-+ 1,1 -DCE

TCE -> trans-DCE

1,1-DCE->VC
cis-DCE -> VC

trans-DCE -> VC

VC — > ethene

Dichloroacetylene — > Chloroacetylene

Chloroacetylene — > acetylene

PCE -»• dichloroacetylene
TCE -> Chloroacetylene

cis-DCE -» acetylene

trans-DCE — > acetylene

Dichloroacetylene — » cis-DCE

Dichloroacetylene — >• trans-DCE

Chloroacetylene — >-VC

E°(W)(V)

0.592

0.530

0.513

0.509

0.423

0.407

0.428

0.481

0.560

0.500

0.631

0.599

0.568

0.589

0.490

0.470

0.370

Source: Roberts et al. (1996)

"Standard potential corresponding to hydrogenolysis [Eq. (5.48)]: RHC1=RHC1 + H+ + 2e" <s> RH2=RHC1 + Cl'.
bStandard potential corresponding to reductive-p-elimination [Eq. (5.49)]: RHC1=RHC1 + 2e" <» RH=RH + 2C1".
cStandard potential corresponding to reduction of triple bond to double bond (hydrogenation).

5.4.5 Polychlorinated Biphenyls

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) is a kind of chlorinated organic
micropollutants recently drawing more public concern because of their environmental
persistence and bioconcentration in the food chain (Hester and Harrison 1996). Although
its production has been ceased since 1970s, heavy uses of PCBs as organic diluents,
plasticizers, pesticide extenders, adhesives, dust-reducing agents, cutting oils, flame
retardants, heat transfer fluids as well as dielectric fluids for transformers and capacitors
since 1930s result in a direct or indirect release of PCBs into water and soil
environments (Kim et al. 2004). It is expected that 31% of the world PCB production
has been released into the environment and another 65% are currently in use or has been
disposed in landfills and hazardous waste dumps, thereby having a possibility of
releasing to environment (Hester and Harrison 1996).
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Table 5.10 Representative kinetic data for the reductive dechlorination of chlorinated
aliphatic hydrocarbons (CAHs) by Fe°.

CAH

Tetrachloroethylene
Trichloroethylene
cis-Dich loroethy lene
trans-Dichloroethylene
1,1-Dichloroethane
1 , 1 -Dichloroethy lene
Vinyl Chloride
Hexachloroethane
1 , 1 ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane
1,1,1 ,2-Tetrachloroethane
1,1,1-Trichloroethane
Chloroform

Observed pseudo first-order
rate constant, kobs (hr"1)

a2.1, "0.104- 0.779
a0.39,b0.104- 0.786

a0.041,b0.01 1-0.022
a0.12,b0.374- 0.419

b0.015- 0.262
a0.064, b0.033 - 0.466
30.05,b0.026- 0.074

a31
a!3
a!4

all,b0.087- 0.579
a0.92,b0.07 1-0.364

Half-life, tm, (hr)

a0.33,b0.89-6.64
•1. 78/0.882-6.69
316.9,b3 1.8 -63.6
a5.78,b!.65-1.85

b2.65 - 46.8
a10.8,b!.49-20.7
a!3.9,b9.37-26.2

a0.022
a0.053
a0.050

30.063,b1.20-7.95
a0.753,b!.91-9.78

"All kobs and tJ/2 are determined based upon 1000 m2/L of the surface area concentration (/I,). The
source of the data is from Johnson et al. (1996).
bAll kobs and t1/2 are determined based upon 7790 m2/L of Xs. The source of the data is from Lai et al.
(2006).

Table 5.11 Kinetic data for the reductive dechlorination of chlorinated aliphatic
hydrocarbons (CAHs) by green rust and iron sulfide

CAH

PCE

TCE

cis-DCE
VC

aReduced by Green Rust bReduced by Iron Sulfide
Observed Pseudo
First-Order Rate

Constant, Jfc.fa (hr1)
0.0978(0.000162)

0.0516(0.0000854)
0.0313(0.0000518)
0.0469 (0.0000776)

7.09(4278) 0.00057(0.00114)
13.4(8115) 0.00149(0.00298)

22.1 (13378)
14.8 (8925)

1216(607.9)
465 (232.6)

Note: The figures shown in parentheses are the kobs and tm at 1 m2/L of the surface area concentration
(A,)-
aThe experimental results are obtained from batch kinetic experiments conducted at 23 C and pH 7 with
604 m2/L of the Ks (Lee and Batchelor 2002).
bThe experimental results are obtained from batch kinetic experiments conducted at 25°C and pH 8.3
with 0.5 m2/L of the Ks (Butler and Hayes 1999).

PCBs consist of the structures having 1 to 10 chlorine atoms bounding to a
biphenyl molecule (Figs. 5.6a and 5.6b). Of the 209 possible congeners, only about 130
of the structures are energetically favorable in the manufacturing processes. Like many

half life
hr

observed pseudo
first order nraate
Constant

Hal
hr
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other aromatic hydrocarbons, PCBs are highly lipophilic and chemically stable.
Accumulation of PCBs in the human body through food chain may cause
neurodevelopmental and neurobehavioral deficits in children and cancer (Hester and
Harrison 1996). Nowadays, incineration, biodegradation and reductively chemical
dechlorination are the technologies commonly used to destruct PCBs in water and soil
(Grittini et al. 1995). Incineration of PCB-contaminated soil is effective but it may
produce another undesirable products, such as dioxin (Kim et al. 2004). Aerobic and
anaerobic biodegradation of PCBs may take several months for complete decomposition.
Reductively dechlorination of PCBs using Fe° as reductant was found only happening at
400 °C, whereas there was no dechlorination at room temperature (Chuang et al. 1995).
However, rapidly reductive dechlorination was observed using bimetallic materials, such
as palladized Fe° (Pd/Fe), as a reductant (Grittini et al. 1995; Korte et al. 2002; Doyle et
al. 1998).

In analogy to the dechlorination of CAHs, reductive dechlorination of PCBs is
also a stepwise process in which PCBs are sequentially dechlorinated to less chlorinated
biphenyls and finally reduced to biphenyl. As depicted in Eq. (5.51), by using the
electrons released from the Fe° oxidation, the PCB containing x+y number of chlorine
atoms is sequentially reduced into biphenyl with concomitant release of chloride ions
and Fe2+. Palladium in this redox reaction serves as a catalyst rather than taking part into
the reaction. Fig. 5.7 illustrates the possible reduction pathways of 4,4',5,5'-
tetrachlorobiphenyl (4,4',5,5'-TeCB) on the Pd/Fe surface. It is interesting to note that
4,4',5,5'-TeCB is first reduced to trichlorobiphenyls (TCBs) and subsequently to
dichlorobiphenyls (DCBs). Afterwards, DCBs is reductively dechlorinated to
monochlorophenyls (MCBs) and finally to biphenyl. Each dechlorination step certainly
involves direct transfer of two electrons and the release of a chlorine atom (Yak et al.
2000).

Figure 5.6 Basic structure and nomenclature of (a) polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)
and (b) biphenyl.
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Figure 5.7 Possible dechlorination pathways of 4,4',5,5'-tetrachlorobiphenyl (4,4',5,5'-
TeCB) on the Pd/Fe surface.

With regard to the kinetics of the reductive dechlorination of PCBs, Kim et al.
(2004) reported that the reductive dechlorination by Pd/Fe was a pseudo first-order
reaction in which the rate of dechlorination were in order of 4-MCB > 3-MCB > 2-
MCB. According to Table 5.12, the tm of the dechlorination of 4-MCB by Pd/Fe is
about 41.8 hrs, whereas it is 70.7 and 87.7 hrs for 3-MCB and 2-MCB, respectively.
Similar trend of variation in the dechlorination rate constant of MCBs could also be
observed for palladized zinc (Pd/Zn). In addition, it was also found that PCBs with
chlorine atom at carbon 4 would be preferentially dechlorinated and PCBs with chlorine
atom at positions 3 or 5 would be followed. Finally, PCBs with chlorine atom at
positions 2 or 6 had the least priority to be dechlorinated by bimetallic materials (Kim et
al. 2004). Besides, based upon the tm at 1 m2/L of the A, listed in Table 5.12, it is readily
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to observe that DCBs, including 3,4-DCB, 2,4-DCB and 2,3-DCB, are comparatively
more recalcitrant to be dechlorinated by Pd/Fe compared to MCBs.

Table 5.12 Kinetic data for the reductive dechlorination of polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs) by Pd/Fe and Pd/Zn

'Reduced by Pd/Fe

PCB

4-MCB

3-MCB

2-MCB

3,4-DCB

2,4-DCB

2,3-DCB

Observed
Pseudo First-
Order Rate

Constant, kobs

(hr'1)

0.0166(0.0060)

0.0098 (0.0045)

0.0079 (0.0040)

0.0118(0.0020)

0.0094(0.0016)

0.0086(0.0015)

Half-Liaafe, tm, PCB
(hr)

41.8(115.5) 4-MCB

70.7(154.0) 3-MCB

87.7(173.3) 2-MCB

58.7(355.4)

73.7(447.1)

80.6 (477.9)

bReduced by Pd/Zn
Observed

Pseudo First-
Order Rate

Constant, kobs

(hr'1)

0.144(0.048)

0.08 (0.028)

0.069 (0.024)

Half-Life,
tin* (hr)

4.8 (14.6)

8.7 (25.2)

10.0 (28.9)

Note: The experimental results were obtained from batch reactors containing 20 mL of solution and 1
to 2 g of bimetallic materials. The figures shown in parenthesaaaes are the kobs and t]/2 at 1 m2/L of the
surface area concentration (Aj).
aPd/Fe specific surface area 0.062±0.002 m2/g.
bPd/Zn specific surface area 0.059±0.002 m2/g.

In comparing the performance of Pd/Fe with Pd/Zn on the reductive
dechlorination, latter shows higher reactivity in reducing MCBs (Table 5.12), most
likely owing to the more negative of the standard potential of Zn (i.e., - 0.76 V)
compared to the Fe° (i.e., -0.44 V). Therefore, Zn can thermodynamically provide
relatively high reducing force for the MCB reduction. Doyle et al. (1998) also reported
that palladized sodium (Pd/Na) and magnesium (Pd/Mg) may possess higher reactivity
on PCB dechlorination than the Pd/Fe because both sodium and magnesium have more
negative standard potential, which are -2.72 and -2.37 V, respectively (see Table 5.3).
According to Eq. (5.51), reductive dechlorination of PCBs requires H+ and Chuang et al.
(1995) found that water was the dominant hydrogen donor for this redox reaction.
Unfortunately, extractions of waste or soil for PCBs usually do not employ water. Korte
et al. (2002) mentioned that solvent with lower dielectric constant (i.e., less polar)
exhibited greater inhibition to the palladium-catalyzed reductive dechlorination reaction.
Therefore, reductive dechlorination of PCBs by Pd/Fe in ethanol was observed to be
better than that in isopropanol since the former possesses a higher dielectric constant.
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5.5 Redox and Precipitation in Natural Systems

5.5.7 Natural Reduction ofHexavalent Chromium

One of the examples showing natural reduction and precipitation of Cr(VI) is at
the Chromium I Superfund site, which is located in Odessa, Texas (Henderson 1994).
Between 1969 and 1978, several chrome plating factories were located there. During
most of this period, wastewater and rinse water containing primarily dissolved Cr(VI)
were reportedly discharged directly into an aquifer, thereby resulting in 72 mg/L of
maximum Cr(VI) concentration in groundwater. The unconfined aquifer at Odessa,
Texas ranging in the thickness from 55 to 70 ft extended to a depth of approximately
140 ft below the ground surface (Fig. 5.8). Besides, the aquifer is a Cretaceous Trinity
Formation (Fm) in which the sands were moderately well-sorted, ferruginous to
calcareous and were also considered to be hydraulically continuous.

Figure 5.8 Hydrogeologic conditions of the Trinity Sand Aquifer at Odessa, TX.

Investigation of Cr(VI) contamination in the Trinity Sand aquifer conducted
from 1986 to 1991 showed significantly temporal decrease in Cr(VI) concentration in
the groundwater. The maximum Cr(VI) concentration decreased from 72 mg/L in 1986
to 5.3 mg/L in 1991. The relatively constant of the overall areal extent of the plume
between 1986 and 1991 indicated the insignificance of the influence of groundwater
advection and dispersion on the disappearance of Cr(VI). After taking account of both
dissolved and adsorbed masses of Cr(VI) in the aquifer, Henderson (1994) determined
that only 30% of the total Cr(VI) present in the aquifer in 1986 remained in 1991. Fitting
pseudo first-order kinetic model to the mass data of total Cr(VI) shown in Figure 5.9
resulted in tj/2 of approximately 2.5 years, with a corresponding k0bs of 3.2x10"5 hr"1.
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Figure 5.9 Temporal variation of the Cr(VI) mass in the trinity sand aquifer between
1986 and 1991.

Analyses of the sediment samples collected from the Trinity Sand aquifer
showed that each kilogram of the soils contained approximately 67 mg of total
chromium [i.e., Cr(III) and Cr(VI)] in which about 60 to 90% of the total chromium onto
the soils was inferred existing as Cr(III) solids. Therefore, reduction of Cr(VI) to Cr(III)
followed by heterogeneous precipitation was believed to be the main underlying culprit
leading the 70% loss of Cr(VI) concentration in the groundwater between 1986 and
1991. According to Fig. 5.3, the pH of 6.7 to 7.4 and the Eh of 0.26 to 0.53 V measured
in the Trinity Sand groundwater further indicated that Cr(III) is the mermodynamically
stable valence state of chromium in the Trinity Sand aquifer in which Cr(III) ^mainly
existed as Cr(OH)s solids. As aforesaid, the sands of the Trinity Formation were
observed to be ferruginous. In addition, dissolved organic carbon concentration as high
as 8 mg/L had also been measured in both groundwater and the sediment of the aquifer.
Therefore, Fe2+ and dissolved organic carbon present in the Trinity Sand aquifer were
believed acting as the major reductants for the Cr(VI) reduction as depicted in Eqs.
(5.26) and (5.30), respectively. The abundance of iron oxyhydroxides in the Trinity Sand
sediments also provided favorable conditions for the co-precipitation of mixed
chromium-iron hydroxide [Eq. (5.32)] or oxyhydroxide solids [Eq. (5.33)]. By relying
on the natural reduction and precipitation of Cr(VI), the Cr(VI) concentration in the
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Trinity Sand aquifer could drop below the MCL of 0.1 mg/L for chromium within 10
years without requiring any engineering interventions or remediation.

5.5.2 Naturally Reductive Dechlorination of Chlorinated Solvents

Anaerobic transformation of TCE was observed at the superfund site in St.
Joseph, Michigan (Semprini et al. 1995). Most likely owing to the disposal of
wastewater from an automotive brake manufacturer into an unlined lagoon close to the
site from 1950s to 1970s, TCE concentration as high as 100 mg/L was detected in the
groundwater at St. Joseph, Michigan. The geologic formation of the interest is an
unconfmed aquifer consisting of a layer of unconsolidated fine sand with some silt and
overlaying a lacustrine clay unit. The water table at the superfund site varied from 7 to
16m below ground surface. The thickness of the whole sand layer (i.e., unsaturated and
saturated layers) ranged from 12 to 32 m (Semprini et al. 1995).

Analyses of groundwater samples collected in 1991 showed high concentration
of TCE, DCE isomers, VC and ethene within 20 m of the center of the plume. The
detection of high concentration of the hydrogenolysis products of TCE indicated the
occurrence of the reductive dechlorination of TCE in the aquifer (National Research
Council 2000). The maximum TCE concentration appeared at a depth of about 65 ft
where methane concentration was nearly at the minimum. Reductive dechlorination of
TCE to cis-DCE was observed at a depth where intermediate increase in methane
concentration and decrease in sulfate concentration were observed, thereby indicating
fast transformation of TCE to cis-DCE in a transition zone between the zone of sulfate-
reducing and the zone of methanogenesis. Complete disappearance of TCE and cis-DCE
achieved at a depth of 75 ft in which maximum concentration of VC, ethene and
methane and minimum concentration of sulfate were detected. This phenomenon
showed further reduction of TCE and cis-DCE to VC and ethene required more reducing
conditions (i.e., methanogenic conditions) rather than sulfate-reducing conditions.

Further verification of the reduction of TCE to DCE isomers in less reducing
conditions of sulfate reduction and reductive dechlorination of DCE isomers to VC and
ethene under the redox condition of methanogenesis could also be obtained from the
two-dimensional chemical concentration contour over the aquifer. It is particularly
interesting to note that the zone of high TCE concentration was associated with an area,
which was deficient in methane or absent of highly active methanogenic condition.
Raised cis-DCE level occurred in the transition zone from low to high methane
concentration, thereby showing the dechlorination of TCE to cis-DCE under less
reducing conditions. Besides, decrease in cis-DCE concentration was associated with
low sulfate values. Furthermore, elevated VC and ethene concentrations were observed
associating with the region of elevated methane concentration and thereby showed the
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necessity of the methanogenic or more reducing conditions for the further dechlorination
of TCE and cis-DCE to VC and ethene.

Anaerobic transformation of TCE observed at the superfund site in St. Joseph,
Michigan involved reductive dechlorination, which certainly had to be coupled with
oxidation reactions. The organic matter leaching from the disposal lagoon containing
chemical oxygen demand (COD) as high as 400 mg/L was the main electron donor for
the reductive dechlorination of TCE, sulfate reduction and methane production (National
Research Council 2000). Semprini et al (1995) reported that 8 to 25% of the TCE in the
groundwater were finally converted to ethene and up to 15% of the diminution in the
COD in the aquifer was associated with the reductive dechlorination of TCE. As shown
in Fig. 5.10, microorganisms in the aquifers first converted COD or organic electron
donors to sugars, amino acids and organic acids, which subsequently were fermented to
alcohols and fatty acids for energy. Then another type of microbes oxidized the alcohols
and fatty acids and thereby produced acetate and H2. Finally, the other set of microbes
utilized acetate and HI as electron donors and simultaneously used TCE, sulfate and
carbons dioxide as electron acceptors, thereby resulting in the reductive dechlorination
of TCE in the aquifer (McCarty 1997; McCarty 1999).

5.6 Conclusion

The natural reduction of hexavalent chromium in the Trinity Sand aquifer at
Odessa, Texas and the naturally reductive dechlorination of CAHs at the superfund site
in St. Joseph, Michigan showed the potential of the processes of redox and precipitation
for hazardous waste remediation. Remediation of hazardous wastes, such as Cr(VI) and
U(VI), can be attained by first reducing to immobile forms. Then they were removed
from aqueous environments by precipitating as oxide, hydroxide or oxyhydroxide solids.
Remediation of NO3" or NO2~ contaminated groundwater can be achieved through the
reduction of NOs" or NO2~ to ammonium and nitrogen gas. Step wise reductive
dechlorination of CAHs and PCBs into less chlorinated or non-chlorinated forms is the
main approach used to remediate chlorinated aliphatic and aromatic organics from
groundwater. By selecting the reductants or reactive materials possessing lower standard
potentials than the contaminants, redox reactions between the contaminants and
reductants can thermodynamically occur. Since reactive materials are required for
triggering the redox reactions, the precipitations following the reduction usually occur
onto the surface of the reactive materials rather than in the bulk solution.
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Figure 5.10 Possible steps involved in the reductive dechlorination of TCE in the
aquifer at St. Joseph, Michigan.

Notation

The following symbols have been used in this chapter:

[Q
E

E°

E°(W)
Eh
& measured

£ ox

E°J-/ re

concentration of contaminant or hazardous waste (mg L"1 or M)
potential developing the electromotive force (emf) of the
electrochemical cell (V)
standard potential or the potential with all species present at unit
activity at 25 °C and 1 atm (V)
standard potential in neutral water (V)
redox potential (V)
potential measured by reference electrode (V)
standard potential for the oxidation half reaction (V)
standard potential for the reduction half reaction (V)

=

=

=

=
=
=
=
=
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potential of reference electrode with respect to standard hydrogen
electrode (V)
Faraday's constant (96.42 kJ V1 mol"1 or 23.06 kcal V1 mol"1)
change in Gibbs free energy (kJ mol"1)
activation energy of heterogeneous nucleation (kJ mol"1)
activation energy of homogeneous nucleation (kJ mol"1)
change in Gibbs free energy of the reaction (kJ mol"1)
change in standard Gibbs free energy of the reaction (kJ mol"1),
which is equal to AGr when products or reactants are present at
unit activity at a specified standard state (i.e., 25 °C and 1 atm)
activation energy of nucleation at saturation state rii (kJ mol"1)
activation energy of nucleation at saturation state £±2 (kJ mol"1)
enthalpy change of chemical reaction (kJ mol"1)
ion activity product
molality of species z (mol kg"1)
activity of species /
activity of species i in actual water sample
activity of species / at equilibrium
equilibrium constants
solubility product
solubility product at temperature TI
solubility product at temperature T2
equilibrium constant for water dissociation
rate constant (M"1 s"1)
rate constant (M"°'6 min"1)
observed pseudo first-order rate constant (s"1, min"1, hr'1 or yr"1)
k0bs normalized to the surface area concentration (L m"2 hr"1)
number of electron transferred in the reaction
number of moles of protons exchanged per mole of electrons
standard pe at 25 °C and 1 atm
pe° in neutral water

partial pressure of hydrogen gas (atm)
ideal gas constant (8.314 x 10"3 kJ mol'1 K"1)
absolute temperature (K)
half-life (sec, min, hr or yr)
activity coefficient of species i (kg mol"1)
surface area concentration (m2 L"1)
saturation state
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CHAPTER 6

Chemical Reactive Barriers

Irene M. C. Lo and Keith C. K. Lai

6.1 Introduction

Reactive barrier technology was first proposed for groundwater remediation in
the 1970s when an in situ barrier containing limestone was used for the attenuation of
acidity and dissolved metals in acidic mine drainage (Pearson and McDonnell 1975;
Hedin et al. 1994; Naftz et al. 2002). In the early 1990s, recognition of the efficacy of
zero-valent iron (Fe°) in the abiotic reduction of chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons
(CAHs) led to the first Fe°-based reactive barrier installation at the CAH contaminated
Canadian Forces Base (CFB) Borden site at Ontario, Canada. The success of the reactive
barrier at the Borden site subsequently initiated a period of active installations resulting
in the construction of more than 40 reactive barriers between 1993 and 2001 to treat
CAHs, metals, nutrients and radionuclides in groundwater (Lo and Lai 2002; Lo et al.
2005; Naftz et al. 2002; USEPA 2002).

Unlike a physical barrier containing contaminated groundwater and preventing
flow of groundwater into a zone of contamination (Lo 2003), a reactive barrier provides
a high permeability reactive zone for contaminated groundwater flow. Powell and Puls
(1997) stated that a reactive barrier involves an emplacement of reactive materials in the
subsurface to intercept a contaminant plume. As contaminated groundwater passes
through the reactive zone, contaminants are either immobilized or transformed into more
desirable states via the processes of abiotic reduction, reductive precipitation or
adsorption, thereby attaining remediation concentration goals downgradient of the
barrier (Bedient et al. 1999; Powell et al. 1998). Although the chemical reactive barrier
technology are known by various names, such as a limestone drain (Hedin et al. 1994),
geochemical barrier (Longmire et al. 1991) or an in situ treatment curtain (Blowes et al.
1995), permeable reactive barrier (PRB) is the preferred terminology (Naftz et al. 2002).

176
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6.2 Mechanisms of Groundwater Remediation by PRBs

Removal mechanisms used by PRBs for groundwater remediation depend on the
types of contaminants to be treated. For instance, the PRB at the Denver Federal Center,
Colorado, utilizes abiotic reduction for the remediation of CAH contaminated
groundwater (McMahon et al. 1999) while the PRB installed at United States Coast
Guard (USCG) Support Center near Elizabeth City, North Carolina relies on the
principle of reductive precipitation for the removal of hexavalent chromium [Cr(VI)]
from the groundwater (Puls et al. 1999). The PRB at a former industrial site in Brunnam
Gebirge, Austria utilizes adsorption as a mechanism for the remediation of aromatic
hydrocarbons polluted groundwater (USEPA 2002).

6.2.1 Abiotic Reduction

Abiotic reduction of contaminants, such as CAHs, polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs), nitrate, chlorate and bromate requires the release of electrons from oxidation
reactions (Gillham and O'Hannesin 1994; Westerhoff 2003; Kim et al. 2004). These
reactions can only proceed in the presence of reductants or electron donors. From a
thermodynamic perspective, abiotic reduction of a contaminant occurs if the selected
reductant possesses a lower standard potential (E°) of half reaction than that of the
contaminant (Christensen et al. 2000). Among various reductants, such as ferrous iron
(Fe2+) in minerals and solution, reduced sulfur compounds, soil organic carbon,
hydrogen gas and zero-valent metals (Eary and Rai 1988; Palmer and Wittbrodt 1991;
Matheson and Tratnyek 1994; Arnold and Roberts 1998; Arnold and Roberts 2000;
Williams and Scherer 2001), Fe° is the most commonly used reactive material in PRBs
because of its low cost, high reactivity and long-term stability (Hardy and Gillham 1996;
Lai and Lo 2002; Scherer et al. 2000; USEPA 2002).

Through oxidation reactions with water [Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2)], electrons released
from Fe° are directly transferred from the Fe° surface to the contaminants for the abiotic
reduction. The Fe2+ released from the Fe° oxidation reactions provides another source
for indirect transfer of electrons to the contaminants [Eq. (6.3)] (Powell et al. 1998).
Besides, Matheson and Tratnyek (1994) mentioned another pathway of indirect electron
transfer involving hydrogen gas released from the anaerobic oxidation of Fe° with water
[i.e. Eq (6.1)] for the abiotic reduction of CAHs [Eq. (6.4)]. However, this redox
reaction can only occur in the presence of a catalyst (House 1972).
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6.2.1.1 Reduction of Chlorinated Aliphatic Hydrocarbons

Chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons (CAHs), such as tetrachloroethylene (PCE),
trichloroethylene (TCE) and 1,1,1-trichloroethane (1,1,1-TCA), are frequently detected
as groundwater contaminants at hazardous sites because of their extensive usage as dry
cleaning and metal degreasing agents (Orth 1992; National Research Council 1994;
Fetter 1999; Montgomery 2000; Lai and Lo 2002). As described by Arnold and Roberts
(2000), hydrogenolysis [Eq. (6.5)] and reductive-p-elimination [Eq. (6.6)] are the main
pathways for the abiotic reduction of CAHs using Fe° as a reductant

Hydrogenolysis involves the replacement of chlorine atom with hydrogen atom,
whereas reductive-|3-elimination involves release of two chlorine atoms or one chlorine
and one hydrogen atom with concomitant formation of a triple bond (Su and Puls 1999).
Through these pathways, CAHs are sequentially reduced to less chlorinated and non-
chlorinated byproducts, which subsequently can be reduced to ethene and ethane via
hydrogenation reaction (Ritter et al. 2002).

Abiotic reduction of CAHs using Fe° requires direct electron transfer from the
Fe° surface to contaminants necessitating close contact of Fe° and the CAHs (Weber
1996). Therefore, the rate of CAH degradation by Fe° is mainly dependent upon the
rates of mass transfer of CAHs between bulk solution and Fe° surface via the stagnant
fluid layer surrounding the Fe° (i.e., boundary layer) and the electron transfer from Fe°
to CAHs (Fogler 1992). The mass transfer rate of CAHs is directly proportional to the
diffusion coefficient of CAHs in aqueous environment and inversely proportional to the
thickness of the boundary layer (Fogler 1992). Groundwater velocity can affect the
thickness of the boundary layer potentially influencing the mass transfer coefficient of
CAHs, while temperature is a major factor affecting the diffusion coefficient of CAHs
and the rate constant for the electron transfer from Fe° to CAHs (Fogler 1992; Su and
Puls 1999).

Laboratory studies of the influence of groundwater velocity and temperature on
the rate of CAH degradation conducted by Lai and Lo (2002) and Lai (2004) indicated
that within a range between 31 and 1884 m/yr, groundwater velocity exerted positive
effect on the rate of PCE and TCE degradation by Fe° (see Figures 6.la and 6.1b).
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Further, raising temperature from 10 to 23 °C caused an approximately 2-fold increase in
the TCE and PCE degradation rate constants. Activation energies of 70.3 kJ/mol for
TCE and 38.6 kJ/mol for PCE degradation indicated domination of the electron transfer
process over the mass transfer process as a major rate-limiting step in the abiotic
reduction of TCE and PCE by Fe° (Su and Puls 1999; Lai 2004).

6.2.1.2 Reduction of Poly chlorinated Biphenyls

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) are chlorinated organic compounds that are
commonly used as organic diluents, plasticizers and pesticide extenders (Kim et al.
2004). They are recalcitrant in the natural environment and can accumulate in the food
chain (Hester and Harrison 1996). Abiotic reduction of PCBs is also a stepwise process
in which PCBs are sequentially reduced to less chlorinated and non-chlorinated
biphenyls. As illustrated in Eq. (6.7), by using the electrons released from the Fe°
oxidation, the PCB containing x+y number of chlorine atoms is sequentially reduced into
biphenyl. Palladium serves as a catalyst in this reaction.

6.2.1.3 Reduction of Nitrate, Chlorate and Bromate

Oxo-anions including nitrate (NOs"), chlorate (ClOa") and bromate (Br(V) can
pose potential health risks when present in drinking water. Nitrate is a contaminant from
agriculture and wastewater (Eichler and Schulz 1998), whereas chlorate is a byproduct
of chlorine dioxide which is added as a disinfectant during water treatment (Siddiqui
1996). Bromate is formed during ozonation in water treatment plants (Siddiqui et al.
1995; Westerhoff et al. 1998). In the presence of Fe°, nitrate is first reduced to nitrite
[Eq. (6.8)] and subsequently reduced to ammonium [Eq. (6.9)]. Similarly, chloride and
bromide are the main byproducts of the abiotic reduction of chlorate [Eq. (6.10)] and
bromate [Eq. (6.11)], respectively (Westerhoff 2003).
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H 0.005

Figure 6.1 Variation of TCE and PCE degradation rate constants with seepage velocity
at (a) 10 and (b) 23 °C. k$A refers to the first-order degradation rate constant normalized
to 1 m2 Fe° surface area per millilitre of solution and vy represents the longitudinal
groundwater velocity. The quadratic equations show the mathematical equations of the
TCE or PCE fitted curves. (Lai 2004).

V



6.2.2 Reductive Precipitation

Reductive precipitation is another major mechanism utilized for groundwater
remediation using PRBs (Powell et al. 1998). It involves first an abiotic reduction of a
contaminant into a lower oxidation state and subsequent precipitation of the reduced
contaminant on the surface of reactive materials (e.g., Fe°). Contaminants including
chromium (Lo et al. 2003a; Blowes et al. 1995; Powell et al. 1995), uranium (Gu et al.
1998), selenium (McRae et al. 1997) and technetium (Clausen et al. 1995) in
groundwater can be effectively removed through this mechanism.

6.2.1.3 Reduction of Nitrate, Chlorate and Bromate

Oxo-anions including nitrate (NOs"), chlorate (CICV) and bromate (BrCV) can
pose potential health risks when present in drinking water. Nitrate is a contaminant from
agriculture and wastewater (Eichler and Schulz 1998), whereas chlorate is a byproduct
of chlorine dioxide which is added as a disinfectant during water treatment (Siddiqui
1996). Bromate is formed during ozonation in water treatment plants (Siddiqui et al.
1995; Westerhoff et al. 1998). In the presence of Fe°, nitrate is first reduced to nitrite
[Eq. (6.8)] and subsequently reduced to ammonium [Eq. (6.9)]. Similarly, chloride and
bromide are the main byproducts of the abiotic reduction of chlorate [Eq. (6.10)] and
bromate [Eq. (6.11)], respectively (Westerhoff 2003).

6.2.2 Reductive Precipitation

Reductive precipitation is another major mechanism utilized for groundwater
remediation using PRBs (Powell et al. 1998). It involves first an abiotic reduction of a
contaminant into a lower oxidation state and subsequent precipitation of the reduced
contaminant on the surface of reactive materials (e.g., Fe°). Contaminants including
chromium (Lo et al. 2003a; Blowes et al. 1995; Powell et al. 1995), uranium (Gu et al.
1998), selenium (McRae et al. 1997) and technetium (Clausen et al. 1995) in
groundwater can be effectively removed through this mechanism.
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6.2.2.1 Reductive Precipitation of Chromium

In addition to lead, chromium is the most common inorganic groundwater
contaminant detected at hazardous waste sites in United States (National Research
Council 1994). Its prevalence is due to the wide application in industries, such as steel
production, leather tanning and electroplating over the past several decades (Buerge and
Hug 1997; Sedlak and Chan 1997). In natural environment, chromium mainly exists in
hexavalent and trivalent forms. Hexavalent chromium [Cr(VI)] existing as bichromate
(HCrCV), chromate (CrC^2") and dichromate ions (Cr2Ov2~) is relatively more toxic and
soluble than trivalent chromium [Cr(III)], such as chromium ion (Cr3+) and chromium
hydroxyl.species [i.e., Cr(OH)2+, Cr(OH)2

+, Cr(OH)3 and Cr(OH)4"] (Nriagu andNieboer
1988; Richard and Bourg 1991; Palmer and Wittbrodt 1991; USEPA 2000). Therefore,
to remove Cr(VI) from groundwater, it is first reduced to trivalent forms using Fe° as a
reductant [Eqs. (6.12) and (6.13)]. Then the reduced Cr(III) is removed from aqueous
solution through the precipitation of chromium hydroxide [Eq. (6.14)], or co-
precipitation of mixed chromium-iron hydroxide solids [Eq. (6.15)] (Powell et al. 1995;
Blowes et al. 1997) or mixed chromium-iron oxyhydroxide solids [Eq. (6.16)] (Eary and
Rai 1988; Schwertmann et al. 1989; Lo et al. 2005) on Fe° surface.

As mentioned above, reductive precipitation of Cr(VI) by Fe° involves first
abiotic reduction of Cr(VI) to Cr(III). Therefore, the presence of other contaminants,
such as CAHs, nitrate, bromate and chlorate, theoretically can affect the amount of
Cr(VI) to be removed by Fe° by competing with Cr(VI) for electrons released from the
Fe° oxidation. Column experiments conducted by Lo et al. (2005) indicated that in the
presence of TCE, the Cr(VI) removal capacities of Fe° were decreased by about 40%
when compared with their respective Cr(VI) removal capacities with identical
groundwater geochemistry but without TCE (see Table 6.1). By comparing the results
from columns BO and Bl listed in Table 6.1, the degradation rate constant of TCE was
observed to decrease by about 50% when Cr(VI) was singly applied. The degradation
rate constant of TCE was further reduced by 75% in the presence of both Cr(VI) and
carbonate (compare columns BO and B2). The findings reported by Lo et al. (2005)
conclusively showed the competition between TCE and Cr(VI) for the Fe°.
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Table 6.1 Competitive effects of TCE on Cr(VI) removal by zero-valent iron (from Lo
et al. 2005).

Columns

bAl
CA2
dA3

Cr(VI)

mg/L

25

25

25

TCE

mg/L

0

0

0

Ca2+

mg/L

0

0

40

MB*

mg/L

0

0

24

C03
2

mg/L

0

120

120

Cr(VI) Removal

Capacity

mg Cr(VI)/gram Fe°

4.1

4.2

2.3

Normalized First-Order

Degradation Rate

Constant

L hr"1 m"2

aBO
bBl
CB2
dB3

0

25

25

25

200

200

200

200

0

0

0

40

0

0

0

24

0

0

120

120

2.2

2.5

1.4

0.040

0.021

0.010

0.038

Note: The pH of the influent solution for the column experiments (Al to A3 and BO to B3) was adjusted to 7.10 using 0.5 N

NaOH and 0.5 N HC1.
aControl column for TCE [i.e., type B columns]
bColumns for investigating the competitive effect in solution without hardness and alkalinity
cColumns for investigating the competitive effect in solution spiked with 120 mg/L of carbonate
dColumns for investigating the competitive effect in solution spiked with 40, 24 and 120 mg/L of calcium, magnesium and

carbonate, respectively.

6.2.2.2 Reductive Precipitation of Uranium

High concentration of uranium is often detected in the groundwater within mine
waste piles and leachate derived from mine wastes (Dubrovsky et al. 1984; Olsen et al.
1986; Morin et al. 1988). Uranium exists naturally in the oxidation states +4 [i.e., U(IV)]
and +6 [i.e., U(VI)] in which U(VI), for example uranyl ion (UO22+), is more mobile
than U(IV) such as uraninite (UC^). According to Eq. (6.17), by using the electrons
released from the Fe° oxidation, UO22+ can be first reduced to UO2, and subsequently
precipitated on the Fe° surface (Powell et al. 1998; Ott 2000).

6.2.3 Adsorption

PRBs can also be designed with materials which can adsorb groundwater
contaminants. These materials include metal oxides, zeolite, granular activated carbon
and synthetic polymers and resins (Ott 2000). Adsorption of phosphorous by metal
oxides, such as ferric oxide (Fe2Os) and aluminum oxide (AhOs) has been widely
studied by Baker et al. (1996, 1997). As shown in Figure 6.2, Fe2O3 or A12O3 usually
forms a hydroxylated surface with hydroxide ion and phosphorus adsorption only occurs
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on the hydroxylated mineral surface. The chemical binding of aqueous phosphate anions
to this mineral surface takes place by a specific adsorption mechanism, which results in
stable, covalently bonded surface complexes (Goldberg and Sposito 1985).

Figure 6.2 Schematic diagram showing specific adsorption of phosphate on the
hydroxylated surfaces of metal oxides.

Surfactant modified zeolite (SMZ) is another material used in a PRB for
adsorption of organic contaminants as well as anionic (e.g., CrO42" and C^Oy2") and
cationic metal contaminants. Zeolites are naturally occurring aluminosilicates and their
surfaces are usually negatively charged. They have been applied for the removal of
cationic contaminants from aqueous solution. Addition of high molecular weight
amines, such as hexadecyltrimethylammonium (HDTMA), can modify zeolite's surface.
HDTMA can irreversibly exchange with cations on the zeolite's surface but it is too
large to access the internal site (see Figure 6.3). Therefore, cationic contaminants can
still be adsorbed to the zeolite's internal sites. The organic tail of HDTMA can adsorb
organic contaminants by hydrophobic partitioning, while oxyanionic contaminants are
attracted to its positive head by electrostatic interaction (Ott 2000).

6.3 Geochemical and Hydraulic Behaviors of PRBs

The oxidation of Fe° in groundwater results in chemically reduced conditions and
elevated pH, which can affect a number of complexation and mineral reactions. Carbon,
oxygen and hydrogen in groundwater can be transformed to lower oxidation states by
redox reactions induced by the reducing conditions. Elevated pH can decrease the
solubility of various secondary minerals, resulting in precipitation on Fe° surface.
Moreover, surface complexation of cations on iron oxides can be enhanced at high pH
(Yabusaki et al. 2001). As a result, across a Fe° PRB, there is significant variation in
groundwater geochemical characteristics, which potentially affects the reactivity
(Andrea et al. 2005) and hydraulic performance of an iron barrier for long-term
remediation of contaminated groundwater (Lai et al. 2004b).
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Figure 6.3 Schematic diagram showing the principles of the adsorption of organic and
anionic contaminants by surfactant modified zeolite (SMZ) (Ott 2000).

6.3.1 Geochemical Behaviors of PRB

As illustrated in Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2), the hydroxide ions released from Fe°
oxidation cause an increase in groundwater pH across a Fe° PRB. Field monitoring of
the Fe° PRB at Vapokon site, Denmark revealed that after passing through the barrier,
groundwater pH increased by 2.5 to 3.3 units (see Figure 6.4a) (Lo et al. 2003b; Lai et
al. 2004a). Similar observations were obtained from the Fe° PRB installed at the USCG
Support Center in North Carolina for TCE and Cr(VI) remediation in which the pH
increased from 6.7 to 11.0 (Blowes et al. 1999b).

Electrons released from Fe° oxidation lead to a sharp decrease in redox potential
(Eh) of groundwater across a Fe° PRB. Lai et al (2004a) reported an approximately 250aaaaaaaa
mV drop (from 105 to -150 mV) in Eh across the Fe° PRB at Vapokon site which also
matched with the results observed from the PRB at USCG Support Center (see Figure
6.5).

By comparing the standard half-reaction potential of dissolved oxygen (DO) (E°
= 1.27 V) with other groundwater contaminants, such as Cr(VI) (E° = 1.33 to 1.51 V)
and CAHs (E° = 0.37 to 0.63 V), it can be seen that DO in groundwater is also a
favorable electron acceptor with respect to Fe° (E° = - 0.44 V) (Roberts et al. 1996;
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favorable electron acceptor with respect to Fe° (E° = - 0.44 V) (Roberts et al. 1996;
Snoeyink and Jenkins 1980; Benjamin 2002). Therefore, DO can also be reduced within
an iron barrier [Eq. (6.18)] and quick consumption of dissolved oxygen usually occurs at
the entrance of a Fe° PRB.

Figure 6.4 Side distributions of (a) pH and (b) groundwater specific conductivity, and
concentrations of (c) calcium, (d) total alkalinity, (e) total dissolved iron and (f) sulfate
across the permeable reactive barrier at Vapokon site in Sep. 2000 (D represents the Fe°
PRB, + refers to monitoring screens and I indicates groundwater flow direction).

Decrease in solubility or increase in stability of minerals under high pH and low
redox potential within a Fe° PRB encourages precipitation of minerals, thereby resulting
in the continuous decrease in concentrations of some common groundwater constituents
along an iron barrier. As illustrated in Figures 6.4b to 6.4f, across the Fe° PRB at
Vapokon site, there were observable decreases in the concentration of calcium ion
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(Ca2+), total alkalinity (TALK), total dissolved iron (FeT) and sulfate ion (SO4
2~), which

resulted in reduced groundwater specific conductivity (Lo et al. 2003b; Lai et al. 2004a).
Reduction in the concentration of Ca2+, TALK and Fex resulted from the precipitation of
aragonite (CaCO3) and siderite (FeCO3), (Eqs. (6.19) and (6.20), respectively) (Naftz et
al. 2002; Lo et al. 2005). Sulfur-bearing minerals, such as pyrite (FeS2) and mackinawite
(FeS), can also be formed within a Fe° PRB in which sulfide is first formed through
biologically mediated reduction of sulfate by sulfate-reducing bacteria [Eqs. (6.21) and
(6.22)] (Butler and Hayes 1998; Butler and Hayes 1999; Scherer et al. 2000; Gu et al.
1999; Gu et al. 2002; Wilkin and Puls 2003).

Figure 6.5 Side distribution of redox potential across the permeable reactive barrier at
United States Coast Guard (USCG) Support Center in Elizabeth City, North Carolina in
Nov. 1996 (Blowes et al. 1999b).

6.3.2 Precipitation of Minerals inside a PRB

Treatment of contaminated groundwater containing high DO encourages the
precipitation of ferric hydroxides, oxides and oxyhydroxides, such as hematite (a-Fe2O3)
and goethite (ct-FeOOH). This is because Fe° can be oxidized into ferric iron (Fe3+) in
the presence of oxygen [Eqs. (6.2) and (6.3)]. These orange, amorphous and gelatinous
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grains together, thereby effectively blocking a significant fraction of the pore spaces
inside a Fe° packed medium (Appelo and Postma 1996; Mackenzie et al. 1999; Liang et
al. 2000).

Dissolved oxygen is usually consumed quickly at the entrance of an iron barrier.
Beyond the entrance zone of the Fe° packed medium, the groundwater rapidly become
anaerobic. Anaerobic oxidation of Fe° [Eq. (6.1)] is predominant and ferrous hydroxide
[Fe(OH)2] and magnetite (Fe3O4) are the major iron hydroxides or oxides to be
precipitated (Lo et al. 2005) in the PRB. Eqs. (6.23) and (6.24) illustrate the chemical
equations involved in the precipitation of ferrous hydroxide and magnetite, respectively
(Liang et al. 2000; Mackenzie et al. 1999; Ritter et al. 2002).

Since ferrous hydroxide is thermodynamically unstable, it may be further
transformed to magnetite through the Schikorr disproportionation reaction [Eq. (6.25)]
or to green rust (Reardon et al. 1995; Roh et al. 2000; Ritter et al. 2002). Depending
upon groundwater characteristics, carbonate- ([Fe4

2+Fe2
3+(OH)i2]

2+[CO3-2H2O]2"),
chloride- ([Fe3

2+Fe3+(OH)8]
+[Cl]") and sulfate-containing green rust

([Fe4
2+Fe2

3+(OH)i2]
2+ [SO4'2H2O]2") are the types of green rusts formed on Fe° surface

[Eqs. (6.26) to (6.28)]. Figure 6.6 shows photomicrographs of various minerals found in
Fe° PRBs (Naftz et al. 2002; Roh et al. 2000).

Precipitation of minerals, such as aragonite, goethite, hematite and siderite, on
Fe° surface may passivate the Fe° in a PRB by masking the redox active sites where the
exchange of electrons between the Fe° surface and contaminants takes place (Reardon
1995; Ritter et al. 2002). However, magnetite and green rusts do not inhibit the Fe°
reactivity in groundwater remediation. This is because electron transfer between the Fe°
and contaminants can still occur via the thin coatings of magnetite and green rust on the
Fe° surface (Ritter et al. 2002). In marked contrast to aragonite, goethite, hematite and
siderite, precipitation of sulfur-bearing minerals, such as mackinawite, pyrite and
sulfate-containing green rust, on the Fe° surface may enhance the Fe° reactivity because
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they can act as electron donors and mediators as well as possess more reactive sites per
unit surface area than the Fe° (Kriegman-King and Reinhard 1994; Butler and Hayes
1998; Butler and Hayes 1999; Lee and Batchelor 2002a; Lee and Batchelor 2002b;
Butler and Hayes 2001; Wilkin et al. 2003).

Figure 6.6 Photomicrographs of (a) aragonite (CaCOs) crystal, (b) calcite (CaCOs) in
distorted rhomb shape, (c) cubed-shaped siderite (FeCO3), (d) rounded or bytrodial
amorphous iron sulflde, (e) goethite (a-FeOOH) and (f) green rust found in iron reactive
barriers.

6.3.3. Hydraulic Behavior ofPRBs

The influence of mineral precipitates on the Fe° reactivity is based upon the type
of minerals formed inside a Fe° PRB, which, in turn, depends upon the groundwater
characteristics. However, mineral precipitation can reduce the void space within a Fe°
packed medium, thereby potentially deteriorating the barrier's hydraulic performance.
Figure 7.7 illustrates the formation of precipitates on the surface of Fe° used in the PRB
at the USCG Support Center (Wilkin et al. 2002). Approximately, 0.88 and 2.19% losses
in porosity per year as a result of mineral precipitation were determined in the PRBs
installed at Vapokon site and USCG Support Center, respectively (Lai et al. 2004a;
Blowesetal. 1999a).
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Figure 6.7 Minerals precipitated around the granular Fe° used in the permeable reactive
barrier at United States Coast Guard (USCG) Support Center in Elizabeth City, North
Carolina (Wilkin et al. 2002).

In addition to mineral precipitation, hydrogen gas released from the anaerobic
oxidation of Fe° [Eq. (6.1)] and excessive microbial growth within a Fe° PRB can also
lead to significant reductions in the iron barrier's permeability (Mackenzie et al. 1999;
Gu et al. 2002). The released hydrogen gas may become entrapped within the void space
of a Fe° PRB, forming a thin film of hydrogen gas on the Fe° surface. Excessive
microbial growth can lead to a significant accumulation of biofilm on the Fe° surface.
These decreases in the void space inside a Fe° PRB can deteriorate the PRB's
permeability and induce bypass or even reversed flow of contaminated groundwater, that
prevents the contaminants from flowing into a Fe° PRB (Ebert et al. 2003). As reported
by Lai et al (2004b), after 4 years of operation, there was approximately 50% loss of
permeability of the iron barrier at the Vapokon site. Changes in the perpendicular flow
patterns of groundwater were also observed after one year of operation (see Figure 6.8).
Since minerals precipitate locally rather than uniformly inside the Fe° PRB, there was
preferential flow of contaminated groundwater across the reactive barrier (see Figure
6.9).

6.4 Conclusions

Chemical reactive barriers known as PRBs have been widely used for
groundwater remediation since 1990s. PRBs are constructed by the placement of
reactive materials in the subsurface designed to intercept a contaminant plume, provide a
flow path through the reactive medium, and transform the contaminants into
environmentally acceptable forms in the downgradient of the reactive barrier.
Groundwater contaminants, such as CAHs, metals, nutrients and radionuclides, can be
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effectively removed from groundwater using a PRB through the processes of abiotic
reduction, reductive precipitation and adsorption.

Figure 6.8 Water table contours across the permeable reactive barrier at Vapokon site
measured after operating for (a) half year and (b) 3 years (D represents the Fe° PRB and
•=!> indicates groundwater flow direction).

Figure 6.9 Preferential flow of conservative tracer (lithium) across the permeable
reactive barrier at Vapokon site (D represents the Fe° PRB, A refers to monitoring
screens and «T> indicates groundwater flow direction).

Fe° PRBs are commonly used in the remediation of contaminated groundwater
because of their relatively low cost and high reactivity. However, it causes high pH and
low redox potential conditions within the Fe° packed medium and thereby significantly
enhances mineral precipitation and complexation reaction within the Fe° PRB. Basically,
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across an iron barrier, there are observable decreases in groundwater specific
conductivity as well as reduction in the concentrations of dissolved oxygen, hardness
and alkalinity. The precipitation of minerals within an iron barrier deteriorates its
hydraulic conductivity and can potentially lead to preferential or bypassing flow of
contaminated groundwater through the Fe° PRB.
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CHAPTER 7

Biological Degradation

Kshipra Misra, S. Bala Subramanian, Satinder K. Brar, R. D. Tyagi
and Rao.Y. Surampalli

7.1 Introduction

Toxic, carcinogenic and mutagenic chemicals in the environment have the
potential to cause major health disorders. Such health effects include acute, chronic,
local and systemic allergic reactions, which in turn affect liver, skin, kidney and the
nervous, respiratory, circulatory and reproductive systems of human beings and other
organisms (Steven et al., 2000).

The primary sources of toxic pollutants in the environment include accidental
releases and industrial or sanitary wastewater discharges (Burrows, 1982). Various
industries responsible for releasing the waste either in the form of waste water or in the
form of hazardous waste are: emerging and synthetic chemicals production plants,
unproductive and disorganized agricultural practices, pharmaceuticals, boiler and
cooling water treatment plant, aircrafts and vehicle wash racks, motor pools,
laboratories, laundries, coal pile runoff, paint stripping, metal plating and munitions
manufacturing and processing (Stephen, 2002). Besides, modern scientific technology
and its applications play its own active role in producing and releasing toxic pollutants
into the environment (Petrovic et al., 2004).

Toxic pollutants can be broadly categorized as organic, inorganic and biological
agents. Organic compounds such as aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons, chlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs), and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are well established
carcinogens and mutagens. Inorganic pollutants include gases, minerals, metals and their
compounds (Lajoie et al., 1993).

These pollutants are mostly xenobiotic in nature and, in some cases, resemble
natural compounds. The physical removal of toxic pollutants is usually a temporary
solution and chemical treatments traditionally employed have the potential to further
contaminate the environment. These methods often 'relocate' the contaminants instead
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of eliminating them. The toxicity and persistence of these compounds has necessitated
the need to develop innovative biological processes to eliminate them from the
environment.

Various studies have reported efficient degradation of pollutants by
microorganisms due to metabolic pathways and degradative genes responsible for
enzyme production, biosorption, co-metabolism, bioaccumulation, and
biotransformation (Ju, 1997 and Davis, 2002). Microorganisms can degrade low
molecular weight compounds intracellularly while a variety of macromolecules, can also
be transformed by means of extra cellular enzymes (Evans, 2003). For example, the
Pseudomonas species is highly versatile in metabolic functions and has a specific role in
bioremediation and biodegradation of toxic pollutants. Many aromatic compounds such
as benzoate, p-hydroxybenzoate, maldelate, tryptophan, phthalate, salicylate have been
transformed into a common intermediate beta-ketoadipate by the catalytic action of 1,2-
dioxygenase produced by Pseudomonas species (Cafaro et al., 2004). Even recalcitrant
compounds like PAHs, can be transformed by microbes and used in the synthesis of
cellular components and byproducts such as biosurfactants (Cooper et al., 1984).

Aliphatic hydrocarbons are assimilated by a wide variety of microorganisms, but
not all species are capable of utilizing them as a growth substrate. Whilst many details of
microbial hydrocarbon metabolism have already been elucidated (Ratledge, 1984)
including enzymology (Providenti, 1993), regulation and genetics (Witholt et al., 1990),
less attention has been paid to the primary interaction of microorganisms and the
hydrocarbons involved.

Various microorganisms such as bacteria, fungi and algae are actively involved
in removal of heavy metal pollution from the environment via bioassimilation. Microbes
adsorb the toxic metals on their cell wall and recover metal compounds from polluted
sites (Nandakumar et al., 1995). Chlamydomonas reinhardtii grown in laboratory media
were found to fractionate radioisotope selenium (Thomas, 2004). Microorganisms are
known to produce metalothione, a protein secreted by bacterial species to adsorb metal
ions from the surrounding sites through biosorption. Similarly various plant species are
also known to remove toxic metals from the soil and water through biosorption and
bioassilmilation (Hong et al., 2000 and Zumriye Aksu, 2005).

Plants can also mediate the degradation of toxic environmental pollutants
through several processes jointly known as phytoremediation processes.
Phytoremediation technologies can employ selected plants to clean-up sites
contaminated with a variety of pollutants such as heavy metals, radionuclides,
chlorinated solvents, petroleum hydrocarbons, polychlorinated biphenyls, polynuclear
aromatic hydrocarbons, chlorinated pesticides, organophosphate pesticides, and
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explosives (Lasat, 2002; Singh et al. 2003). The main advantage of phytoremediation is
its low cost in comparison to conventional engineering techniques (Kassel et al. 2002).

This chapter discusses various types of pollutants, their degradative pathways,
microorganisms responsible for assimilation and degradation of toxic compounds, and
factors affecting and inducing biodegradation rates and bioavailability of toxic pollutants
in soil and groundwater systems. Case studies describing degradation procedures with
special reference to removal of explosives and petroleum hydrocarbons have been
henceforth presented.

7.2 Definitions

This section describes several important processes related to biodegradation and
biotransformation of contaminants in soil and groundwater systems.

Biodegradation

Biodegradation is a process mediated by microbial/enzymatic reactions that
results in the in vitro or in vivo transformation of toxic chemicals usually into non-toxic or
less harmful products. It can also be defined as a process of degradation in which
contaminants such as oil, metals PAHs, and PCBs are used as an energy source for
microorganisms. Biodegradation processes are regulated by factors such as temperature,
nutrients and oxygen availability. These processes can mediate the primary alteration of
the chemical structure of a substance resulting in loss of an undesirable property of that
substance. Biodegradation processes can also cause the complete breakdown of a
compound to oxidized or reduced simple molecules such as 062, CH4, NO3", N2 and
H2O (Martin et al., 2003).

Mineralization

Mineralization is a biochemical process by which natural or synthetic organic
compounds are completely converted into inorganic derivatives such as CO2, NOs", N2

and H2O. This process is also known as biomineralization (Schwartz et al., 1997).

Biotransformation

Biotransformation is the process whereby a substance is altered by a biochemical
reaction such as oxidation, reduction, hydrolysis, conjugation, alkylation, dealkylation,
deamination and decarboxylation within or outside the cell (Ornston et al., 1990).
Biotransformtion processes are mediated by enzymes.
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Bio accumulation

Bioaccumulation or bioassimilation is a process resulting in the cellular uptake of
the contaminant. It incorporates the concepts of bioconcentration and biomagnification
(Hong et al., 2000).

Bioavailability

Bioavailability is typically defined as a measure of the rate and extent at which a
contaminant is available to a micro or macroorganism for use as a growth nutrient. It is
an important parameter to determine the quantity of chemical compounds absorbed or
degraded by microbial or ecological receptors at a particular contaminated site (Davis et
al., 2002).

7.3 Degradation Pathways and Mechanisms

Biodegradation of pollutants is mediated by microbial metabolism via enzymatic
conversion of toxic substrates into byproducts that are usually less toxic to the organism.
Bacterial metabolic pathways are complex; they are regulated by several catalytic
enzymes and controlled by degradative genes. Recent advances in biological degradation
of selected pollutants, mechanisms of degradative pathways and microbes responsible
for degradation are summarized in Table 7.1.

This section discusses the mechanisms and pathways of biodegradation of
common soil and groundwater pollutants including aromatic hydrocarbons, PAHs, and
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).

7.3.1 Aromatic Hydrocarbons

Catabolic transformation of aromatic hydrocarbons can occur via "ortho" and
"meta" cleavage of the dioxygenate ring structure (Dagely, 1986). The genes that encode
enzymes for ortho-cleavage pathways are present in the chromosomal DNA while those
for meta-cleavage pathways are generally located on plasmids. These two alternative
approaches of ring cleavage are illustrated in Figure 7.1.

Prokaryotic (bacteria) and eukaryotic (fungi) metabolic preferences reveal that
ortho-catabolism of proto-catechuate by the former proceeds via lactonization of (3-
carboxy-cis, cis muconate into y-carboxy-muconolactone in the former but into |3-
carboxymuconolactone in the latter (Figure 7.2). Both pathways eventually lead to the
common metabolic intermediate |3-ketoadipate (Omston, 1982).
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Table 7.1 Types of pollutant and microbes responsible for their biodegradation in
different environments.

Toxic
Pollutants

Aliphatic
Hydrocarbons

Chlorinated
aromatic
compounds

Aromatic and
polycyclic
aromatic
hydrocarbons

Inorganic
nitrogen
compounds

Inorganic
heavy metals

Degrading Organisms

Acinetobacter, Aeromonas eutrophus, Alcalilgenes,
Bacillus subtilis, Corynebacterium Micrococcus,
Moraxella, Mycobacterium, Psedomonas
mendocina, Pseudomonas pickettii, Pseudomonas
putida, Pseudomonas stutzeri

Bacteria
Enterobacteriaceae, Ralstonia, Flavobacterium,
Gluonbacter, Halobacterium, Hyphomicrobium sp.,
Micrococcus, Moraxella Nocardia
Algae
Anabaena, Calothrix, Cyanobacteria (Blue green
algae), Diatoms, Nostoc.
Yeast and Fungi
Aspergillus aculeatus, Aspergillus niger, Coriolus
versicolor, Emericella nidulans, Frankia,
Ganoderma sp., Geotrichum candidum, Laminaria
digitata, Penicillium miczynskii, Phanerochaete
chrysosporium, Rhizopus oryzae, Torulopsis
bombicola, Trametes versicolor,

Xanthomonas, Zoogloea spp, Ralstonia, Nocardia,
Psedomonas mendocina, Pseudomonas pickettii,
Pseudomonas putida, Pseudomonas stutzeri,
Pseudomonas testosterone

Anabaena, Moraxella, and Mycobacterium,
Nitrosomonas and Nitrobacter SPP, Nostoc,
Rhizobium, Bradyrhizobium, Rhodopseudomonas,
Spirillum, Thiobacillus

Bacteria, fungi and micro algae are involved in
removal of heavy metals through biosorption.
Rhizopus arrhizus, Mycobacterium
chlorophenolicium, Bacillus subtilis, Penicillium
miczynskii, Emercilla nidulans, aeromonas species,
Rhizopus oryzae, Asperigillus niger, Candida
lipolytica,

Reference

Witholtetal.,
1990.

Robert and
Robert, 2001;
Davis et al,
2002;. Xiujin et
al., 2004.

Canter, 1997;
Ronald, 1987;
Autheunisse, et
al., 1987;
Kappesser, et al.,
1989; Cafaro et
al., 2004

Brady, 1979;
Martin, 2003;
Stephen, 2004.

Toshiyuki et al.,
1998;Zumriye,
2005.
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Figure 7.1 Mechanism for degradation pathway of catechol (Dagely, 1986).

Figure 7.2 Catabolism of protocatechute via prokaryotic and eukaryotic pathways leads
to the common intermediate 6-ketoadipate (Ornston, 1982).
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7.3.1.1 Central Metabolic Pathways

Metabolic pathways are very important to understand biodegradation of
pollutants. For example, catechol and protocatechuate are considered to be the principal
catabolites of aromatic hydrocarbons. The central metabolic process in any organism is
not unidirectional but can proceed via many different routes. These pathways are cycles
of variable enzymatic activities, designed to shuffle metabolic intermediates where
needed and to supplement or replenish nutrients when necessary. In the aerobic
biotransformation of aromatic hydrocarbons, the ultimate destination of the metabolic
pathways is the Krebs' cycle (Figure 7.3) (Neidhardt, 1990).

Figure 7.3 Central metabolic pathways for aromatic hydrocarbons (Harayama et al.,
1989).

The principle of enzyme regulation was first conceptualized in the 1940's by
relating the synthesis of enzymes to induction by substrate molecules (Stainer, 1947).
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Most metabolic processes have been found to converge upon a few compounds, such as
catechol, protocatechuate, or benzoate. The principal catabolic intermediates provide
alternative routes or metabolic options, whose availability depends on the concentration
of each principal catabolite and the level of enzymatic activity in pathways that might
permit their further degradation. For example, in some Pseudomonas species, the major
metabolic route for degradation of toluene and alkyl-substituted toluenes contrasts with
that of the beta-ketoadipate pathway. It involves the meta-fission of catechol by
introducing oxygen into the ring structure via a catechol 2,3 dioxygenase rather than by
a catechol 1,2-dioxygenase (Burlage et al., 1989).

7.3.2 PAHs

Biological degradation of PAHs with up to five rings has been well studied
(Dagely, 1986). Lower molecular weight PAHs are degraded easily while high
molecular weight PAHs are difficult to degrade by normal enzymatic processes (Ronald,
1987). Microorganisms utilize molecular oxygen for the initial hydroxylation of PAHs,
which is catalyzed by two types of enzymes - mono-oxygenases and dioxygenases
(Gibson, 1982).

Biodegradation of the two-ring PAH naphthalene in soil was first reported in the
1920's and, since then, has been studied for the ability of bacteria to utilize the
compound as the sole source of carbon and energy (Ferrero, 2002). The Pseudomonas
species has been reported to degrade naphthalene using naphthalene dioxygenase. The
metabolic pathway incorporates both atoms of molecular oxygen to form cis-
naphthalene dihydrodiol, which is further converted to 1,2-dihydroxy naphthalene and
ultimately to pyruvate and salicylate (Figure 7.4) (Cerniglia and Heitkamp, 1989).
Oxidation of salicylate by salicylate hydroxylase yields catechol, which undergoes either
ortho or meta fission depending on the bacterial species.

Cunninghamela elegans and a variety of fungi have also been reported to
transform naphthalene to metabolites that are similar to those produced by mammalian
enzymes and laboratory animals. Like prokaryotic organisms, fungi do not utilize
naphthalene as a sole source of carbon and energy (Skubal et al, 2001) but utilize
cytochrome P-450 monooxygenase to form naphthalene 1,2-oxide. The enzyme epoxide
hydrolase converts naphthalene 1,2-oxide to trans-naphthalene dihydrodiol.

Blue green algae can also degrade naphthalene through oxidation producing cis-
naphthalene dihydrodiol as a minor metabolite. Efficient and complete biodegradation of
naphthalene can be achieved by cloning and genetic improvement of microorganisms
through biotechnology and genetic engineering tools (Thomas, 2004).
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Figure 7.4 Steps involved in aerobic bacterial degradation of naphthalene (Cerniglia,
and Heitkamp, 1989).

7.3.3 PCBs

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) are a series of technical mixtures of many
isomers and compounds that vary from mobile oily liquids to white crystalline solids and
hard non-crystalline resins. PCBs are among the major toxic substances manufactured in
several countries. These are used in a variety of applications such as transformer oils,
capacitor dielectrics and heat transfer fluids and are found in large quantities in the
environment (D'Silva, 2003).

PCB degrading bacteria are ubiquitous and mostly aerobic in nature. Gram
negative soil bacteria include Pseudomonas, Acinetobacter, Achromobacter,
Alcaligenes, Moraxella and Acetobacter while Gram positive bacteria include
Arthrobacter and Cornyebacterium species. These strains utilize PCBs as a sole source
of carbon and energy and co-metabolize them into a number of components like
chlorobenzoic acids via ring-dioxygenation and meta-cleavage (Kas, 1997).
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The degradation rate of PCBs decreases with increase in chlorine substitution.
PCBs containing two chlorines in the ortho- position of a single ring and each ring show
a striking resistance to degradation. PCBs containing all chlorines on a single ring are
generally degraded faster than those containing the same number on both rings. PCBs
having two chlorines at the 2 and 3 positions of one ring are susceptible to microbial
attack by Alcaligenes andAcinetobacter (Xiujin, 2004).

The oxidative degradation of PCBs into chloro-benzoic acid by microbes
involves four enzymes such as biphenyl dioxygenase, dihydrodiol dehydrogenase, 2,3-
dihydroxybiphenyl dioxygenase and hydrolase produced from the bphA, bphB, bphC
and bphD genes, respectively, in Alcaligenes and Acinetobacter (Furukawa et al., 1982).
A schematic diagram showing possible mechanism is illustrated in Figure 5.
Degradative pathways for PCBs are well studied. However, cloning of bph operon into
other soil bacterial species using molecular biological techniques is yet to be established
in the laboratory.

7.3.4 Metals

Biotransformation of metals and understanding their metabolic pathways is
important particularly for the removal of toxic metals from contaminated soil and
groundwater environments. Lead, cadmium, chromium, zinc, arsenic, mercury and
copper are major toxic metal pollutants of environmental concern (Furukawa et al.,
1982).

Metal compounds are often assimilated by microorganisms through the action of
extra cellular enzymes and cofactors. Algae can accumulate toxic metals on cell wall
surfaces. The biological assimilation of inorganic compounds and heavy metals is
defined using several terms such as bioassimilation, biodegradation, biosorption,
biomagnification, bioaccumulation, biotransformation and biovolatilization (Zumriye,
2005). These metabolic processes, however, have not been fully studied at the molecular
level for heavy metals and radioactive isotopes.

7.5.5 Nitrogen Compounds

Plants can store high levels of nitrate, or translocate it from tissue without
deleterious effect. However, if livestock and humans consume plant material rich in
nitrates, they may suffer methemoglobinemia. In this disease, liver reduces nitrate to
nitrite, which combines with hemoglobin and renders it unable to bind oxygen. In
contrast to nitrate, high levels of ammonium are toxic to both plants and animals (Lea,
1992).
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Figure 7.5 Degradative pathways of PCBs (Furukawa et al., 1982).

These nitrogenous compounds are assimilated and degraded by natural
transformation process such as, ammonification, volatilization, nitrification,
denitrification, plant and microbial uptake, deposition, and adsorption. These are already
well studied and reported by several authors (Campbell, 1996; Marschner, 1995).

Biochemical pathways and microbial metabolism can also be used for removal of
another class of nitrogenous toxic compounds-cyanides (Stephen, 2004). Cyanide has
played an important role in the evolution of life on earth (Oro, 1981) and remains an
important form of nitrogen for microorganisms, fungi and plants. Major source of
cyanide discharges include petrochemical refining, synthesis of organic chemicals and
plastics, electroplating, aluminum, metal mining and processing industries. The release
of cyanide from these industries has been estimated to be >14 million kg yr"1 (ATSDR,
1997).

Some microorganisms are capable of synthesizing and biodegrading cyanide
compounds. Cyanide degradation takes place via hydrolytic, oxidative, reductive, and
substitution / transfer reactions. Several reviewers have discussed these pathways by
various microorganisms (Raybuck, 1992; Dubey, 1995; Barclay, 2002). Nevertheless,
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additional organisms with the capacity for cyanide b iodegradat ion are stil l
being studied (Adjei et al., 1999; Kwon et al 2002; Yanese et al., 2000). As shown in
Figures 7.6, 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9, more than one pathway can be utilized for cyanide
biodegradation in some organisms (Ezzi-Mufaddal, 2002). The catalytic pathways are
controlled by external factors such as availability of oxygen, pH and cyanide
concentration. Besides, cyanide bio-availability and solubility in soil-water systems are
also determining factors (Aronstein et al., 1994).

Figure 7.6 Hydrolytic reactions for microbial degradation of cyanide.

Figure 7.7 Oxidative reactions for microbial degradation of cyanide.

Figure 7.8 Reductive reactions for microbial degradation of cyanide.
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Figure 7.9 Substitution/transfer reactions for microbial degradation of cyanoalanine.

7.4 Rates of Transformation

The fundamental prerequisites for microbial degradation include: 1) the
necessary metabolic capacity within a microorganism to bring about biodegradation; 2)
the presence of such biodegrading organisms in the contaminated environment; 3)
accessibility or bioavailability of the contaminants to the microbes; and 4) conducive
environmental conditions for the proliferation of biodegrading microorganisms.

A lag or acclimatization period is often seen prior to the onset of biodegradation
of any organic compound. Little or no contaminant degradation is observed during this
period. The lag phase is caused by the time needed by a microorganism for induction of
genes followed by the synthesis of enzymes needed for biodegradation.

The concentration of a contaminant in soil or groundwater also affects its rate  of
degradation. A minimum concentration of compound is required for the growth  o
microorganisms and if the compound concentration is lower than the required level,
biodegradation may not occur. For example, the threshold concentration of organic
compounds to sustain microbial growth is between 0.1 and 10 mg/L of water, or mg/kg
of soil Alexander (1999). Very high contaminant concentration may cause toxicity to
most bacteria. In such cases, significant degradation does not occur until rare species
capable of surviving such concentrations are able to produce sufficient biomass
(Chapelle, 2001).

7.4.1 Factors Affecting Biodegradation of Contaminants

Oxygen

Availability of oxygen can increase the growth rate and yield of aerobic
organisms. Aerobes have mono- and dioxygenases, which are uniquely effective in the
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oxidation of hydrocarbons. However, the presence of C>2 can suppress degradatio n o
halogenated pollutants through inhibition of reductive dechlorination. In the case  o
hydrocarbon degradation, oxygen is rapidly depleted at heavily contaminated sites
resulting in anaerobic conditions (Donald, 1991).

Inorganic Nutrients

Availability of inorganic nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorus may limit the
biomass production in the presence of excess organic carbon which in turn can reduce
the rate of degradation for organic pollutants (Johns, 1991). On the other hand, addition
of inorganic nutrients such as nitrogen/phosphorus is also used to stimulate degradation
of oil spills and soil/subsurface petroleum hydrocarbon degradation (Bitsch, 2002).

Sorption

Sorption of toxic pollutant on solid-surfaces decreases availability to microbes.
Biodegradation of sorbed compounds requires organisms that are able to either facilitate
the mass-transfer of such compounds into the aqueous phase or utilize extracellular
enzymes and cofactors to help transform sorbed chemicals. Some examples exhibiting
such mechanisms include selenium uptake by Chlamydomonas species and removal of
basic blue, acid blue and congo red dyes from aqueous solution by biosorption on
Asperigillus niger (Fu, 2002).

Solubility

Cellular intake of contaminants usually requires that the contaminants should be
present in the aqueous phase. Thus, solubility of organic contaminants and metals can
significantly impact their ability to be removed by bacteria (Ryan, 1988). Organic
contaminants such as PAHs and PCBs are highly insoluble in water and, therefore,
difficult to degrade in aqueous environments

Non-Aqueous Phase Liquid

Contaminants that exist as non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPLs) are difficult to
biodegrade due to mass-transfer rate (solubilization) limitations. The reduced
biodegradation potential is due to lack of bioavailability of the pollutant in the
nonaqueous phase.

Contaminant Structure

The presence and location of halogen, amine, methoxy, and phenoxy groups in
substituted aliphatic, aromatic and polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons can significantly
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reduce or completely inhibit the ability of enzymes to initiate an oxidative attack on the
contaminant (Harvey, 1991).

Bioavailability

Bioavailability, in the context of soil and groundwater contamination, is
described as the ability of a chemical pollutant to interact with ecological receptors such
as bacteria and higher organisms. Bioavailability assays are routinely used to assess
remediation end points at contaminated sites.

Miscellaneous Factors

Microbial numbers (concentration of cells), co-metabolism/synergism, plasmid-
born degradation and reductive dechlorination etc and some additional factors such as
pH, suspended solids, soil texture and permeability, soil moisture, free ammonia,
biological oxygen demand (BOD), chemical oxygen demand (COD), dissolved oxygen
(DO), total nitrogen, temperature, acidity, and alkalinity can also affect the rate of
biodegradation (Dushenkov, 1997).

7.5 Case Studies

Selected examples of effective bioremediation of toxic contaminants using
microorganisms and plants are discussed in this section.

Case 1

Kas et al. (1997) studied the biodegradation of alkanes and PCBs in the
laboratory using bioreactors containing mixtures of indigenous soil bacteria.
Implementation of bioremediation protocols resulted in the removal of oil within a three-
month period. The microbiological, biochemical and genetic characteristics of bacterial
strain Pseudomonas C12B degrading petroleum hydrocarbons and alkanes were studied.
Bacterial strain was isolated originally for its ability to utilize alkylsulfonates as the sole
source of carbon and energy demonstrating the metabolic ability of bacteria to degrade
various chemical pollutants.

Biodegradation of PCBs was carried out using two biological models, bacterial
co-cultures and plant cells cultivated in vitro. An industrial mixture of PCBs was used to
study the bacterial enzymatic degradation with the decrease in initial PCB concentration
to 20% after 45 days. Degradation using plant cells involved selection of various plant
species differing in their growth parameters and morphology (amorphous, differentiated
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shoot forming or "hairy root"). Differentiated or hairy root cultures exhibited better
degradative abilities than undifferentiated amorphous cultures.

Case 2

Skubal et al., (2001) studied natural biotransformation of petroleum
hydrocarbons to evaluate biogeochemical characterization in the field and laboratory
microcosm. They assessed the biotransformation potential of trichloroethylene (TCE)
and toluene in a plume containing petroleum hydrocarbons and chlorinated solvents at
the former Wurtsmith Air Force base in Oscoda, MI.

The study evaluated the impact of terminal electron accepting process (TEAPs),
microbial phylogeny and contaminant composition on hydrocarbon degradation.
Biotransformation was assessed and indicated the presence of reduced electron
acceptors, relevant microbial communities and occurrence of metabolic byproducts like
dissolved methane and carbon dioxide. The accumulation of metabolic products of
benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene and xylene (BTEX) and dechlorination products further
confirmed the biodegradation of BTEX in the methanogenic zone by reductive
dechlorination.

Mineralization of TCE and toluene was found to be less in the microcosms in the
initial days of incubation, without added electron acceptors and nutrient compounds.
Evidence of methanogenesis appeared after 8 months and CFU and CC>2 were found
during degradation of contaminants other than toluene. Cis-dichloroethylene was found
only in one methanogenic microcosm after 500 days of incubation. The study revealed
that dynamic redox potential zonation prevented the reductive dehalogenation of highly
chlorinated solvents during the course of an year. The predominat TEAP at the highly
contaminated water shifted from methanogenesis to iron- and sulfate-reduction.

Case 3

Fu and Viraraghavan (2002) investigated the removal of dyes such as basic blue
9 (cationic), acid Blue 29 (anionic), congo red (anionic) and disperse red 1 (nonionic)
dyes from aqueous solution by biosorption process using dead Asperigillus niger fungus.
They found that A. niger removes dyes from aqueous environment utilizing three major
functional groups-carboxyl, amino and phosphate. The lipid fraction in the biomass of
fungus also played an important role in the biosorption.

Similarly, Aksu (2001) also investigated biosorption of two reactive dyes onto
dried activated sludge containing bacteria and protozoa. He inferred that activated
sludge has an extensive uptake capacity of organic pollutants due to acidic
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polysaccharides, lipids, amino acids and other cellular components available on the cell
wall of bacteria.

Case 4

Hong et al. (2000) studied the biosorption of 1,2,3,4 tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin
(1,2,3,4-TCDD) and some pesticides like polychlorinated dibenzofurans (PCDFs) by
Bacillus pumilus. The results indicated that the removal of these compounds was more
efficient when dead organisms were used rather than the live bacterial strains. The
authors suggested that in addition to attachment to microorganisms, extracellular
polymeric substances might have been involved in the biosorption process.

Biosorption of the pesticide lindane was studied by Ju et al., (1997) under pHs
ranging between 2.9 to 6.9 using E. coli, Z. ramigera, Bacillus megaterium, and B.
subtilis. It was proposed that the repulsive electrostatic force for the adsorption of
organic halide on the bacterial cell surface decreased when the lower pH generated less
negative charges on the cell wall. As the cell and lindane molecules approached each
other due to low repulsive electrostatic force, the Van der Waals force was intensified
and biosorption was enhanced.

Case 5

Stephen (2004) studied the removal of cyanide compounds from the waste
products of a number of industrial processes. Biodegradation of cyanide compounds
occurred via four reaction modes including hydrolytic, oxidative, reductive and
substitution. He suggested that biodegradation of cyanide using bacteria and plants can
be successfully used for the removal of cyanide and cyanide compounds from
contaminated waters.

Case 6

Contamination of soil and groundwater by explosives and their transformation
products is a common problem at explosives manufacturing, processing, storage and
disposal facilities around the world and its need to be mitigated. Of nearly twenty
different energetic compounds used in conventional munitions by the military today,
hexahydro-l,3,5-trinitro-l,3,5-triazine (RDX) and octahydro-1,3,5,7- tetranitro-1,3,5,7-
tetrazocine (HMX) are the most powerful and commonly used. These compounds are
highly toxic in nature and have resulted in severe soil and groundwater contamination
due to their constant release in the environment (Cataldo, 1990).

Khan et al. (2004) conducted laboratory scale studies on phytoremediation for
removal of RDX and HMX by black grass (Ophiophogon blackei), tomato
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(Lycopersicon Sps.) and basil (Ocimum sanctum). Two sets of pots were used for the
study. These pots were planted with seeds and cultivated in the greenhouse with
additional lights of 3200-3400 Lumens (at 220/240V). Temperature was maintained at
15°C during night and 25-27°C during the day. One pot per species was prepared with
non-contaminated soil as a control for uptake studies and one more pot per
contamination level with no plants cultivated in the soil was prepared as control. Results
of this study revealed the phytoavailability of RDX and HMX and their possibility of
removal from the soil plants. Ophiophogon sps. (Black grass) is a versatile plant species
that can withstand higher concentrations of RDX and HMX upto 301 mg/Kg.
Lycopersicon Sps. (tomato) showed a high removal of almost 96 % at a concentration of
25 mg/Kg and significant removal rates at other concentrations of 37.5 and 50 mg/Kg.
Ocimum Sps. was very sensitive to the concentrations of both RDX and HMX.

Stephen et al. (2002) studied the degradation of explosives from pink water
generated from military wastewater discharge. This hazardous pink-water contained
dissolved trinitrotoluene (TNT) and cyclo trimethylene trinitrosamine (RDX), as well as
some by-products. They studied anaerobic treatment of explosives by fluidized bed
reactor (FBR) using granular activated carbon (GAC). They have demonstrated bench
scale batch studies using an anaerobic bacterial consortium, which fed ethanol as a sole
source of carbon and energy and converted the TNT into triaminotoluene (TAT), which
was consequently degraded into undetectable end products.

RDX was also sequentially degraded into nitrioso-, dinitroso-, trinitroso- and
hydroxylaminodinitroso-RDX followed by triazine ring cleavage and formed methanol
and formaldehyde as major end products. The anaerobic bacterial consortia were
isolated from the sludge digesters of municipal waste water treatment plants. The same
procedure was studied in field conditions to treat large volume of samples. They
concluded that FBR-GAC was cost effective and more efficient method of treatment for
explosives compared to the only GAC based system. Thus, this method could be used
and was recommended for the treatment of pink water.

Kyung et al. (2002) designed a bench scale anoxic membrane bioreactor (MBR)
system for treatment of explosives. It consisted of a bioreactor coupled with ceramic
cross flow ultrafiltration module. The system was evaluated to treat synthetic waste
water containing alkaline hydrolysis byproducts (hydrolysates) of RDX. The MBR
system removed 95% of the carbon sources, 93.3% amount of nitrate and 55% of nitrite.

Case?

Marine pollution by hydrocarbons of crude and refined petroleum products is
known to cause serious environmental problems. Several petroleum hydrocarbons are
known to be toxic and natural remediation of these substances is known to take months
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to years. These toxic hydrocarbons often enter food chains causing long term effects in
marine organisms, fishes and birds leading to permanent inheritable genetic changes.

The rate of bioremediation at oil spill sites can be enhanced by using efficient oil
degrading bacteria, slow release nutrients and bioemulsifiers. Bioemulsifiers are
structurally diverse group of surface-active molecules of biological origin. Like
chemical surfactants, biosurfactants are amphiphilic molecules having hydrophilic and
hydrophobic moieties. These properties confer them an excellent ability to reduce
surface and interfacial tension in both aqueous solutions and hydrocarbon mixtures.

Susan et al (2004) studied degradation of petroleum hydrocarbon using
biosurfactant produced from consortium of oil degrading bacteria. The bioemulsifier
used in this study was produced using a consortium of five different marine bacteria
having the ability to degrade and utilize hydrocarbons of high speed diesel.

The bioemulsifier was found to reduce the surface tension of distilled water from
72 mN/m to 36 mN/m at a concentration of 0.25% (w/v). This material was found to
show reduction in surface tension of seawater and synthetic seawater to almost same
extent as observed in distilled water. The surface-active agents reduced surface tension
and helped in the entry of bacteria into oil layers. They also increase the bioavailability
of hydrocarbons to microorganisms and enhance dissolved oxygen concentrations for
the growth and multiplication of aerobic bacteria.

The bioemulsifier was sprayed along with oil degrading bacteria in oil polluted
site in sea water and resulted in the emulsification of oil in to small droplets, which were
readily taken up by bacteria as an energy source. Nutrient compounds were also added in
hydrophobic phase which helped in the fast removal of oil without any adverse impacts
on the environment. The study confirmed very effective bioremediation of floating oil
within a period of 10 days in the area of 25m2 in seawater.

7.6 Conclusion

Tradit ionally, physical and chemical methods have been adopted as means of
detoxification and degradation of these contaminants. Currently, these technologies a r
loosing ground due to drawbacks such as recompartmentalization of pollutants, which
transfers contaminants from one medium to another without destroying them. Biological
methods seem to offer a respite as they can treat and handle these pollutants in a natural
context. Many biologically mediated pollutant removal techniques have been
success fully employed in the field. Extensive studies will continue evaluating the use of
novel biological technologies and improvement of pre-existing ones to enhance
contaminant removal. Genetics in biological treatment is being studied more extensively
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to understand molecular changes during various biologically facilitated mechanisms and
obtain solutions that can offer plenty of advantages.
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8.1 Introduction

In the past decades, significant amounts of chemicals have been released into the
environment by agricultural, industrial, commercial and other human activities. These
chemicals have caused harm to the ecosystem and human health. These pollutants are
mainly released into the environment as metal, non-metal, metalloid, inorganic and
organic compounds (Cluis, 2004). Organic contaminants include aliphatic, alicyclic,
aromatic and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons comprising halogenated and non-
halogenated compounds, pesticides and explosives. Inorganic pollutants may be metals
such as Ag, Al, As, Be, Cd, Cr, Cu, Hg, Fe, Ni, Pb, Sb, Se, Zn, and radioactive elements
(Meagher, 2000).

Most remediation techniques involving physical and chemical methods are
expensive and produce secondary pollutants in the environment. In order to overcome
these problems, biological degradation of pollutants is favored because of its cost
effective and eco-friendly approach (Hattan et al., 2003). Bioremediation is a process in
which degradation of toxic compounds results in their conversion into non-toxic
substances such as CO2 and H2O. This process can be facilitated either at contaminated
sites (in-situ bioremediation) or in bioreactors (ex-situ bioremediation) using
microorganisms to achieve complete detoxification of toxic compounds (Hwang and
Outright, 2002).

Microorganisms are ubiquitous in nature and have tremendous metabolic ability
to degrade and utilize most toxic compounds as sources of energy and growth. They
possess characteristic degradative enzymes for biodegradation of respective
contaminants through aerobic or anaerobic processes. Bacteria can be classified as
aerobic and anaerobic based on their requirement for oxygen for growth. Aerobic
bioremediation has 10 to 100 times higher degradation efficiency than anaerobic
processes and is, therefore, a commonly used practice (Ahlet, et al., 2001). The rate of
degradation can be further enhanced by dispersing adapted bacteria at contaminated sites
through a process know as bioaugmentation (Quan, et al., 2004) or by adding required
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nutrients to stimulate the growth of indigenous microorganisms through biostimulation
(Trindade et al. 2005).

In general, biodegradation follows microbial metabolic pathways such as aerobic
respiration, anaerobic respiration, fermentation and co-metabolism. Bioremediation of
toxic compounds also depends upon the bioavailability of contaminant to microbes,
environmental factors and site conditions such as temperature, pH, nutrients, electron
acceptor(s), redox potential, water activity, osmotic pressure and concentration of
contaminants (Evans 2003; Thakur 2004).

This chapter gives descriptions and presents case studies associated with
common soil and groundwater bioremediation techniques. These techniques include
biosparging, bioventing, biostimulation, bioaugmentation, bioleaching, anaerobic and
aerobic biotransformation, biological fixation, enzyme-catalyzed treatment, biological
reactors and natural attenuation.

8.2 Biosparging

Biosparging is an in-situ remediation technology that utilizes naturally occurring
microorganisms to degrade organic contaminants of concern (COCs) within the
saturated zone. The rate of bioremediation is enhanced by inducing air (or oxygen) flow
using air injection wells, and if necessary, by the addition of air to the saturated zone
(Weston 1988).

A schematic of a biosparging system is illustrated in Figure 8.1. The process is
similar to an in-situ air sparging system (IAS), except that a lower air flow rate is used to
enhance biotransformation and minimize volatilization (primary mechanism of IAS).
The air flow rate is controlled by the metabolic demand of microorganisms to
successfully remediate the saturated zone. Biosparging has proven most effective in
reducing petroleum products at leaky underground storage tank sites (Norris, et al.
1994). Although constituents adsorbed to aquifer material can also be treated to a certain
extent, the technique is not suitably effective for highly volatile contaminants.

8.2.1 Factors Affecting Biosparging Processes

There are various factors which are responsible for effective in-situ
bioremediation of ground water contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons (EPA-542-
R-00-008). These can be divided into two categories: site characteristics and constituent
characteristics.
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Figure 8.1 Schematic representation of in-situ bioremediation of organic contaminant of
concern (COCs) using biosparging system combined with soil vapor extraction for
ground water treatment.

8.2.1.1 Site Characteristics

Various soil characteristics play a pivotal role in controlling biosparging
processes. These include intrinsic soil permeability, soil structure and stratification,
temperature, pH, oxygen concentration, nutrients, microbial density and iron content.

Intrinsic Soil Permeability

The intrinsic permeability of a soil is a measure of its ability to transmit fluids
which determines the rate at which oxygen can be supplied to the hydrocarbon
degrading bacteria. At least 3 to 3 l/2 pounds of oxygen is generally needed to degrade
one pound of petroleum hydrocarbons. The coarse grained soils (sands) have greater
intrinsic permeability compared to fine grained soils (clays and silts) and should be
greater than 10"9 for effective bioremediation (EPA 542-R-00-006).
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The intrinsic permeability of a saturated zone can be calculated using the
following equation (Aelion et al. 1995):

where k = intrinsic permeability (cm2)
K = hydraulic conductivity (cm/sec)
/LI = water viscosity (g/cm • sec)
p = water density (g/cm3)
g = acceleration due to gravity (cm/sec2)

Soil Structure and Stratification

These characteristics include the type of soil present and its micro and macro
structure. Soil structure and stratification can control the biosparging pressure and
distribution of oxygen and nutrients in the saturated zone (Clayton et al. 1995).

Temperature

The optimal bacterial growth is found to be in the range of 10 to 45° C. The rate
of microbial activity typically doubles for every 10° C rise in temperature within this
range. The rate of degradation decreases below and above the mentioned range of
temperature (Filler 1997; Webb and Phelan 1997). In most areas of the U.S., the average
groundwater temperature is about 13°C, but groundwater temperatures may be
somewhat lower or higher in the extreme northern and southern states. In most cases,
subsurface microbial activity has been found to decrease significantly at temperatures
below 10°C and distinctly bring to an end below 5°C. Biosparging is an in-situ
technology, the bacteria are likely to experience stable groundwater temperatures with
only slight seasonal variations.

PH

Values of pH between 6 and 8 are most suitable for bacterial growth. The pH of
groundwater can be adjusted prior to and or during biosparging process (McCray and
Falta 1997). However, pH adjustment is expensive approach due to natural buffering
capacity of the groundwater system which requires continuous adjustment and
monitoring throughout the operation. In addition, during pH adjustment, it may lead to
rapid changes in pH and lead to unfavourable conditions for microbial activity.

Oxygen Concentration

The rate of biodegradation greatly depends on the availability and supply of
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oxygen at a contaminated site. Oxygen serves as a terminal electron acceptor in aerobic
metabolic processes. In the absence or low availability of dissolved oxygen microbes
can utilize other electron acceptors (such as nitrate or sulfate) for degradation of
contaminants (McCray and Falta 1996). However, this occurs at significantly reduced
rates of transformation.

Nutrients

Nutrients play a major role in bacterial growth and metabolism. Frequent
addition of nutrients is necessary to maintain the required bacterial populations at
contaminated sites. However, over addition of nutrients at the polluted sites may inhibit
the rate of metabolism (Norris, et al. 1993). Nitrogen addition can lower pH, depending
on the amount and type of nitrogen added.

Microbial Density

Microbial density is an important factor for effective biosparging with a typical
range from 104 to 107 CFU/g of soil. The minimum plate count of heterotrophic bacteria
in a biosparging zone should not be less than 103 CFU/g (Sleep 1998). Otherwise, the
rate of remediation will be too slow.

Iron

Ferrous iron [Fe+2] present in soil precipitates to iron oxide [Fe+3] by oxidation
reaction. Ferric iron precipitates can block the soil pore spaces and reduce soil
permeability (Mesania and Jennings 2000). Hence, care should be exercised in such soils
or groundwater systems.

8.2.1.2 Constituent Characteristics

Success of biosparging process also depends on certain features of chemical
constituents present:

Chemical Structures

It is a chief rate determining parameter of biodegradation in biosparging
processes. Low molecular weight (nine atoms or less) aliphatic and mono aromatic
compounds biodegrade faster than higher molecular weight and complex compounds as
summarized in table 6.1 (Nakhla and Niaz 2002).
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Table 8.1 Types of constituents and their rates of biodegradation.

Alkanes and
mono-
aromatics

Poly
aromatics

Chemical Contaminants
n-butane, 1-pentane, n-octane,
nonane, methyl butane,
dimethylpentenes, methyloctanes,
benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene,
xylenes, propylbenzenes, decanes,
dodecanes, tridecanes and
tetradecanes.

Naphthalenes, fluoranthenes,
pyrenes, acenaphthenes

Sources
Gasoline, diesel,
kerosene, heating
fuels, heating oil
lubricating oils

Diesel, kerosene,
heating oil,
lubricating oils

Rate of Degradation
Easy for microbial
degradation
(faster rate)

Complex microbial
degradation
(slow rate)

Concentration and Toxicity

The presence of very high concentration of petroleum compounds (> 50,000
ppm) or soluble heavy metals (> 2,500 ppm) at contaminated sites can be toxic and tend
to retard the growth and reproduction of bacteria responsible for biodegradation. Very
low concentrations of contaminants also dimmish bacterial activity towards initiation of
biodegradation processes. Therefore, an optimum level of pollutant concentration is
required (Chapelle 1999). Pollutant concentration below 0.1 ppm is not generally
treatable using biological process. Similarly > 95 % degradation of total petroleum
hydrocarbons (TPH) is also very difficult to biodegrade due to presence of recalcitrant or
non-biodegradable petroleum hydrocarbons.

Vapor Pressure

Vapor pressure plays an important role in evaluating bioremediation rates.
Constituents with higher vapor pressures are generally volatilized and not biodegraded.
Typically, constituents with vapor pressures > 0.5 mm Hg are likely to be volatilized by
induced air stream and those with vapor pressures < 0.5mm Hg undergo in-situ
biodegradation mediated by soil bacteria (Widdowson et al. 1997).

Product Composition and Boiling Point

Both of these parameters control constituent volatility. Compounds of higher
molecular weight and higher boiling points require longer duration for microbial
degradation (Leahy and Colwell 1990). Petroleum products are often classified by their
boiling point (rather than vapor pressures) and generally all petroleum-derived organic
compounds are biodegradable. Products which have boiling points of ^ 250°C to 300°C
will volatilize to some extent and can be removed by a combination of volatilization and
biodegradation in a biosparging system. For example in biosparging, biodegradation of
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petroleum hydrocarbons such as gasoline (40-225°C), kerosene (180-300°C), diesel fuel
(200-338°C) and heating oil (> 275°C) requires lesser time than the lubricating oil which
is non volatile.

Henry's Law Constant

As has been already discussed in chapter 2, Henry's Law constant is used for the
quantitative measurement of volatility of a constituent. It is an important factor that
quantifies the relative tendency of a dissolved constituent to convert into vapor phase.

8.2.2 System Design

Laboratory treatability experiments followed by field pilot scale studies are often
carried out for successful evaluation of the potential and effectiveness of biosparging for
a given contaminated site (Aelion et al. 1996). Commonly, microbial screening and
biodegradation studies at the laboratory level and biosparging treatability tests at the
field level are conducted to determine, verify and quantify the potential effectiveness of
the approach and provide necessary data to design a system.

The essential goals in designing an air sparging system are to configure the wells
and monitoring points in order to optimize influence of air on the plume for maximum
removal of toxic contaminants. There is also a need to provide optimum monitoring and
vapor extraction points ensuring minimal migration of the vapor plume (Johnson et al
1993). The placement and number of air sparge points can affect the sparging pressure
and distribution of air in the saturated zone. These air sparging points are required to
aerate the dissolved phase plume determined primarily by permeability and structure of
soil. The bubble radius primarily depends on hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer
material in which sparging takes place and should be determined based on the pilot scale
studies. Other factors which affect sparging are soil heterogeneities and differences
between lateral and vertical permeability of the soils (Flathman and Jerger 1994).
General guidelines for developing a biosparging pilot test plan are summarized in Table
8.2.

8.2.3 A dvantages and Disadvantages

Biosparging is an enhanced in-situ bioremediation technology widely used for
degradation of organic pollutants and petroleum hydrocarbons at contaminated sites in
ground water. Various advantages and disadvantages are presented in Table 8.3.
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Table 8.2 Summary of guidelines for developing a biosparging pilot test plan (EPA-600-
R-92-173).
Major Requirements Details
Site diagram i. Horizontal and vertical delineation of the plumes

ii. Utilities, surface seals, and potential receptors (workers, air
intake systems, buildings, sewer systems or other sub surface
confined spaces)

iii. Test well network consisting of dedicated air sparging wells
(ASWs) and observation wells.

Design details for Dedicated ASWs are required to effectively implement the pilot test
biosparging pilot test and its design

i. Number of ASW within the contaminated area (at least one)
ii. Location of ASWs (below the plume).
iii. Distribution of multiple ASWs (based upon the distribution of

plume and geologic heterogeneity)
iv. Construction

Observation well design i. Number of observation wells.
ii. Proper design.
iii. Location (in the radial pattern).
iv. Construction.

Monitoring proposal for i. Pressure reading of ASWs and observation wells.
the system ii. Water elevation in the observation wells.

iii. Visual observations like bubbles.
iv. Dissolved oxygen and CO2 measured in the observation wells
v. CO2 levels in the exhaust vapors.
vi. Sparging rate at the compressor discharge flow gauge

vii. Radius of infl
viii. Sparging vapor concentrations of COCs, in the obser
wells.

8.2.4 Applications

Biosparging can be successfully applied at sites contaminated with mid-weight
petroleum products such as diesel fuel, jet fuel and also lighter petroleum products
including gasoline which tend to volatilize readily and is removed more rapidly using air
sparging. However, heavier products such as lubricating oils, which generally take
longer time to biodegrade, can also be removed to certain extent using biosparging
(Riser-Roberts 1992). The bioventing technology is presented in Figure 8.2.

vii
vii
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Figure 8.2 Schematic diagram of Bio venting system used for biodegradation of the
pollutants from ground soil (note: figure not to scale).

Table 8.3 Advantages/disadvantages of biosparging processes (Boersma et al., 1995).
Advantages

Readily available equipment and easy
installation

Implemented with minimal disturbance to site
operations
Short treatment times, 6 months - 2 years
under optimal conditions
Enhances the effectiveness of air sparging for
treating a wider range of petroleum
hydrocarbons

Requires no pretreatment, storage, or discharge
of ground water

Low air injection rates minimize potential need
for vapor capture and treatment

Limitations
Only useful where air sparging is suitable, can
not be applied ;
i. in confined aquifers,
ii. in the presence of free products, and
iii. in heterogeneous soils

Interactions among chemical, physical and
biological process are not well understood.
Lack of field and laboratory data to optimize
and support design considerations.
Cannot be used at nearby basements and
sewers; creates ground water mounding

May induce the migration of free products and
constituents to spread the contaminants.

Lack of pH control
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8.3 Bioventing

Bioventing is an in-situ remediation technology that uses indigenous
microorganisms to biodegrade organic constituents adsorbed to soils in the unsaturated
(vadose) zone. Soils in the capillary fringe and saturated zone are not affected. The
activity of indigenous bacteria is enhanced by inducing air/ oxygen flow into the
unsaturated zone (using extraction or injection wells) and, if necessary, by adding
nutrients (Norris et al. 1994).

When extraction wells are used for bioventing, the process is similar to soil
vapor extraction (SVE). However, while SVE removes constituents primarily through
volatilization, bioventing systems promote biodegradation of constituents and minimize
volatilization (generally by using lower air flow rates than for SVE) (Kirtland and
Aelion 2000).

All aerobically biodegradable constituents such as petroleum products including
gasoline, jet fuels, kerosene, and diesel fuel can be treated very effectively using
bioventing processes. Bioventing is most often used at sites with mid-weight petroleum
products (i.e., diesel fuel and jet fuel), because lighter products (i.e., gasoline) tend to
volatilize readily and can be removed more rapidly using SVE. Heavier products (e.g.,
lubricating oils) generally take longer to biodegrade (Nakhla and Niaz 2002).

Co-metabolic bioventing is applicable in anaerobic biodegradation of
contaminants such as trichloroethylene (TCE), trichloro ethane (TCA), ethylene
dibromide and dichloroethylene (DCE). Bioremediation cannot degrade inorganic
contaminants but can be used to change the valency state of inorganics leading to
microbial adsorption, uptake, accumulation and concentration (Mihopoulos et al 2002).
The advantages and disadvantages of bioventing are summarized in Table 8.4.

8.3.1 Factors Affecting Bioventing Processes

Key factors affecting the bioventing process are similar to those impacting
biosparging. These processes are summarized in Table 8.5. Besides, certain limiting
factors such as the presence of water table within several feet of the surface, other
factors such as the presence of saturated, oil lenses, lower soil permeability, vapor build-
up in basements within the radius of influence of air injection wells, low moisture
content of soil and lower temperatures may also slow down the remediation process
(Bachmanetal2001).
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Table 8.4 Advantages and disadvantages of bioventing.
Advantages

Ready availability of equipment
Easy installation.

Can be operated with minimal disturbance to
the site and in inaccessible areas (e.g., under
buildings).

Requires short treatment times ( usually 6
months to 2 years under optimal conditions)

Cost competitive
($45-140/ton of contaminated soil)

Easily combined with other technologies like
air sparging and groundwater extraction

May not require costly off gas treatment

Limitations
Higher contaminant concentrations may be
toxic to microorganisms and inhibit growth.

Cannot be used in areas with low soil
permeability, high clay content, insufficient
delineation of subsurface conditions.

Difficult to remove very low concentration of
contaminants.

Prior permission required for nutrient and air
injection at the site.

Aerobic biodegradation of many chlorinated
compounds may not be effective unless there  i
a primary-metabolite present, or an anaerobic
cycle.

Slow rate of remediation at low temperatures

Table 8.5. Key factors affecting bioventing process.
Site Characteristics

Intrinsic permeability,
Soil structure and stratification
Microbial presence
Soil pH
Moisture content
Soil temperature
Nutrient concentrations
Depth to groundwater

Constituent Characteristics
Chemical structure
Concentration and toxicity
Vapor pressure
Product composition and boiling point
Henry's law constant

8.3.2 Case Studies

Bioventing is a commonly used bioremediation approach due to easy availability
of hardware components. Bioventing has received increased public acceptance,
particularly for its use in conjunction with soil vapor extraction (SVE) (Mihopoulos et al
2000). The time required to clean up contaminated sites using bioventing mainly
depends upon specific soil and pollutant properties. Several examples of the application
of this technique are summarized in this section.

Air Force Center for Environmental Excellence (AFCEE), US Air Force has
been continuously using bioventing process for clean up of oil from different sites at a
cost of $ 10 - $ 50 per cubic yard (http://www.afcee.brooks.af.mil). Through the efforts
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of the AFCEE Bioventing Initiative and the US EPA Bioremediation Field Initiative,
bioventing has been implemented at more than 150 sites (through out US) and has
emerged as one of the most cost-effective, safe and efficient technologies currently
available for vadose zone (i.e., unsaturated soils) remediation of petroleum-
contaminated sites. Bioventing is particularly effective in quickly treating the most toxic,
soluble, and mobile constituents in fuels (i.e., benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene, and
xylenes). Results are typically seen within less than one year. The technology has been
applied at waste oil, heating oil, diesel, jet fuel, and gasoline contaminated sites.

Kirtland and Aelion (2000) conducted bioventing studies for the removal of
petroleum hydrocarbons from soil and ground water. The main objective of the study
was to evaluate and quantify the mass removal rate of petroleum contaminants in low
permeability soil sediments using air sparging and soil vapor extraction in pulsed and
continuous operation. Samples were collected from exhaust gas and vadose zone air and
were analyzed for O2, CO2, BTEX (benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene, xylene) and total
combustible hydrocarbon (TCH) concentrations using portable hand meters and gas
chromatograph. Based on the data obtained, a conclusion was drawn that pulsed
operation (mean mass removal rate 17.6 kg day"1) was preferable to continuous
operation (mean mass removal rate 14.3 kg day"1) because of increased mass removal
and decreased energy consumption.

Filler et al. (2001) carried out successful bioremediation of petroleum
hydrocarbons using combination of bioventing with active wanning, fertilization and
power cycling at Arctic region. The bioremediation of petroleum-contaminated soils in
the Arctic was carried out using innovative engineering and environmental manipulation
to enhance microbial activity beyond the natural effective season. Temperature and
substrate availability were used as important parameters to extend the beneficial activity
of microbes in Arctic biopiles. A multidisciplinary team of engineers, microbiologists
and electricians has designed and installed a thermally enhanced biopile at a diesel-
contaminated gravel pad in Prudhoe Bay, AK. The combination of bioventing with
active warming, fertilization and power cycling was used to enhance remediation at this
site. They found that the components which mainly rendered the success of this process
were thermal insulation system (TIS) design, microbiological monitoring plan, and
power optimization. Researchers successfully developed an integrated approach for
bioremediation of diesel-contaminated soils at an Arctic site.

Mihopoulos et al. (2002) studied bioventing processes under anaerobic
conditions to understand the oxygen exclusion patterns in vadose zone. Anaerobic
condition was maintained by supplying nitrogen and oxygen exclusion was performed
by using venting flows at the contaminated sites. It was important in designing an
anaerobic bioventing (ABV) process for bioremediation of soil contaminated with
chlorinated solvents. This study helped in designing an effective ABV soil remediation
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system and it was particularly attractive for in-situ bioremediation process, by
minimizing ex -situ treatment costs.

8.4 Biostimulation

Biostimulation refers to the addition of specialized nutrients in the contaminated
sites so that naturally occurring microbes are present in sufficient numbers and types to
break down the waste material effectively. It is a remediation process whereby the
microbial activity is enhanced to a great extent by timely addition of appropriate
nutrients. This accelerates the naturally occurring biodegradation process under
favorable environmental conditions such as oxygen / air, temperature, pH, addition /
presence of suitable microbial populations, water content and proper mixing (Trindade
et al. 2005).

Biostimulation can be effectively employed using essential nutrients such as
carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, calcium and magnesium for rapid
biodegradation of contaminants by increasing the bacterial density (Evans et al. 2004).
This process is mainly used to clean up oil spillage as well as other organic compounds
such as trichloroethylene (TCE) from soil and wetlands (Eguchi et al. 2001).
Biostimulation can be successfully carried out in-situ as well as ex-situ utilizing aerobic
or anaerobic bacteria, and can be combined with other bioremediation processes.

8.4.1 Factors Affecting Biostim ulation Processes

The following important factors have to be considered for effective and complete
biostimulation at contaminated sites (William 1997):

• Physical characterization of soil and chemical constituents
• Chemical characterization of soil and contaminants
• Characterization of microbial populations

The soil structure plays an important role in the dispersion of nutrients and the
bio-availability of toxic pollutants to bacteria and, therefore, is required to be
characterized properly before initiating the biostimulation process. Physical
characterization of the organic pollutant is also conducted in terms of concentration and
their positioning below and above the ground level (Suzuki 1996, 1998).

Chemical nature of the contaminated sites also determines the rate of
biodegradation and microbial activity for successful bioremediation (William 1997). In
addition to actual contaminants to be treated, the nature of the soil in terms of its
chemical composition helps in deciding the extent of biostimulation. This includes: total
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organic carbon, chemical oxygen demand, calcium, copper, chloride, iron, magnesium,
nitrate, dissolved oxygen, potassium, sodium, sulfate, total phosphate and pH which can
influence the rate of biodegradation. Additionally, microbial characterization in terms of
the types of bacteria, aerobic and anaerobic bacterial populations, biodegradation ability
of microorganisms and the rate of bioremediation have to be considered to promote the
biostimulation process (Eguchi et al 1998, 2000).

8.4.2 Case Studies

Lin and Mendelssohn (1998) studied the combined effects of biostimulation and
phytoremediation at oil-spill habitat using marsh sods of Spartina alterniflora and
Spartina patens. Oil degradation rate was compared with or without addition of
fertilizers. Addition of fertilizer such as N-P-K at rates of 666 kg N ha"1 (NH4-N), 272
kg P ha"1 (P2O5) and 514 kg K ha"1 (K2O) significantly increased the rate of
biodegradation in soil. Conclusively, the addition of nutrients increased biomass of
plants and in turn enhanced rate of phytoremediation process.

Eguchi et al. (2001) conducted degradation of organic pollutant, especially
trichloroethylene (TCE) using anaerobic microbial populations. The degradation study
of TCE was conducted with methane injection. Methane, oxygen, nitrate and phosphate
were introduced into the groundwater contaminated with TCE. After a week of
biostimulation, reduction in methane concentrations was observed and methane utilizing
bacteria increased from 10 to 104 CFU/mL. The study indicated that biostimulation
using methane and nutrients was useful for the removal of TCE from the contaminated
site.

Evans et al. (2004) studied the removal of oil contamination by biostimulation
process (nitrogen, phosphate and sulfur addition) utilizing diversity of a bacterial
community of an acidic Cambisol Atlantic forest in sub-surface site. The experiment
was based on enumeration of bacterial populations and hydrocarbon degraders in
microcosms using plating techniques and molecular fingerprinting. Polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) followed by denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) was used to
generate microbial community fingerprints by employing 16S rRNA gene as a molecular
marker. Biostimulation increased the soil pH and the levels of phosphorous, K, Ca, and
Mg. Oil contamination caused increase in soil organic carbon level (170-190% higher
than the control). At control site, bacterial numbers remained stable and there was little
change in oil contaminated sites. On the other hand, at biostimulated sites, an increased
bacterial number and decrease in the number of DGGE bands were observed. The
addition of inorganic compounds to soil had greater impact on the development of
bacterial community compared to oil contamination.
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Trindade et al. (2005) carried out a comparative study of bioremediation for
weathered oil and a soil recently contaminated with oil. The application of optimized
conditions stimulated biodegradation of both weathered and recently oil-contaminated
soils leading to the increase in oil mineralization and total petroleum hydrocarbon (TPH)
removal. Although the weathering process was responsible for slower rate of
biodegradation and TPH removal obtained after 41 days of experiments, the well
adapted native microbial consortium was responsible for better decontamination. This
study illustrated the important role of the weathering phenomenon in biodegradation of
oil.

8.5 Bioaugmentation

Bioaugmentation is a significant in- situ and ex-situ treatment process in which
naturally occurring microbes are added to contaminated sites in order to eliminate toxic
contaminants. It is considered an extremely cost-effective technique in comparison to
other existing bioremediation technologies (Head and Oleszkiewich 2004).

Further, bioaugmentation can be employed to degrade a wide range of chemical
contaminants such as ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, pesticides, petroleum compounds and
a growing number of toxic organic chemicals present in soil and water (Vogel 1996).
The advantages of this technique include:

i. Total degradation of toxic compounds;
ii. This changes the species composition of existing biomass resulting in

improved waste water / soil treatment;
iii. Bacteria isolation can be attempted from the contaminated soils and water

of sludge storage areas and lagoons.

8.5.1 Methodology for Isolation of Bacteria

Criteria for isolation and selection of bacterial strain used for degradation of
desired pollutant of interest are given below (Christopher and Plowman 1997):

i. Selection of contaminant of interest;
ii. Selection of bacterial strain which survives and utilizes the contaminant

for growth;
iii. Selection of strains which consume oxygen and oxidize the target

compound thereby converting into non-toxic gases;
iv. Removal of minor strains to increase overall efficiency of the process;
v. Selection of strain which degrades higher concentration of target

compounds;
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vi. Selection of microbes which degrade variety of toxic compounds and
must be non-pathogenic.

8.5.2 Case Studies

Bioaugmentation is a highly cost-effective bioremediation process and utilizes
naturally occurring micro-organisms for removal of toxic pollutants. It clearly provides
certain advantages over biostimulation, especially, when pollutants are toxic in nature
and the contaminated site does not contain appropriate microorganisms. Determination
of the potential success of bioaugmentation requires an understanding of bioavailability
of the pollutant, survival and activity of added microorganisms and general
environmental conditions which control the rate of bioremediation (Vogel 1996).

Hwang and Outright (2002) conducted a study to evaluate biodegradability of
aged pyrene (PYR) and phenenthrene (PHE) in a natural soil. A stock solution of each
compound was prepared in hexane and spiked (in kg soil) to yield 100 mg PYR, 100 mg
PHE, and (50 mg PYR + 50 mg PHE). PAHs at (50 + 50) mg/kg was spiked to evaluate
cometabolic substrate utilization in the presence of more easily biodegradable co-solute
and to compare the biodegradation results in terms of the same concentration level (i.e.,
total PAH = 100 mg/kg). Bioaugmentation and biostimulation was performed by
inoculating an enriched bacterial population and the addition of nutrients, respectively.
Aging resulted in higher concentrations of both compounds and smaller bacterial activity
in the solution phase. Surprisingly, total biodegradation rate was increased in the aged
soil system than fresh soil. They concluded that biostimulation was not appropriate
where as bioaugmentation achieved an effective biodegradation in this study.

Jianlong et al. (2002) used bioaugmentation process to enhance the removal of
quinoline compounds which were poorly removed by aerobic - anoxic - oxic (A1-A2-
O) reactor system from a waste water plant. Quinoline degrading bacterium identified as
Burkholderia pickettii was used as a bioaugmentation microorganism. The removal rate
of quinoline was increased by combining bacteria with the oxic reactor. This study
concluded that bioaugmentation can be used as an efficient method for removal of
recalcitrant organic compounds from waste water.

Quan et al (2004) carried out bioaugmentation experiments using bacteria for the
removal of toxic and recalcitrant organic substances intermittently appearing in waste
water. 2,4 Dichlorophenol (DCP) was chosen as a target compound and 2,4-DCP
degrading special mixed culture was used as bioaugmentation product. Conventional
activated sludge (CAS) system was used to study effectiveness of bioaugmentation
process. There was not only greater removal of 2,4-DCP but other chlorophenol
compounds also degraded. A separate bioaugmentation bioreactor was combined with
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original CAS system at a different location. This study concluded that bioaugmentation
could be used to improve CAS process facing shock loads of toxic pollutants.

Head and Oleszkiewicz (2004) studied bioaugmentation using nitrifying bacteria
for waste water treatment plants in cold climates. The objective was to study the impact
of sudden decrease in temperature on nitrification rate. Experiments were carried out in
sequencing batch reactors (SBRs) at 10° C by seeding nitrifying bacteria acclimated at
20° C, resulting in complete removal of ammonia.

8.6 Anaerobic Biotransformation

Anaerobic biotransformation is used for the degradation of organic compounds
such as chlorinated hydrocarbons, polychlorinated phenols and nitro-aromatics which
are resistant to aerobic treatment. Anaerobic treatment processes produce much smaller
quantities of biomass (Cheng et al. 1996).

Moreover, anaerobic biotransformation of polychlorinated hydrocarbons, such as
carbon tetrachloride (CT), tetrachloroethylene (PCE) and 1,1,1-trichloroethane (TCA) is
of particular interest in bioremediation of contaminated groundwater. Dechlorination
rates are generally faster under these conditions (Doong and Wu 1995). Substrate
concentration, substrate availability, temperature, pH, co-factor supply, concentration of
cells, viability of cells and type of operation (batch or continuous) are some of the major
factors responsible for successful anaerobic biotransformation processes (Marschner et
al. 2001).

8.6.1 Case Studies

Doong and Wu (1995) studied effects of different substrates on anaerobic
biotransformation of heavily chlorinated hydrocarbons to assess the bioavailability of
substrate on in-situ bioremediation of contaminated ground waters in anaerobic fed
batch process. Feeding of different substrates (glucose, methanol, acetates and humic
acids) into the microcosms improved the removal efficiency by increasing rate of
biotransformation. The substrate concentrations in fed batch were increased from 10-30
mg/L. The corresponding removal efficiencies of carbon tetrachloride (CT),
tetrachloroethylene (PCE) and 1,1,1-trichloroethane increased from 96%, 49% and 61%
to 99.9%, 61% and 69% respectively. In a contaminated system, added substrates were
provided reducing potential (electron activity) to drive dechlorination of chlorinated
hydrocarbons Microscopic studies to determine shapes of bacterial populations were
also carried out. Small and spherical shapes were observed in the cultures added along
with acetate and humic acid, where as large size and long rod shape were found in the
bacterial population supplemented by glucose. This study highlighted the role of
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supplemental substrates which provides high available free energy (reducing power) is
conducive to the dechlorination of polychlorinated hydrocarbons in biotransformation
and treatment of contaminated groundwater. Further work in the area of identification of
the metabolic pathways for the chlorinated hydrocarbons and the electron transfer
processes would elucidate the role of the auxiliary substrate towards reductive
dechlorination as well as yield maximum results in the field clean-up works.

Doong et al. (1996) have studied the anaerobic biotransformation treatment of
polychlorinated methane and ethene under various redox conditions. Two sets of batch-
type experiments on the biotransformation of carbon tetrachloride (CT) and
tetrachloroethylene (PCE) using different concentrations of acetate as the auxiliary
substrate were conducted. Experiments were carried out under various redox conditions
to evaluate the effects of the redox potential of the environment and substrate
concentration. Results indicated that the disappearances of PCE (20 to 62%) and CT (22
to 99.9%) from their original concentrations with the redox potentials of the microcosms
ranging from 188 to -263 mV. The threshold values of 60 and 70 mV were also
identified for the obvious biotransformation (> 30%) of PCE and CT, respectively.
Substrate concentration effect was emphasized only when the redox potential of the
microcosms was below the threshold value. A higher substrate concentration produced
more biomass than a lower substrate concentration. They concluded that redox potential
of the environment was a more controlling environmental factor than the substrate
concentration in determining the rate of biotransformation of chlorinated hydrocarbons.

Cheng et al. (1996) studied the effect of initial concentration of 2,4-
dinitrotoluene on its biotransformation using ethanol-utilizing bacteria in a continuous
flow laboratory fermentor with 2,4-DNT and ethanol as substrates. Under anaerobic
conditions at 35°C, 2,4-DNT was converted into 2,4-diaminotoulene (DAT) along with
two intermediate by-products 2-amino-4-nitrotoluene and 4-amino-2-nitotoluene. The
concentration of 2,4-dinitrotoluene inhibits its own biotransformation as well as
acetogenesis of ethanol. Propionate was formed during fermentation of ethanol without
2,4-DNT or low concentration of 2,4-DNT. This study explained the effect of substrate
concentration and electron acceptors for effective biotransformation process.

You et al. (1996) studied the importance of surfactants and redox potential
reducing agents on biotransformation of l,l,l-trichloro-2,2-bis,(p-chlorophenyl) ethane
[DDT]in aqueous and soil phase using mixed cultures. DDT transformed into 1,1-
dichloro-2,2-bis,(p-chlorophenyl) ethane [DDD] upon removal of one aliphatic chlorine
under unaltered conditions. The rate of transformation of DDT increased by the addition
of non-ionic surfactants such as Triton X-114 or Brij 35. The addition of either
surfactant or reducing agents did not extend the transformation of DDT, however
addition of both surfactant and reducing agents extended DDT transformation by
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reducing accumulation of DDD and increasing accumulation of less chlorinated
products.

Somsamak et al. (2001) demonstrated anaerobic biotransformation of methyl
tert-butyl ether (MTBE), ethyl tert-butyl ether (ETBE) and methyl tert-amyl ether
(TAME) (to a final concentration of 100 mg/1) under different anoxic electron accepting
and sulfur reducing conditions, such as denitrification, sulfate reduction, Fe(III)
reduction or methanogenesis. A stoichiometric amount of tert-butyl alcohol and tert-
amyl alcohol accumulation indicated that 0-demethylation was the initial step in MTBE
and TAME biodegradation under sulfate-reducing conditions. No transformation of
MTBE or TAME was observed under the other electron-accepting conditions over 3
years. Under all conditions tested, there was no biotic loss of ETBE observed. MTBE
and TAME concentrations depleted upon refeeding the sulfate-reducing cultures.

Bhushan et al. (2003) studied enzyme catalyzed biotransformation of octahydro-
l,3,5,7-tetranitro-l,3,5,7-tetrazocine (HMX), an explosive mediated by xanthine oxidase
(XO). The rate of biotransformation was studied under both aerobic and anaerobic
conditions were 1.6±0.2 and 10.5±0.9 nmolh"1 mg protein"1, respectively. They found
that anaerobic biotransformation rate was about 6-fold higher using NADH as an
electron-donor compared to xanthine. The following products were obtained during
biotransformation- nitrite (NO~2), methylenedinitramine (MDNA), 4-nitro-2,4-
diazabutanal (NDAB), formaldehyde (HCHO), nitrous oxide (NiO), formic acid
(HCOOH), and ammonium (NH"4). A comparative study with native-, deflavo-, and
desulfo-XO and the site-specific inhibition studies showed that HMX biotransformation
occurred at the flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD)-site of XO. Nitrite stoichiometry
revealed that an initial single N-denitration step was sufficient for the spontaneous
decomposition of HMX. This study showed effective degradation during anaerobic
conditions and extended the fundamental knowledge to understand biotransformation
process, which helps to design and optimize well controlled biochemical reactions for
complete in-situ removal of explosives from soil and sediments.

8.7 Aerobic Biotransformation

Aerobic biodegradation of toxic pollutants is much faster than anaerobic
biodegradation. The method is very well applied in microbial degradation of toxic
contaminants like carbonaceous material and low molecular weight aliphatic
hydrocarbons. In certain cases of aromatic and chlorinated compounds, this technique
needs to be combined with other suitable methods as they produce toxic by products and
must be treated and removed completely from the environment to maintain a safe and
healthy ecosystem (Shen 1998).
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The main factors which regulate rates of aerobic biotransformation are similar to
other process requirements and depend upon the chemical nature of contaminant,
availability of contaminant, degradation capability of microorganisms, amount of
available oxygen, pH and temperature (Schultz et al. 1996).

8.7.1 Case Studies

Deeb and Cohen (2000) evaluated the impact of substrate interaction on aerobic
biotransformation rates and mineralization potentials of gasoline monoaromatics and
methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE) compounds that commonly co-exist in groundwater
contaminant plumes using mixed bacterial culture. Three toluene-grown cultures were
shown to biotransform all six BTEX compounds (benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene, O-
xylene, w-xylene, and p-xylene), both individually and in mixtures, over a broad range
of concentrations (up to 80 mg/1) finally yielding CO2. This study presented the effect
of number of patterns, competitive inhibition and co-metabolism which occurred during
aerobic biodegradation in ground water contaminated plumes.

8.8 Biological Fixation

Biological fixation is defined as a naturally occurring phenomenon that takes
place during bioremediation process by converting inorganic and organic compounds
into soil organic matter by utilizing living organisms and is mainly involved in nutrient
cycles such as carbon, nitrogen, sulfur and phosphorous to maintain ecological balance
(Frank et al. 2003). Various factors such as temperature, pH, substrate concentration,
dissolved oxygen, and the presence of toxic and inhibitory substances are responsible for
the biological fixation of different compounds (Dobereiner 1997).

Nitrogen Fixation

When a biological process fixes or incorporates nitrogen into microbial or plant
biomass, it is known as nitrogen fixation. Nitrogen fixing bacteria fix about 60% of
nitrogen gas into ammonia using prokaryotic organisms (diazotrophs). Nitrogenase is an
enzyme used during N2 fixation, which is inactivated in the presence of oxygen. Some
cyanobacterial populations also perform N2 fixation under aerobic conditions by
developing special compartments within their cells known as heterocyst (Kessel and
Hartley 2000). Cyanobacteria capable of creating heterocyst do not have photosystem II
which produce oxygen during photosynthesis. In the absence of oxygen, non-heterocyst
possessing cyanobacteria can also fix atmospheric N2. Azotobacter species can also fix
N2 under microaerophilic conditions i.e. even in the presence of very low concentration
of oxygen (Weidner et al. 2003).
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Carbon Fixation

Micro algae like Chlorella and Synechocystis sp. play a major role in carbon
fixation through Calvin cycle (Dubbs and Tabita 2004). Biological fixation of CO2

reduces the level of pollution and maintains COiand energy balance (Falkowski 1997).

Sulfur Fixation

Sulfur fixation is used to fix sulfur compounds necessary for building disulphide
linkage in protein utilizing bacteria having a capability to reduce sulfate compounds in
the absence of oxygen. Sulfur present in the environment is used in electron transport
through iron/sulfur cluster. It is also used in the catalytic site of several enzymes and co-
enzymes and is finally used as anti-carcinogenic and anti-septic compounds (Delgado
and Follett 2002).

Phosphorus Fixation

Phosphate in the environment is found in the form of variety of compounds
(sugar phosphates, lipids, nucleic acids, and free nucleotides) and is fixed in living
organisms including plant cells (Smith et al 2000).

Humiflcation

The biological processes by which organic matter decomposes into form humic
substances (naturally occurring heterogeneous organic substances).

8.8.1 Case Studies

Chen et al. (2003) studied biological fixation for carbon and nitrogen using
microorganisms under natural system. The action of microorganisms plays a major role
in efficient nutrient cycling of soil and it converts complex organic compounds such as
proteins, carbohydrates and cellulose into a usable form that plant can utilize for growth.
Microbes can also help to stabilize the soil by physical binding of soil particles together
by releasing gloxmalin which helps to bind the clay and organic material together. This
process increases the soil productivity. This study revealed the importance of
microorganisms in biological fixation by improving soil quality.

Lombi et al. (2002) carried out laboratory experiments to study biological
fixation of metals under in-situ conditions using bauxite residues. Three soil
amendments (red mud, beringite and lime) were applied to two soils polluted by heavy
metals. Oil seed rape, wheat, pea and lettuce were grown successfully in pots on
untreated and amended soils and metal uptake was determined. In both the soils, all
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three amendments reduced phytotoxicity of heavy metals, and increased plant growth
and decreased metal concentration in plants. They found that red mud treatment also
increased soil microbial biomass and was able to immobilize heavy metals into the soil.

8.9 Enzyme-Catalyzed Treatment

Bioremediation is a continually evolving process with progressively occurring
improvements. One such improvement is the use of enzymes produced from
microorganisms, plants, and animals for removal of toxic compounds from industrial
waste water streams (Klibanov et al 1980; Maloney et al 1986; Ghioureliotis and Nicell
1999).

In most of the microbial bioremediation and phytoremediation treatment
technologies, toxic compounds are converted into non-toxic end products via enzymatic
reactions which take place within or outside the cell by means of secretion of
intracellular or extracellular enzymes (Bewley 1996). There are several factors - pH,
temperature and contaminant (substrate) concentrations which regulate enzymatic
reactions (Nannipieri et al 2002).

8.9.1 Limitations of Enzyme Catalyzed Treatment

Enzymatic treatment has several limitations such as high cost of treatment and
potential formation of toxic residual products which remain in the aqueous phase.
Besides, enzymes are also susceptible to permanent inactivation by formation of various
undesirable side products during the treatment process (Nicell et al 1993; Heck et al
1992;Aitkenetall994).

8.9.2 Case Studies

Xu et al., (2005) studied oxidative polymerization of 1-naphthol using
horseradish peroxidase (HRP) enzyme in pH 7. They found addition of peroxidase
enzyme resulted in production of both soluble and insoluble naphthol polymerization
products (NPP). Soluble NPP were more polar in nature than naphthol and comprised of
trimers and tetramers. Insoluble NPP oligomers consist of dimers, trimers and tetramers
were non-polar than naphthol. LC/MS characterization of insoluble NPP revealed that
the nature of compounds such naphthoquinone, 2-hydroxy, 1 -4- naphthoquinone, dimeric
4-4'-bi-1-naphthol and trimeric naphthol. This study confirmed that the overall toxicity
was reduced due to formation of NPP and followed by their precipitation.

Bhandari and Xu (2001) extensively studied the degradation and immobilization
of phenolic contaminants by peroxidase enzyme treatment in surface soils. The sorption
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and desorption of phenol, o-cresol, 2,4-dichlorophenol (DCP) and 1-naphthol was
studied in two surface soils. They added these compounds as single solutes or binary
mixtures. Addition of HRP resulted in sorption and contaminant solubility was increased
in the order of naphthol < DCP < cresol < phenol. They found that reduction in
contaminant desorption by the addition of HRP. This study concluded that enzyme
treatment resulted in production of hydrophobic polymers, due to their lower solubility
in water, readily portioned on to the solid phase. HRP reduced the mobility of the
phenolic contaminants in soil surface which leads to polymerization of phenols and
subsequent adsorption on soil particles.

They also investigated the extractability of the parent solutes and their
polymerization products using 14C-labelling. They quantified the retained contaminant
on soil particles as water-extractable, methanol extractable, humic/fulvic (HA/FA) acid-
bound and soil/humin bound. They found that 2-20% of the solute retained on soil and
remained bound to the HA/FA and soil/humin components in unamended soils after 7
day contact period. During peroxidase enzyme treatment the amount of solute bound
was as high as 40-75%. The alkali-extractable HA/FA component contained the largest
fraction of radioactivity in the peroxidase amended soils. They found that the soil
organic matter content was the predominant factor which controlling the extent of
sorption of the parent components. The polymerization products are retained on the clay
content and their particle surface area also contributed to the retention of these
compounds. High molecular weight oligomers produced during peroxidase-mediated
polymerization of phenols associate strongly with soil components and were
incorporated into the soil organic matter by oxidative coupling reactions. The
enhancement of bound residue formation occurred with more soluble phenols, which
indicated that peroxidase-mediated immobilization can be more effective for the
containment of phenols that were highly mobile in soil and groundwater (Xu and
Bhandari., 2003).

Novozymes and Mitsubishi Chemicals (2004) have developed an enzyme which
degrades bioplastic polybutylene succinate (PBS) in an effective and ecofriendly
manner. In Japan, enormous amount of PBS has been used by farmers for covering the
cropland. The biodegradation of PBS takes several months preventing farmers to use
land during this period. Spreading the new enzyme on bioplastic resulted in its
degradation within 12 hours (Website: http://www.novozymes.com). This study
confirmed the potential application of enzymes for faster and effective biodegradation of
target compounds than conventional processes.
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8.10 Biological Reactors

Bioreactors are enclosed vessels used in biodegradation of toxic chemicals and
operated under controlled parameters with continuous monitoring system. Several types
and design of bioreactors are available namely, batch bioreactor, continuous bioreactor,
sequential batch biofilm reactor (SSBR), membrane bioreactor (MBR), fluidized bed
reactor (FBR), biofilm reactor (BFR), and airlift bioreactor. Use of a particular type of
bioreactor mainly depends upon nature of contaminants and site (Nakhla and Suidan
1995).

Bioreactors are widely used methods due to their cost-effectiveness and eco-
friendly approach. Besides, they can easily degrade recalcitrant compounds and provide
high-quality treatment by complete removal of toxic substances. They can be operated
both under aerobic as well as anaerobic conditions, by using minimal manpower and
generating minimum sludge (Vischetti et al 2004).

8.10.1 Factors Affecting Biodegradation in Reactors

In order to achieve effective and complete biodegradation of toxic compounds,
certain essential requirements of bioreactors are to be fulfilled. Biodegradation of toxic
compounds in a bioreactor depends on various parameters such as dissolved oxygen, pH,
temperature, aeration, nutrient requirements, contaminant concentration and
microorganisms (White and Schnabel 1998).

8.10.2 Limitations of Biological Reactors

Although bioreactors are used very commonly, they have certain limitations which
makes the whole process lengthy. These limitations are:

Prolonged period of acclimatization and time required for process optimization
and standardization (Gander et al. 2000);
Extensive design of bioreactor;
Require large working area above ground level;
Lack of control in volatile compounds;

Poor understanding of microbial biokinetics and
Factors influencing bacterial action.

8.10.3 Case Studies

Sajc and Novakovic (2000) studied bioconversion of anthraquinones using
immobilized plant cells in airlift bioreactors. They used alginate immobilized Frangula
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alnus cells, a continuous aqueous phase (nutrient), dispersed solvent phase (n-
hexadecane or silicone oil) and gas bubbles to achieve the bioconversion of contaminant.

8.11 Monitored Natural Attenuation

Recent years have seen an increased interest in developing novel strategies and
processes of biodegradation for the removal of contaminants from contaminated sites
(Suarez and Rifai 1999). Implementation of non-structural solutions such as monitored
natural attenuation (MNA) can be used as a sole remedial alternative to soil and ground
water contaminated sites (Lee and Batchelor 2003). Design of ground water monitoring
in natural attenuation process were illustrated in Figure 8.3.

The popularity of this approach will increase due to complexities of available
subsurface systems and costs associated with conventional engineered approaches.
Selection of natural attenuation to treat contaminated sites depends mainly upon the
ability to reach remediation goals with in reasonable timeframes (Small et al. 1998).
Under favorable geochemical conditions, natural attenuation of ground water
contaminants can result in significant reduction in cost over other remedial approaches.
Besides it is a less intrusive and disruptive process (Nobre and Nobre 2004).

Natural attenuation is the term used for all natural processes which are
responsible for remediation of pollutants from contaminated sites. Naturally occurring
physical, chemical and biological processes can transform contaminants into harmless
form or immobilize them in the subsurface thereby reducing the concentration of
contaminants in water (Lorah and Olsen 1999).

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency defines monitored natural
attenuation as the "reliance on natural attenuation processes (within the context of a
carefully controlled and monitored site cleanup approach) to achieve site-specific
remediation objectives within a time frame that is reasonable compared to that offered
by other more active methods. The 'natural attenuation processes' that are at work in
such a remediation approach include a variety of physical, chemical, or biological
processes that, under favorable conditions, act without human intervention to reduce the
mass, toxicity, mobility, volume, or concentration of contaminants in soil or
groundwater. These in-situ processes include biodegradation; dispersion; dilution;
sorption; volatilization; radioactive decay; and chemical or biological stabilization,
transformation, or destruction of contaminants." (EPA, OSWER Directive 9200.4-17PX

Non-destructive attenuation processes are dispersion, dilution, volatilization,
precipitation and sorption to soil particles (EPA-600-R-98-128). Some of the indicators
used to monitor natural attenuation processes are reduction of contaminant
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Figure 8.3 (Top) Plan view of optimal ground water monitoring. The monitoring points
located as follows: up gradient Al and A2; source zone Bl through B3; mid-plume
(transverse to flow) either Cl through C5 or Dl through D5; plume toe: El through E4;
plume centerline B2-C3-D3-E3 and underground storage tank (UST). (Bottom)
Schematic diagram of longitudinal cross section of optimal ground water monitoring
network process (note: figure not to scale).

concentrations, depleted oxygen levels, nitrate, and sulfate, elevated levels of methane in
ground water and presence of daughter products and are important indications for
successful progress of degradation of contaminant (Lorah and Olsen 1999). Despite the
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positive outcomes, large uncertainties may arise from (i) complex and unknown source
histories at such sites (spatial scale, timing and magnitude of spills and infiltration) and
(ii) poorly quantified rates of hydrodynamic dispersion at the plume fringe.

8.11.1 Factor Affecting Monitored Natural Attenuation

The factors which affect MNA processes are microbial physiology, concentration
of contaminant, presence of electron acceptor, pH, aerobic, anaerobic and co-metabolic
contaminant degradation. These factors are useful for process improvement as well as
optimization (Brady et al. 1998).

8.11.2 Case Studies

Thronton et al. (2000) carried out natural attenuation of landfill leachate in
laboratory column containing Triassic sandstone aquifer material from English
midlands. The sorption and degradation of leachate constituents which consisted of
dissolved organic matter (DOM) and 13 organic micro pollutants were studied under
acetogenic and methanogenic conditions. The study indicated an eightfold decrease in
micropollutant sorption in acetogenic leachate (up to 280 days) and six fold increase in
methanogenic leachate (150-353 days than their half life >2400 days). This behavior
reflects a combination of interactions between the micropollutants, leachate DOM and
aquifer mineral fraction. Degradation of organic fractions occurred under Mn and
SO 2~ reducing conditions. Workers concluded that aquifer materials have large capacity
for in-situ bioremediation of organic pollutants.

Berger et al. (2000) conducted studies to understand the controls on chemical
evolution of drainage in a historic mining district, New Mexico. The drainage near waste
rock pile was acidic in nature (pH ranges from 3.0-5.0) and carried high concentrations
Zn (5.0 ppm), Al (0.050-0.20 ppm), Cu (1.3 ppm), Pb (0.015 ppm), Fe (0.3 ppm) and
SO4 (250 ppm). As drainage flowed towards Pecos River, pH increased to greater than 7
and heavy metal content decreased. A process model of natural attenuation in this
drainage showed the main controls on pH and concurrent mixing with tributary streams.
This study concluded that natural attenuation of contaminant takes place in two distinct
pathways by precipitation of Al, Cu, Fe and Pb and dilution of Zn, Mg, Mn and SO4.

Clement et al. (2002) studied degradation of dense non-aqueous phase liquids
(DNAPL) using natural attenuation process. DNAPL compounds studied were mainly
chlorinated ethene and ethane originated from chlorinated solvent manufacturing plants
and from other refineries. In this study, workers followed various steps in implementing
U.S.EPA guidelines for natural attenuation. The first stage of monitored natural
attenuation (MNA) assessment was to collect field data useful to complete a
biodegradation scrolling analysis as recommended in the protocol. The analysis results
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indicated that the site had potential for natural attenuation process. The second stage was
a detailed conceptual model developed to identify various contaminants transport
pathways and exposure points. It was useful to assess whether the contaminants were
attenuating at a reasonable rate along these transport paths so that MNA can be
considered as a feasible remedial option. The site data indicated that chlorinated ethane
and ethane plumes were degrading and will attenuate within 1000 ft down gradient from
the source. Therefore, they considered MNA as one of the feasible remedial processes
for this site.

Erses and Onay (2003) applied natural attenuation to determine fate and behavior
of heavy metals co-disposed with municipal waste under methanogenic conditions. Two
landfill simulating reactors, with leachate recirculation and without leaching circulation
were used. These reactors were operated under constant room temperature at 32° C and
filled with typical composition of municipal solid waste. After the onset of
methanogenic conditions, selected heavy metals including iron, copper, nickel, cadmium
and zinc were added according to the quantity suggested for co-disposal. The study
showed that 90% of all heavy metals were precipitated from reactors within 10 days due
to establishment of highly reducing environment and formation of sulfides from sulfate
which provided heavy metal precipitation. This confirmed the effectiveness of co-
disposal of waste under methanogenic conditions.

Nobre and Nobre (2004) performed bioremediation of chlorinated organic
pollutants using natural attenuation process. After a major accidental release of 1,2-
dichloroethane (1,2-DCA) in the soil, a system was implemented for plume migration
control which had 300 m long physical barrier (cement-bentonite diaphragm wall) and
12 extraction wells. Results confirmed natural degradation of 1,2-DCA into vinyl
chloride as well as ethane under natural anaerobic conditions on-site. This study
concluded that natural attenuation could be employed for degradation of chlorinated
compounds and effective degradation can be achieved by combing with biosparging
system.

Lee and Batchelor (2004) studied anaerobic reduction of chlorinated ethylenes
[Concentrations expressed as electron equivalents relative to ethane (PCE, 10 equiv/mol;
TCE, 8 equiv/mol; DCEs, 6 equiv/mol; VC, 4 equiv/mol; ethylene, 2 equiv/mol)]
conditions in contaminated soil. This study was carried out to understand behavior of
chlorinated ethylenes in natural systems, including systems modified to promote
attenuation of contaminants. The reductive capacities of iron-bearing sulfide (pyrite),
hydroxide (green rust; GRSO4), and oxide (magnetite) minerals for Cr(VI) and
tetrachloroethylene (PCE) were 1-3 orders of magnitude greater than those of iron-
bearing phyllosilicates (biotite, vermiculite, and montmorillonite). The reductive
capacities of surface soil (plains of central Texas) were similar and slightly greater than
those of iron-bearing phyllosilicates. The reductive capacity of iron-bearing soil
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minerals for Cr(VI) was roughly 3-16 times greater than that for PCE, implying that
Cr(VI) is more susceptible to being reduced by soil minerals than is PCE. GRSo4 has the
greatest reductive capacity for both Cr(VI) and PCE followed by magnetite, pyrite,
biotite, montmorillonite, and vermiculite. They found this order was the same for both
target compounds, which indicates that the relative reductive capacities of soil minerals
are consistent. The reductive capacities of pyrite and GRSO4 for chlorinated ethylenes
decreased in the order: trichloroethylene (TCE)>PCE>cis-dichloroethylene (c-
DCE)>vinyl chloride (VC). Fe(II) content in soil minerals was directly proportional to
the reductive capacity of soil minerals for Cr(VI) and PCE, suggesting that Fe(II)
content is an important factor that significantly affects reductive transformations of
target contaminants in natural systems. Rate of reductive dechlorination was induced
using dithionate and Fe(II) in contaminated soil sites. The study results indicated higher
reductive degradation of chlorinated ethylene. The main transformation products in
reductive dechlorination were acetylene, ethylene and ethane. Chlorinated intermediates
were not found above detection limit. Formation of chloride was observed in all reduced
soil suspensions, but not in control. This study concluded that degradation of chlorinated
compounds was also possible using natural attenuation under reductive degradation and
sorption of chlorinated compounds in soil.

8.12 Conclusion

Bioremediation is effective and continuously evolving remediation technology to
manage a large variety of pollutants. Bioremediation comprises various technologies like
bioventing, biosparging, biostimulation, bioaugmentation, bioreactors, enzyme catalysis
and natural attenuation systems. Each technology possesses inherent characteristics
which result in its application at a particular site, for example, natural attenuation
methods would be a positive approach to handle comparatively dilute waste streams vis-
a-vis utilization of bioreactors for concentrated wastes. In the last 20 years, significant
research efforts have developed a detailed process understanding of ecological,
biochemical and genetic basis of microbial contaminant degradation, with a view to
enhance microbial capabilities and design more effective bioremediation processes.
Furthermore, in future, site assessment procedures must become more integrated and
combine key elements of biology, chemistry, hydrogeology and process modeling to
develop sustainable solutions to land contamination. In the time to come, bioremediation
will continue to be a feasible and economical option to remediate contamination.
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CHAPTER 9

Bioremediation with Fungi

Mausam Verma, Satinder K. Brar, R. D. Tyagi, and R. Y. Surampalli

9.1 Introduction

Fungi are important bioremediation agents. They have been successfully used at
laboratory, pilot and commercial levels with frequent modifications. Their immense
potential as bioremediators has stimulated the scientific community to further categorize
fungi on the basis of their remediation capabilities, e.g. saprotrophs (white rot and brown
rot fungi) and mycorrhizal fungi (Meharg and Cairney, 2000). Potential contaminants
like munition wastes, pesticides, organochlorines, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs),
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), synthetic dyes, wood preservatives and
synthetic polymers can be degraded or converted into less nuisance forms via fungal
treatments (Pointing, 2001). Even though bacteria, algae, and plants are able to perform
decontamination, their applications are limited by their low treatment efficacies. In most
cases, xenobiotic chemicals are extremely resistant to biodegradation by native flora and
fauna (Fernando and Aust, 1994). Several ligninolytic fungi, however, have been shown
to decompose a large variety of recalcitrant compounds due to their non-specific enzyme
systems (Novotny et al., 2004). Ligninolytic fungi appear to be equally effective in
treating contaminants associated with soil or water. However, their proliferation in
contaminated soil is highly susceptible to competition from native microbes, thereby
warrants, bulking agents (as supplementary nutrient) like peat moss, bran flakes, and
pine wood shavings (Meysami and Baheri, 2003).

Mycorrhizal symbioses (ectomycorrhizal, arbuscular, ericoid and orchid fungi)
of fungi help in degradation of many xenobiotics by a consortium of large group of
fungi, which are otherwise resistant to attack by a single or, a few organisms (Meharg
and Cairney, 2000; Allen et al., 1995; Clapp et al., 1995; Perotto et al., 1996; Gardes and
Bruns, 1996; Dahlberg et al., 1997; Liu et al., 1998). The need of mycorrhizal symbioses
arose from some of the drawbacks of phytoremediation technology which has serious
environmental implications, e.g., bioaccumulation of contaminants into plants and their
subsequent entry into wild-life food chains (Anderson et al., 1993). In contrast to
application of white rot fungi (WRF), the natural presence of mycorrhizal fungi in
rhizosphere would be a definite advantage. However, slower growth, dependency on
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plant/tree root systems, and fungal biomass are some of the constraints of mycorrhizal
fungi in bioremediation (Lappin et al., 1985; Donnelly and Fletcher, 1994; Meharg and
Cairney, 2000).

Benevolent speciation of metals in environment by fungi is another widely
studied and implemented mode of bioremediation (Lovley and Coates, 1997; Eccles,
1999). Furthermore, in addition to metals, speciation and mobility of other elements,
including carbon, nitrogen, sulfur and phosphorus are fundamental to biogeochemical
cycles implications for plant productivity and human health (Gadd, 1999, 2002, 2004;
Verrecchia and Dumont, 1996). In general, metal speciation ability of microorganisms is
due to their mobilization or immobilization processes that control transportation of metal
species between soluble and insoluble phases (White et al., 1997, 1998; Sreekrishnan
and Tyagi, 1994; Vachon et al., 1994).

Currently, there are some commercialized/proprietary processes, claiming
simultaneous execution of bioremediation and growth factor enhancement of soil for
agricultural purposes (Walker, 2003). These processes normally comprise of application
of fertilizer and pesticide in combination with specific carbohydrate-based surfactant. It
is proposed that the presence of adequate environmental conditions for native microbial
flora would stimulate the remediation process and consequently plant growth promotion.
There are several other types of commercial/proprietary formulations for soil
remediation designed for different requirements, interestingly, a majority of them either
contain inocula of fungi or, growth enhancers for bioremediator fungi (Gill, 1996, 1997;
Bennett et al., 2001; Walker, 2003).

This chapter will broadly circumscribe important developments in saprotroph
and mycorrhizal fungi associated soil bioremediation processes aimed at application and
their known modes of action. Few case studies are presented for well accounted
processes.

9.2 Saprotrophic Fungal Processes

White-rot fungi (WRF) are the most studied fungi among saprotrophs (WRF,
brown-rot fungi, litter-decaying fungi) for soil bioremediation (Figure 9.1). It is a
physiological classification rather than taxonomic, comprising those fungi that have a
panoply of lignin degrading enzymes (Pointing, 2001). The name white-rot signifies the
appearance of wood attacked by these fungi, in which lignin removal results in a white
appearance of the substrate. The lignin degrading characteristic of WRF facilitate in soil
bioremediation in two ways - (1) capability to degrade a wide range of highly
recalcitrant organopollutants with structural similarities to lignin (Figure 9.2, Pointing,
2001); (2) WRF as well as other microbial flora nourish from bioavailable substrate
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obtained from lignin degradation. Mostly basidiomycetes, and a few ascomycete genera
(Figure 9.1) are capable of white-rot decay (Eaton and Hale, 1993). Table 9.1 lists some
WRF-mediated soil bioremediation processes, grouped on the basis of pollutants treated.

Various recalcitrant pollutants described in the following sections, have been
categorized on the basis of their end-use and similarity in chemical class.

Figure 9.1 Schematic sketch of Saprotrophs, and mycorrhizal fungi.

9.2.1 Synthetic Dyes, Pesticides and Poly chlorinated Biphenyls

These pollutants are introduced into environment by agricultural sanitization,
textile dyeing, paints, refineries and electrical industries (Novotny et al., 2001). These
pollutants are of great environmental concern because of their abundance and high toxic,
carcinogenic and reproductive effects on animal and humans. About 632 million tons of
PCBs have been produced for transformer oil (1929-1970, Rojas-Avelizapa et al., 1999;
Duke et al., 1970; INE., 1995; Hutzinger et al., 1974). Inadequate use of these oils, lack
of proper storage and disposal of spent oils, and accidental spillage has caused serious
contamination problems (INE, 1995). Similarly, there are several other major sources of
these pollutants (Meharg and Cairney, 2000).
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Figure 9.2 (a) Lignin monomers, (b) polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), and (c)
halogenated compounds mineralized by the ligninolytic enzyme system of white-rot
fungi (Pointing, 2001).

In particular, pesticides are persistent in the environment in the form of
organochlorines, organophosphate and are linked to toxic effects and population declines
at higher trophic levels (Alloway and Ayres 1993). Fortunately, bacteria and several
genera of soil fungi (e.g. Fusarium, Penicillium) obtained from pesticide contaminated
soils are now known to degrade pesticides with great efficacy (Twigg and Socha, 2001;
Wongetal., 1992).

9.2.1.1 Mechanisms of Bioremediation

The oxidation of lignin takes place in the secondary metabolic process of WRF
(Figure 9.3), in order to access wood polysaccharides bound in lignin-carbohydrate
complexes (Jeffries, 1990). On the other hand, organophosphate insecticides are not
generally persistent, and certain WRF e.g., Phanerochaete chrysosporium have been
demonstrated to mineralize chloropyrifos, fonofos, and terbufos (Bumpus et al. 1993).
The action of lignin-modifying enzymes was unclear, however, hydrolytic cleavage of
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Table 9.1 White rot fungi based bioremediation of different pollutants.
Saprotroph Fungi
(White Rot and Brown Rot)
Aspergillus fumigatus, A.
sydowii, A. terreus, A. clavatus,
A. niger, Fusarium oxysporum,
F. decemcellulare, Penicillium
oxalicum, P. restrictum, P.
simplicissimum, P.
verruculosum, P. montanense,
P. pinophilum, P. janthinellum,
Amorphoteca resinae,
Neosartorya Jlscheri,
Paecilomyces variotii,
Talaromycesflavus, Graphium
putredinis, Cunninghamella
echinulata, Eupenicillium
ochrosalmoneum,

Coriolopsis gallica,
Bjerkandera adusta, Pleurotus
pilmanarius, P. Ostreatus,
Phanerochaete chrysos,
Trametes versicolor

Phanerochaete chrysosporium

Pleurotus osteratus

Bulking Agent(s)/
Synthetic Media
KCl,250mgr';
NaH2P04, I g f 1 ;
MgS04, 0.5 g f1;
NH4N03, I g f 1 ,
Chloramphenicol,
lOOmgf 1

Pine wood shavings,
peat moss and bran
flakes

1% (w/v) malt
extract; 1 % (w/v)
glucose; 0.2% (w/v)
peptone; 0.2% (w/v)
yeast extract; 1 .5%
(w/v) agar

Spent mushroom
compost wetted with
fish oil as surfactant

Pollutant Pollutant
Concentration

Arabian 1 g I~
light crude
oil (BAL
150)

Wheather 4000- 1 4000 ppm
ed crude
oil

TNT 2- 10 jag T1

(2,4,6-
trinitrotol
uene)

Creosote 1900mg
(containin PAH/kg creosote
g!6
different
PAHs)

Reference

Chaillan et
al., (2004)

Meysami
and Baheri,
(2003)

Stahl and
Aust,
(1993a,
1993b);
Zheng and
Obbard,
(2002)
Eggen, T.
(1999)

Lentinula edodes

Phytophthora sp., Mucor sp.,
Cladosporium sp.,
Coniothyrium sp., Dor atomy ces
sp., Fusarium sp., Phialophora
sp., Scedosporium sp.,
Sphaeropsis sp., Stachybotrys
sp., Trichoderma sp.

Spent mushroom
compost

BSM-glycerol
medium:
Glycerol, 10 gf1;
KHzPO^gf1;
CaCl2.2H2O,0.14g
r';MgSO4.7H2O,
0.07 gf1; thiamine
hypochloride, 2.5 mg
f'jTweenSO^.Sml
F1; D- diammonium

PAHs  Buswell,
(1994)

PAHs 800-1100 mg Potin et al.,
PAHs /kg soil (2004a,

2004b)
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Saprotroph Fungi
(White Rot and Brown Rot)

Bulking Agent(s)/
Synthetic Media

Pollutant Pollutant
Concentration

Reference

Absidia cylindrospora, A.
spinosa, Acremonium murorum,
Alternaria alternata,
Aspergillus flavipes, A.
fumigatus, A. niger, A. oryzae,
A. parasiticus, A. terreus, A.
ustus, Botryotrichum
piluliferum, Cladosporium
herbarum, Cunninghamella
bainieri, Cylindrocarpon
lucidum, Doratomyces
asperulus, D. stemonitis,
Fusarium culmorum, F.
lateritium, F. oxysporum, F.
solani, Gliocladium roseum, G.
virens, Humicola grisea,
Mmimedusa polyspora, Mucor
hiemalis, Neosartorya fischeri,
Paecilomyces lilacinus,
Penicillium canescens, P.
janczevoskii, P. montanense, P.
restrictum, P. simplicissimum,
Phoma eupyrena, P. exigua,
Pseudallescheria boydii,
Seimatosporium sp.,
Stachybotrys bisbyi, S.
chartarum, Talaromyces flavus,
Trichoderma hamatum, T.
harzianum, T. koningii.
Trichurus spiralis, Verticillium
tenerum, Westerdykella
dispersa, Zygorhynchus

heterogamus

Kuehneromyces mutabilis and
Agrocybe aegerita

Pleurotus ostreatus,
Phanerochaete chrysosporium,

tartrate, 1.84 g 1 ,
yeast extract, 1 g f1;
FeSO4.7H2O, 70 mg
r1;ZnSO4.7H2O,
46.2 mgf1;
MnSO4.H20, 35 mg
r1;CuSO4.5H20,7
mgf1.

GS* liquid medium
supplemented with 5
g I"1 glucose

Mycelial mat grown
over malt agar

Fluorene 100 ug /g soil Garon et al.
(2004)

Pyrene 80 j jg/gsoi l

Freshly ground, dried PAH 5-30 ug / g soil
birch sticks - steel (gasworks

Sack and
Fritsche
(1997)

Andersson
et al. (2000)
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Saprotroph Fungi
(White Rot and Brown Rot)
Hypholomafasciculare

Actinomyces sp. and
Paecilomyces sp.

Pleurotus osteratus

Irpex lacteus and Pleurotus
ostreatus

Phanerochaete chrysosporium,
Trametes versicolor and
Pleurotus ostreatus

Bulking Agent(s)/
Synthetic Media
net-sieved (7 mm) -
use as a fungal
substrate
KN03,lgr';FeC13,
O.tttgr'jMgSCH,
0.2gr';NaCl,0.1g
r^CaCE,
0.1gr1;K2HPO4, 1
g F1; yeast extract,
0.05 gf1,
transformer oil, 1%
v/v (after
sterilization)

Growth medium -
malt extract/glucose
medium,
malt extract broth
medium, and low
nitrogen mineral
medium;
Support medium -
polyurethane
foam/pinewood
chips/coarsed-milled
straw

Growth medium -
malt extract/glucose
medium,
yeast
extract/peptone/gluco
se medium, and
phenazine induction
medium; Support
medium -
polyurethane
foam/pinewood
chips/coarsed-milled
straw

Pollutant Pollutant
Concentration

plant,
Ystad,
Sweden)
Transform 7000 mg / kg soil
er oil
(PCB
content,
88% w/v)

PCB 10.21 g / kg soil
commerci
al mixture
Delor 103
(1.02
mg/ml in
acetone)

Remazol 150^g/gsoil
Brilliant
BlueR
(Synthetic
dye)

PCB 1 50 u.g /g soil
mixture
(Delor
106) and a
number of
synthetic
dyes

Reference

Rojas-
Avelizapa et
al. (1999)

Kubatova et
al. (2001)

Novotny et
al. (2001)

Novotny et
al. (2004)
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Saprotroph Fungi Bulking Agent(s)/
(White Rot and Brown Rot) Synthetic Media

Aspergillusflavus, A.
fumigatus, Fusarium
avenaceum, F. compactum, F.
equiseti, F. oxysporum, F.
proliferatum, F. semitectum, F.
solani, Penicillium spinulosum

Pollutant Pollutant
Concentration

Commerci 20 mM
al
pesticide
- Sodium
monofluor
oacetate
(1080)

Reference

Twigg and
Socha
(2001)

* Galzy and Slonimski, (1957)

the organophosphates, fenitrothion and fenitrooxon by non-ligninolytic fungus
Trichoderma viridae (Baarschers and Heitland 1986) have been well known. Thus, it
could be inferred that WRF have been able to degrade a wide range of pesticides simply
due to their diversity in enzymes.

In vitro role of extracellular peroxidases and laccases in oxidizing recalcitrant
compounds have been well documented (Figure 8.3) but the functional significance of
individual enzyme levels in vivo is poorly understood (Novotny et al., 2001). In a
majority of cases, the complexity of biodegradation processes where various interactions
may determine the rate-limiting step renders enzymatic actions unclear. However, this
has not been an obstacle in developing WRF based soil bioremediation of PCBs
(Pointing, 2001; Van Acken et al., 1999). Unfortunately, there are many other pesticides
which are known to contaminate soils, have not been studied well and need extensive
research to develop effective bioremediation approaches.

Figure 9.3 Fungal metabolism mechanisms of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(Cerniglia, 1997).
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9.2.1.2 Case Studies

While some soil microorganisms are ubiquitous and commonly occur in a variety
of moist soils (Kelly, 1965; Bong et al., 1979), it is worthwhile to emphasize that fungal
species have been more efficient in pesticide degradation even in arid and semi-arid soil
conditions. Some case studies for fungal bioremediation of synthetic dyes, pesticides and
polychlorinated biphenyls are presented below:

Many WRF have been efficient in mineralizing organochlorine pesticides, such
as DDT, 2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic (2,4,5-T) and 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic (2,4-D).
Under ligninolytic growth conditions, many WRF strains, e.g., Phanerochaete
Chrysosporium, Pleurotus ostreatus, Phellinus weirii, and Polyporus versicolor are able
to mineralize 5.3-13.5% of added 14C-radiolabeled DDT, dicofol, and methoxychlor
over 30 days (Bumpus and Aust 1987).

Highly recalcitrant pesticides like the chlorinated triazine herbicide 2-chloro-4-
ethylamme-6-isopropylamino-l,3,4-triazme (atrazine) have been transformed by white-
rot fungi P. chrysosporium (Mougin et al. 1994) and Pleurotus pulmonarius (Masaphy
et al. 1993), yielding hydroxylated and 7V-dealkylated metabolites. The presence of
healthy consortia of microorganisms in soil assures that certain pesticides can be used
safely in environments, albeit under recommended application dosage.

In a safety study regarding pest control programs in Australia and New Zealand
carried out by Twigg and Socha, (2001), role of fungal species ofFusarium, Penicillium
and Aspergillus was assessed.. These researchers performed bioremediation of sodium
monofluoroacetate (a commercial invertebrate pesticide) contaminated soil at pH 5.6 and
6.8 to distinguish the role of fungi in pesticide degradation in comparison to bacterial
consortia and found that Fusarium oxysporum had greatest pesticide degradation ability
(approximately 45% degradation of pesticide within 12 d). Degradation of the pesticides
appeared to cease in a 28 d time course trial.

Novotny et al., (2001) successfully demonstrated that in vivo degradation of a
broad selection of recalcitrant compounds (dyes, polyaromatic hydrocarbons-PAHs,
PCBs) under a variety of conditions is possible, except that the enzyme levels are
sufficiently high. These researchers used growth media like malt extract/glucose
medium, yeast extract/peptone/glucose medium, and phenazine induction medium to
produce mycelial mass and subsequently immobilized them to a support media like
polyurethane foam, pinewood chips or coarse-milled straw before application on
contaminated soil (Novotny et al., 2004).

Previously, specially designed tube reactors were used to evaluate
biodegradation experiments (Novotny et al., 1999). Each reactor was made of a tube
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(dia. 3.5 cm, length 24 cm) divided by a fine nylon net into two compartments. In one
compartment, straw was inoculated with the WRF and fungal mycelium grew through
the net to other compartment containing sterilized soil (10 g) that was contaminated with
100 ul of a Delor 103 solution in acetone. Subsequently, the system was aerated and
moistened throughout the remediation period (2 month). Kubatova et al., (2001) could
obtain a maximum removal efficiency of 40% of Delor 103 in two months using such a
remediation system. However, such configurations are only applicable for micro-scale
experiments and can not be feasible for field application.

Rojas-Avelizapa et al., (1999) used a mixed culture including fungi to degrade
transformer oil. In liquid media amended with emulsifier Triton X-100 and
supplemented with mineral salts, yeast extract (50 mg I"1) and the transformer oil as sole
carbon source, about 75% degradation occurred within 10 days. However, such studies
could only provide partial solution of isolating or screening potential microbial strains
for PCBs pollutants removal. Therefore, future studies should be more oriented towards
field application of these potential fungi and their feasibility in soil bioremediation of
PCBs.

9.2.2 Crude Oils and Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons

Crude oil and its derivatives like polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are highly
toxic environmental contaminants introduced into the environment in huge quantities by
several point sources (Meharg et al., 1998). The incidences of soil-contamination by
PAH have been mostly noted for accidental spillage of crude oil besides, their perennial
sources of emissions like, coal gasification processes, refineries and polymer industries
(Leyval and Binet, 1998; Nicolotti and Egli, 1998). Different strains of bacteria have the
ability to degrade simple PAHs like naphthalene (Lisowska and Dlugonski, 1999;
Milstein et al., 1988; Katayama and Matsumura, 1991; Hofrichter et al., 1993; Lamar et
al., 1993; Sack and Giinther, 1993).

9.2.2.1 Mechanisms of Bioremediation

In addition to the complexity of higher PAHs, temporal bioavailability of PAHs
renders them more illusive towards bioremediation and requires concerted efforts of
microbial consortia, which could simultaneously make PAHs bioavailable as well as
degrade them, a phenomenon which is much easier for fungal species owing to their
lytic enzyme systems (Bollag et al., 1992; McFarland et al., 1992; Eggen, 1999).

WRF produce an array of enzymes depending on their genetic constitution and
environmental conditions. Some key degradation enzymes like lignin peroxidase (LiP),
manganese-dependent peroxidase (MnP), manganese-independent peroxidase (MIP),
and laccase are well documented (Lamar, 1992; Vyas et al., 1994; Bogan and Lamar,
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1996; Kotterman et al., 1996; Eggen, 1999). Extensive research has been focused on the
role of these enzymes in bioremediation. Despite these serious efforts, the exact
metabolic processes of biodegradation of PAHs are unavailable. For example, the PAHs
degrading ability of Pleurotus osteratus, in the absence of LiP (Hatakka, 1990; Waldner
et al., 1988) has been loosely correlated with laccase activity (Kerem et al., 1992;
Thurston, 1994). In whole cultures (Pleurotus ostreatus, Bjerkandera adusta\ attempts
to link laccase activity with oxidation of phenanthrene and pyrene (Bezalel et al. 1996a)
and the production of oxidative enzymes with PAH metabolism have been unsuccessful
(Schutzendubel et al., 1999). It is likely that cytochrome P-450 monooxygenase
produced by Pleurotus osteratus is responsible for the initial attack on PAHs, followed
by subsequent degradation by laccase in similar manner to non-ligninolytic fungi
(Bezalel etal.,1996b).

9.2.2.2 Case Studies

There are numerous examples where WRF have been incorporated in soil with
or, without bulking/synthetic support media to treat PAHs like pyrene and fluorine (Sack
and Fritsche, 1997; Garon et al., 2004). The use of PAH amended fungi (fungus pre-
acclimatized to PAH or pollutant) culture may be more effective in bioremediation
compared to non-acclimatized cultures (Garon et al., 2004). Certain fungi (Gliocladium
roseum, G. virens, Penicillium janczewskii, Stachybotrys chartarum, Trichoderma
koningii and Zygorhynchus heterogamous) show significant adaptability towards
biodegradation of pollutants, while others (Mucor hiemalis, Aspergillus terreus and A.
ustus) are not affected by acclimatization. Some case studies for fungal bioremediation
of crude oils and poly cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are presented below:

Buswell, (1994) suggested use of spent mushroom culture (i.e. Pleurotus
ostreatus - oyster mushroom, Lentinula edodes - shiitake mushroom; a by-product from
commercial mushroom growers) as fungal inoculum for WRF in soil bioremediation.
Further, Eggen, (1999) compared spent mushroom culture to colonized mushroom
substrate (obtained from two commercial mushroom growers) before mushroom
(fruiting body) production as an alternative for fungal inoculum. Eggen, (1999)
investigated the modes of inoculum application, e.g., layering the fungi with soil and
mixing fungi and soil. The PAH degradation potential of two commercial sources of
fungi was dependent on the number of aromatic rings in the compounds. Spent
mushroom compost was more effective than fungal substrate generated before
mushroom production. Moreover, mixing of fungal inoculum and soil favored
degradation of 4- and 5-ring compounds rather than layered incubation. After 7 weeks
incubation at room temperature: 86% of total 16 PAHs, 89% of 3-ring PAHs, 87% of 4-
ring PAHs and 48% of 5-ring PAHs were obtained.
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A deuteromycete fungus, Cladosporium sphaerospermum, isolated from soil of
an aged gas manufacturing plant was investigated by Potin et al., (2004a, b), to degrade
PAHs. The average PAH (including high molecular weight PAHs) degradation capacity
of this strain was 23%, after 4 weeks of incubation in aged PAH-contaminated soil.
However, in liquid culture, it rapidly degraded benzo(a)pyrene during its early
exponential phase of growth (18% after 4 days of incubation). In addition, only laccase
activity was detected in liquid culture in the absence or in presence of benzo(ct)pyrene.
Therefore, bioremediation by C. sphaerospermum might be a potential and effective
treatment approach for aged PAH-contaminated soils.

Laboratory scale experiments on axenic fungal biodegradation of aliphatic and
aromatic hydrocarbons using a soil contaminated with 10% crude oil showed 65-74%
reduction in 90 days (Colombo et al., 1996). Normal alkanes were almost completely
degraded in the first 15 days, whereas slow dissociation of aromatic compounds
(phenanthrene and methylphenanthrenes) was a rate-limiting step. Aspergillus terreus
and Fusarium solani, isolated from oil-polluted areas, were more efficient in
contaminant removal. Simultaneous multivariate analysis of parameters established a
molecular weight dependant reactivity trend of oil components during biodegradation.

Meysami and Baheri, (2003) studied methods to support fungal growth and
proliferation in soil contaminated with a weathered crude oil. They determined the
ligninolytic enzyme activity and toxicity threshold of several white-rot fungi and
attributed them to their hydrocarbon degradation ability. Approximately 100 g of
artificially contaminated soil was inoculated with 7 days old mycelia of Bjerkandera
adusta (approximately 60 ml buffer was added to 15 ml of mycelium) in jars at room
temperature with loose caps until fungi mycelia had grown over the bulking agent
surface completely. This was followed by complete mixing of contents and subsequent
incubation for another 2 weeks. Pine wood chips, peat moss and Kellogg's bran flakes
were examined for their properties as bulking agents and solid amendments. All strains
developed severe toxicity at concentrations higher than 10000 ppm, a limitation in
remediation process. The highest ligninolytic enzyme activities were shown by two
strains of Bjerkandera adusta UAMH 7308 and 8258. A mixture of peat moss with bran
flakes resulted in the best bulking agent composition for white-rot fungi, whereas, in the
absence of any bulking agent, soil bioremediation was nominal. A maximum of 50%
total petroleum hydrocarbon (TPH) reduction could be achieved by most of the fungal
cultures within 4-5 weeks.

9.2.3 Munitions Waste

In-situ (Lamar et al., 1993) and in-vitro (Barr and Aust, 1994b; Field et al., 1993)
use of WRF in biodegradation of persistent organic chemicals containing aryl rings (e.g.,
explosives) has been extensively investigated. The role of lignolytic enzymes induced by
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white rots under stress conditions of carbon and nitrogen limitations (Barr and Aust,
1994b; Field et al., 1993) has been quoted as a principal one in bioremediation. It has
been demonstrated by several researchers that WRFs have the ability to degrade
explosive compounds like, 2,4,6- trinitrotoluene (TNT). For instance, TNT
contamination of old munitions manufacturing and storage sites have been subjected to
bioremediation utilising the white rot fungus Phanerochaete chrysosporium (Meharg et
al., 1997a). White rots are promising solutions for the in-situ degradation of TNT in
contaminated soils (Fernando et al., 1990; Michels and Gottshalk 1994; Stahl and Aust,
1993a, 1993b; Spiker etal., 1992).

9.2.3.1 Mechanisms of Bioremediation

The initial degradation mechanisms of TNT are common in all microorganisms
(Meharg et al., 1997a). According to this mechanism, one of the nitro groups on aryl
ring is reduced to form hydroxylamino-dinitrotoluenes and subsequent reduction results
in the formation of amino-dinitrotoluenes (Michels and Gottshalk 1994; Goruntzy et al.,
1994; Higson, 1992). The initial degradation of TNT by P. chrysosporium is subtly
distinct from its degradation of many other organic chemicals, with respect to the role of
lignolytic enzymes (Field et al., 1993). Also, the initial attack of P. chrysosporium on
TNT is via reduction of nitro groups on the aryl ring takes place (Michels and Gottshalk
1994; Stahl and Aust, 1993a). However, once initial reduction occurs, lignolytic
enzymes of P. chrysosporium can further degrade amino-dinitrotoluenes through
oxidative attack, rather than subsequent reduction (Michels and Gottshalk 1994; Stahl
and Aust, 1993a). Hydroxylamino-dinitrotoluene, an early intermediate of TNT
reduction, inhibits P. chryosporium lignases, preventing its further degradation (Michels
and Gottshalk 1994), thereby, limiting the potential of the fungi as bioremediators.

Stahl and Aust (1993b) concluded that reduction of TNT by P. chryosporium
occurs via a redox potential driven reduction at plasmalemma. They conducted extensive
assays of various cytological components to verify possible reduction of TNT and
concluded that only intact P. chryosporium mycelium could reduce TNT. Therefore, it
was established that TNT reduction occurs via plasmalemma redox potential.

9.2.3.2 Field Application

In spite of extensive research on understanding biochemical mechanisms of
explosives degradation using WRF, present feasibility studies are not in unison with
their future application. Some case studies for fungal bioremediation of munitions waste
are presented below:

Craig et al., (1995) reported that WRF based processes were the least efficient
among; (1) composting, (2) anaerobic bioslurry and (3) aerobic bioslurry for TNT
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degradation (Figure 9.4). In addition, selection criteria for explosive-contaminated soil
bioremediation is also very narrow for WRF based process (Craig et al., 1995).

9.2.4 Metals

Several methods for metal bioremediation have been investigated by many
researchers.

9.2.4.1 Mechanisms of Bioremediation

Treatment of metal-contaminated soil could take place via processes like
heterotrophic (chemoorganotrophic) leaching - a strain of Penicillium simplicissimum
has been employed to leach Zn from insoluble ZnO laden industrial filter dust by
induced production of citric acid (>100 mM) (Schinner and Burgstaller, 1989; Franz et
al., 1991, 1993); siderophore-mediated metal solubilization, where, metal is adsorbed to
the biomass and or precipitated, with biomass separated from a soil slurry by
flocculation (Gadd, 2004), resulting in a complete decrease in bioavailability of Cd, Zn
and Pb (Diels et al., 1999); biomethylation of toxic metal complexes - several fungal
species can methylate arsenic compounds such as arsenate [As(V), AsCV'], arsenite
[As(III), AsCV] and methylarsonic acid (CHsH^ AsOs) to volatile dimethyl-
[(CH3)2HAs] or trimethylarsine [(CH3)3As] (Tamaki and Frankenberger, 1992), thereby,
rendering them less bioavailable to soil flora and fauna; redox transformations - most
fungi can mobilize metals, metalloids and organometallic compounds by
oxidation/reduction processes (Gadd, 1993; Gharieb et al., 1999; Lovley, 2000).
Reduction of Hg(II) to Hg(0) by fungi results in diffusion of elemental Hg out of cells
(Silver, 1996, 1998; Hobman et al., 2000) which can be utilized to mobilize Hg from
contaminated soils.

Besides, biotransformation of metal and its complexes, fungi can also perform
metal and metal-complex sorption to cellular surfaces, and even cationic species can be
accumulated within cells via membrane transport systems of varying affinity and
specificity. Inside cells, metal species may be incorporated within intracellular structures
depending on the species concerned and the fungi (Gadd, 1996; White et al., 1997; Gadd
and Sayer, 2000). In addition, there are numerous studies performed on free-living,
pathogenic and plant symbiotic fungi associated with formation of calcium oxalate
crystals from solubilised calcium (Gadd, 1999; Gharieb et al., 1998). This is important
for biogeochemical processes in soils, acting as a buffering factor for calcium and
phosphate availability. Other than calcium, fungi can also produce other metal oxalates
and metal-bearing minerals, e.g., Cd, Co, Cu, Mn, Sr and Zn (White et al., 1997; Gadd,
1999; Sayer etal., 1999).
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Figure 9.4 Comparison chart for bench scale treatability as % destruction and removal
efficiency of various processes for TNT contaminated soil bioremediation (Craig et al.,
1995).

9.2.4.2 Case Studies

Metals bioremediation by fungi has been researched to a great extent by various
researchers with very few field applications. Some case studies for fungal
bioremediation of metals are presented below:

Barclay et al., (1998) demonstrated biodegradation of metallocyanide complexes
by mixed fungi cultures by exploring the potential of different consortia like Fusarium
solani, Trichoderma polysporum, F. oxysporum, Scytalidium thermophilum, and
Penicillium miczynski. Under acidic conditions (pH 4), the metallocyanide complex
degradation was slower (28 d for 90-95% cyanide removal), whereas, at pH 7 similar
degradation was obtained within 5 days.

From the preceding examples, it becomes apparent that processes based on these
fungal strains have the potential to provide efficient management and or degradation of
toxic pollutants and or its derivatives. However, in order to fabricate a practical and
sustainable approach, proper measures should be taken before adapting WRF based
bioremediation process in place of efficient physical and chemical methods or others.
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9.3 Mycorrhizal Fungal Processes

The evolution of different guilds (fungal consortia) of mycorrhizal fungi (Figure
9.1) appears to have been driven by prevailing environmental conditions (Read, 1991,
1992). This has helped in the development and exploration of mycorrhizal processes,
benevolent for soil remediation (Table 9.2). Although the naturally occurring symbiosis
between higher plants and mycorrhizal fungi have been very well documented in many
studies, the significance of functional diversity in mycorrhizal fungi (ectomycorrhizal,
arbuscular, ericoid and orchid fungi) is still unclear (Cairney and Meharg, 1999; Cairney
and Burke, 1994). It is believed that functional diversity of fungi is important for its
symbiotic relationship with the host plant and to ecosystem level, which has the
potential to offer an array of benefits to their plant hosts (Allen et al., 1995). Notably, in
most of cases, the mycobionts present in rhizosphere are able to detoxify xenobiotics,
thereby enhancing the quality of soil. Furthermore, close association of fungi to
rhizosphere also includes nutritional needs of the fungi, thereby, resulting in a
sustainable "eco-system", which could be of great interest in soil bioremediation.
Mycorrhizal fungi dominate microbial ecology of heathlands, boreal and temperate
forest biomes (Smith and Read, 1990), this fact is one of the many reasons that makes
them suitable candidates in soil bioremediation. In the following sections, several
pollutants have been discussed in relation to mycorrhizal fungi bioremediation.

9.3.1 Synthetic Dyes, Pesticides and Polychlorinated Biphenyls

Mycorrhizal fungi, in particular, ectomycorrhizal (ECM), and ericoid collected
from rural locations have been efficient remediators of a wide range of PCBs (Green et
al., 1999; Meharg et al., 1997b; Donnelly et al., 1993). They have an innate ability to
catabolize PCBs and pesticides like atrazine, 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid and
chlorophenols (Green et al., 1999).

9.3.1.1 Mechanisms of Bioremediation

Though mycorrhizal fungi may not degrade PCBs to yield energy, they may co-
metabolize them as a consequence of consuming cyclic compounds, exuded by plants.
For example, plant phenolics, such as catechin and coumarin co-metabolize degradation
of PCBs by bacteria (Salt et al., 1998).

9.3.1.2 Case Studies

The recommended dose of pesticide in field might be deleterious to a newly
reclaimed calcareous soil with low populations of ECM (Abd-Alla et al., 2000).
Therefore, information about pesticide contamination could be very important in
assessing the soil bioremediation potential of ECM. Some case studies for fungal
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Table 9.2 Mvcorrhizal soil fimei and respective pollutants.

Amanita pantherina,
Amphinema bissoides,
Armillaria m el lea,
Cenococcum geophilum,
Hebeloma
crustuliniforme,
Laccaria amethystea, L.
bicolor, L. laccata,
Pisolithus tinctorius,
Tricholoma vaccinum

Trichoderma harzianum,
Penicillium
simplicissimum, P.
janthinellum, P.
funiculosum and P.
terrestre

Aspergillus niger

Arbuscular mycorrhizal
fungi

Arbuscular mycorrhizal
fungi

Trichoderma sp.

Amanita muscaria, A.
rubescens, A. Spissa,
Bysporia terrestris,
Gautieria crispa, G.
othii, Hebeloma
crustuliniforme, H.
hiemale, H. sinapizans,
Lactarius deliciosus, L.
deterrimus, L.

Black poplar Crude oil 0.1-SOgkg"1

(Populus nigra),
Norway spruce
(Picea abies)

Basal salts medium Pyrene 100 ing T1

2,4-D and
MCPA

Pesticides- 0.13-3 mg/kg
Afugan, soil
Brominal,
Gramoxone,
Selecron and
Sumi Oil

PAHs 8-10 gT1

Penta-
chlorophenol,
endosulfan and
DDT

Phenanthrene,
anthracene,
fluronthene,
pyrene,
perylene, 4-
fluorobiphenyl
, TNT, 2,4-
dichlorophenol
,

Nicolotti
and Egli
(1998)

Saras wathy
and
Hallberg,
(2002)

Faulkner
and
Woodcock,
(1964)

Abd-Alla et
al. (2000)

Cabello
(1997);
Leyval and
Binet(1998)

Katayama
and
Matsumura
(1991)

Gramss et
al. (1999);
Donnelly
and Fletcher
(1995);
Green et al.
(1999);
Meharg et
al.(1997a,b)

Mycorrhizal Fungi
Host Plant and
Medium

Pollutant Concentration Reference
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Mycorrhizal Fungi  Pollutant Concentration Reference

torminosus, Morchella chlorpropham,
conica, M. elata, M.
esculenta, Paxillus
involutus, Piloderma
croceum, Radiigera
atrogleba, Suillus
granulatus, S.
variegatus, Tricholoma
lascivum, T. terreum
Trichoderma koningii Rye plant CdC^  Kurek and
and Fusarium culmorum Majewska

(2004)

Suillus bovines  Cd and Zn 30-200 Colpaert and
fungal/soil Van Assche

concentration (1992)
ratio

bioremediation of synthetic dyes, pesticides and polychlorinated biphenyls are presented
below.

Biodegradation of organochlorine herbicides 2,4,5-T and 2,4-D have been also
found to be mediated by mycorrhizal fungi association. However, the role of ligninolytic
enzymes of Phanerochaete chrysosporium in this process was not confirmed (Ryan and
Bumpus 1989; Yadav and Reddy 1993). Meanwhile, catabolic degradation of 2,4-D and
2-methyl-4,6-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (MCPA) by Aspergillus niger (not a white-rot
fungus) has been already established in previous studies on these herbicides (Faulkner
and Woodcock 1964). Katayama and Matsumura, (1991) had shown degradation
potential of rhizosphere-competent fungus Trichoderma sp. against several synthetic
dyes, pentachlorophenol, endosulfan, and DDT.

9.3.2 Crude Oils and Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons

Fungi in general have been successful in degradation of Polycyclic Aromatic
Hydrocarbons (PAHs), and crude oil. There are increasing number of examples, where
ectomycorrhizal (ECM) fungi have been shown to degrade major environmentally
deleterious PAHs. The ratio of ECM fungi screened for being a potential PAHs
remediator is high (e.g., in a study, 33 ECM species out of 42 screened were efficient
remediators, Meharg and Cairney, 2000).

9.3.2.1 Mechanisms of Bioremediation

Lower (2-3) chlorinated PCBs were readily degraded by majority of ECM

Host Plant an
Medium
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species screened, and a limited number of species were able to degrade 4-5 chlorinated
biphenyls (Donnelly and Fletcher, 1995). Gramss et al., (1999) have extensively studied
selective PAH degradation by many ECM species and found that 4-5 ring PAHs were
preferentially degraded by some species. Also, pollutants like chlorpropham,
dichlorophenol, trinitrotoluene and monofluorobiphenyl have also been shown to be
degraded by many ECM fungi (Meharg and Caimey, 2000; Green et al., 1999).
Nevertheless, their degradation rate for the pollutants in comparison to WRF were
somewhat low (Gramms et al., 1999), owing to inactive growth phase of the mycelia
(Meharg and Cairney, 2000).

The PAH degradation efficiencies for ECM fungi have been high, for example,
90% trinitrotoluene (Meharg et al., 1997a), 95% monofluorobiphenyl (Green et al.,
1999) and 50% benzo-(a)-pyrene from solution culture (Braun-Lullemann et al., 1999).
It would be imperative to suggest that, isolation of ECM fungi from unpolluted soils
may express PAH-degrading activities in their natural habitats.

In addition to saprotrophs, there is evidence of moderate to high tolerant
arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) fungi towards soil contaminated with PAHs as high as
8-10 gl'1 (Cabello 1997; Leyval and Binet, 1998). Ganesan et al., (1991) found
decreased diversity of AM fungal propagules in undisturbed soils in comparison to coal
wastes, lignite spoils and calcite mine spoils, indicating negative effect of PAH on
fungal population, whilst it indicated natural selection of fungal strains tolerant to PAH
toxicity.

9.3.2.2 Case Studies

In a sagebrush-grassland ecosystem, alterations in AM fungal populations
associated with application of waste water from oil shale processing units was observed
by Stahl and Williams (1986). They observed good response from AM fungal taxa with
respect to sensitivity towards crude oil pollutants - showing both decrease as well as
increase in density of spores in the treated soils. Nevertheless, decreased competition
with other AM fungal taxa might be accepted as one of the valid reasons behind this
phenomenon.

In order to assess the damage caused to ecosystems in Trecate's affected area
Nicolotti and Egli (1998) studied the effect of artificial crude oil (88% hydrocarbons,
8% PAHs) contamination on ECM infection on the plant Populus nigra and Picea abies.
The ECM infection was reduced in case of Populus nigra seedlings, due to oil
contamination, however, for soils exposed to oil contamination prior to planting
seedlings, ECM infection was stimulated, instead. Oil generally had no significant effect
on percentage infection of Picea abies, but there was a decrease in infection in the soils
exposed to oil for longer period of time (> 5 weeks) before planting. In addition, for
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diverse ECM fungi species exposed to same crude oil in axenic culture, some exhibited
dose-dependent toxicity to crude oil, while others showed no response or stimulated
growth, suggesting differential sensitivity to crude oil by ECM fungi (Nicolotti and Egli,
1998).

Another interesting finding of Nicolotti and Egli, (1998) was that after
contamination, seedling growth of two plants reduced with time. Under normal
conditions, soil would have recovered with time due to decrease in phytotoxic
compounds. They hypothesized that seedling growth should be affected by mycorrhizal
colonization. As a matter of fact, after contamination, the ectomycorrhizal infection
potential on spruce and poplar decreased over time, contributing to seedlings better
growth during contamination period. This incidence suggested that a crude oil spill in
mixed agriculture or, forest area does not cause long-term environmental damage in
contrast to coastal ecosystems. Many of the mycorrhizal fungi are able to survive in
contaminated soil (Barr and Aust, 1994a). They use crude oil as their principal nutrient
(Nicolotti and Egli, 1998), thereby, contributing to soil bioremediation.

There are ample evidences of various other soil fungi contributing to PAHs
degradation e.g., Trichoderma sp., Penicillium spp., Gliocladium sp., whilst affecting
mycorrhizal fungi both positively and/or, negatively (Azcbn-Aguilar and Barea, 1997).
Saraswathy and Hallberg, (2002) reported a maximum of 75% removal for pyrene (4-
ring PAH) at 50 mg T1 for axenic cultures of Trichoderma sp. and Penicillium spp. They
also claimed that these soil fungi used pyrene as sole carbon source.

Therefore, it could be inferred that PAHs/crude oil contamination could be
detoxified to a greater extent by naturally occurring mycobionts of mycorrhizal fungi
and other soil fungi.

9.3.3 Munitions Waste

In contrast to WRF, ectomycorrhizal (ECM) basidiomycetes also have a
considerable potential to facilitate degradation of explosive chemical compounds
(Donnelly and Fletcher, 1995; Donnelly et al., 1993, 1994). Meharg et al., (1997a)
demonstrated that ECM fungi have the capacity to biotransform TNT.

9.3.3.1 Mechanisms of Bioremediation

The munitions bioremediation potential of ECM was exhibited by both intact
mycelial mass and extra-cellular enzymes under symbiotic conditions with the host
plant. Meharg et al., (1997a) found that the biotransformation rate decreased with
nitrogen limitation, contrary to basidiomycetes, whilst no decrease was observed under
short term carbon starvation. This is crucial in the context to soil bioremediation since
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under symbiotic conditions, ECM fungi would have carbon and nitrogen sufficient
environment.

Similar to P. chryosporium (Dass et al., 1995), ECM basidiomycetes may also
release considerable amounts of non-specific extracellular proteases in liquid culture
(Griffiths and Caldwell, 1992). Dass et al., (1995) concluded that P. chryosporium
produces a number of proteases under different nutritional regimes, each having
different abilities to degrade extracellular enzymes. Therefore, for P. chryosporium
culture, in absence of protease inhibitors, there is greater possibility that other enzymes
present might be degraded. Thus, TNT biodegradation capacity of culture filtrate must
be viewed as a minimum as some residual proteolytic activity could have been present in
filtrates. Further, the fact that extracellular enzymes are capable of degrading TNT could
be regarded as additive phenomenon to plasmalemma redox mediated reduction or
cytosolic biotransformation. In fact, intact cells were much more efficient at
biotransformation than a cocktail of cell components. Furthermore, the apparent role of
ECM basidiomycetes to biotransform TNT via extracellular enzymes has considerable
significance in the potential use of ECM as bioremediators. It is expected that the
efficiency of ECM fungi in biodegradation would augment in the presence of
extracellular enzymes. Finally, extracellular enzymes may modify the soil environment
which are rather inaccessible to fungal hyphae, hence, contributing to efficacy in soil
bioremediation.

9.3.4 Metals

In soil, bioavailability of metals is dependant upon its various forms such as free
metal ions, soluble metal complexes (sequestered to ligands), exchangeable metal ions,
organically bound metals, precipitated or insoluble compounds such as oxides,
carbonates and hydroxides, or they may form part of the structure of silicate minerals
(Leyval et al., 1997). Furthermore, toxicity of metals in soil depends on their
bioavailability, defined as their ability to be transferred from soil compartment to a
living organism (Juste 1988).

Under axenic conditions, metal uptake and accumulation in the mycelium of
ectomycorrhizal fungi have also been very efficient. For example, fungal/soil
concentration ratios around 200 and 80 for Cd, and 40 and 30 for Zn of non-tolerant and
metal-tolerant isolates of Suillus bovinus, respectively were reported by Colpaert and
Van Assche (1992). ECM fungi have also been known to increase availability of metals
in the rhizosphere by solubilizing minerals, including metal-containing rock phosphates,
by production of organic acids or proton extrusion (Leyval et al. 1997).

Bradley et al. (1981, 1982) showed that ericoid mycorrhizal colonization led to a
significant decrease in metal content of the shoot and an increase in the plant roots
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grown in sand amended with Cu or Zn. This explains mycorrhizal protection against
excess heavy metal uptake by plants, in an ecosystem, where heavy metal availability
may be higher due to soil acidity (Leyval et al. 1997). Consequently, excess
translocation of metals within mycorrhizal fungi would exert more toxicity on fungal
biomass, thereby, decline of fungal occurrence (propagule density) and infectivity in
metal-polluted soils are possible. In fact, this has been used as bioindicator of soil
contamination (Grodzinskaya et al. 1995). On the other hand, mycorrhizal colonization
of plant roots after soil remediation can be an indication of metal detoxification/non-
bioavailability.

These finding collectively suggest that mycorrhizal fungi based soil
bioremediation of PCBs is possible, however, due to their higher susceptibility and
slower metabolism, mycorrhizal fungi would be inefficient in contrast to white-rot fungi.

9.4 Conclusion

Fungi demonstrate an excellent ability to carry out soil bioremediation. White rot
fungi need supplementary-nutrient source other than pollutants. Hence, once the growth
supporting bulking agent(s)/substrate(s) (wood chips, peat moss, cereal flakes)
deplete(s), the soil must be reinoculated with fresh white rot fungal inoculum, a major
drawback for its large-scale sustainable use. A self-sustaining establishment of fungal-
consortia in soil is possible with mycorrhizal fungi-plant symbiosis. In fact, all tree
species are usually infected by mycorrhizal symbionts and ectomycorrhizal mycelia are
extensive in forest soils. In some instances, almost half the soil biomass could be
constituent of mycorrhizal symbionts. Both WRF and mycorrhizal fungi have their own
advantages and disadvantages. For example, although WRF inoculum density can be
regulated, their success is greatly dependent on treatment location, e.g., cellulose-rich
residues would support WRF growth. Similarly, mycorrhizal fungi are comparatively
slower and their growth mainly relies on rhizosphere of plant and other soil microbial
consortia. Whilst, WRF are more extensively studied and applied in soil bioremediation,
there are only a few mycorrhizal fungi, screened against a limited number of pollutants.
Nevertheless, WRF showed greater efficiency in soil bioremediation in contrast to
mycorrhizal fungi, limited bioavailability of pollutants would be better dealt with
sustainable ecological niche of mycorrhizal fungi in soil. In other words, WRF are at
their best but potential of mycorrhizal fungi should also be intelligently realized to
facilitate sustainable remediation of soil.
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CHAPTER 10

Phytoremediation

Pascale Champagne

10.1 Introduction

Conventional remediation approaches for contaminated soils, sediments and
groundwater are based on technologies developed over the past two decades. These
include a wide variety of physical, chemical and thermal treatment alternatives and
combinations thereof, as well as engineering strategies to accelerate or reduce mass
transport in the contaminated matrix. The success of these highly engineered
technologies is attributable to their relative insensitivity to heterogeneity in the
contaminant matrix, their ability to be effective over a wide range of oxygen
concentrations, pH, pressure, temperature, and osmotic potentials, and their ability to
produce relatively rapid contaminant mitigation rates (Cunningham et at., 1997).
However, several sites covering large areas remain contaminated with no remediation
plan in sight simply because site remediation using conventional approaches would be
too expensive. Phytoremediation provides a possible economic solution for several such
sites. The fundamental principles of phytoremediation for exploitation as an
environmental remediation technology were first proposed in the late 1970s. Since then,
research, technology development, and application of phytoremediation as a method for
remediating contaminated soils and groundwater has increased significantly due to its
relatively low-cost and versatility (Carman and Grossman, 2001).

The term phytoremediation is derived from the Greek prefix "phyto" meaning
plant, and the Latin suffix "remedium" meaning to cure. Phytoremediation is defined as
the in-situ or ex-situ engineered use of plants to remove or control contaminants, or to
foster contaminant breakdown by microorganisms in the plant. It is a passive technology
that involves immobilizing, removing, sequestering or degrading organic and inorganic
contaminants in soil and water via plant-influenced biological, chemical and physical
processes. As a technology, it is considered to be sustainable, especially compared to
conventional approaches to contaminated site remediation and/or management, because
it is considered to be primarily solar powered.
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10.2 Elements of Phytoremediation

The fate of contaminants in the plant-soil system is determined by a complex
series of biochemical, and biophysical reactions and/or interactions. The potential fate of
contaminants during phytoremediation is illustrated in Figure 10.1. The pathways and
kinetics of microbial and plant-based transformations, degradation and mineralization
for the majority of organic and inorganic contaminants found in the environment are not
completely known to date. A description of the mechanisms illustrated in Figure 10.1
has been presented in Chapter 2.

Figure 10.1 Potential fate of organic and inorganic contaminants during
phytoremediation.

Contaminants that have the potential to be mitigated using phytoremediation
include metals, metalloids, radionuclides, salts, nutrients, xenobiotic organic chemicals,
as well as air-borne particles or odor-causing chemicals. While heterotrophic
microorganisms mineralize organic contaminants for their energy, carbon and nutrient
content, plants use sunlight as their energy source and carbon dioxide as a carbon source
while transforming and storing metabolic products. Plants also require catabolic
enzymes to break down lignin, cellulose, coumarins, flavonoids, and a variety of other
complex phyto-compounds. Hence, for every biomolecule that plants, animals or
microorganisms produce, a microbial or botanical enzyme process should exist which
could potentially mineralize that compound. When xenobiotic compounds, which are not
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products of biosynthesis, have natural analogs with similar chemical structures and
properties, these compounds can be mitigated via passive processes such as
phytoremediation (McCutcheon and Schnoor, 2003).

10.2.1 The Plant-Soil System

Phytoremediation takes advantage of the selective uptake capabilities of plant
root systems, along with the translocation, bioaccumulation, contaminant storage and
degradation capabilities of entire plant systems (Suthersan, 2002). The portion of soil in
close proximity to the roots of growing plants which is often characterized as a zone of
increased microbial activity, is known as the rhizosphere. Microorganisms in the plant
rhizosphere can enhance the availability of contaminants for adsorption or uptake by the
plant root system and may contribute to the degradation of Organic pollutants. An
important characteristic is that plants have the ability to exert limited control over the
rhizosphere, local biogeochemistry, availability of water and nutrients, and the local
microclimate (McCutcheon and Schnoor, 2003).

Plants produce biomass and have tissues involving specialized enzymes and cells
in specific areas that can transform, conjugate, and store toxins, as well as readily
process and store water, energy, and nutrients. As plants are stationary, many have
evolved elaborate defences against pests and developed tolerances to changes in their
soil-water microenvironment for their survival (McCutcheon and Schnoor, 2003).
Microorganisms lack this level of organization and can die off rapidly under periods of
environmental stress. However, they can reproduce and increase in numbers rapidly
when the water, substrate, energy source and nutrients required for growth become
available once again.

Only plants possessing appropriate biochemical pathways can be effective in
phytoremediation applications. To provide a viable phytoremediation option, selected
plants must be able to grow and thrive in the presence of contaminants that may be
deleterious to many other types of vegetation and must tolerate local conditions at the
site. The ability to grow rapidly and being a perennial rather than an annual could also
be advantageous. Another important consideration in selecting plant species for
phytoremediation is the size, activity, and species composition of the rhizosphere
community, as well as the volume occupied by the rhizosphere (Alexander, 1999).

10.2.1.1 Plants

Plants employ carbon dioxide to photosynthesize carbon biomass, produce
energy and release oxygen to the surrounding environment. They typically grow by
sending their roots into a soil environment, from which they take up water and dissolved
inorganic constituents. The roots release exudates into the root zone and transpire water
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to the atmosphere. Plants require thirteen essential inorganic nutrients (N, P, K, Ca, Mg,
S, Fe, Cl, Zn, Mn, Cu, B and Mo) for growth, development, and reproduction. These
essential nutrients can be taken up actively by the plant via transport proteins associated
with the root membrane or passively with the water absorbed by the plant. Other non-
essential inorganic constituents can also be taken up by the plant via active or passive
transport. Since these are not essential nutrients and may be toxic to plant functions at
high concentrations, plants have developed various mechanisms to sequester and
stabilize these and other potential contaminants. Considerable variations in the ability to
take up and tolerate various contaminants exist between different plant species.

Atmospheric carbon dioxide is converted to organic matter, or photosynthates,
using reductants generated during photosynthesis. These products of photosynthesis are
translocated throughout the plant and are incorporated into the biomass, metabolized to
produce energy during cell respiration or exuded into the root zone. Roots receive 30-
60% of the net photosynthetic carbon, from which 10-20% is released by
rhizodeposition. Exudates consist primarily of low molecular weight and high molecular
weight organic acids, typically 10-20 mM total concentration in the roots in the form of
lactate, acetate, oxalate, succinate, fumarate, malate, citrate, isocitrate and aconitate. The
remainder of the dissolved organics in plant roots is composed of sugars (90 mM),
amino acids (10-20 mM) and a number of secondary plant metabolites (Jones, 1998;
Singer et al., 2003).

Another important contribution of plants in the transformation of contaminants is
derived from degradative enzymes released by plant roots to their surrounding
environment. The enzymes are usually wall-associated enzymes, which partially
transform substances into products that can be more readily taken up by plant roots or
rhizosphere microorganism (Gianfreda and Rao, 2003). The presence of these enzymes
can significantly increase transformation of contaminants occurring in the rhizosphere,
particularly xenobiotic compounds.

In some plants, oxygen is transported, by diffusion or convective air flow, to the
roots and rhizomes (Guntenspergen et al., 1989). A portion of the oxygen leaks from the
root system into the rhizosphere which creates an oxidizing environment. The
translocation of oxygen in the plant root zone is illustrated in Figure 10.2. The redox
state of the rhizosphere can have a significant effect on the intensity of oxygen released
through the roots (Stottmeister et al., 2003).

Plants may directly influence the biodegradation of contaminants by promoting
transformations related to plant growth. They can also enhance microbiological
cometabolism through the rhizodeposition of cosubstrates as exudates, which then
induce the necessary enzymes for the transformation of contaminants. Plants may also
have an indirect effect on biodegradation processes by generating microenvironments
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that are conducive to increased genetic exchange of degradative plasmids. They may
also physically alter the soil environment for xenobiotic degradation by altering pH and
redox conditions in the rhizosphere or by influencing the spatial arrangement of
microbial communities that develop in the root zone (Crowley et al., 1997).

Figure 10.2 Oxygen transfer in the rhizosphere environment.

10.2.1.2 Rhizosphere

In natural plant ecosystems, indigenous soil microorganisms present in the
rhizosphere are found to exist in mutually beneficial relationships with plants. The
rhizosphere includes the root surfaces and the adjacent soil, which are extensively
colonized by microorganisms, particularly bacteria and mycorrhizal fungi. However, the
rhizosphere does not extend far from the root surface because the physical and chemical
factors that make this zone unique are spatially limited.

The rhizosphere effect is often expressed as the ratio of the number of
microorganisms in the rhizosphere soil to the number of microbes in the non-rhizosphere
soil. Although the R/S ratio commonly ranges from 5 to 20, it can be greater than 100 in
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some cases. The microbial composition in the rhizosphere is complex, and is a function
of the plant species, soil type, and growth period of the plant (Carman and Grossman,
2001). It is divided into the inner rhizosphere, at the root surface, and the outer
rhizosphere, embracing the adjacent soil. The microbial population is typically largest
and most active in the inner zone where the biochemical interactions are most
pronounced and root exudates are most concentrated (Suthersan, 2002). Diverse species
of heterotrophic microorganisms are brought together in large numbers, and these may
either enhance the stepwise transformation of recalcitrant compounds by the consortia of
microorganisms, or provide an environment that is conducive to genetic exchange and
gene rearrangement leading to the remediation of contaminants. The principal microbial
consortium generally includes bacteria, actinomycetes, and mycorrhizal fungi.
Mycorrhizal fungi grow in symbiotic association with the plant and are particularly
important in the rhizosphere because they have unique enzymatic pathways that help to
degrade organics that could not otherwise be transformed by bacteria alone (Suthersan,
2002; Carman and Grossman, 2001). The rhizosphere microbial community composition
is dependent on root type, plant age, plant species, environmental conditions, substrates,
root exudates and soil type, as well as factors such as plant root exposure history to
various contaminants. Generally, the primary root microbial population is determined by
the habitat created by the plant and the secondary microbial population depends upon the
activities of the initial population (Anderson and Coats, 1995).

Plant growth promoting microorganisms can positively influence plant growth
and development either directly or indirectly. Microorganisms directly promote plant
growth by transforming organic and inorganic constituents to a form that is more readily
available to the plant or by facilitating the uptake of nutrients from the environment by
the plant. Indirect promotion of plant growth or plant protection occurs when
microorganisms prevent or decrease the incidence of deleterious effects by
phytopathogenic organisms (Glick, 2003).

Plants, in combination with microbes, alter redox conditions, pH and organic
matter content of sediments and can, therefore, impact the chemical speciation and
mobility of some constituents, particularly metals. In some soil environments, the
biogeochemistry of the rhizosphere can change on a seasonal basis (Jacob and Otte,
2003). As can be seen in Figure 10.3, constant changes, both physical and chemical, at
the root-soil interface can lead to alterations in the soil matrix and microbial
environment. Differences between the rhizosphere and the bulk soil in terms of
substrate, carbon dioxide and oxygen concentrations, moisture content, osmotic and
redox potentials, and pH substantially influence microbial community structure and
activity, where constituents may be mobilized or immobilized depending on the actual
combination of factors (Crowley et al., 1997; Anderson and Coats, 1995).
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Figure 10.3 Potential plant-rhizosphere-soil interactions in the degradation of a
xenobiotic contaminant.

It is primarily the continuous supply of oxygen and exudates released from the
roots that result in the increase of rhizosphere microbial population densities well
beyond those of the surrounding bulk soil, as well as the attraction of mobile bacteria
and fungal hyphae that stimulate an array of positive, neutral or negative interactions
with plants. As can be seen from Figure 10.4, the exudates serve as primary or
secondary substrates for soil microorganisms. The decomposition of organic acids and
many other compounds is often reported to be 2 to 3 times greater in the rhizosphere
than in the bulk soil.

In some cases, the release of structural analogues of various xenobiotics
contained in root exudates, cell wall components and lysates, as well as secondary plant
metabolites may select for or stimulate microbial transformation reactions which
metabolize or cometabolize xenobiotic compounds (Crowley et al., 1997; Singer et al.,
2003). This phenomenon may be of importance when the microorganisms that generally
employ the xenobiotic compound as a carbon source are absent or require a long
acclimation period prior to reach a population density necessary for rapid degradation of
the compound. Rates of cometabolism depend on the availability of substrates provided
by rhizodeposition in different root zones, as well the induction of the enzymes
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necessary for the degradation of the xenobiotic compound. Spatial variations in nutrient
availability and differences in the composition of plant derived exudates in different root
zones can impact both growth-linked and cometabolic degradation of the contaminants
(Crowley et al., 1997).

Figure 10.4 Mass flow through the plant-soil-air continuum.

70.2.2 Phytoremediation Processes

Phytoremediation applications can be classified based on the processes impacting
the mitigation of contaminants in the plant-soil system: degradation, extraction,
immobilization, containment or a combination of these processes (Table 10.1). Such
plant-mediated processes can include extraction of contaminants from soil or
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groundwater, concentration of contaminants in plant tissues, biotic or abiotic
degradation, volatilization or transpiration of volatile contaminants from plants to the
air, contaminant immobilization in the root zone, hydraulic control of contaminated
groundwater, and control of runoff, erosion and infiltration by vegetative covers.

Table 10.1 Summary of phytoremediation processes.

Mechanism Process Goal Media Contaminants Plant Type

Phytostabilization

Rhizodegradation

Phytoaccumulation

Phytodegradation

Phytovolatilization

Evapotranp iration

Containment
erosion control

Tranformation
mineralization

Extraction
accumulation

Tranformation
mineralization

Extraction and
release to air

Containment
erosion control

Soils, sediments
Sludges

Soils, sediments
sludges,
groundwater

Soils, sediments
sludges

Soils, sediments,
sludges,
groundwater
surface water

Soils, sediments,
sludges,
groundwater

Groundwater,
surface water,
stormwater

Metals: As, Cd, Cr,
Cu, Pb, Zn

Organic
compounds (TPH,
PAHs, BTEX,
chlorinated
solvents,
pesticides, PCBs)

Metals: Ag, Au,
Cd, Co, Cr, Cu,
Hg, Mn, Mo, Ni,
Pb, Zn,
Radionuclides:
90Sr, 137Cs,
239Pu,234'238U

Organic
compounds,
chlorinated
solvents, phenols,
pesticides,
munitions

Chorinated
solvents, MTBE,
metals: (Se, Hg,
As)

Water soluble
organics and
inorganics

Herbaceous
species, grasses,
trees, wetland
species

Herbaceous
species, grasses,
trees, wetland
species

Herbaceous
species, grasses,
trees, wetland
species

Algae,
herbaceous
species, trees,
wetland species

Herbaceous
species, trees,
wetland species

Herbaceous
species, grasses,
trees, wetland
species

10.2.2.1 Degradation

Contaminant mitigation in plant-soil systems can result from phyto-degradation
and rhizodegradation mechanisms. Some plants have the ability to uptake toxic
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compounds and in the process of metabolizing the available nutrients, detoxify the
pollutants (USEPA, 2000). Phytodegradation (Figure 2.12) illustrated the breakdown of
contaminants taken up by plants through metabolic processes and transformation of
contaminants outside the plants by enzymes produced and released by the plants. In
many cases, contaminants are degraded, used as nutrients, and incorporated into plant
tissues. In other cases, however, metabolic intermediates or end-products are re-released
to the environment depending on the type of contaminant and plant species (Suthersan
2002).

Plant transformation pathways differ depending on plant species and tissue type.
They are generally categorized as reduction, oxidation, conjugation or sequestration. The
Green-Liver model has been proposed, to describe the metabolic pathways of herbicides,
pesticides, explosives and other nitoraromatic compounds (Burken, 2003). Plants
produce a large number of enzymes as a result of primary and secondary metabolism
and have been shown to uptake and metabolize organic contaminants to less toxic
compounds. Plant enzyme systems can be constitutive or induced and can play a role in
transformation pathways, and plant adaptation and/or tolerance to adverse growth
conditions. Enzymes that have been demonstrated to be useful in phytodegradation
include nitroreductase (ammunitions and pesticides), dehalogenases (chlorinated
solvents and pesticides), phosphatase (pesticides), peroxidases (phenols), laccases
(aromatic amines), cytochrome P-450 (pesticides and chlorinated solvents), and nitrilase
(herbicides). In some instances, contaminant degradation by plant enzymes has been
shown to take place in environments in which microorganisms could not survive due to
elevated contaminant concentrations, suggesting that phytodegradation might be an
effective remediation alternative even under conditions which do not support
biodegradation (Suthersan, 2002).

Rhizodegradation (Figure 2.15) involves the breakdown of contaminants in the
soil through microbial activity enhanced by the rhizosphere, where microorganisms
consume and degrade or transform organic constituents as a source of nutrients. The
increased microbial populations and diversity in the rhizosphere is due to the release of
plant exudates, including oxygen, nutrients, sugars, alcohols, amino acids, and enzymes.
The exudates are considered to be the primary source of energy for microbes in the
rhizosphere. In the process of metabolizing these substances, xenobiotic contaminants
can be either metabolized directly or co-metabolized by the microbes. Roots also release
organic material in the form of decaying roots and mucigel, and gelatinous substance
that is a lubricant for root penetration through soil during growth (Carman and
Grossman, 2001).
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10.2.2.2 Extraction

Aquatic plants and algae are known to accumulate metals and other contaminants
from solution. Large differences in removal rates have been reported and these are
generally a function of plant species and strain differences, cultivation methodology, and
process control techniques. Naturally immobilized plants such as attached algae and
rooted plants and those easily separated from suspension such as filamentous micro-
algae, macro-algae, and floating plants have been noted to have high adsorption
capacities (Suthersan, 2002). The removal of metals and other ions from solution
typically involves a rapid initial phase followed by a second longer phase. The initial
phase is generally attributed to physical and chemical processes including chelation, ion
exchange and chemical precipitation, while the second phase, which is longer, is
attributable to biological processes including intracellular uptake and translocation of the
contaminants into plant shoots (Carman and Grossman, 2001). Whether or not organic
contaminants are extracted by plants is generally dictated by Briggs's Law.

The processes by which contaminants can be extracted from the surrounding
water, soil or sediments involve phytoaccumulation, rhizofiltration and, in some cases,
phytovolatilization mechanisms. Phytoaccumulation (Figure 2.11) is a process that
employs plant species that are known to uptake, translocate, and accumulate
contaminants in their roots, shoots and leaves. Once they have reached a desired growth
level, the plants are harvested, thereby removing the target contaminants from the site.
This technique yields a mass of plant and contaminant that must subsequently be
transported for further disposal or recycling (USEPA, 2000). Both organic and inorganic
contaminants can be extracted by plants, however, the fate of these compounds once
extracted by the plant are very different. Plants that grow in environments with high
concentrations of inorganic contaminants such as metals can either adapt to accumulate,
exclude or avoid the metals. The phytoaccumulation of metals relies on the tendency of
some metals to relocate from the soil or water to the plant tissues, hence inorganic
contaminants generally accumulate in the roots and shoots of plants. Hyperaccumulator
plants avoid the toxic effects of metals such as clorosis, necrosis, disruption of
chlorophyll synthesis, alteration in water balance, and stunted growth by binding the
metals to cell walls, pumping metal ions into vacuoles, or complexing heaving metals
with organic acids. Plant species that exclude inorganic contaminants do not prevent
uptake of the constituent, but restrict translocation, and the detoxification of the metal
occurs in the plant roots. Mechanisms of detoxification for excluder plant species
include immobilization of heavy metals on cell walls, exudation of chelate ligands, or
formation of a redox or pH barrier at the plasma membrane (Carman and Grossman,
2001).

When the roots from plants are primarily responsible for absorption,
concentration and precipitation of metals, radionuclides and organics, the process is
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referred to as rhizofiltration (Figure 2.16). Rhizofiltration is similar to
phytoaccumulation in that it also removes and/or concentrates rather than degrade
contaminants. In contrast to phytoaccumulation, which uses plants grown in soil or
sediments, rhizofiltration is generally implemented in an aquatic environment for the
purpose of contaminant removal (Carman and Grossman, 2001).

Organic contaminants, once extracted by plants, are generally broken down
further and metabolized or volatilized from the leaf tissue. Inorganic contaminants can
also sometimes be methylated. Phytovolatilization (Figure 2.14) is the uptake and
transpiration of contaminants by plants, with the release of the contaminant or a
modified form thereof to the atmosphere. This process generally occurs as plants take up
water, and organic and inorganic contaminants. Some of these contaminants can pass
through the plants to the leaves and volatilize to the atmosphere.

10.2.2.3 Immobilization

Immobilization using plants either binds contaminants to the soil reducing their
bioavailability or immobilizes them by removing the means of transport (Suthersan,
2002). Phytostabilization (Figure 2.13) refers to the use of certain plant species to
immobilize contaminants in the soil and groundwater through absorption and
accumulation by roots, adsorption onto roots or precipitation within the rhizosphere and
the physical stabilization of soils. Phytostabilization strategies are often implemented to
reduce the mobility of heavy metal and high molecular weight organics and prevent their
migration to the groundwater or air.

A second type of phytostabilization refers to the physical process of establishing
or re-establishing a vegetative cover on sites lacking natural vegetation. The physical
containment of contaminants by plants is generally achieved through reduced soil
erodibility, decreased wind blown dust potential and, at times, reduced contaminant
solubility with the addition of soil amendments. This type of phytostabilization can take
the form of contaminant binding within a humic molecule (humification), physical
sequestration of metals or root accumulation in non-harvestable plants. Certain plants
sequester large concentrations of metals in their roots, and while harvesting and removal
is difficult or impractical, the contaminants present a reduced environmental risk while
they are bound in the roots (USEPA, 2000).

10.2.2.4 Hydraulic Containment

Hydraulic containment is an application of phytoremediation to capture
groundwater and soil pore water, leading to contaminant containment or immobilization.
The basis of phytocontainment (Figure 2.17) is that consumption of water during
evapotranspiration by plants can be used to control the migration of a contaminant
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plume in a groundwater body (USEPA, 2000). Water uptake rates of certain plants,
particularly phreatophytes, can be significant enough to suppress the water table and in
some instances, create zones to capture contaminated groundwater. Phytocontainment is
restricted to the deepest rooting depth of vegetation, which is a function of the plant
species, soil conditions, and water availability. Roots will generally extend only to a
depth necessary to maintain plant viability and will not extend more than a foot or two
into the water table. In some cases, hydraulic containment using vegetation can be more
effective than conventional pump and treat systems, which require that individual pores
be interconnected to allow removal by pumping (Carman and Grossman, 2001). Plant
roots have the ability to penetrate microscopic-scale pores in the soil matrix for
contaminant removal. Phytoremediation of groundwater plumes is ideal for
contaminants that are water soluble, organic contaminants that are leachable, and when
inorganic contaminants are present at concentrations that are not phytotoxic (Suthersan,
2002).

10.3 Phytoremediation Applications

For effective application of phytoremediation technologies, the mechanisms
described in Chapter 2 and the previous section need to be exploited in specific design
applications tailored for a given contaminated site the associated remediation objectives.
In many cases, hydraulic containment is a management goal to ensure that contaminants
do not migrate off-site or impact other receptors. Another objective for site remediation
might be stabilization, accumulation, reduction, degradation, metabolism, or
mineralization of specific contaminants to decrease the risks associated with exposure to
these contaminants. Phytoremediation applications are considered appropriate for sites
where the following conditions exist (ITRC, 2001):

• sufficient area exists for establishing an effective vegetative cover;
• treatment can be applied over long periods of time;
• concentrations of contaminants are nontoxic to plants;
• other methods of remediation are not cost effective or practical;
• a transition from a primary treatment to a longer term strategy may be desired;
• vegetation can be used as a final cap for closing or restoring the site.

10.3.1 Wetland Systems

In general terms, wetlands are lands where a depth of water covers the soil, or
where water is present either at or near the surface of the soil or within the root zone,
consistently or intermittently throughout the year, including during the growing season.
The presence of water at or near the soil surface is at a frequency and duration sufficient
to contribute to the formation of hydric soils that are characteristic of wetlands (NAS,
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1995; Mitsch and Gosselink, 1993), and the establishment of plants adapted for life in
saturated soils and animal communities living in such soils and on its surface. Wetlands
are characterized by a range of properties which make them attractive for the
management of contaminants in water. The treatment mechanisms of wetland systems
involve physical, chemical and biological processes occurring in the soil-water matrix,
in plants and in the rhizosphere. Wetlands are valuable because they can greatly
influence the quality of water and its flow. They improve water quality by intercepting
surface runoff and removing or retaining inorganic constituents, processing organic
matter, and reducing suspended sediments.

10.3.1.1 Types of Wetlands

Natural wetlands are poorly drained, transitional areas between deeper open
water and dry land. Often located in low-lying areas, wetlands receive runoff water and
overflow from rivers, streams and tides, and these areas of land are cyclically,
intermittently or permanently inundated or saturated with fresh, brackish or saline water.
On the other hand, constructed wetlands are man-made systems designed using natural
materials of soil, water, and biota to simulate and optimize the physical, chemical and
biological processes and functions of a natural wetland to achieve a desired water quality
or habitat objective. Constructed treatment wetlands are typically divided into two basic
types: free water surface wetlands (FWS) and subsurface flow wetlands (SSF).

Free water surface wetlands (Figure 10.5) are shallow excavations or shallow
earth banked lagoons, typically densely vegetated basins and underlain by a subsurface
barrier, liner or compacted clay to prevent seepage. Soil or another suitable medium
such as gravel or organic matter provides a growing medium to support roots of
emergent vegetation, and water at a relatively shallow depth (3 to 24 inches) flowing
through the unit (Suthersan, 2002; McCutcheon and Schnoor, 2003). A system of pipes
or channels distributes the wastewater over the inlet end of the wetland, and a collection
channel collects the treated effluent at the outlet. The wastewater flows along the
surface, where it comes in contact with the bacterial populations on the surface of the
media and plant stems.

In subsurface flow wetlands (SSF), the flow moves through a matrix (1 to 3 feet
deep) of soil, gravel, sand, organic substrate or a mixture that supports vegetation roots
and biofilms (Suthersan, 2002; McCutcheon and Schnoor, 2003). Water can flow in a
horizontal or vertical flow configuration, where wastewater is mitigated by physical and
chemical processes, as well as microbiological degradation.
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Figure 10.5 Free water surface wetland system.

Horizontal flow wetlands (Figure 10.6) are shallow excavations with a synthetic
or clay liner. In a horizontal flow system the wastewater is fed through an inlet and
passes the filter matrix under the surface of the bed in a relatively horizontal path until it
reaches the outlet zone. The matrix is planted with marsh plants, such as the common
reed, Phragmites australis. The primary removal mechanisms are filtration and
biodegradation, where dense populations of bacteria growing on the roots of the marsh
plants contribute to the treatment process.

In vertical flow systems (Figure 10.7), the wastewater is applied over the entire
surface area through a distribution system and the flow passes through the matrix in a
relatively vertical path. Marsh plants such as P. australis, are typically planted in the
matrix. The wastewater is dosed on the bed in large batches, thereby flooding the surface
to a depth of several centimeters. At the base of the excavation are drainage pipes which
are usually turned up so they reach the surface at their ends, allowing air to move in and
out of the wetland. The wastewater then slowly percolates downward through the
substrate matrix, which acts as a filter. Between dosing times, oxygen can diffuse
through the pores of the matrix. The treated water is typically collected in a bottom
drainage system and flows into an outlet well.

10.3.1.2 Wetland Processes

Wetlands provide a diverse niches and micro-environments that play important
roles in the mitigation of contaminants. Various processes occur within the vegetation,
the water column, on the wetland substrate, in the soil, and in concentrated areas of
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microbial activity on plant stems and roots, in the water column and within the soil and
substrate matrices. These processes may be biological, chemical or physical, although
considerable overlap and interaction occurs between them. General wetland processes
involved in the mitigation of organic and inorganic contaminants are illustrated in Figure
10.8.

Figure 10.6 Subsurface horizontal flow wetland system.

In natural or constructed wetland treatment systems both biotic and abiotic
mechanisms are involved. Biological mechanisms can be vegetative and microbiological
in nature, with the remainder of the mitigation occurring via chemical and physical
processes, principally at the interfaces of the water and soil, the soil and the root, or the
vegetation and the water. The effectiveness of all of these processes varies with
residence time. Longer residence times have beneficial effects by permitting more
contaminants to be removed. However, very long residence times can also have
detrimental effects as the redox potential of the sediments may change, allowing the
release of nutrients and pollutants back into the water column (NSW DLWC, 1998).

Chemical and biological wetland processes occur at rates dependent upon
environmental factors including: temperature, oxygen, pH and salinity. At lower
temperatures, process rates may be slower, cease altogether or even reverse, releasing
nutrients under certain environmental conditions. Wetland processes occur under the
influence of interrelated and constantly changing environmental conditions, which
ultimately impact the performance of a wetland treatment system. Two of the most
important cyclic changes in ambient conditions which impact wetland treatment and
function are diurnal and seasonal changes.
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Figure 10.7 Subsurface vertical flow wetland system.

Diurnal changes usually result in variations in wetland temperature profiles and
dissolved oxygen concentrations. Lower night temperatures slow various chemical
reactions and microbial activity, in comparison to warmer daytime temperatures.
Photosynthesis adds oxygen, which determines the direction of many wetland processes,
to the water column by day, but this oxygen is reduced and possibly depleted overnight
due to microbial respiration. Seasonal changes cause variations in daylight hours
(photoperiod) and temperature. During the growing season, emergent and submerged
vegetation from water and sediments uptake nutrients at high rates. By the time the
vascular plants die, they have translocated a portion of nutrient material to the roots and
rhizomes. Cold weather reduces plant and microbial activity in the water and sediments,
affects community selection, and slows down biological and chemical processes as well
as their resultant biogeochemical nutrient cycling kinetics (Werker et al., 2002; Newman
et al, 2000). In the spring, excessive runoff combined with cool temperatures leads to
high flow rates and reduced nutrient and metal retention, and hence diminished nutrient
retention from the fall to early spring (Mitsch and Gosselink, 2000).

Fluctuating water levels, a characteristic of wetlands, effectively control oxygen
concentrations in the wetland water column and sediments, and the oxidation-reduction
(redox) chemistry of the wetland system. Oxygen diffuses slowly in water, and is often
used by microbial activity faster than it can be replenished. This affects root respiration,
and impacts nutrient availability. The redox conditions are, therefore, governed by
hydroperiods and play a significant role in nutrient cycling and availability, pH,
solubility or insolubility of nutrients and metals within the wetland system, vegetation
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composition, sediment and organic matter accumulation, degradation, and inorganic
constituent availability (Connell et al., 1984). The salinity of water within the wetland
can increase as water levels decrease, and contaminants may become concentrated.
Changes in salinity may impact some of the removal and retention processes in
wetlands. Elevated salt concentrations create increased competition between cations and
metals for binding sites on soils and organic substrates. Often, inorganic contaminants
such as metals are desorbed into the overlying water column (Connell et al., 1984).

Figure 10.8 Wetland processes controlling the mitigation of contaminants.

The pH of water and soils in wetlands also exerts a strong influence on the
direction of many biological and chemical reactions. Organic wetland soils tend to be
acidic, while mineral wetland soils are more neutral or alkaline. The consequence of
flooding previously drained wetland soils is usually to push the pH toward neutrality,
whether it be formerly acidic or alkaline. Many processes, including biological
transformations, cation exchange, and solubility of solids and gases, are pH dependent,
and less effective when the pH is out of an optimal range, (NSW DLWC, 1998).
Physical and Chemical Processes
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In wetland systems, the physical removal of contaminants associated with
particulate matter in wastewater occurs efficiently primarily via sedimentation and
filtration processes. Water typically moves very slowly through wetlands due to the
resistance provided by rooted and floating plants in free water surface systems and due
to the soil, sediment and substrate matrix in subsurface flow systems, and is
consequently, settled, filtered, and retained in the wetland system.

A wide range of chemical processes are involved in the removal and mitigation
of contaminants in wetland treatment systems. Exposure to light and atmospheric gases,
can lead to the breakdown of organic compounds and kill pathogens. Chemical reactions
between constituents leading to their transformation and subsequent precipitation from
the water column as insoluble compounds are important chemical processes within
wetland treatment systems. Another important precipitation reaction that occurs in
wetland soils is the formation of metal sulfides, which are highly insoluble compounds
and represent an effective means for immobilizing many metals in wetlands treatment
systems.

One of the most important chemical removal processes in wetland soils,
sediments, substrates and plant surfaces is sorption, which results in short-term retention
or long-term immobilization of several types of contaminants. Contaminants may be
removed by adsorption, ion exchange, precipitation or complexation. Wetland soils and
vegetation generally have a high cation exchange capacity (CEC) for a variety of
chemical constituents. Wetland organic soils contain humic substances, which are a
product of the undecomposed vegetation in the wetland soils, contain a large number of
phenolic (C6H4OH), carboxyl (-COOH) and hydroxyl (-OH) functional groups, which
are hydrophilic and serve as pH dependent ion exchange sites.

Biological Processes

In addition to physical and chemical mitigation processes, biological processes
involving wetland microorganisms and vegetation also contribute significantly to the
mitigation effectiveness of treatment wetlands. The most widely recognized and utilized
biological process for contaminant removal in wetlands is biological uptake.
Contaminants that are present in the form of essential plant nutrients, such as nitrate,
ammonium and phosphate, are readily taken up by wetland plants. However, many
wetland plant species take up and transform a variety of organic and inorganic
constituents. The rate of contaminant removal by plants varies, depending on plant
growth rate and concentration of the constituent in plant tissues. Algae may also provide
a significant amount of nutrient uptake, but the storage of nutrients and other organic
and inorganic constituents may be short-term, due to the short life-cycle of algae.
Microorganisms in the soil also provide uptake and short-term storage of nutrients and
other contaminants.
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As a result of vegetation and microbial death, detritus and litter accumulates at
the soil surface, of wetland systems. Some of the nutrients, metals or other elements
previously removed from the water by wetland biota are then recycled back to the water
and soil by leaching and decomposition. Leaching of water-soluble constituents may
occur rapidly upon the death of the plant or plant tissue, while a more gradual loss of
constituents occurs during the decomposition of detritus by bacteria and other
organisms. Recycled contaminants may be flushed from the wetland in the surface
water, or may be removed again from the water by biological uptake or other
phytoprocesses.

Although microorganisms may provide a measurable amount of contaminant
uptake and storage, it is their metabolic processes that play the most significant role in
the removal of organic compounds. Many of the microbiological processes can be
facilitated by or occur in conjunction with plants and algae present in the system, and
other phytoprocesses and the biological processes are often part of larger element cycles
occurring within the wetland system. Microbial activity will depend on the concentration
and nature of the substrate undergoing transformation, as well as the presence and
availability of the suitable enzymes.

Microbial decomposers, primarily soil bacteria, utilize the carbon (C) in organic
matter as a source of energy, converting it to carbon dioxide (CCh) or methane (CH4)
gases. This provides an important biological mechanism for removal of a wide variety of
organic compounds. The efficiency and rate of organic compound degradation by
microorganisms is highly variable for different types of organic compounds. Respiration
using O2 as an electron acceptor dominates under aerobic conditions, while under the
anaerobic conditions often found in wetlands, organic decomposition can occur in the
presence of any number of other terminal electron acceptors, including NO3", Mn2+,
Fe3+, SO4

2"andCO2.

10.3.1.3 Role of Wetland Vegetation and Microbial Communities

Wetland systems offer a diversified range of biological activities. The primary
function of algae and hydrophytic plants is the uptake of dissolved nutrients and
contaminants from water, which they employ to produce new plant biomass. The
interaction of wetland soil, sediment vegetation and aquatic constituents also provides a
desirable environment for the growth and reproduction of microorganisms, which can
play an active role in contaminant mitigation. In addition to playing an instrumental role
in the reduction and cycling of nutrients and mitigation of metals and other
contaminants, wetland vegetation influences wetland hydrology and hydraulics through
the system. Macrophytes reduce flow velocities, which enables sedimentation, physical
filtering of sediment particles and decreases erosion.
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Algae
Algae are unicellular and multicellular photosynthetic bacteria and plants that are

highly diverse and can adapt to a wide range of aquatic habitats, including wetlands.
They are dependent on light, carbon, typically CC>2, and other nutrients for their energy,
growth and reproduction. When these elements are not limiting, algae can generate large
populations and contribute significantly to the overall food chain, the transformation,
storage and cycling of wetland nutrients, the fixation of contaminants through sorption
and settling as well as contaminant mitigation (Kadlec and Knight, 1996). In wetlands
with few emergent macrophytes, filamentous algal mats can develop, which tend to
control DO and CC>2 concentrations in the wetland water column. However, when they
are shaded by macrophytes, algae tend to play a lesser role in the processes of the
wetland system.

When algae growth is substantial, they can play a significant role in the short-
term fixation and immobilization of nutrients and hydrocarbons in wetland systems,
followed by a gradual release through algal death and decomposition. From a wetland
function perspective, this form of nutrient cycling can lead to the immobilization and
transformation of some contaminants which can be used for growth by the algae, while
the gradual release would result in an attenuation of the discharge concentrations of
contaminants. Long-term algal fixation of contaminants into wetland sediments via
sorption, settling and burial may also be significant, particularly in low-nutrient wetlands
where the microbial decomposition rates of algal biomass would be low (Kadlec and
Knight, 1996).

Higher Plants

The types of higher plants involved in wetland systems can be classified as:
emergent, floating or submerged plants based on their predominant growth form. In
emergent plant species, most of the above ground part of the plant emerges above the
waterline and into the air. They are rooted in the sediment soil where they have an
extensive root and rhizome structure. Emergent plants generally have structural
components which allow them to be self-supporting and to transport oxygen to the roots
and rhizomes. The presence of macrophytes in wetlands is also important because they
provide surface area for microbial attachment and growth both in the water column and
in the root zone or rhizosphere. Submerged species are also rooted in the wetland soil,
but have buoyant stems and leaves that cover large surface areas filling a niche in the
water column above the wetland sediment layer. Floating species have been adapted to
float on the surface of the wetland due to buoyant leaves and stems. They are not
generally rooted in the wetland soil, and roots typically dangle below the surface within
the water column (Guntenspergen et al., 1989).
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Macrophytes are the dominant vegetative structural component of most wetland
systems. They include vascular plants with tissues which result from specialized cells.
As oxygen is often limiting in flooded environments, macrophytes have adapted to
saturated conditions of wetland systems where they thrive, despite the challenges of an
anaerobic environment, and contribute to its treatment capacity. These wetland plants
have adopted other strategies, such as long, oxygen transporting tubes (e.g., emergent
reeds), the ability to float on shallow water (e.g., lilies), or buttresses trunks (e.g.,
Cypress trees) to obtain and transport oxygen to areas of the plant where it is required
for various plant functions. Wetland plants are adapted to changing redox conditions.
They often contain arenchymous tissue (spongy tissue with large pores) in their stems
and roots that allows air to move quickly between the leaf surface and the roots. Oxygen
released from wetland plant roots oxidizes the rhizosphere and allows processes
requiring oxygen, such as organic compound breakdown, decomposition, and
denitrification, to occur (Steinberg and Coonrod, 1994).

Microorganisms

Wetland microorganisms remove soluble organic matter, coagulate colloidal
material, stabilize organic matter and convert soluble and colloidal organic matter. These
microbial populations can have a significant influence on the soil and water chemistry of
wetland systems. Different microoganisms have a variety of tolerances and requirements
for dissolved oxygen, temperature, pH and nutrients, which can influence important
transformations of nitrogen, iron, manganese, sulphur and carbon (Suthersan, 2002).
Bacteria and fungi are generally the first organisms to colonize and begin the sequential
decomposition of organic solids and typically have the first access to dissolved
constituents (Kadlec and Knight, 1996).

In wetland systems bacteria are often found on solid plant surfaces, decaying
organic matter and in the soil and sediment environment. Most bacteria are heterotrophic
which implies that they obtain their food and energy requirements for growth from
organic compounds, and a few are autotrophic, and they synthesize organic molecules
from inorganic carbon (CCh). Fungi are heterotrophic organisms. They are also abundant
in wetland environments and they play an important role in wastewater treatment. Most
aquatic fungi are molds and are associated with the detritus and sediment layers, where
they can degrade the dead organic matter. Fungi are ecologically important in wetlands
because they mediate a significant proportion of the recycling of carbon and other
nutrients. If fungi were inhibited through the action of toxic metals and other chemicals
in the wetland environment, nutrient cycling of scarce nutrients would be reduced
greatly limiting the primary productivity of algae and higher plants (Kadlec and Knight,
1996).
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10.3.2 Terrestrial Systems

Phytoremediation can be used in the remediation of terrestrial systems
contaminated with a variety of pollutants including metals, pesticides, solvents and
various organic chemicals. There are over 400 different species considered suitable for
use in phytoremediation which employ a number of mechanisms in combination to
remove contaminants. The species selected to provide soil, sediment or groundwater
remediation must tolerate the contaminant concentrations expected at the affected site.
The specific remediation mechanisms involved vary depending on the constituents to be
treated, site conditions, other environmental factors, and the remedial goals. In addition,
several of these mechanisms may operate in series or in conjunction with each other.

In typical phytoremediation tree stand systems, the contaminated soils, sediments
and groundwater are generally exposed to the root systems of the plants and trees.
Therefore, these systems are able to employ plant as well as rhizosphere remediation
processes. The remediation of sites contaminated with metals typically takes advantages
of the ability of certain plant species to remove or stabilize contaminants via
bioaccumulation, phytoextaction, rhizofiltration or phytostabilization. Conversely,
organic contaminants including pesticides, solvents and lubricants are generally
removed via phytodegradation, rhizodegradation and phytovolatilization (Evans and
Furlong, 2003). In addition to tree stand systems, other types of terrestrial
phytoremediation applications have been employed to achieve specific remediation
objectives. These include vegetative cover, hydraulic barriers and riparian buffer
systems.

10.3.2.1 Vegetative Cover Systems

A vegetative cover is an engineered phytoremediation system that is constructed
as an alternative to a traditional vegetated cap, particularly at landfill sites. The main
objectives of these cover systems are to intercept rain, minimize the downward
infiltration of rainfall and snowmelt into the waste, protect groundwater by reducing
leachate production, and reduce erosion from the surface. These covers employ the
natural evapotranspiration process of shallow and deep rooted plants to control the
infiltration of water into waste materials and create a zone from which the plants can
extract pore water within waste materials, hence, exhibiting a form of hydraulic control
by plants. They can be designed using mixed communities of plants and trees that
maximize rain interception (Table 10.2) and transpiration capacities (Table 10.3).
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Table 10.2 Typical plant rain interception capacities.

As can be seen from Figure 10.9, during a precipitation event, the initial
precipitation is collected on the surfaces of plant leaves based on their respective
interception capacity (Table 10.2). Once the capacity of the species to intercept
precipitation has been exceeded, any additional precipitation will fall to the ground
surface where it will infiltrate into the soil or runoff. Once the precipitation has ended,
the water intercepted on the plant leaves and within the root zone will be removed via
evapotranspiration (ITRC, 2001). The water holding capacity of the soil and the waste

Plant Name Plant Type Magnitude and Duration
of Rain

Interception
Capacity

Natural Pasture

Alfalfa

Tall Panic Grass

Little Blue Stem

Birch

Ash

Spruce-Fir

Mixed grasses

Agricultural crop

Prairie species

Prairie species

Tree species

Tree species

Tree species

389 mm/5 months

Unspecified

12.7 mm/30 min.

12.7mm/30min.

350 mm/5 months

38 mm/(Unknown time)

272 mm/5 months

14-19%

36%

57%

50-60%

10%

24%

30%

Table 10.3 Typical plant transpiration rates.

Plant Name Plant Type Transpiration Rate

Perennial Rye

Alfalfa

Common Reed

Great Bulrush

Sedge

Prairie Cordgrass

Cottonwood

Hybrid Poplar

Cottonwood

Weeping Willow

Typical lawn grass

Agricultural crop

Wetland species

Wetland species

Wetland/prairie species

Praire species

2-year old tree

5 -year old tree

Full, mature tree

Full, mature tree

6.9 mm/d

10.5 mm/d

11. 2 mm/d

2 1.9 mm/d

48.2 mm/d

12.1 mm/d

2.0-3.75 gpd per tree

20-40 gpd per tree

5 0-3 50 gpd per tree

200-800 gpd per tree
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penetrated by the root system provides the storage capacity necessary for infiltration of
water during precipitation and the dormancy period of the vegetation (Carman and
Grossman, 2001).

Figure 10.9 Schematic of an infiltration control from a vegetative cover.

In addition to the ability of plants to intercept precipitation and minimize
infiltration, densely rooted groundcover plants and grasses have also been reported to
enhance the biological breakdown of the underlying waste or contaminants through the
enhanced biodegradation of organics in shallow surface soils. The primary mechanisms
involved in this application are rhizodegradation and phytodegradation (Evans and
Furlong, 2003). Halophytes and hyperaccumulator vegetation can be used to remediate
shallow soils containing salts and metals, respectively. The primary mechanism involved
in vegetative covers for inorganic contaminants is either phytostabilization or
phytoaccumulation. Typical metals that have been treated with vegetative cover
applications include Pb, Cd, Zn, Ni, Se, As, and Cu, as well as, Na, Mg and Ca chloride
salts. The range of effectiveness for both the inorganic and organic remediation
applications is generally 1 to 2 feet below the ground surface. However, depths down to
5 feet have been reported under some conditions (Olsen and Fletcher, 1999). In contrast,
traditional caps do not enhance natural biodegradation processes and, in some instances,
have been found to limit biological growth by altering biogeochemical conditions in the
waste and decreasing natural attenuation processes (Carman and Grossman, 2001).
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In general, vegetative covers are not appropriate for sites that produce landfill
gas in chronic, large or uncontrolled amounts. However, they are porous and permeable
to gases and can allow passive gas venting if necessary, while traditional landfill covers
are essentially impermeable and may require elaborate gas venting systems (Carman and
Grossman, 2001).

10.3.2.2 Hydraulic Barriers

In addition to using plants as a vegetative groundcover, wetland plants and deep-
rooted tree species can be used to generate hydraulic barriers to control surface water
and groundwater movements as well as physically stabilize the soil environment. For
groundwater plume control, a relatively large number of deep-rooted, high-transpiring
plants or trees are concentrated at the down-gradient edge of the plume. The basic
premise behind this phytoremediation application is that the deep-rooted plants or trees
access the groundwater and cause a local depression in the water table through uptake
and transpiration This is illustrated conceptually in Figure 2.17. This depression is
sufficient to prevent the migration of the contaminated groundwater plume beyond the
boundary of the tree stand. The amount of groundwater that can be taken up by a tree
stand is dependent upon the age of the trees, the depth of groundwater, the soil
conditions, and the climatic region (ITRC, 2001). The hydraulic control exhibited by
plants as a result of evapotranspiration, particularly by tree species, has also been
applied to overcome localized water-logging, particularly on land used for agricultural
or amenity purposes. The planting regime may involve the establishment of close tree
stand groupings which then function as single elevated withdrawal points.

Other plant-based processes can also take place simultaneously to remediate the
surrounding soil, sediments and groundwater. Organic contaminants are generally taken
up by the plants at lower concentrations than they are found in situ, primarily due to
membrane barriers at the plant root hairs. For those contaminants not taken up by the
plant, the establishment of a hydraulic containment regime will increase the soil
concentration of the contaminants as a result of evapotranspiration (Evans and Furlong,
2003).

10.3.2.3 Riparian Buffer

Riparian buffers are vegetated areas that protect adjacent water resources from
non-point source pollution, provide bank stabilization, and habitats for aquatic and other
wildlife. They are intended to minimize the migration of contaminants into water
courses, and are typically used along the banks of rivers, or around the perimeter of
affected sites. Riparian buffers can be established or maintained under a variety of land
use patterns such as natural, agricultural, forested, suburban, and urban. A cross-
sectional view of a typical riparian buffer is shown in Figure 10.10. Natural riparian
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buffers are composed of grasses, trees, or both types of vegetation. Poplar and willow
species have been reported to be particularly effective in reducing the wash-out of
nitrates and phosphates making them useful as control measures for surface water
contamination from agricultural fertilizer residues along watercourses (Evans and
Furlong, 2003).

Figure 10.10 Schematic of a riparian buffer system.

Hydrology is the most important factor that determines the effectiveness of
riparian buffers. Adequate width of the buffer is necessary to control the hydrology
through the riparian buffer. While buffers that are too narrow may not be sustainable,
and may not provide adequate pollution control or adequate stream bank protection,
buffers that are wider than required may limit or impact land use. Phytostabilization,
rhizodegradation, phytoaccumulation, phytodegradation, and phytovolatilization are the
phytoremediation mechanisms responsible for contaminant mitigation in riparian
buffers. The roots of the trees, shrubs and grasses in the riparian buffer provide an
energy source for bacteria that promote the stabilization, accumulation, reduction,
degradation, metabolism, or mineralization of the contaminants (ITRC, 2001).

10.3.3 Hydroponic Systems

Phytoremediation can also be applied as an ex situ technology. For instance,
pump-and-treat systems could supply contaminated water as the influent into an area
where plants are cultivated. As an alternative, the contaminated stream could be passed
through artificial, planted systems known as hydroponic systems (Figure 10.11).

Next Page



CHAPTER 11

Metal Removal

J.F. Blais, S.K. Brar, N. Meunier, G. Mercier, R.D. Tyagi and R.Y. Surampalli

11.1 Introduction

Environmental contamination with heavy metals is a consequence of
technological and industrial advances (Nriagu 1996; Nriagu and Pacyna 1988). The
principal problem associated with this anthropogenic contamination is toxicity against
all living organisms, in particular, humans (Baath 1989; Chapman et al. 2003). The risks
associated with the presence of potentially toxic metals in the soil are rather well known
and documented (Ferguson 1991; Salomons et al. 1995; Lippmann 2000; Allen 2002). It
is, therefore, essential to remove or reduce the presence of these inorganic contaminants
in order to diminish the possibility of uptake by plants, animals and humans and
eventual accumulation in the food chain and also to prevent them from contaminating
surface and groundwater by dissolution or dispersion (Adriano 1992; McLaughlin et al.
2000).

There is immense market potential for decontamination of soils and several
sources have mentioned, estimated and measured tonnages of several sites worldwide
(NATO/CCMS 1998; USEPA 1997). In United States, nearly half a million of
potentially contaminated sites have been counted since the 80's and close to 217,000 of
these required an extended intervention to clean sites (USEPA 1997). In fact, the
government projected an investment of US $ 187 billion (1996 dollars) to completely
restore these sites in an estimated time frame of 10 to 30 years. More than 31,000 of
these industrial sites are contaminated solely by heavy metals (Moore and Luoma 1990).

In Europe, about 600,000 industrial contaminated sites were identified in several
countries: Germany (240,000), Belgium (13,000), Denmark (15,000), France (200,000),
Hungary (10,000), Sweden (10,000), Switzerland (3,000), Norway (3,350), Netherlands
(110,000) and Czechoslovakia (3,000) (Tuin and Tels 1990; NATO/CCMS 1998). In
England and Wales, more than 100,000 sites would be affected by contamination in
comparison to 6,000 in Scotland (Davidson et al. 1998). Furthermore, there are several
thousands of classified European sites, which were being used by military during first
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and second World War (NATO/CCMS 1998). Ensconce and Robertiello (1993)
estimated restoration costs of these European sites to be more than US$ 130 billions
(1993 dollars).

Prior to 1987, remediation methods for polluted soils and other matrices implied
removal of contaminated environments and landfilling in cells for safety and or
confinement of contaminants by physical barriers (USEPA 1997; Papassiopi et al. 1999;
Mulligan et al. 200 la). In United States, 75% of remediation technologies used between
1987 and 1993 aimed at significant and permanent reduction of volume, toxicity and or
mobility of contaminants on affected sites (Steele and Pichtel 1998). On the other hand,
USEPA in 1993 mentioned that good functioning of Superfund program necessitated
urgent elaboration of effective technologies for removal of inorganic contaminants in
soils (Rampley and Ogden 1998). Since then, a world-wide thrust has been laid on
research and development of technologies that favor high performance for removal of
heavy metals (USEPA 1997) as they serve a final solution to soil contamination
(NATO/CCMS 1998). Consequently, biological processes, electrokinetics or
physicochemical technologies that allow removal or reduction of metal pollution in soils
in a significant manner were exploited (Sims 1990; Steele and Pichtel 1998).

The present chapter portrays principal metal contaminants associated with the
problems of soil and groundwater contamination. The actual state of the global problem
of metal contaminated sites is then discussed, followed by a survey of the regulatory
norms in this field. Thereafter, various technological options for remediation of metal
contaminated sites will be presented. Finally, the methods of groundwater treatment
contaminated with metals will be discussed.

11.2 Metal Contaminants in Soil and Groundwater

The contaminated soils consist of organic, inorganic components or a mixture of
two. They normally comprise aliphatic hydrocarbons, aromatics and polychlorinated
hydrocarbons, pesticides, cyanide and heavy metals.

In United States, metals range from 45 to 70% of total pollutants in contaminated
sites (USEPA 1997). In effect, arsenic (As), cadmium (Cd), chromium (Cr), nickel (Ni),
lead (Pb), and zinc (Zn), are on the list of common ten contaminants most often traced
on the sites indexed by Superfund program and Department of Defense (Evanko and
Dzombak 1997; USEPA 1997).

Mining operations and related technologies, metal treatment, automobile
emissions (Harrison et al. 1981; Howard and Sova 1993), Pb based paints (Gooch 1993),
industrial emissions and wastes (Oyler 1990) and recycling of batteries (Elliot and
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Brown 1989; Papassiopi et al. 1999) constitute important sources of metal pollution.
Several sites contaminated by heavy metals are located at military bases, shooting fields,
armament factories and electroplating units (Marino et al. 1997). In fact, heavy metals
represent five of the six contaminants most often recovered on military sites and
principal three being Pb, Cd and Cr.

The following sections briefly describe some significant characteristics of the
principal metal contaminants (As, Cd, Cr, Hg, Ni, Pb, Se, and Zn) found in the soils.

11.2.1 Arsenic

Arsenic (As), a metalloid, exists in the soil environment as arsenite (As(III)) or
as arsenate (As(V)). Both forms of this element are toxic. Arsenate is less water soluble
than arsenite and is relatively immobile in soil. The largest traditional use of arsenic has
been in agriculture. Sodium arsenate has been the most commonly used arsenic
containing veterinary product as an insecticidal product. Copper chrome arsenate (CCA)
has also been largely used as a wood preservative. Moreover, arsenic is also used in the
electronic industry. Symptoms associated with As toxicity notably include
hyperkeratosis, liver dysfunction, myocardial ischemia and several cancers (Lippmann
2000). In the environnement, arsenic is subject to microbial oxidation, reduction, and
methylation. Arsenite present in water can be biologically-oxidized in arsenate, which is
precipitated out more readily by treatment with ferric ions (Williams and Silver 1984).
Arsenite compounds can also be formed in anaerobic conditions by reduction of
arsenate. For that reason, As-contaminated soils might be freed of some of the arsenic by
promoting the reduction and thus increasing the leachibility of this pollutant (Dowdle et
al. 1996).

11.2.2 Cadmium

Cadmium (Cd) is almost always found in the Cd(II) valence state. Cadmium
originates from foundry fumes of Cu, Zn and Pb, electroplating factories, industries
manufacturing Cd based alloys (Cd-Ni, Cd Ag-Cu, Cd-Au), nuclear power plants,
manufacture and recycling sites of Ni-Pb batteries and various other industries (Khalid
et al. 1998). The use of Cd-containing fertilizers in agriculture, along with metal-bearing
pesticides, potentially contributes to further environmental pollution. Cadmium
contamination of the water and air is also caused by mine runoff, and waste release from
metal smelteries and other industries that utilize Cd in alkaline batteries, plastics and
paints (Lippmann 2000). Cadmium is a very toxic element for human and animals. It is
cumulative and is excreted with a half-life of 20 to 30 years. Symptoms of acute toxicity
following Cd exposure include pulmonary edema, and pneumonitis. Oral ingestion
results in renal necrosis and dysfunction (Viessman and Hammer 1993). Prostate and
lung cancers have been observed in humans following long-term exposure to Cd
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compounds (Lippmann 2000). World-wide population was alerted by the case of paddy
fields irrigated by mining drainage (Zn mines) where significant quantities of Cd were
traced in rice. This rice consumption by farmers and local populations caused adverse
health impacts (disease named as "itaT-itai") (Kobayashi 1978).

11.2.3 Chromium

Chromium mostly exists as Cr (VI) or Cr (III) with chromite (FeCr2O4) as the
most important Cr-containing ore. The principal contamination sources of chromium are
electroplating procedures and disposal of various wastes (Smith et al. 1995). Leather
tanning and wood preservation are other significant uses of chromium. The hexavalent
form is toxic and highly soluble in water, whereas trivalent form is considerably less
toxic, less water soluble, and hence less mobile in soil. Hexavalent chromium is readily
absorbed by the skin where it acts as an irritant and immune-system sensitizer. Oral
absorption results in acute renal failure. Chronic exposure to hexavalent chromium can
result in lung cancer. Cr (VI) present in soils and the groundwater can be reduced
biologically to Cr (III) following addition of an organic substrate (e.g. manure, benzoate,
molasses) (Losi et al. 1994; Shen et al. 1996; Chirwa and Wang 1997). The reduction of
hexavalent chromium could equally be done by generation of H^S in anaerobic medium
in the presence of sulphates (deFilippi 1994; Sulzbacher et al. 1997).

1L2.4 Mercury

Mercury (Hg) exists in three oxidation states: Hg(0), Hg(I), and Hg(II).
Anthropogenic sources of mercury are numerous and occur worldwide (Lippmann
2000). Mercury is obtained by the mining and smelting of cinnabar ore. It is used in
chloralkali plants, in paints as pigments or preservatives, in electrical equipment and
batteries, in measuring equipment, in mercury quartz and luminescent lamps, in dental
restoration materials, and in agriculture as fungicides. Mercury and its derivatives
constitute toxins that accumulate slowly and are dangerous to life forms (Humenick and
Schnoor 1974). In humans, ingestion of inorganic Hg compounds may cause
gastrointestinal irritation, and kidney dysfunction. Chronic intoxication can also cause
neurotoxic effects. Many microorganisms possess the ability to reduce divalent mercury
to metallic Hg. The elemental mercury is volatile and thus moves into the overlying air.
If the microbial activity is stimulated, they might form the basis for bioremediation.
Divalent mercury can also be methylated. However, the resulting mono- and dimethyl
mercury have high acute toxicity.

11.2.5 Nickel

The Ni (II) form is most commonly found in aquatic and soil environments
(Watts 1998). The most abundant ores are the oxides and sulfides of Ni. Nickel is used
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extensively in alloys. Nickel is normally not very toxic to humans, but can cause
headache and shortness of breath as acute effects. Chronic effects are observed on
immune system resulting in allergic dermatitis. Nickel is phytotoxic and can adversely
affect some fish species, particularly in fresh waters. Moreover, as with other metals,
uptake of Ni from soil can cause accumulation of the metal in leaves, roots, and seeds of
many plants.

11.2.6 Lead

Generally speaking, lead (Pb) is the principal inorganic contaminant of polluted
soils originating from agricultural activities, urban and industrial activities like
extraction and foundries (USEPA 1997; Sauve et al. 1997; Steele and Pichtel 1998;
Mercier et al. 2002a). In the United States, different epidemiological studies showed that
5.9% of American children had more than 10 ̂ g Pb/L in their blood, which is above the
threshold at which neurotoxicity occurs (USEPA 1994). Direct oral ingestion of
contaminated soils and dust by children is the principal cause of lead absorption (Healy
et al. 1982; Xintaras 1992). Lead is one of the heavy metals with relatively lower
mobility and a tendency to adsorb to organic matter, clays and oxide/hydroxide
complexes by forming precipitates (Khan and Frankland 1983) such as Pb carbonates
(PbCO3, 2PbCO3Pb(OH)2, 4PbCO3.2Pb(OH)2) (Mercier et al. 2002a; Zimdahl and
Skogerboe 1977), orthophosphates of Pb, primary pyromorphites and plumbogummites
(last three formed in anaerobic environment) (Nriagu 1974). The Pb contamination
primarily originates from recycling sites and battery dumpyards municipal incinerator
ashes, shooting range where it is present in different forms as PbCO3, PbSCX PbO and
PbO2 (Hessling et al. 1990; Nedwed and Clifford 1997). In fact, prior to establishment of
adequate pollution control regulations, recycling of batteries was promoted to extract Pb
leaving residual acids and empty cases on sites. Pb was eventually piled up in heaps
before being remelted on the same site or elsewhere. These methods led to Pb
contamination of the order of thousands to several hundreds of thousands of mg Pb/kg
soil (Nedwed and Clifford 1997). Chipping paint containing lead is also a significant
source of contamination in soils near buildings and is a problem in old housing sites
(USEPA 1994; Xintaras 1992).

11.2.7 Selenium

Inorganic selenium (Se) in soils, sediments, and waters is frequently present as
Se (VI) in the form of selenate and Se (IV) in the form of selenite. The biological
reduction of the selenate and selenite can be used for formation of elementary Se which
is less toxic and insoluble. This strategy was proposed for the treatement of Se
contaminated sites (Cantafio et al. 1996; Mattison 1992). The biougmentation of
methylation of the selenium (CH3SeCH3), which occured naturally in the soils, was also
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proposed to decontaminate sites polluted by the toxic element. The dimethyl selenide
generated was then eliminated by volatilization (Frankenberger and Karlson 1994).

11.2.8 Zinc

Zinc (Zn) is almost always found in the Zn (II) valence state. Zinc is used as an
anti-corrosive agent for iron alloys and steel. It is a highly mobile metal present in
groundwater in soluble forms at neutral and acidic pH (Smith et al. 1995). Major inputs
to the aquatic environment are likely from the mining operations, manufacture of alloys,
galvanizing plants and paper production. Zinc does not generally pose a serious risk to
human health. However, it is a phytotoxic agent like copper and nickel.

11.3 Regulations Concerning Metal Contamination of Soils and
Groundwater

In order to determine the degree of contamination of soils, most of the
industrialized countries endowed themselves or are in the process of doing so, to
establish laws and norms aiming at generic criteria on metal contamination in soils.
Unfortunately, these criteria are not uniform for countries, a state/a province, and special
attention must be paid to comprehend different terminologies before understanding
environmental regulations.

In United States, a minimum criterion has been established by USEPA, leaving
room for different states to apply stricter restrictions, if desired (USEPA 1992). This
regulation such as Toxicity Characteristics Leaching Procedure (TCLP) stipulated in the
RCRA land disposal restrictions developed by USEPA or based on risk analysis. The
TCLP is a dilute acetic acid extraction which simulates generation of acid in a sanitary
landfill site during decomposition of wastes. It does not therefore necessarily predict
absorption of metals by human digestive system. Indeed, in contrast to simple total
digestion of soils, TCLP allows evaluation of the mobility of contaminants in the soil
before or after decontamination. Despite limitations of not representing effective
mobility of contaminants, this method is highly recommended and used worldwide.
Besides, in May 1998, USEPA promulgated obligatory treatment of contaminated soils
(derived from American documents 63 FR 28555 and 40 CFR 268.49) that were
previously confined for several years due to toxic wastes. For contaminated soils,
USEPA regulates a treatment that would reduce the concentration by 90% or allow a
respectable maximum contamination level defined as (10 times the universal treatment
standard). Nevertheless, this new regulation remains less constraining for environmental
intervention and hence new regulation for characterization of soils is based on leaching
(TCLP) and not total concentration (mg/kg) employed in several countries.
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However, different countries amended their regulations according to projected
usage of soils. In this retrospective, Netherlands carried out such changes to fit
decontamination markets. In fact, such measures will reduce restoration cost of 110,000
contaminated sites in this country from US $ 50 billion to 15-25 billion (dollars of 1996)
(NATO/CCMS 1998). In United Kingdom (Table 11.1), concentrations of metal
contaminants are compared with generic criteria of interdepartmental committee on
redevelopement of contaminated sites (ICRCL) (Anon 2002). Nevertheless, this
approach encompasses numerous limitations as it often refers to total contamination and
not to mobility and bioavailability of contaminants.

Table 11.1 Generic criteria followed in United Kingdom according to ICRCL (Anon
2002).
Generic Criteria Contaminant (mg/kg)

Residential

Parks, playgrounds and open
spaces

Green space
Green space, determined by
extraction with 0.05 mol/L of
EDTA

As

10

40

Cd

3

15

Cr*
600
(25)

1,000
(25)

Cu Hg

1

20

130

50

* Values in parentheses refer to Cr(VI) determined by extraction with 0.1

Ni

70

20

Pb

450

750

mol/L HC1 at 37.5

Zn

300

130

°C.

Table 11.2 compares the generic criteria used in some countries, provinces or
states (Nedwed and Clifford 1997; NATO/CCMS 1998; Pronk 2000; Anon 2002). This
table shows important variations in regulations of contaminated soils. Thus, Zn (for a
similar criterion) varies between 300 and 1,500 mg/kg, Pb between 530 and 1,000 mg/kg
and Hg between 1 and 20 mg/kg. Hence, soils judged as contaminated by certain
countries may not be so for others. Similary, some metals are judged problematic (Ba
and Sn) by a few countries and are not at all important for others.

11.4 Treatability of Soils and Contaminated with Heavy Metals

In order to develop adequate site restoration technologies for soils contaminated
with heavy metals, knowledge of geochemical distribution in these matrices becomes a
necessity. Thus, speciation of heavy metals in soils was the theme of several studies
(Khan and Frankland 1983; Brown et al. 1986; Gibson and Farmer 1986; Calvet et al.
1990; Van Beschoten et al. 1997; Galvez-Cloutier and Dube 1998; Papassiopi et al.
1999). The speciation of metals has significant effects on their water solubility,
transport, toxicity, and treatment (Calmano et al. 2005).
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Table 11.2 Comparisons of generic criteria established for some countries, provinces or
states.
Country, Province or
State
Canada -Quebec (1988)
Canada - Ontario (1989)
United States (1997)
California (1997)
Minnesota (1997)
Florida (1997)
Pennsylvania (1997)
United Kingdom (2002)
Canada -B.C. (1989)
Netherlands (2000)
Italy (2002)
New Jersey (1990)

Contaminant (mg/kg)
Ag As
40 50

50 50

500

4

3

40

40 50

55

20

Ba Cd
2,000 20

8

100

600

20

15

2,000 20

625 12

10

400 3

Cr
800

1,000

500

430

300

1,000

800

380

800

100

Co Cu
- 500

100 300

20

300 500

240 190

600

170

Hg
10

2

20

20

10

10

1

Mo
40

40

40

200

1

Ni
500

200

500

210

500

100

Pb
1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

500

1,000

500

750

1,000

530

1,000

1,000

Se Sn
10 300

10

6

10

4

Zn
1,500

800

300

1,500

720

1,500

350

According to these studies, the chief mechanisms responsible for geochemical
distribution of heavy metals in soils and sediments can be classified into four groups as,
1) adsorption to surface of clay minerals, oxides/hydroxides (Fe, Mn, Al) and organic
matter, 2) precipitation -coprecipitation with secondary minerals (carbonates,
oxides/hydroxides, sulfides), 3) complexation with organic matter and sometimes; 4)
penetration of heavy metals into crystalline structure of primary minerals (Galvez-
Cloutier and Dube 1998; Papassiopi et al. 1999; Van Beschoten et al. 1997). These
different modes of retention of heavy metals by soils play an important role at the level
of potential transfer between solid and liquid phases and therefore in the selection of
adequate restoration methods (Grasso et al. 1997; Papassiopi et al. 1999).

There are also a series of biotests (e.g. MicroTox, BIOMET), which were
developed in order to predict the bioavailability of heavy metals in soils and other
environment (OECD 1984; USEPA 1989; van der Lelie et al. 2005).

The selection of treatment method also depends on nature of contaminants, their
concentration, decontamination level required, as well as physico-chemical
characteristics of the matrix to be treated (USEPA 1997; Duchesne and Mercier 2003). It
is therefore imperative to examine these different parameters before proposing a
decontamination scheme for a specific soil. In this respect, Canadian researchers at
Institut National de la Recherche Scientifique-Eau, Terre et Environnnement (INRS-
ETE) proposed a five-step protocol to evaluate in the treatability of metal contaminated
soils, sediments and sludges (Environment Canada 1998). Table 11.3 briefly summarizes
the protocol of evaluation adopted.
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11.5 Restoration of Soils Contaminated with Heavy Metals

The decontamination of soils polluted by toxic metals constitutes a complex
challenge. Several technological approaches were thus developed and proposed to solve
the problem of presence of toxic metals in polluted sites. These suggested methods of
restoration included in situ as well as ex situ treatment processes. The Table 11.4
illustrates principal technologies of restoration of soils contaminated by toxic metals.

11.5.1 Solidification and Stabilization

Solidification implies a physical process of transformation of liquid substances
into solid substances by addition of solidification agents such as cement, pozzolanic
material, silicates, lime and other reactive minerals that are generally utilized and are
cost-effective. Besides, Portland cement is commonly employed solidifying agent as it
permits complete immobilization of several metals. On the contrary, stabilization
technologies involve chemical reactions where chemical agents (such as polymers)

Although the protocol considers only physico-chemical separation procedures for
treatment of soils or sediments, yet it constitutes a logical and coherent basic approach,
which could be extrapolated to evaluate chemical and/or biological separation
procedures. In fact, a complete chain of decontamination of metal contaminated soils
includes in several cases, integrated physico-chemical separation procedures to reduce
volume load of contaminants as well as chemical and or biological methods of extraction
fGaneulv et al. 19981

Table 11.3 Protocol for evaluation of treatability of soils, sediments and sludges by
mining/metallurgical technologies (Environment Canada 1998).
Step Procedure

Sampling

Characterization by mineralogical
approach

Confirmation of application of
mining/metallurgical technologies

Elaboration of preliminary
treatment scheme

Validation and optimisation
of treatment scheme

Historical study of contamination
Sampling and preservation

Granulometric analyses
Chemical analyses
Mineralogical study

Study of characterization data by mineralogical
approach
Conciliation of characterization data with the conditions
of use
and performance of various mining/metallurgical
equipments

Trials at laboratory and semi-industrial scale
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cause precipitation of metals making them insoluble. Organic materials normally utilized
as chemical agents comprise asphalt, polyethylene, paraffins, waxes and other
polyolefms.

These processes can be performed on-site in closer proximity of the
contaminated soils with the aid of containers or directly in soil (in situ). When the
technology is applied on the specific site, it requires removal of gravel and sand and
washing followed by mixing of soils with selected chemical agents. This mixture is then
deposited in solidification moulds. Subsequently, elimination of products is performed
in controlled discharge or in containment cells. When in situ technology is utilized, it is
necessary to develop a method for efficient mixing of soils on-site and a system of
storage and distribution of reagents. For example, pastes can be injected at higher speeds
into soils at drill points. The radius thus treated is often several meters around the well.

Table 11.4 Restoration technologies used for treatment of soils polluted with heavy
metals.
Type of Soil Treatment Example of Technology
Ex-situ treatment

bituminization, asphalt, cement, polyethylene intrusion,Solidification/Stabilization

Isolation and confinement on site isolation with membrane
. gravimetric separation, flotation, m
pyrometallurgical separation
±-acidexaChemical separation ,, . ,
biosurractants or oxidants

Bacterial leaching bioreactor leaching, heap biological leaching
In-situ treatment
Electrokinetic separation electrorestoration, electro-acoustic treatment
Phytoremediation phytoextraction, phytostabilization
Excavation and off-site disposal

The solidification and immobilisation technologies are effective as the soils
treated by these technologies generally respect environmental norms for quantity of
metals measured in soil leachates in comparison with concentrations obtained in
leachates of non-treated soils. Thus, concentrations can often be reduced from several
tens or hundreds of mg/L to less than 0.1 mg/L with an overall reduction of 95%
(Freeman 1997).

However, solidification reactions are exothermic and it is necessary to treat
gaseous emissions in case of volatile compounds. Further, they induce alkaline pH,
limiting their usage in presence of amphoteric metals such as Pb and Al. These methods
also bear a drawback of augmenting volume of material on-site. It is also to be noted that
their effectiveness is not absolute as salting out of certain contaminants is possible even

vitrific

physical extraction
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after long time treatment. Often, this treatment type is reserved for cases where other
veritable method of decontamination is not applicable (USEPA 1993b).

Finally, vitrification (molten glass) processes are solidification methods that
employ heat up to 1200°C to melt and convert waste soil into crystalline products.
Heavy metals are incorporated into the glass structure which is, usually, a relatively
strong, durable material that is resistant to leaching. Despite greater efficacy of
vitrification, it encompasses several drawbacks. Thus, it cannot be used in the presence
of soils saturated with water as heat would be used up in evaporation. Additionally,
depth of soils to be treated is limited as one cannot exceed 6 m. Further, this technology
does not allow revegetation of treated zones. The energy consumption is also very high
ranging from 800 to 1,300 kWh per tonne of treated soil making it an expensive
approach (USEPA 1993b).

11.5.2 Isolation and Confinement

Although isolation and confinement methods do not draw much practical
application, yet they are employed as alternatives for soil decontamination owing to
economical reasons. They consist of isolation and containment of contaminants in a
controlled zone where migration of pollutants is inhibited or reduced to an acceptable
minimum level. In these technologies, physical barriers of steel, cement, bentonite or
other solid and inert material are erected as horizontal as well as vertical walls to contain
contaminated soils. Establishment of an extraction system for groundwater flow is often
required to avoid passage of contaminants under these barriers (Mulligan et al. 200la).

11.5.3 Mechanical Separation

Mineral processing technologies can be efficiently used to separate inorganic
contaminants from soils or sediments. These physical methods notably include particle
size separation (screening and hydrocyclone), magnetism, gravimetric methods (Wilfley
table, spiral and jig), and flotation. The applicability of these methods has been
discussed by Mercier et al. (2001). The principal advantages associated with the use of
these mining technologies are their relatively low costs and their capacity to treat large
volumes of soil.

Table 11.5 summarizes four principal processes of physicochemical separation
used to restore a site with relevant principles and conditions of use. Often, this type of
treatment is followed by reprocessing of the most contaminated fractions by
hydrometallurgical (chemical or biological technologies) and pyrometallurgical
technologies (Mercier 2000; Mercier et al. 2002b).
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Table 11.5 Physicochemical separation processes for decontamination of soils
(Environment Canada 1998).

Particle sizes higher than 1 (Am
Difference between densities of materials to
be separated higher than 1 g cm-3
Higher degree of release of inorganic
contaminants

Particle sizes higher than 5 ^im
Surfaces of particles to be separated
showing natural or stimulated hydrophobic
properties (addition of chemical reagents)
Average degree of release of inorganic
contaminants (unagglomerated forms,
melted or chemically associated with
matrix)

Particle sizes higher than 75 um
Metal contaminants showing ferromagnetic
properties (iron, magnetite)
Average degree of release of inorganic
contaminants

Particle sizes between 60 and 500 urn
The materials to be separated must be
perfectly dry
Higher degree of release of inorganic
contaminants

11.5.4 Pyrometallurgical Separation

The physical treatments of contaminated soils also include the pyrometallurgical
processes using the furnaces (rotary kilns, arc furnaces, rotary hearth fiirnaces) at high
temperatures (200 to 700 °C) to evaporate the contaminants (Vanbroekhoven et al.
2005). Once volatilized, metals must be recovered or immobilized. This approach was
mainly applied for the recovery of mercury (Smith et al. 1995). The use of pre-treatment
techniques by mechanical separation is often necessary in order to decrease the volume
of soils to be treated thermally.

Technology Principle Condition of Use

Gravimetric concentration
(dense medium separator,
spiral, multiple gravity
separator, etc.)

Flotation
(flotation cell and column)

Magnetic separation
(conveyor with magnetic
head, wet separation
drum)

Electroacoustic separation
(electrostatic fractionator
or electrodynamics)

Difference in density
between minerals

Hydrophobic and
absorbent properties of
surfaces of particles

Magnetic properties of
minerals

Difference in electrical
conductivity between
minerals
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77.5.5 Chemical Separation

The removal of heavy metals from groundwater can be achieved by use of
various chemicals, such as inorganic acids (HC1, H2SO4 or HNO3), organic acids (acetic
or citric acids), chelating agents (EDTA, DTP A, NTA) and oxidizing agents (NaCIO,
KbOi). These technologies of soil washing involve use of significant quantity of water in
which the metals are solubilized by various chemicals. Subsequently, this process water
must be treated in order to recover metals and, thus, to be able to recycle water and the
solubilizing products during several soil washing cycles. Figure 11.1 shows a general
outline of treatment of soil by chemical solubilization. Following sections describe
various hydrometallurgical processes used, or proposed, to restore contaminated sites.

11.5.5.1 Acid Extraction

Extraction of metals from soils with inorganic acids such as sulfuric, nitric or
hydrochloric acid was the objective of several research studies. For example, Tuin and
Tels (1990) have listed 16 studies performed throughout the world on the use of these
chemical reagents, with or without combination with heat treatment for decontamination
of soils.

Figure 11.1 General scheme of soil treatment by chemical separation.
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Prior to acid extraction, soils are usually first screened to remove coarse solids.
Dilute acid (pH <3) is then added into the soil in the extraction unit (batch- or
continuous-stirred tank reactors). The residence time in the reactors varies depending on
the contaminants, contaminant concentrations, soil type, but generally is short (less than
1 h). After reaction, the soil and extractant are separated using standard solid/liquid
(S/L) separation equipments (e.g. hydrocyclones, settling tank, and filter). When the
separation is complete, the solids are rinsed to remove acid and metals present between
the soil particles. Finally, the soils are mixed with lime to neutralize any residual acid.

In general, these studies illustrated that the use of concentrated acids favour
solubilization of metals, and in many cases, solubilization yields of metals remained
modest. Moreover, use of concentrated acid solution considerably increased chemical
costs, involved production of significant quantities of metal residues during
neutralization of leachates and caused severe damage to soil structure (excessive
solubilization of soil solids).

The extraction solution and washings streams are usually treated using
precipitants, such as lime or sodium hydroxide. The precipitated metals during the liquid
waste treatment are generally concentrated by dewatering and must then be conveyed to
a hazardous waste storage site. In certain cases, it can be possible to recycle the metal
residue generated during the chemical decontamination of soil. The treated effluents are
normally recycled to the starting point of the treatment process to be used for other soil
washing cycles. Other techniques of treatment can also be used for the treatment of
acidic effluents charged with metals. For example, metals can separated by membrane
processes (e.g. nanofiltration) (Ortega et al. 2005), adsorption/ ion exchange (Meunier et
al. 2002, 2004a), and also by electrochemical processes (electrodeposition/
electrocoagulation) (Meunier et al. 2004b).

11.5.5.2 Leaching with Chelating Agents

Formation of soluble metal complexes by reaction with certain chelating agents
constitutes another approach that has been seriously considered for removal of heavy
metals from contaminated soils. Chelating agents are compounds having the property to
strongly bind and in a more or less specific manner to a bivalent and trivalent positive
ion (particularly metal) with which they form a compound (or chelate) in which central
atom is linked to neighbouring atoms by at least two bonds by forming an annular
structure. Ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA), nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) and
diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA) are principal chelating agents that have been
tested for removal of heavy metals (Fisher et al. 1998; Legiec 1997; Rampley and Ogden
1998; Samani et al. 1998; Zeng et al. 2005). Several other chelating agents have been
also tested for metal removal from soils. For example, Chen et al. (1995) studied the
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effectiveness of more than 190 ligands like agents of target metal removal and recovery
(Cd, Cu, Pb, Hg, Ni and Zn) from contaminated soils.

The driving factors favouring use of chelating agents are higher leaching
capacity of these agents, higher thermodynamic stability and good solubility of metal
complexes so formed, a weak adsorption of sequestering agents and metal compounds
by soils and a greater stability of metal compounds which inhibit eventual chemical and
biological transformations (Fisher et al. 1998).

Assink and Rulkens (1987) evaluated removal of metals from nine different soils
on treatment with NasNTA at concentrations varying between 20 and 100 g/kg of soil
and at pH adjusted between 3.0 and 3.5 with HC1. The yields of extracted metals were
poor in comparison to those obtained by leaching in three stages with hydrochloric acid
at pH 1.0. The removal yields of different metals with NTA were 87% As, 96% Cd, 74%
Cu, 9% Cr, 14% Hg, 88% Pb and 43% Zn.

In their study, Tuin and Tels (1990) compared extraction of metals of clayey
soils by hydrochloric acid washing and EDTA treatment (0.005 to 0.1 M). Out of six
metals investigated (Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb and Zn), only Cd and Pb were extracted very
well by treatment with chelating agent vis-a-vis treatment with acid. On the other hand,
solubilization of metals increased with increase in EDTA concentrations in soil and also
by partial acidification (pH < 4).

Further, recycling of sequestering agents or reduction in dosing concentrations
was seriously explored because of high costs incurred. In this context, Brown and Elliot
(1992) tested combined use of various electrolytes with EDTA. In the absence of added
electrolytes, these researchers measured an extraction of approximately 65% of Pb
present in soil samples treated for 5 h with 0.04 M EDTA at pH ranging between 5 and
9. Under these conditions, addition of 0.5 M lithium or sodium, ammonium perchlorate
salts aided in augmentation of extraction yields to be around 80%. The use of
magnesium or calcium perchlorate salts also aids in solubilisation of Pb, but in slightly
acidic conditions (pH 4 to 6). However, economical repercussion of this approach was
not discussed by these researchers.

Lastly, researchers at Office of Mines (USA) reported several problems
associated with use of EDTA on contaminated sites at a large scale like: high costs of
reagent, difficulties in filtering sands and clays and recycling of reagent. In fact, they
contemplated that problems of filtration were caused by presence of colloids created by
bonds formed between EDTA, metals and soil particles. Thus, two tests conducted (Firm
Lee, Woodville, Wisconsin and ILCO Site, Leeds, AL) by Office of Mines confronted
major problems during operation of pilot units, particularly at the stage of filtration
(Nedwed and Clifford 1997).
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Moreover, use of oxidizing agents for stabilization of contaminated soils is prone
to controversy for in situ applications. Indeed, EDTA and its derived compounds are
degraded very slowly in various soils influencing speciation and bioavailability of
essential or toxic elements. The risk of pollution of groundwater with metal compounds
and chelates must also be taken into account. Further, toxicological health risks to
humans arising from the addition of possibly mutagen agents such as NTA in the
environment strongly discouraged their use (Fisher et al. 1998).

11.5.5.3 Leaching with Biosurfactants

The surfactants of biological origin (biosurfactants) and diverse composition can
also be employed for the removal of contaminants from soils and sediments. Thus,
Mulligan et al. (200Ib) reviewed various studies relating to the effectiveness of
biosurfactants comprising trehalose lipids, rhamnolipids, sophorolipids, diglycosyl
diglycerides, lipopolysaccharides, lipopeptides, ornithine, lysine peptides,
phospholipids, sulfonyllipids and fatty acids. With regard to the removal of metals, the
use of rhamnolipids and sophorolipids proves promising (Mulligan et al. 1999). The
partial or total biodeterioration of these compounds of biological origin constitutes an
advantage compared to the use of the chemical sequestering agents. Their production
cost is generally higher than those of the chemicals representing a constraint with the use
of these bioproducts.

11.5.5.4 Leaching with Other Chemical Compounds

In addition, certain metals such as Cr cannot be removed efficiently by leaching
with inorganic acids. Even the use of sequestering agents such as EDTA does not allow
good removal yields of Cr from clayey soils as observed by Tuin and Tels (1990).
Several other chemical reagents (oxalic acid, sodium dithionite, hydroxyammonium
hydrochloride, phosphate solutions) were also tested without any success (Tuin and Tels
1990). In fact, if soils are contaminated originally by oxidized form of Cr (Cr(VI)), this
metal is usually present in soil in its reduced form (Cr(III)), following reaction with soil
organic matter. Consequently, Cr(III) forms Cr hydroxides and later on very insoluble
Cr oxides (Cr2O3). The formation of polymeric complexes of Cr hydroxides also reduces
solubility of this contaminant.

When Cr in soil is mainly in Cr(III) form, use of an oxidizing agent could be a
good alternative, because oxidation of Cr to its Cr(VI) form enhances the mobility of
this element. Tuin and Tels (1990) proposed use of sodium hypochlorite (NaCIO) and
hydrogen peroxide (I^Oz). NaCIO was preferred to E^Ch as effectiveness of the latter is
lowered by its natural decomposition. In acidic medium, oxidation of Cr by hypochlorite
solution occurs according to the reaction presented below:



With clayey soils, Tuin and Tels (1990) reported extraction yields of 43% for Cr
after 0.5 h of treatment with sodium hypochlorite (0.46 M) at pH 8.5. This yield rises to
70% with a thermal treatment (80 °C).

The oxidizing agents can also be used as complements with inorganic acids in
order to raise solubilization of various metals. Assink and Rulkens (1987) carried out
tests on leaching of soils with hydrochloric acid preceded by an oxidation step carried
out with hydrogen peroxide, sodium hypochlorite, potassium permanganate or by
treatment with air or thermal treatment.

In addition, decontamination of soils polluted with heavy metals was also
considered by leaching with organic acids. However, research undertaken by Adams and
Alloway (1988) who tested use of acetic acid (0.05 M), reported lower yields (< 20%)
for solubilization of metals (Cu, Mn, Ni, Pb and Zn) and associated costs were
prohibitive.

The removal of metals from soils was also explored by using concentrated salt
solutions allowing ion exchange. In this context, Adams and Alloway (1988) used
ammonium nitrate (1 M) for five soil samples. However, yields of solubilization of
metals (Cu, Mn, Ni, Pb and Zn) were far from encouraging (< 14%).

Finally, Nedwed and Clifford (2000) and Djedidi et al. (2005) have demonstrated
the possibility of removing Pb from soils using a concentrated sodium chloride solution.
Indeed, chloride ions are able to react with Pb and form soluble salts complexes, such as
PbCU2", PbCl3" or PbCl2(aq). Likewise, Pb removal has been evaluated simultaneously
using sodium chloride solutions and strong oxidizing agents (Lin et al. 2001).

11.5.6 Bacterial Leaching

The metabolic capacity of certain microorganisms allows passage of metals in
solution from soils constituting a curious biological phenomenon studied by
environmental microbiologists. This phenomenon catalyzed by bacterial activity is
called bioleaching, and requires the presence of microorganisms able to proliferate in
extreme ecosystems (strongly acidic pH, highly oxidizing conditions, and high
concentration of metal ions in solution) capable of drawing their energy from oxidation
of mineral sulfides.
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In alkaline medium, oxidation of Cr occurs according to:
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Processes of extraction of metals by biological solubilization have been well
studied and used for several years in the field of biohydrometallurgy (Guay et al. 1976;
Torma 1986). Bioleaching of metals can be accomplished directly by microbial
metabolism or indirectly by products of their metabolism (Lundgren and Silver 1980). A
simple schematic of metal-microbial interactions, comprising bacterial leaching among
others is presented in Figure 11.2. In the direct mechanism, leaching bacteria directly
oxidize insoluble metal sulfides (MS) to soluble sulfate, according to following
equation:

This direct oxidation of metal sulfides was shown for several metals: Cd, Ni, Zn,
Co, Pb, Cu, Fe, Ga, Mn and Sb (Rossi 1990; Torma 1987).

Figure 11.2 Schematic of metal-microbial interactions during different bioremediation
processes.

In the indirect mode, metal sulfides are oxidized in a purely chemical way by
Fe2+ ions that produce SO and metals in ionic form. The Thiobacillus then oxidizes this
SO to H2SO4 and Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans oxidizes Fe(II) to Fe(III). The cycle
restarts with Fe(III) as summarized in equations below:



The bioleaching of metals can be carried out by mesophilic microorganisms,
such as, Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans and Acidithiobacillus thiooxidans (Kelly and
Wood 2000), or, by thermophilic microorganisms (temperature of growth higher than
45°C), such as Acidianus, Sulfobacillus and Sulfolobus bacteria (Zillig et al. 1980;aaaaaaa
Dufresne et al. 1993).

The bioleaching of metals present in contaminated soils can be carried out by
using various systems of extraction (bioreactors of the agitated type, heap leaching, and
percolation columns) (Tichi et al. 1998; Zagury et al. 2001). This technological approach
however is seldom used since it is generally not very effective for the solubilization of
certain metals, for example, lead, which is not very soluble in the presence of high
sulfate concentrations (Blais et al. 2001).

Another leaching method that has potential for soil decontamination is the use of
organic acids (citric and gluconic acids) to solubilize metals. These acids can be
produced directly by microorganisms like the fungus, Aspergillus niger (Mulligan et al.
200 la).

11.5.7 Electrokinetic Separation

Processes of electrorestoration constitute another interesting technology to
remove heavy metals from contaminated soil and groundwater (Penn and Savvidou
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The metal sulfides (MS) are oxidized by ferric ions according to the reaction:

Subsequently, elemental sulphur is reoxidised to sulphuric acid by
Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans or other species of Thiobacillus or sulphur-oxidizing
bacteria:

The pH of the medium decreases and the redox potential increases contributing
to the solubilization of metallic oxides (MO) and carbonates (MCOs):
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1996; West and Stewart 1996). The electrorestoration technology consists of the
introduction of a pair of electrodes into soil at a given distance and to introduce electric
current that will favour movement of contaminants towards one of the electrodes where
they are recovered (Chung and Kang 1999). The electrokinetic processes involve
different electrochemical mechanisms as illustrated in Figure 11.3.

Figure 11.3 Schematic of a typical electro-kinetic treatment system (EPA-542-R-02-
004, US EPA, 2002).

Electro-osmosis, which allows transportation of water, and electromigration,
assures mobility of heavy metals, constitute the two principal forces responsible for
extraction of contaminants by this technology (Acar et al. 1990; Ribeiro and Mexia
1997; Yeung 1994). Several electrochemical reactions between contaminants and soils
such as electrolysis, adsorption and desorption of contaminants on clay particles,
acidification of soil by transportation of }f ions and precipitation of inorganic species
occur simultaneously (Acar and Alshawabkeh 1993; Rosand and Acar 1996; Yeung et
al. 1997).

When electric current is induced in a saturated soil, water is electrolysed and
gaseous oxygen and hydrogen ions are produced at the anode while hydrogen and
hydroxide ions are produced at the cathode according to following reactions:
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These reactions induce a decrease (acidification) in pH around the anode and
increase (alkalinity) at the cathode. Thereafter, H+ ions migrate towards the cathode by
electrosmosis and electromigration while OH- ions direct themselves to anode. As the
mobility of H+ ions is greater than twice the mobility of OH" ions, it produces gradual
acidification of soil with the application of electrokinetics process. This acidification is
sufficient to mobilize contained metals in soil as H+ ions tend to exchange with metallic
ions adsorbed on clay particles. Further, lower pH allows dissolution of metallic
precipitates (Chung and Kang 1999). Consequently, metals move towards the cathode by
electrosmosis where they are pumped towards the surface with the help of two
electrodes placed in recovery wells. The principal advantage associated with this
technology is non-dispersion of the contaminant outside the treatment zone.

Electrokinetic processes were in particular used for the treatment of soils
polluted by As, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Hg, Ni, Pb, Sr and Zn (Pamukcu and Wittle 1992;
Lageman 1993; Ho et al. 1999; Suer and Lifvergren 2003). In fact, a detailed review of
the electroremediation of grounds polluted by heavy metals was presented recently by
Ottosen and Jensen (2005).

11.5.8 Phytoremediation

Phytoremediation is the use of plants and their associated microorganisms, soil
amendments and agricultural techniques for cleaning soils and water contaminated with
toxic metals or organic pollutants (Schwitzguebel et al. 2005). Both decontamination
(phytoextraction) and immobilization techniques (phytostabilization) are used for
treatment of metal-polluted soils as illustrated in Figure 11.4. Phytoextraction consists of
growing plants on contaminated sites so that polluting components infiltrate via radicle
system of plant and accumulate in various parts (roots, stems, leaves). All plants (trees,
herbs, grasses and crops) have the capacity to accumulate heavy metals from soil or
water which are essential for their growth and development. These metals notably
include Fe, Mn, Zn, Cu, Mg, Mo and Ni. Certain plants also have the ability to
accumulate heavy metals which do not have known biological functions such as Cd, Cr,
Pb, Ag, As and Hg.

Hyperaccumulating plants, such as Alyssim, Arabidopsis, Urtica, Chenopodium,
Polygonum and Thlaspi are able to uptake and tolerate extraordinary levels of metals
(Baker 1991; Vassilev et al. 2004). The criteria used for hyperaccumulation range from
100 mg/kg dry mass for Cd, to 1,000 mg/kg for Co, Cr, Cu, Ni, and Pb, to 10,000 mg/kg
for Zn and Mn (Schwitzguebel et al. 2005).

Some tree species, mainly poplars (Populus) and willows (Salix), which are not
hyperaccumulator plants, have also been seriously considered in phytoremediation
because of their fast and easy growth, and their deep root system (Robinson et al. 2000;
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Pulford and Watson 2003). Sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.) has a very good potential
to accumulate moderate concentrations of heavy metals from contaminated soil and
water (Lin et al. 2003; Madejon et al. 2003).

Figure 11.4 Phytoremediation of metal contaminated soils and groundwater (EPA-542-
R-02-004, US EPA, 2002).

The technology of phytoremediation is very recent and made a debut in the
beginning of 1990. It has been applied in situ and has been the subject of many research
studies (Schwitzguebel et al. 2005). The application of this technology is however
limited as contamination of soil should not exceed a certain depth so that roots of plants
are in constant contact with metal pollutants. Moreover, climatic conditions and
bioavailabiliry of metals are pertinent factors to be evaluated. Similarly, it often takes a
longer time to decontaminate a site due to growth limitations of the selected plant. It
may sometimes be necessary to restore a site completely to proceed to several cycles of
culture and harvest. Lastly, once contaminated, plants must be disposed of in an
appropriate manner (Mulligan et al. 200 Ib).
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11.5.9 Excavation and Off-Site Disposal

Finally, another way of management of the contaminated soils consists of
excavation of material polluted by metals and/or other types of contaminants and
transporting them to suitable disposal sites possessing containment infrastructures to
avoid the migration of the contaminants in the receiving medium. This method
represented the principal way of stabilization of contaminated soils before 1984 (FRTR
2005). With the recent development of various techniques of soil stabilization, the
excavation and the disposal off site sites became less popular than in the past.

11.6 Treatment of Groundwater Polluted with Heavy Metals

In a way similar to decontamination of the soils, the treatment of groundwater
polluted by metals can be done in situ, such as for example in the cases of the
phytoremediation or the electrokinetic treatment. However, majority of the groundwater
treatment options involve initial pumping of water and their subsequently treatment ex
situ. Table 11.6 illustrates the principal techniques used and proposed for the removal of
metals from groundwater.

Table 11.6 Ex-situ technologies for treatment of groundwater polluted with heavy
metals.
Type of Groundwater
Treatment 

Precipitation as metal hydroxides, carbonates or sulfides,
Chemical precipitation oxidation/reduction reactions

Constructed wetlands, bioreactors (sulfate-reducing bacteria),
Bioprecipitation   exa ample? enzyme catalyzed 

Ion exchange
Adsorption GAC, activated alumina, lignin, clays

Algae, bacteria, fungi, yeasts, sewage sludge, agro-industrial or
Biosorption forestry biomasses

Microfiltration, ultrafiltration, nanofiltration, reverse osmosis,
Physical separation membrane pervaporation, freeze crystallization, distillation

Electrochemical separation Electrodeposition, electrocoagulation

11.6.1 Chemical Precipitation

The combination of precipitation/flocculation and sedimentation is a well-
established technology for the removal of metals from groundwater, surface water and
industrial effluents. In fact, according to the FRTR (2005) precipitation is becoming the

EXample of technology

synthetic resins n
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most widely accepted methods for heavy metals removal from groundwater in pump and
treat operations.

Metals can be removed by precipitation as metal hydroxides, sulfides or
carbonates. Hydroxide precipitation with lime or sodium hydroxide is the most common
method. Flocculating agents such as alum, iron salts and lime can be added to favorize
the metal precipitates separation which is usually carried out in a settling tank. The
resulting metallic sludge can be dewatered by filtration.

This technology encompasses various drawbacks, in addition to impossibility of
recycling metals, precipitates of hydroxides tend to break when pH of solution varies.
Moreover, presence of several kinds of metals in the same solution makes total
precipitation more difficult due to minimal solubility of metals at different pH values
(Couillard and Mercier 1992; Blais et al. 1999). Additionally, Cr(VI) is not recoverable
by this technology, even cyanides cause interference and sequestering agents inhibit
elimination of metals (Peters and Ku 1984).

Moreover, presence of highly acidic effluents containing sulphates involves
formation of large quantities of secondary precipitates (CaSO4.2H2O) when alkaline
agents such as calcium hydroxide (hydrated lime) are used. This increases quantity of
metallic sludges considerably and raises costs of handling and disposal (Baltpurvins et
al. 1997). They can also destabilize primary metal precipitate by inducing formation of
colloids and hence solid/liquid separation stage becomes more difficult (Blais et al.
1999). It is thus preferable to use alkaline agents such as Na2CO3, NaOH, (NH4)2CO3

and NH4OH, which form soluble by-products, when recovery of metals is necessary.
Nevertheless, precipitation with hydroxides causes efficient removal of many metals like
Cu, Zn, Fe, Mn, Ni and Co whereas it is often incomplete for Cd, Pb and Hg (Blais et al.
1999).

Precipitation with sulfides is carried out using reagents like Na2S, NaHS, H2S or
FeS (Godd and Sund-Hagelberg 1985; McAnally et al. 1984; Robinson and Sum 1980).
Metal sulfides exhibit lower solubility than their hydroxide counterparts, achieve more
complete precipitation, and provide stability over a broad pH range. However, sulfide
precipitation is generally more expensive than hydroxide precipitation. Moreover, there
are also safety concerns associated with the possibility of H2S formation in acidic
conditions.

Reductive and oxidative techniques may also be used to detoxify or decrease the
mobility of metal pollutants in groundwater. This appoach is commonly used in pump
and treat operations, but can also be performed in situ by injection of the chemical into
the groundwater (Evanko and Dzombak 1997). Potassium permanganate, hydrogen
peroxide, hypochlorite or chlorine gas can be used for oxidization reactions, whereas
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reduction reactions are induced by the addition of alkali metals such as sodium, sulfur
dioxide, sulfite salts and ferrous sulfate (Vanbroekhoven et al. 2005).

11.6.2 Bioprecipitation

The effluents containing metals can also be treated in biological systems in
which metals are precipitated by the action of microorganisms. These systems also
include passive systems of constructed wetlands (Lorion 2001), or, of the biological
reactors comprising specifically sulphate reducing microorganisms (White et al. 1998;
Alexander 1999).

When the groundwater or contaminated surface water are conveyed to a wetland
ecosystem, metals are eliminated by different processes, viz., ion exchange, adsorption,
absorption, and precipitation followed by different oxidation and reduction reactions of
geochemical and biological origin. Principally, in wetland systems, the ion exchange
reactions are attributed to contact of metals with humic acids and the organic substances.
In addition, oxidation and reduction reactions catalyzed by bacteria present in the
aerobic and anaerobic zones of the wetlands play a major role in the precipitation of
metals in the forms of hydroxides and sulfides as presented in Figure 11.2. Precipitated
and adsorbed metals elute in the stagnant water basins or are filtered by passage through
the plants. The wetlands technology was very much used during the last several years in
the treatment of the acid mining drainages (acid mine drainage: AMD) (USEPA 1993a).

Several types of reactors have been devised for the removal of metals by means
of the sulfide generated by sulfate-reducing bacteria (Wildeman et al. 1995). The
responsible microorganisms are notably species of Desulfovibrio. The sulfide formed by
these anaerobes has also been used to treat metal-contaminated groundwater pumped
through a biological treatment system (Barnes et al. 1994).

11.6.3 Ion Exchange

Various other techniques of metal recovery in solution, which are usually used in
the treatment of industrial effluents, can also be employed in the removal of metals
present in groundwater, during pump and treat operation. The use of ion exchange resins
constitutes a good example of this fact. Ion exchangers are insoluble substances,
composed of acidic or basic groups at molecular level, capable of modifying positive
and negative ions at these groups, without alteration in their physical structure (Blais et
al. 1999; Watts 1998) as shown in Figure 11.5.

In the beginning, ion exchangers used were natural substances containing alumino-
silicates (zeolites, clays) (Eyde 1993; Kesraoui-Ouki et al. 1994). Nowadays most of the
ion exchangers are of organic nature and termed as resins. Ion exchange resins are
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classified by their structure and properties. More specifically, exchange resins are
classified as strong acid, weak acid, strong base, or weak base resins. Strong acid resins
contain sulfonic exchange sites, and weak acid resins are characterized by carboxylic
groups. Sulfonic group (-SO3~ H+) of a polystyrene resin, or, a chelating resin with
iminodiacetic group are commonly used for extraction of metal cations from solutions
(Vater et al. 1990; Duyvesteyn 1998). Commonly, treatment using diluted acid is
employed for regeneration of resin (Brooks 1986).

Figure 11.5 An ion-exchange system for treatment of a metal contaminated solution (US
EPA, 2002).

Ion exchange is generally limited to effluents lower in insoluble colloidal
particles, with total metal concentration <1000 mg/L and involves weak competition
between cations (Brooks 1986). Therefore, this technique is used for advanced treatment
and more rarely for detoxification of effluents rich in metals (Patterson 1988). The
competition between cations is likely to be stronger and can prove to be an obstacle to
allow complete treatment and attain regulatory standards for disposal. Finally, ion
exchange is generally not very effective in the presence of highly acidic pH due to
strong competition between H+ ions and metal cations.

Developments in the field of metal recovery using ion exchange process also
involve new chelate exchange resins having functionalities such as polyethylene imine
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dithiocarbamate, pyridyl imidazole, iminodiacetic-polystyrene and bispicolylamine
(Brooks 1991). There is a whole range of ion exchange resins in market (Amberlite,
Duolite, Dowex) bearing distinct characteristics with possibility for treatment of various
types of effluents contaminated with metals.

11.6.4 Adsorption

Another example of technology which can be used for the elimination of metals
following the pumping of groundwater is adsorption on natural or synthetic materials.
Adsorption mechanisms are generally categorized as either physical adsorption,
chemisorption, or electrostatic adsorption.

The most common adsorbent is granulated activated carbon (GAC). GAC is
prepared from a number of carbon sources including wood, bituminous coal materials,
lignite, and coconut shells (Watts 1998). Other natural and synthetic adsorbents notably
include activated alumina, lignin and sorption clays. For last several years, adsorption
has been the main objective of various research studies to evaluate its potential as a
technology for removal of metals from solution. Bailey et al. (1999) and Babel and
Kurniawan (2003) reviewed literature on capacity of low cost adsorbents like barks,
lignin, chitosan, alginates, zeolite, clay, coal, fly-ash, peat moss, leaves, wool, cotton,
natural oxide, and some others for metal removal from various types of effluents.

Adsorption phenomena are dependent on various experimental conditions,
namely, pH, metal concentrations, ligand concentrations, competition between various
ions and particle size (Bailey et al. 1999). The adsorption of metals by adsorption can be
done in different systems, notably pulp units of agitated tanks, or, systems of percolation
(columns or beds of percolation).

11.6.5 Biosorption

Many types of biomasses (yeasts, algae, fungi, bacteria and some other aquatic
species) can also be used as adsorbent material for heavy metals recovery from effluents
(Aksu and A9ikel 1999; Al-Asheh and Duvnjak 1999; Alexander 1999; Atkinson et al.
1998). It implies use of live or dead biomass and/or their derivatives to adsorb metal
ions with ligands or functional groups located on external surface of microbial cells
(Volesky 1990; Wase and Forster 1997).

Examination of scientific literature reveals that use of biomass was largely
studied for recovery of several metals like Ag, As, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Hg, Mn, Ni, Pb,
Pd, Pt, Sn, U, Th and Zn (Brierley 1990; Prasetyo 1992; Kapoor and Viraraghavan 1995;
Volesky and Holan 1995). Gardea-Torresdey et al. (2004) presented a review carried out
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on the use of the phytofiltration (adsorption on materials derived from plants) for the
recovery of metals (Au, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, As, Fe, Ni, Pb, Pt, Zn) from solution.

Mechanisms involved in the biosorption process include chemisorption,
complexation, surface and pore adsorption-complexation, ion exchange,
microprecipitation, hydroxide condensation onto the biosurface, and surface adsorption
(Gardea-Torresdey et al. 2004). A simple mechanism of surface and pore adsorption-
complexation is also presented in Figure 11.2. Spectroscopic studies and chemical
modification have shown that cellular components including carboxyl, hydroxyl, sulfate,
sulfhydryl, phosphate, amino, amide, imine, and imidazol moieties have metal binding
properties and are therefore the functional groups in the biomass (Gardea-Torresdey et
al. 2004).

11.6.6 Membrane Separation

Several types of membranes can be used for metal separation which includes
ultrafiltration, nanofiltration, and Donnan membrane (Brooks 1991). Schematic of a
simple membrane separation system is presented in Figure 11.6. Generally, membrane
separation technologies are adequate for dilute solutions like washings. Literature
reveals that these processes were applied for removal and/or recovery of various metals
like Ag, Al, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Hg, Mn, Ni and Zn. On the other hand, membranes prove to
be mechanically fragile and vulnerable to degradation by corrosion and oxidation.
Finally, presence of insoluble particles or in suspension requires a preliminary stage of
elimination as they clog membranes (Brooks 1991).

Figure 11.6 Schematic of a typical membrane separation system
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Reverse osmosis and electrodialysis using semi-permeable membranes constitute
two other membrane processes applicable for recovery of metal ions. As an example, use
of reverse osmosis based on acetate membrane makes it possible to reach a removal rate
between 95 and 98% (Brooks 1986). Electrodialysis process uses selective cation
membranes which fit between electrodes in electrolytic cells. A continuous electrical
current causes migration of ions and allows recovery of metals. Sulfonic polystyrene is
often used as a selective membrane for cations (Blais et al. 1999).

11.6.7 Electrochemical Separation

It is also possible to recover several metals (Ag, Au, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb, Sn
and Zn) by electrodeposition with insoluble anodes. In fact, in mining and metallurgical
industries (leaching in heap, mining drainage) as well as processes of transformation of
metals (plating and metal finishing wastes) and those from electronics industry, this
technology is well established and largely used (Brooks 1991; Blais et al. 1999).

Thus, electrodeposition is usually used with monometallic solutions (only one
metal) of minimal concentration of at least 1% (w/w) (Brooks 1986, 1991). On the other
hand, installation of electrodes on larger surface, rotary electrodes, fluidized bed
electrodes and other improvements in geometry of electrodes to support kinetics of
deposition is necessary when the effluent to be treated contains less than 1% (w/w) of
contaminant so as to improve recovery efficiency without increasing excessive energy
consumption (Brooks 1991).

It is also possible to use an electrical current to recover several metals (Al, Ba,
Ca, Cd, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mg, Mn, Ni, Pb, Ra, Zn) in solution using electrocoagulation (Persin
and Rumeau 1989; Renk 1989; Blais et al. 1999). In fact, these treatment systems called
electrocoagulation apply mainly to effluents slightly charged with metals, usually
concentrations lower than 200 mg/L contrary to processes of electrodeposition. This
technology delivers the coagulant in situ by anodic dissolution and produces
subsequently, iron (or aluminium) hydroxides having considerable sorption capacity,
while the simultaneous cathodic reaction allows for pollutant removal either by
deposition on cathode electrode or by flotation (evolution of hydrogen at the cathode).

Electrolytic treatment is characterized by simple equipment, brief retention time
and easy operation, which would also contribute to reducing the operating cost in large
scale application (Rumeau 1989; Rajeshwar and Ibanez 1997; Wendt and Kreysa 2001).
Exact specifications of system are established according to contaminants and hydraulic
load desired. Treatment of various types of effluents (electroplating effluent, acid mining
drainage, leaching process effluents, sewage sludge leachate) by this technology gave
interesting results (Dalrymple 1994; Lee 1989; Meunier et al. 2004; Renk 1989; Rojo
1979).
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Recently, hybrid process (chemical and electrochemical processes combined)
called successive saline leaching and electrochemical Pb recovery (SSLELR) process
has been proposed for soil decontamination (Djedidi et al. 2005). The process consists of
treating soil by means of a saline leaching procedure using high concentration of
chloride ions at pH 3.0, followed by Pb recovery via an electrolytic cell using mild steel
electrodes. Leaching and electrochemical treatment have been successively carried out
in a closed loop, with a small amount of residual sludge.

The electrolytic recovery of heavy metals solubilized from soils using EDTA
(Juang and Wang 2000) or citrate (Arevalo et al. 2002) has been studied using a two-
chamber cell separated by a cation-selective membrane. The results showed that the cell
was effective to remove heavy metals from solution containing strong complexing agent.

11.7 Conclusion

Metals removal from soils and groundwater can be carried out by various
physico-chemical and biological methods. Stringent regulations on metal contaminants
in different environmental compartments have shifted the focus from simple
containment to abatement procedures. Physico-chemical techniques have been used
frequently for metals removal and recovery from soils and groundwater. More recently,
efficient biological systems have been developed, and because of cost-effectiveness,
these will be applied in the future. In the future, high metal concentrations would
demand integrated treatment systems comprising physico-chemical (mining processes,
chemical leaching, electrochemical processes) and/or biological methods (bioleaching,
biosorption, phytoremediation).

Currently there are several processes for restoration of soils and groundwater
contaminated by heavy metals in the market. These technologies integrate several
physical, chemical or biological methods in their chain of treatment. In fact, it is possible
to have information on several technologies via internet from principal governmental
sites as well as specialized environmental sites. For example, United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has a program entitled Superfund Innovative
Technology Evaluation (SITE) established by EPA's Office of Solid Waste and
Emergency Response and the Office of Research and Development which supports
development of technologies likely to be used on sites identified in the data bank of
Superfund. The SITE program is administered by National Risk Management Research
Laboratory in the Land Remediation and Pollution Control Division. The documents
relating to this program (SITE) can be consulted from
"http://www.epa.gov/ORD/SITE/".
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The Hazardous Waste Clean-up Information (CLU-IN) Web Site, which is
located at "http://www.clu-in.org", provides information about innovative treatment and
site characterization technologies to the hazardous waste remediation community. This
site developed by EPA and launched in 1996 describes programs, publications,
organizations, and different tools for federal and state personnel, consulting engineers,
technology developers, remediation contractors, researchers and citizens. The Federal
Remediation Technologies Roundtable (FRTR) established in 1990 aims at establishing
partnerships between various levels of government, industries and public in order to
develop, test and evaluate innovative remediation technologies. Several documents and
computer tools of this organization are available at "http://www.frtr.gov". Finally, EPA
REACH IT (REmediation And CHaracterization Innovative Technologies) sponsored by
EPA's Office of Superfund Remediation Technology Innovation (OSRTI), is a new
system to seek, see, download and print information on innovative remediation
technologies, accessible at "http://www.epareachit.org/index3.html". A research carried
out on this Web site in January 2005 made it possible to find 79 remediation
technologies for soils contaminated with heavy metals and 57 groundwater treatment
technologies polluted with toxic metals.
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CHAPTER 12

Performance Monitoring

Keith Lai, Rao Surampalli, R.D. Tyagi, Shankha Banerji, and S. Yan

12.1 Introduction

Performance monitoring is a major component of soil and groundwater
remediation projects. Monitoring data can be used to evaluate whether a remediation
technology will meet site-specific remediation objectives. Monitoring results are crucial
in deciding the termination date of a remediation project and the implementation of
contingency plans for further treatment. Performance monitoring also helps site
managers examine changes in contaminated zones during remediation activities.
Thermal treatment and surfactant/cosovlent flushing technologies can mobilize dense
nonaqueous phase liquids (DNAPLs) beyond the treatment zone. Chemicals injected
during in situ chemical oxidation (ISCO) can suppress native microorganisms in
subsurface and support other microbial communities. Gas evolved from ISCO using
hydrogen peroxide and biofilm formed during bioremediation may lead to plugging of
soil matrix. Newer technologies, such as monitored natural attenuation (MNA),
phytoremediation, and permeable reactive barriers (PRBs) often require more extensive
performance monitoring than the more accepted remediation approaches (Gavaskar et al.
2000; USEPA 2000; USEPA 2004a).

Performance monitoring is necessary for evaluating the technical success of
remediation technologies and can significantly improve the overall cost-effectiveness of
soil and groundwater clean-up operations. In assessing the performance of the
remediation technologies, there are two primary criteria: remediation effectiveness and
efficiency. Effectiveness refers to the capability of the remediation technologies to
achieve remediation objectives at contaminated sites (ITRC 2004). For example, if the
remediation objective is a reduction in hexavalent chromium [Cr(VI)] mobility, the
effectiveness is defined by whether the remediation technology can halt the continuous
migration of Cr(VI). Normally, assessment of the remediation effectiveness involves
quantifying reductions in contaminant mass, concentration, mobility, and/or toxicity
(NRC 1997).

395
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Efficiency of remediation technologies refers to the optimization of time, energy
and costs expended towards the achievement of remediation effectiveness. It is typically
assessed by comparing system operating parameters to the relevant design
specifications. For example, ISCO systems are usually effective in reducing contaminant
concentrations at the beginning stage but the rate of reduction in terms of time, energy
and money expended becomes lower and less efficient with each successive injection.
Thus optimization of the operating parameters to maintain good remediation efficiency
is necessary (ITRC 2004).

To assess the remediation effectiveness and efficiency, performance monitoring
is conducted specifically to collect data from contaminated sites. By definition,
performance monitoring involves periodic measurement of physical and/or chemical site
parameters to evaluate whether the remediation technologies perform as expected.
Contaminant concentrations in groundwater, soil and soil vapor are the usual parameters
measured during performance monitoring. However, each remediation technology has
its own specific measuring parameters. For instance, monitoring of the nutrient
concentrations in the subsurface is necessary to assess the performance of in situ
bioremediation. The selection of monitoring parameters depends on remediation
objectives, performance metrics and types of remediation technologies applied.
Performance metrics are the environmental conditions and monitoring parameters
measured to evaluate remediation progress or to confirm attainment of remediation
objectives (ITRC 2004). Table 12.1 shows common performance metrics, methods and
parameters required for monitoring the performance of remediation technologies for
DNAPL source zone treatment.

This chapter discusses the remediation objectives, performance metrics and
monitoring parameters generally involved during the performance assessment of
common remediation technologies. Sampling systems commonly used described. Key
monitoring parameters of remediation technologies such as pump-and-treat (P&T)
systems, soil vapor extraction (SVE), air sparging (AS), surfactant/cosolvent flushing, in
situ thermal remediation, ISCO, in situ bioremediation, MNA, PRBs and
phytoremediation, are specifically mentioned (Bedient et al. 1999; USEPA 2004b; Lo et
al. 2006a).

12.2 Remediation Objectives

Measuring the effectiveness of remediation technologies is a difficult
undertaking if clear remediation objectives are not specified. Remediation goals can be
quantitative or qualitative in nature but should at least be measurable so that remediation
progress towards the goals can be monitored objectively. In most contaminated sites,
remediation objectives are based on the overriding goals of most state and federal
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Table 12.1 Performance metrics, monitoring methods and monitoring parameters for the
performance monitoring of the remediation technologies for DNAPL source zone
treatment.

Performance
Metrics

Adsorbed-phase
reduction

Dissolved-phase
reduction

Source mass
extracted

Source mass
destroyed

Source mass
remaining

Mobility
reduction

Toxicity
reduction

Mass flux/mass
discharge
reduction

Monitoring
Methods

Soil coring

Groundwater
sampling

Effluent sampling

Groundwater
sampling

Soil coring

Tracer tests

Groundwater
sampling

Soil coring

Product gauging

Soil coring

Groundwater
sampling

Well transect
sampling

Flux meter
transects

Integral pumping
tests

Monitoring
Parameters

Soil contaminant concentrations

Aqueous contaminant
concentrations

Volumes and contaminant
concentrations of extracted fluids

Concentration of breakdown
products (e.g., chloride)

Soil contaminant concentrations
and visual observation

Concentration of tracers

Aqueous contaminant
concentrations

Soil contaminant concentrations
and visual observation

NAPL thickness

Adsorbed contaminant
concentrations

Aqueous contaminant
concentrations

Aqueous contaminant
concentrations

Hydraulic conductivities
Hydraulic gradients

Mass of resident tracers retained
on sorbents

Mass of contaminants retained on
sorbents

Concentration-time series
sampling from extraction well

Derived
Parameters

Sorbed concentration

Plume extent
Change in NAPL
composition

Contaminant mass
removed

Mass of DNAPL
destroyed in situ

DNAPL distribution
Sorbed mass

NAPL volume
Saturation

Aqueous concentration

NAPL presence and
saturation

NAPL thickness

DNAPL composition

Concentrations of toxic
parameters

Darcy flux
Mass flux
Mass discharge

Darcy flux
Mass flux
Mass discharge

Mass discharge
Average plume
concentration
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regulatory programs, namely protection of human health and natural environment.
Remediation objectives generally fall into three categories: short-term; intermediate-
term; and long-term remediation objectives.

Short-term remediation objectives typically involve the alleviation of immediate
risks to humans or natural resources through the prevention of further expansion of
contaminant source zones. Therefore, short-term objectives customarily take account of
the control of contaminant mobility and mitigation of contaminant migration.
Intermediate-term remediation objectives are established to guide the remediation
activity when complete removal of a contaminant source in one aggressive remedial
effort is not feasible and the contaminants remaining in contaminated sites still exceed
the regulatory standards (NRC 1994). Intermediate-term objectives may include: 1)
depletion of a contaminant source adequately to allow for natural attenuation; 2)
reduction of dissolved phase contaminant concentrations outside a source zone; 3)
decrease in mass discharge rate or flux from a contaminant source; 4) reduction of the
mass or volume of a contaminant source; and 5) prevention of migration of remediation
fluids beyond a treatment zone. According to United States Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA), application of the information obtained from interim remediation
actions for long-term risk management can significantly accelerate risk reduction from
contaminant sites (USEPA 1997). It could take a year or several years for contaminated
sites to meet the intermediate-term objectives.

Long-term monitoring is required to ensure that the interim treatment levels
achieved are sustainable and are not subject to a rebound in contaminant concentrations
in groundwater when post-treatment equilibrium is established in aquifers. Long-term
remediation objectives focus on compliance with the regulatory treatment standards
applicable to all contaminated media (i.e., groundwater, soil and soil vapor) at the sites.
Achievement of the regulatory standards leads to the termination of remediation
activities but in analogy to intermediate-term objectives, long-term monitoring is also
required to ensure that compliance is sustainable. If long-term remediation objectives are
not met or are not achievable, contingency plans are implemented requiring the
consideration of secondary treatment.

12.3 Performance Metrics and Monitoring Parameters

Each remediation objective has its own set of performance metrics for assessing
and monitoring the performance of the remediation technologies applied towards this
objective. These metrics are neither equivalent to nor interchangeable with one another.
They range from qualitative indicators of remediation progress to quantitative measures
of specific factors following remediation (Table 12.1). There are three major categories
of performance metrics: 1) qualitative estimation of the treatment progress of a
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contaminant source; 2) quantitative estimation of contaminant source mass reduction;
and 3) quantitative evaluation of the effect of contaminant source treatment on factors,
such as contaminant toxicity, mobility and plume strength.

12.3.1 Qualitative Estimation of Treatment Progress of Contaminant
Source

One of the common remediation objectives is the reduction of site contaminant
concentrations below recommended or required levels. The remediation activity is
preliminary viewed as a success if there is a decrease in the average contaminant
concentrations in soil, groundwater and/or soil vapor. However, these performance
metrics of reduction in contaminant concentrations in the subsurface media can only
qualitatively illustrate that progress is being made towards the contaminant source
treatment. They do not provide quantitative data about the progress of the remediation
operations.

12.3.1.1 Decrease in Contaminant Concentrations in Soil

Decrease in soil contaminant concentrations can be monitored through soil
sample collection followed by chemical analyses of contaminant concentrations.
Fraction of organic carbon (foc) of the soil samples is also a parameter monitored at sites
contaminated by organic contaminants (Bedient et al. 1999). Pre- and post-treatment soil
data are required to examine the changes in soil concentrations. To obtain reliable soil
concentration data, large number of soil samples are collected to address site
heterogeneities, and temporal and spatial variability of contaminant concentrations. Soil
sampling methods may sometimes underestimate actual soil concentrations because the
contaminated soils may mix with neighboring clean or less contaminated soil during
sampling and analyzed as a whole sample. Due to the destructive nature of soil
sampling, replicate samples cannot be collected from the exactly same location resulting
in the introduction of variability in contaminant concentration estimates.

12.3.1.2 Decrease in Contaminant Concentrations in Groundwater

Monitoring the decrease in contaminant concentrations in groundwater requires
sampling and chemical analyses of contaminated groundwater. Groundwater samples are
collected via a network of monitoring wells or multilevel samplers installed in the
middle and the periphery of the contaminant plume as well as upgradient and
downgradient locations. Before collecting groundwater samples, the monitoring wells or
multilevel samplers are purged to remove stagnant water and ensure that samples
collected are representative of the groundwater condition in the aquifer. However,
excessive purging of wells and samplers can alter the measured contaminant
concentration at the sampling points by introducing water from adjacent locations. The
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representativeness of groundwater data are prone to be affected by the temporal and
spatial variabilities associated with groundwater contaminant concentrations. The
aqueous phase concentrations are also subject to slow release or dissolution of
contaminants from the aquifer solids, which can lead to a rebound of groundwater
concentrations soon after sampling.

12.3.1.3 Decrease in Contaminant Concentrations in Soil Vapor

Monitoring the reduction in contaminant concentrations in soil vapor is
applicable when treating volatile contaminants in the vadose zone. Contaminant
concentrations in extracted vapor steam and the vapor remaining in subsurface are
monitored. During remediation, the soil vapor concentrations in the subsurface must be
monitored over the entire area of a soil gas plume to check whether remediation is
addressing the entire contaminant plume. Site heterogeneities, spatial or temporal
variabilities of contaminant concentrations and the potential for rebound of soil vapor
concentrations can impact monitoring.

12.3.2 Quantitative Estimation of Mass Reduction of Contaminant
Source

Three major types of performance metrics including contaminant mass extracted
from the subsurface, contaminant mass destroyed, and contaminant mass remaining in
the subsurface after treatment are monitored to determine remediation effectiveness.
This information is compared to baseline conditions to compute the percentage mass
removal or fraction of contaminant mass remaining.

12.3.2.1 Contaminant Mass Extracted from Subsurface

This performance metric is applied at contaminated sites that involve extraction
of contaminated groundwater and/or soil vapor for ex situ treatment. Such technologies
include P&T systems, SVE, AS, in situ thermal remediation and surfactant/cosolvent
flushing. The contaminant mass extracted is estimated by integrating a plot of the
contaminant concentrations in the extracted groundwater and/or soil vapor against the
cumulative volume of groundwater or soil vapor extracted. The area under the curve
represents the mass of contaminant removed from the contaminant plume during
extraction of contaminated groundwater or soil vapor.

12.3.2.2 Contaminant Mass Destroyed in Subsurface

This performance metric focuses on the amount of contaminant mass destroyed
in situ by the remediation technologies, such as MNA, IS CO, bioremediation, and PRB
by processes such as oxidation, reduction or biotransformation. Estimation of the
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contaminant mass destroyed is generally more complicated than the estimation of
contaminant mass extracted since the former is usually determined indirectly by
monitoring specific indicator parameters. For example, when a chemical oxidant such as
potassium permanganate, KMnO4 is injected into an aquifer containing dissolved
trichloroethylene (TCE), the contaminant destruction can be indirectly estimated by
monitoring chloride concentrations in the groundwater. Chloride ions are released when
TCE is oxidized by KMnC>4 according to the reaction stoichiometry described in Eq.
12.1. Each 1 mg increase in chloride is ascribed to the degradation of 1.23 mg of TCE in
the aquifer.

Carbon isotope ratios may also be monitored to examine the mass of chlorinated
solvents being destroyed (Song et al. 2002). Molecules of chlorinated solvents and other
organic contaminants are composed of both light (12C) and heavy carbon (13C) atoms.
However, there is a slight difference in the oxidation, reduction and biodegradation rates
between 12C and 13C in which the former is transformed more quickly, thereby resulting
in enrichment of 13C in residual reactants and 12C in products. By measuring the 12C/13C
ratio of contaminants before and after the treatment, the amount of contaminant
destroyed can be calculated using the Rayleigh model (Dayan et al. 1999; VanStone et
al. 2004). In a similar manner, the ratio of chlorine isotopes (37C1 and 35C1) can also be
used as an indicating parameter for the destruction of chlorinated contaminants (studio et
al. 1998;Heratyetal. 1999).

12.3.2.3 Contaminant Mass Remaining in Subsurface

Estimation of the contaminant mass remaining in the subsurface after treatment
is of overriding importance if the remediation objective is specifically linked to the
fraction of contaminant mass remaining. The contaminant mass remaining in the soil
matrix can be calculated by multiplying the contaminant concentrations in soil samples
by the bulk density of the soil and the volume of the contaminant zone. The mass of
contaminants remaining in groundwater can be estimated from the contaminant
concentrations in the collected groundwater samples. Hydrologic and hydrogeologic
data such as porosity and groundwater velocity can be used to compute the contaminant
mass in groundwater using numerical models (Garabedient et al. 1991; Lai et al. 2006a).
To estimate the mass of DNAPL remaining in subsurface, a partitioning interwell tracer
test (PITT) can be applied which involves the injection of conservative and
nonconservative tracers into one or more wells, and the subsequent recovery of the
tracers from nearby extraction wells. The conservative tracer can pass through the
DNAPL source zone freely without retardation; whereas the transport of
nonconservative tracer is noticeably retarded by interaction with the DNAPL. Tracer
responses observed at the monitoring wells or extraction wells can then be used to
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estimate the average DNAPL saturation and the total volume of DNAPL remaining in
the subsurface (Jin 1995; Jin et al. 1995; Dwarakanath 1997).

12.3.3 Quantitative Evaluation of Remediation Effects on Toxicity,
Mobility and Mass Flux of Contaminant Source

12.3.3.1 Decrease in Toxicity of Contaminant Source

For sites that contain several types of contaminants, monitoring of the overall
reduction in the total contaminant mass may not be a suitable performance metric. This
is because the reduction in overall contaminant mass may be due to the removal of less
toxic contaminants, while highly toxic contaminants still remain in the site. In such
cases, remediation should target the highly toxic contaminants in order to reduce the
overall toxicity of the contaminant source. For these sites the remediation objective may
be met if the concentration of the highly toxic contaminants is substantially reduced
even though the site still contains high concentrations of less toxic contaminants.

12.3.3.2 Decrease in Mobility of Contaminant Source

Short-term remediation objectives customarily focus on reducing the further
spread of the contaminant zone. To accomplish this goal, remediation technologies
applied should be able to deplete the contaminant source sufficiently to reduce the
concentration level to a point at which the contaminant source is relatively stable. For
example, DNAPL saturation, which can be determined by analyzing the total DNAPL
concentration (adsorbed, dissolved, vapor and NAPL phase) in the soil matrix or by
PITT, is a good indicating parameter for the mobility of a DNAPL source. When
DNAPL saturation drops to a residual saturation level, DNAPL source mobility reduces
considerably.

12.3.3.3 Decrease in Mass Flux of Contaminant Source

From a risk perspective, the most important characteristic of a contaminant
source is the contaminant mass capable of contributing to a larger dissolved phase
plume. This characteristic, called the plume load, is defined as the discharge rate of the
contaminant mass from a source to the surrounding groundwater. The total mass
discharge rate can be obtained by integrating the localized mass flux, which is the flow
rate of contaminant per unit area of the plane perpendicular to the direction of
groundwater flow, across the entire source zone. A significant reduction in contaminant
mass may not correspondingly lead to a substantial decrease in the plume load since it is
also a function of the contaminant distribution and hydrodynamic structure of the
subsurface. In some cases, the remediation activity can be terminated if the total mass
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discharge rate from the source zone is smaller than the natural attenuation capacity of
the aquifer (Rao et al. 2001).

Four approaches are commonly used to estimate the total contaminant mass
discharge rate. The first method is related to a continuous pumping from extraction
wells. This method involves capturing the entire contaminant plume by one or more
extraction wells pumping at a continuous rate. By knowing the pumping rate and
measuring the steady contaminant concentration in the extracted groundwater, the total
discharge rate of the contaminant mass can be calculated directly. This approach is cost-
effective when there is a hydraulic containment system surrounding the contaminant
plume.

Another estimation method, called the integrated pump test, is based on short-
term and active pumping of wells located in a transect across the contaminant plume
(Figure 12.la). This technique was originally developed for calculating the natural
attenuation rate constant at former gasworks site (Bockelmann et al. 2001; Teutsch et al.
2001). Well positions, pumping rates and pumping times are optimized to allow well
capture zones to cover the entire groundwater flow downstream of the contaminated site.
The wells are pumped and contaminant concentrations in the extracted water are
measured as a function of time until the entire mass discharge at the transect location is
determined or assumed to be removed.

Figure 12.1. (a) Extraction wells and (b) multilevel samplers located in a transect across
the contaminant plume

The most common method used to estimate the mass flux is through the
groundwater sampling from multilevel samplers. Unlike extraction wells, multilevel
samplers allow collection of contaminated groundwater from numerous, closely spaced
sampling points along a transect of wells intersecting the plume and aligned
perpendicular to the groundwater flow direction (Figure 12. Ib). Measurement of
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contaminant concentrations in groundwater samples collected from the transect of
multilevel samplers gives the geostatistical average concentration. The contaminant
mass flux can be calculated using the velocity of groundwater flowing through the
transect of multilevel samplers.

Passive borehole flux meter is another innovative technology for direct in situ
measurement of both cumulative groundwater and contaminant fluxes. During the
contaminant mass flux estimation, the meter is inserted into a well or borehole to
intercept the groundwater flow. Hydrophobic and hydrophilic sorbents placed inside a
permeable unit of the meter retain dissolved organic and inorganic contaminants in
groundwater intercepted by the meter. The permeable unit also contains a known amount
of soluble tracer that is leached from the meter at a rate proportional to the groundwater
flux. After exposing the flux meter to the contaminated groundwater for a period of
time, the meter is removed and the mass of contaminants sorbed by the sorbents and the
tracer remaining are quantified. The contaminant mass sorbed is used to calculate the
time-average contaminant mass flux and the mass of the residual tracer is used to
compute cumulative groundwater flux (ESTCP 2003).

12.4 Groundwater Sampling for Performance Monitoring

A reliable monitoring network installed for groundwater sampling at
contaminated sites is capable of providing data to demonstrate attainment of all
remediation objectives. Specifications of the monitoring network design are based on
information available about the processes and factors expected to control contaminant
distribution. For instance, original contaminant source distribution, site geology and
hydrology can cause spatial and temporal variability of plume shapes, which, in turn,
can affect the selection of monitoring locations and frequencies and necessitate continual
re-evaluation of the monitoring network. In addition, the density of sampling points in
the monitoring network may depend on the spatial scale of the horizontal and vertical
contaminant distribution in the subsurface. The distance between well transects is
controlled by the changes in contaminant concentration along the plume, and the
location of the contaminant source and distal portions of the plume. Subsurface
stratigraphy, the vertical component of hydraulic gradients and vertical contaminant
distribution can affect the elevations of sampling points. Ideally, the elevation interval of
sampling points should allow groundwater sampling from different stratigraphic layers,
i.e., from the core of the contaminant plume, as well as above and below the plume
(USEPA 2004a). Transect-based monitoring networks are widely applied for
performance monitoring because such networks can provide a better delineation of
contaminant distribution, and its spatial and temporal variability (Bockelmann et al.
2001; Kao and Wang; Lai et al. 2006b). The transect approach also helps to locate
groundwater flow lines and contaminant migration paths. Figure 12.2 illustrates the plan,



Figure 12.2. (a) Plan, (b) side and (c) front views of a monitoring network installed over
a contaminant plume for monitoring performance of natural attenuation (USEPA 2004a).

side and front views of a series of well transects installed over a contaminant plume.
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12.4.1 Determination of Groundwater Sampling Locations

Groundwater sampling locations to be considered during performance
monitoring of remediation technologies include: 1) contaminant source area; 2)
transmissive zone with the highest contaminant concentration or hydraulic conductivity;
3) distal or fringe portions of the plume; 4) plume boundaries; and 5) recalcitrant zones
(see Fig. 12.2). Transects of monitoring wells installed within and immediately
downgradient of the source area can provide data on contaminant release from the
source zone and enable estimation of reductions in contaminant concentrations over
time. When containment technologies have already been applied for source control, the
well transects can provide data to monitor the effectiveness containment technologies
such as slurry walls, grout curtains or sheet piling. Such wells can also warn if a rise in
water table transfers additional contaminant from the vadose zone into the aquifer.

Groundwater sampling in transmissive zones with the highest contaminant
concentrations or hydraulic conductivity is of paramount importance because any
change in conditions in these zones, such as an increase in contaminant release from
source area or a change in groundwater velocity, may result in a rapid impact on
downgradient receptors. The distal or fringe portions of the contaminant plume is the
plume area where reduction of contaminant concentrations to a level required by
remediation objectives may be attained most rapidly. A continuous increase in
contaminant concentration in these zones can indicate a possible plume expansion.
Sampling points installed around plume boundaries include points placed at the
sidegradient and downgradient locations of the plume, around vertical plume boundaries
(i.e., above and below the plume), and at locations between the plume boundary and
possible receptors. Monitoring data obtained from these sampling points can show any
unacceptable plume expansion and change in the direction of groundwater flow

Monitoring wells should also be installed in recalcitrant zones where
contaminant reduction rates appear to be lower than the rate required to meet
remediation objectives. Attainment of remediation concentration levels in these areas
within accepted time frames may be impeded by site conditions (e.g., the presence of
previously undetected contaminant source). Monitoring data from these areas is can help
determine whether additional remedial action is required.

72.4.2 Determination of Screen Lengths of Monitoring Wells

The length of the well screen should be sized to sample the interval of interest
determined by subsurface stratigraphy and contaminant concentrations. Well screens can
match the stratigraphic intervals if these intervals are relatively small and contaminant
concentrations are consistent throughout the vertical extent of the interval intersected by
the screen. For example, a relatively homogeneous sand layer with 1 m of thickness and
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uniform contaminant concentration can be sampled by a 1-m long screen to intersect the
whole interval. Intervals with significantly different hydraulic conductivities can be
sampled by screens with different screen lengths. Well screens should also be sized to
match with contaminant loadings in the subsurface. They should be sized to sample the
most contaminated part of the plume. If the plume is highly heterogeneous (i.e., high
spatial variation in contaminant concentration), application of long screens for
groundwater sampling should be avoided. Such screens may produce erroneously low
contaminant concentrations due to mixing with groundwater possessing dilute
contaminant concentrations.

12.4.3 Determination of Groundwater Sampling Frequencies

A sampling frequency design for performance monitoring should

• give timely warning of impact to receptors,
• detect contaminant releases to groundwater to warn of possible plume

expansion,
• detect changes in plume size,
• illustrate temporal variability of monitoring data, and
• provide sufficient data to reliably evaluate remediation progress toward the

remediation objectives.

Generally, more frequent sampling is needed at the early stage of a remediation
activity while less frequent sampling is appropriate as the remediation system stabilizes
at close-to-optimum conditions (ITRC 2004). Factors customarily taken into account for
designing the sampling frequency include: 1) anticipated contaminant travel time to
receptors; 2) cyclic changes in contaminant concentrations and plume boundaries; 3)
relevance of monitoring parameters, and 4) stability of the monitoring data. Short
groundwater travel time from downgradient plume boundaries to receptors requires
more frequent sampling. Groundwater sampling should also be more frequent for wells
located near and downgradient of plume boundaries as compared to those located
upgradient and at the core of the plume.

Climatic changes in recharge rates and groundwater flow characteristics (during
wet and dry seasons) may lead to noticeably cyclic trends in contaminant concentrations
and plume boundaries due to seasonal variations in the input of contaminants from the
vadose zone to the aquifer. Under these circumstances, more frequent groundwater
sampling may be required based on the historical variability in groundwater level at the
sites and the recorded climatic variability (i.e., drought frequencies or periods of above
average rainfall). Generally, monitoring data gathered over several years are needed to
evaluate the cyclic changes and determine the suitable sampling frequency for capturing
the changes.
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The frequency at which monitoring parameters are measured depends upon the
significance of the parameters in relation to the assessment of the remediation
technology. If the parameters are not expected to significantly influence the performance
evaluation of a technology, the relevant monitoring frequency can be substantially
reduced. However, the entire suite of contaminants, site geochemical parameters and
hydrogeological parameters should be measured at all sampling points during the
remedial action if there is no specific reason for excluding these parameters. Observation
of stable data trends over a period of several years allows reduction in the monitoring
frequency of the relevant parameters. Furthermore, if two or more wells sampling the
same zone are located closely together and consistently produce similar trends of data,
reduction in the sampling frequency of these wells can be considered. However, if
sudden changes in these parameters are observed, an increase in the monitoring
frequency may be required to obtain enough information for understanding the changes
and provide early warning of further changes.

12.5 Key Monitoring Parameters for Remediation Technologies

Successful evaluation of the effectiveness and efficiency of remediation
technologies applied for soil and groundwater treatment depends highly on the
parameters being monitored. Monitoring of appropriate parameters not only indicates the
progress towards the attainment of remediation objectives, but can also point out the
reasons for failure of a remediation technology. Criteria for selection of the monitoring
parameters are based on the remediation objectives, specific site conditions,
performance metrics to be evaluated and the type of remediation technology. In this
section, key monitoring parameters of each soil and groundwater remediation
technologies will be generally introduced.

12.5.1 Pump-and-Treat Systems

Pump-and-treat (P&T) has been the most common remediation technology used
to contain groundwater contaminants, and/or restore polluted aquifers. In the United
States, nearly 72% of Superfund site Records of Decisions have selected P&T systems
as the prime groundwater remediation approach (USEPA 1992; USEPA 1994). The
operating principles of P&T systems involve capturing and pumping contaminated
groundwater by extraction wells for ex situ treatment (Figure 12.3a). Treated water is
either infiltrated into the aquifer or pumped into surface water bodies. The inward
hydraulic gradient created by extraction wells within the plume (Figure 12.3b), helps
control the downgradient movement of contaminated groundwater, thereby preventing
continued expansion of the plume (Eldho 2003). The performance of P&T systems can
be further enhanced by installing physical containment systems and/or fluid injection
systems to flush the contaminated groundwater towards the capture zone.
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Figure 12.3. Schematic diagrams showing (a) the extraction wells and ex situ treatment
unit of a P&T system (USEPA 200la), and (b) hydraulic containment of contaminant
plume by the extraction well (USEPA 1996)

12.5.1.1 Key Monitoring Parameters

Monitoring Hydraulic Containment. Evaluating the hydraulic containment of a
contaminant plume by a P&T system involves monitoring the hydraulic gradient,
measuring extraction and/or fluid injection rates, contaminant concentrations, and tracer
movement. Table 12.2 summarizes these monitoring parameters, and the corresponding
monitoring locations and purposes. An inward hydraulic gradient across the plume
boundary would indicate that contaminated groundwater flow is inward, thereby
ensuring the successful capture or containment of the plume. The inward hydraulic
gradient can be estimated by comparing hydraulic head in piezometers located near the
containment perimeter and downgradient of the extraction wells. It can also be evaluated
by interpreting potentiometric surface maps determined from the hydraulic head data
measured in wells within and outside the containment area. The hydraulic gradient of
more permeable portions of the aquifer should be determined to monitor preferential
flow of contaminated groundwater and migration of contaminants across the
containment boundary. At the base of the contaminant plume or containment volume,
the inward hydraulic gradient towards the extraction wells may be specified as upward
hydraulic gradient. Such upward hydraulic gradients can prevent the possible downward
migration of contaminants. The upward gradient can be determined by comparing the
differences in hydraulic head at different depths or comparing potentiometric surfaces
obtained at different elevations and stratigraphic layers.

Pumping and fluid injection rates should be monitored to ensure inward and
upward hydraulic gradients in the containment zone. Monitoring of contaminant
concentrations should be performed throughout the entire P&T operation to check
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Table 12.2. Monitoring parameters of pump-and-treat (P&T) systems for the hydraulic
containment of contaminant plume and

Locations

aquifer restoration.

Parameters Purposes

Hydraulic Containment of Contaminant Plume
Containment perimeter primarily at
downgradient locations of extraction wells

Within and outside the containment area
Permeable portion of the aquifer

Inward hydraulic
gradient

Base of the contaminant plume or containment Upward hydraulic
volume

Extraction wells

Injection wells

Monitoring points along or near the potential
downgradient containment boundary

Monitoring points beyond the containment
perimeter or all monitoring points

gradient

Extraction rate

Injection rate

Contaminant
concentration in
groundwater

Tracer movement

Remedial performance
and capture zone
analysis

Prevention of downward
contaminant migration

Creation of hydraulic
gradient towards the
extraction wells and
capture zone analyses

Flushing of contaminated
groundwater towards the
extraction wells

Remedial performance

Location of containment
failure or delineation of
capture zones

Aquifer Restoration
As listed above

Extraction wells

All monitoring points

All monitoring wells in contaminated zone
From soil (or rock) through borings in
contaminated zone

Influent and effluent of treatment unit
Upgradient and sidegradient of contaminant
plume if contaminants have migrated beyond
the containment zone

Representative locations in the contaminated
zone

Hydraulic
containment

Pumping rate

Hydraulic gradient
Tracer movement
Groundwater
flowrate

Groundwater
contaminants and
chemicals of
concern

Soil contaminant
concentrations and
organic carbon
content

Prevention of further
spread of contaminant
plume during restoration
efforts

Pore volume of flushing

Determination and control
stagnation zones

Remedial
performance/progr ess

Remedial
performance/pr ogress
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whether the temporal and spatial variations in contaminant distribution along or near the
downgradient of the containment boundary are consistent with design assumptions.
Failure of hydraulic containment is suggested if: 1) the estimated total contaminant mass
in groundwater beyond the containment perimeter increases with time; 2) temporal
changes of contaminant concentrations in perimeter or downgradient monitoring wells is
inconsistent with the design under effective containment; and/or 3) comparatively
retarded contaminants previously restricted to the containment area are detected in
perimeter monitoring wells. In some contaminated sites, tracers may be periodically
released into the containment zone where hydraulic control is considered least effective.
Tracer detection in groundwater beyond the containment perimeter would indicate
containment failure and identify the possible locations of failure. A P&T capture zone
can also be delineated by releasing tracers in areas of uncertain capture followed by
monitoring of the tracers present in the extracted groundwater.

Monitoring Aquifer Restoration. Aquifer restoration by P&T systems is more difficult
to attain than plume containment due to tailing and rebound of contaminant
concentrations during the P&T operation (USEPA 1994). This phenomenon is caused by
the limited aqueous solubility of most contaminants, slow desorption from aquifer
materials, and slow dissolution of contaminant precipitates. Therefore, P&T systems
deployed for aquifer restoration have to be monitored extensively to identify problem
areas and optimize system operations.Generally, the hydraulic containment of the
contaminant plume is a prerequisite for the aquifer restoration. As shown in Table 12.2,
all monitoring parameters for the hydraulic containment are also included for the
monitoring of aquifer restoration. Therefore, further spread of the contaminant plume
can be prevented during the restoration efforts. In addition to inward hydraulic gradient
monitoring and capture zone analyses, monitoring of the pumping rate during aquifer
restoration helps in determining the number of pore volumes (NPV) of groundwater
flushed through the contaminant zone by a P&T system. Effective aquifer restoration by
a P&T system requires sufficient NPV of groundwater flushing to remove both existing
dissolved contaminants, and those that may desorb from aquifer materials or dissolve
from precipitates or NAPLs. Measurement of the hydraulic gradient, tracer movement,
and groundwater flowrate by a downhole flowmeter can identify stagnant zones induced
by low hydraulic gradient.

Once the stagnant zone is identified, its size and duration can be minimized by
changing extraction and/or fluid injection rates, and well locations. Groundwater and
soil concentrations in the contaminant zone, and contaminant concentrations in the
influent and effluent of the treatment unit should be analyzed periodically to monitor the
remedial performance and progress towards attainment of remediation objectives.
Concentrations of other chemicals in groundwater that can potentially affect the
performance of the treatment unit should also be measured. For example, iron
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concentration in groundwater should be monitored if groundwater is aerated during the
treatment process since iron may precipitate and clog the treatment unit.

12.5.2 Soil Vapor Extraction and Air Sparging Systems

12.5.2.1 Soil Vapor Extraction Systems

hi SVE systems, vapor extraction wells are drilled near the contaminant source
area in the vadose zone (Figure 12.4a). A vacuum is applied through the extraction wells
to create a negative pressure gradient causing the movement of vapors towards the
extraction wells. The extracted vapor is treated prior to discharge to the atmosphere
(USEPA 2001b; ITRC 2004). SVE is only applicable for the contaminants with
sufficiently high vapor pressures and Henry's Law constants. Low air permeability and
heterogeneous distribution of air permeability in soils significantly limit the
effectiveness of SVE for soil remediation.

Figure 12.4. Typical (a) soil vapor extraction (SVE) systems, and (b) combined air
sparging (AS) and SVE systems (USEPA 2004b).

12.5.2.2 Key Monitoring Parameters

Monitoring of extraction flow rates, vacuum pressures, and vapor-phase
contaminant concentrations in extraction wells effluents, treatment unit manifolds and
effluent stacks are required for optimization of contaminant mass removal during the
operation of SVE systems (Table 12.3). Based on these monitoring data, the vacuum
pressures can be adjusted to focus on extraction wells that produce vapors with high
contaminant concentrations. In addition, periodic monitoring of extraction flow rates
and vapor-phase contaminant concentrations from extraction wells and effluent stacks
allow determination of the contaminant mass extracted by the SVE systems for
examination of remedial progress. If the SVE systems exhibit asymptotic behavior with
respect to both vapor contaminant concentration and cumulative mass removal, some
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modification of the SVE system may be needed. Modifications may include increasing
flow to the extraction wells with high vapor-phase contaminant concentrations, ceasing
vapor extraction from the wells with low vapor contaminant concentrations, and
installing additional extraction wells (USEPA 2004b).

Table 12.3. Key monitoring parameters of soil vapor extraction (SVE) systems and
combined air sparging (AS) and SVE systems.

Locations Parameters Purpose

Soil Vapor Extraction Systems
Extraction wells, manifolds Extraction flowrate, vacuum
to vapor treatment unit and pressure, and vapor contaminant
effluent stacks concentration

System optimization and
remedial performance
/progress

Combined Air Sparging and Soil Vapor Extraction Systems
Air sparging wells (AS), Sparging pressure (AS), injection
groundwater monitorinw
wells (AS), extraction (AS), extraction flowrate (SVE),
wells (SVE), manifolds to vacuum pressure (SVE), vapor
vapor treatment unit (SVE) contaminant concentrations
and effluent stacks (SVE) (SVE)

Groundwater monitoring Groundwater contaminant
wells concentrations

System optimization and
remedial performance
/progress

Remedial
performance/progress

12.5.2.3 Air Sparging Systems

Air sparging (AS) is an in situ remediation technology that operates by stripping
volatile organic contaminants and creating oxygenated conditions favorable for aerobic
biodegradation. Air stripping requires injection of contaminant-free air into the aquifer
through air sparging wells. When air stripping is the primary remediation mechanism,
SVE systems are often used in conjunction with AS systems to remove the vapor vented
to the vadose zone from the subsurface (Figure 12.4b). If biodegradation is the main
remediation mechanism, SVE systems are usually not included. Air injection flow rates
are controlled to prevent excessive generation of organic vapors in the soil gas or at
adjoining locations (ITRC 2004; USEPA 2004b).

12.5.2.4 Key Monitoring Parameters

When combined AS-SVE systems are deployed, the SVE system is started up
and optimized in advance to obtain monitoring data. This is done to prevent
accumulation of organic vapors in soil gas or migration of organic vapor to nearby
receptors during the operation of the AS system. After starting the AS system, the air
injection flow rate, extraction flow rate, vacuum pressure, hydraulic gradient and vapor

floewratw
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contaminant concentration are monitored to balance the injection flow rate and optimize
the rate of contaminant mass removal (Table 12.3). To determine the mass of
contaminant extracted and that remaining in the aquifer, contaminant levels in
groundwater and the vapor phase in the groundwater monitoring wells, vapor extraction
wells and effluent stacks of the treatment unit are measured periodically. The asymptotic
behavior of the AS systems with respect to both dissolved-phase and vapor-phase
concentrations is also identified (USEPA 2004b).

12.5.3 Surfactant/Cosolvent Flushing Systems

Surfactant/cosolvent flushing involves injection of chemicals into the vadose
zone or aquifer to sweep the NAPL zone and extract the elutrate (i.e., a mixture of the
injected fluids and swept contaminants) for treatment or recovery (Figure 12.5).
Surfactants and cosolvents such as ethanol or isopropanol reduce the interfacial tension
between the NAPL and the aqueous phase, and increase the solubility of NAPL
components as they are flushed through the contaminated zone (ITRC 2004). The
criteria for selection of surfactants and cosolvents for flushing depend on contaminant
characteristics, such as hydrophobicity, density, viscosity, and interfacial tension. Site
conditions including soil heterogeneity, hydraulic conductivity of aquifer, groundwater
geochemistry and soil mineralogy also influence the selection of surfactant or cosolvent.

12.5.3.1 Key Monitoring Parameters

Despite proven abilities of surfactants and cosolvents to lower interfacial tension and
increase contaminant solubility, small changes in electrolyte concentrations in
groundwater can exert a significant influence on the performance of this technology
(ITRC 2003). Thus periodic monitoring of surfactant/cosolvent concentrations,
contaminant concentrations and groundwater characteristics (e.g., pH and specific
conductance) is a key to ensure effective and efficient removal of the subsurface
contaminant by this technology. Table 12.4 summarizes the key monitoring parameters
for surfactant/cosolvent flushing technologies. Monitoring of the contaminant
concentration in the extracted groundwater allows for the determination of contaminant
mass extracted. If the surfactants or cosolvents are reused, their amounts being
recovered can be calculated by monitoring the surfactant/cosolvent concentrations in
the extracted groundwater and recovered fluids. Monitoring of surfactant/cosolvent
concentrations in the injection solution is necessary to ensure that the injectionsolution
meets design specifications. This step becomes more important if the
surfactant/cosolvent is reused.
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Figure 12.5 Schematic diagram showing the operation of surfactant/cosolvent flushing
systems for groundwater remediation

Table 12.4. Key monitoring parameters for surfactant/cosolvent flushing technologies.

Locations Parameters Purpose

Injection wells, extraction Dissolved contaminant Remedial
wells, treatment and concentration, performance/progress,
recovery units, and surfactant/cosolvent levels, pH, and fluid chemistry
monitoring wells within temperature, specific
and outside of the conductance and electrolytic
remediation zone concentration

Injection and extraction Injection and extraction rates Fluid flow properties
wells

Injection and extraction Groundwater levels Aquifer properties
wells, monitoring points

Injection, extraction, and Pressure Fluid flow properties
wastewater processing
fluid lines

All monitoring points Free-phase NAPL levels Aquifer properties

Monitoring of the contaminant concentration in the influent and effluent of the
treatment unit becomes imperative when treated groundwater is re-introduced into the
aquifer. Contaminant and surfactant/cosolvent concentrations should also be measured
periodically from the monitoring points located below, above and around the
remediation zone to ensure hydraulic capture of the flushed fluids and swept
contaminants, and assess the remedial progress. Pre- and post-flushing monitoring of
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contaminant concentrations in the injection, extraction and monitoring wells is necessary
to ascertain reductions in dissolved contaminant concentrations in the subsurface. Post-
flushing monitoring should be implemented once the groundwater system has re-
equlibrated. Long-term monitoring is also needed to assess any rebound in contaminant
concentrations. Groundwater sampling from monitoring points outside the remediation
zone should be performed to verify that contaminants and surfactants or cosolvents have
not migrate out of the treatment zone.

Injection and extraction flow rates are crucial in ensuring proper performance of
surfactant/cosolvent flushing systems. Unbalanced injection and extraction rates can
lead to poor sweep efficiency and mounding of the groundwater table. Serious
fluctuation of the groundwater table may affect the hydraulic control system and result
in poor hydraulic capture of the flushed fluids. Accurate measurement of injection and
extraction rates is necessary for precise determination of the contaminant mass extracted
and the amount of surfactant or cosolvent recovered.

12.5.4 In Situ Thermal Remediation Systems

Thermally enhanced remediation systems are in situ technologies for remov al o
light NAPLs (LNAPL) or DNAPLs in soil and/or groundwater. Heat energy is delivered
to the subsurface to vaporize and/or mobilize NAPL contaminants. A network of
extraction wells in the vadose zone and aquifers is used to remove the contaminant
vapors, mobilized NAPL, and contaminated groundwater for above ground treatment.
During the remediation, continuous boiling of groundwater is desirable to create steam
stripping and thereby offer sustained treatment of contaminated groundwater. The three
common methods used to deliver thermal energy to vadose zones or aquifers include: 1)
steam injection; 2) electrical resistance heating; and 3) thermal conduction heating
(ITRC 2004).

12.5.4.1 Steam-Enhanced Extraction

Steam-enhanced extraction involves injection of steam around a pool of NAPL
contaminants in the subsurface (Figure 12.6). Steam can be injected into the vadose
zone, the saturated zone or both. When steam is injected into well bores, it heats the well
bores and the geological formations around the steam injection zone. The injected steam
condenses and as more steam is injected, the condensed hot water moves into the
formation. Steam also enters the porous media and pushes the condensed hot water and
cold water in front of it towards the contaminant zone. Contaminants are flushed and
transported by the cold water, hot water and steam and removed by the groundwater and
vapor extraction wells (Davis 1998).
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Figure 12.6 A diagram of an in situ thermal remediation system using steam-enhanced
extraction.

12.5.4.2 Electrical Resistance Heating

Electrical resistance heating applies thermal energy generated from the natural
resistance of soils or rocks in response to the flow of electric current. NAPL
contaminants are volatilized and the steam generated serves as a carrier gas to sweep the
contaminants to extraction wells. Electric current is applied to the geologic media
through an array of electrodes placed in the subsurface throughout the remediation area.
Electrical resistance heating provides relatively uniform heating throughout the
remediation area regardless of lithologies encountered. Furthermore, in situ steam
generation can occur in fractured or porous rock, and in all soil types irrespective of
permeability (Beyke and Fleming 2005).

12.5.4.3 Thermal Conduction Heating

Thermal conduction heating is used for the remediation of contaminated soils.
Heat energy is applied to the soils through arrays of vertical or horizontal wells
containing heating elements. Heat flows through the soils from the heating elements
primarily by thermal conduction. As the soils are heated, NAPL contaminants are
vaporized and/or destroyed by a number of mechanisms including steam distillation,
boiling, oxidation and pyrolysis. The vaporized water and contaminants are drawn from
the subsurface via vacuum extraction wells (ITRC 2004).
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12.5.4.4 Key Monitoring Parameters

Monitoring of in situ thermal remediation systems is implemented in key
locations in the subsurface and throughout the remediation train, such as the steam
injection/extraction wells, monitoring wells, electrodes, inlet and outlet piping of the
surface treatment unit, and the effluent stack. Table 12.5 shows key parameters that need
to be monitored during thermal remediation using steam-enhanced extraction, electrical
resistance heating and thermal conduction heating.

Heating progress is monitored by measuring the temperature in subsurface using
thermocouple strings placed between injection, extraction wells, various locations
between electrodes or between heating elements. Temperature data obtained from
thermocouple strings co-located with peripheral monitoring wells and monitoring wells
situated inside and outside the remediation area can show if there is a loss of hydraulic
control of contaminated groundwater and mobilized contaminants during the thermal
remediation. For instance, temperature increases at a certain depth of the monitoring
well outside the remediation area would indicate flow of heated water out of the
remediation area. Understanding the direction where water is leaving the remediation
zone allows adjustment to be made to improve the hydraulic control. The area beneath
the contaminated zone is heated up first and establishes a hot barrier at the bottom of the
contaminated zone. The hot barrier vaporizes the contaminants that move downwards.
To ensure the establishment of a hot floor, thermocouples are installed below the
contaminant zone. Subsurface pressure is also an important monitoring parameter of
thermal remediation systems for the control of generated vapors. It can be measured
using the piezometers located within and around the perimeter of the treatment area, and
co-located with monitoring wells (ITRC 2004).

Monitoring of the vapor-phase contaminant concentration in soil gas or extracted
vapors can provide valuable information related to progress towards attainment of
remediation objectives. These measurements can also indicate if concentrations in the
extracted vapor have reached an asymptotic limit. Contaminant concentrations in the
soil should be monitored during installation of the remediation system and
immediately after the system shutdown. Soil concentration data obtained during system
installation can provide baseline information on the extent of contamination while
concentrations obtained after completion of remediation can indicate whether
remediation objectives have been met. Soil concentration data should also be obtained
from locations where complete heating is difficult to achieve. Interim soil sampling can
also be implemented to evaluate remediation progress. When groundwater is extracted
during thermal remediation, monitoring of contaminant concentrations in the extracted
fluids can provide data to calculate contaminant mass removal.
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Table 12.5. Key monitoring parameters

Locations/Media

for in situ thermal remediation systems

Parameters Purposes

General
Peripheral monitoring Groundwater
wells

Vapor

Thermocouples

Remediation zone Thermocouples
(before, during and
after the remediation)

Soil
Groundwater
Vapor

Extraction and Extracted fluids
treatment systems (water, vapor and

NAPL contaminants)

Water levels and
contaminant
concentrations

Subsurface pressure

Temperature

Temperature

Contaminant
concentration

Temperature, pressure
and flowrate

Contaminant
concentrations

Migration control

Migration control

Migration control

Heating progress and
completeness

Remedial
performance/progress

Mass and energy
balance, cooling, and
vacuum confirmation

Remedial performance

Steam-Enhanced Extraction Only
Injection wells Steam, liquid and

vapor lines

Steam systems Steam headers

Temperature, pressure
and flowrate

Temperature, pressure
and flowrate

Confirmation of steam
injection, injection safety
and process control,
energy balance and site
balancing

Safety and process
control, mass and energy
balance

Electrical Resistance Heating Only
Electrical heating Electrodes
systems

Power, current and
voltage

Water flowrate

Energy balance and site
balancing

Power delivery
maintenance

Thermal Conduction Heating Only
Electrical heating Thermal well circuits
systems

Power, current and
voltage

Confirmation of heat
delivery and energy
balance
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12.5.5 In Situ Chemical Oxidation Systems

Unlike P&T, SVE/AS and surfactant/cosolvent flushing systems which extract
contaminants from the subsurface for subsequent treatment above ground, in situ
chemical oxidation (ISCO) systems directly destroy the contaminants in soil and
groundwater. ISCO involves injection of oxidants and amendments directly into the
contaminant source zone and the downgradient contaminant plume. When the oxidants
come in contact with the contaminants, the latter are oxidized into benign products, such
as carbon dioxide, water, and/or inorganic salts (ITRC 2005). The four most frequently
used oxidants in ISCO include permanganate (MnO4~), sodium persulfate (Na2S2Og),
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and ozone gas (Os). The oxidative power of these oxidants
follows the order: O3 > Na2S2O8 > H2O2 > MnO4" (ITRC 2004; ITRC 2005).

Permanganate is a stable oxidant and has a unique affinity for oxidizing organic
compounds containing carbon-carbon double bonds, aldehyde groups or hydroxyl
groups. Under normal groundwater pH and temperature, carbon-carbon double bonds of
alkenes are broken spontaneously and converting the carbon to CO2 through hydrolysis
or further oxidation by the permanganate (Eq. 12.2)

Hydrogen peroxide is an oxidant but it reacts slowly with organic contaminants
at low concentrations. Ferrous salt is usually added to dramatically increase the
oxidative strength of hydrogen peroxide. Such enhancement of the strength is ascribed to
the production of hydroxyl radicals (OH*) (Eq. 12.3). The reaction of iron catalyzed
peroxide oxidation at pH 2.5 to 3.5 is called Fenton's reaction and the iron/peroxide
mixture is known as Fenton's reagent. At high concentrations, however, H2O2 itself
produces sufficiently high concentrations of OH' radicals without the need for
amendments.

Sodium persulfate or persulfate anion (S2Os2~) is also kinetically slow in
destroying many organic contaminants despite being a strong oxidant. Under dilute acid
conditions, the hydrolysis of the S2O82" yields bisulfate anion and H2O2. However,
activation by heat or catalysis by chelated metals (e.g., iron, copper and silver) can
substantially increase the oxidative strength of S2Os2" due to generation of sulfate free
radicals (SO4~'), as shown in Eq. 12.4.
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Ozone is the strongest oxidant available for ISCO. Ozone-based in-situ oxidation
involves injection of ozone gas creating very different design and operational issues. In
practice, O3 is either injected into the vadose zone or sparged below the water table.
Contaminants in the ozonated zone are oxidized directly by Os (Eq. 12.5) or indirectly
by the generated OH' radicals.

12.5.5.1 Key Monitoring Parameters

Since ISCO is a destructive remediation technology, assessment of contaminant
mass treatment is more difficult than for technologies involving extraction of
contaminants. Since a precise estimation of the extent of contaminant degradation is
often impractical, performance monitoring of ISCO systems customarily focuses on
evaluating treatment progress of the source zone (ITRC 2004). Groundwater
contaminant concentrations in monitoring wells located downgradient of injection wells,
and soil contaminant concentrations are the main parameters measured before and after
the injection of oxidant to assess remedial progress and/or effectiveness of an ISCO
technology (Table 12.6). The monitoring data are also useful in evaluating the extent of
displacement of contaminated groundwater away from the injection wells during oxidant
injection. If contaminant concentrations in all the monitoring wells show declines after
injection, the displacement is expected to be minimal. On the other hand, an increase in
the concentration at one or more monitoring locations may indicate displacement of
contaminated groundwater from the treatment zone. Measurement of oxidant
concentrations in groundwater also provides information about persistence of the
oxidant in the subsurface and the distribution of oxidant concentrations across the
treatment zone. Improper application of Fenton's reagent or Os has the potential to
generate heat or oxygen gas in the subsurface capable of volatilizing or stripping
contaminants into the vapor phase and subsequently to the atmosphere. Transfer of
contaminants to atmosphere can also occur when using ozone as an oxidant for the
treatment of impaired vadose zones. Therefore, monitoring of the contaminant
concentrations in the soil gas is often recommended to ensure that contaminants are
destroyed in the subsurface rather than transferred to atmosphere.

During injection, the injection flow rate and oxidant concentration should be
measured near injection wells to ensure that the oxidant concentration injected and the
radius of influence created in the subsurface are consistent with design specifications.
Monitoring other field parameters such as DO, pH, temperature, and redox potential can
also help evaluate the system effectiveness. These field parameters can also help decide
if site conditions after injection have reached post-treatment equilibrium, and whether
they have improved from pre-injection conditions. Analysis of dissolved metal levels in
groundwater during and after injection is also essential because certain redox-sensitive
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Table 12.6. Key monitoring parameters of in situ chemical oxidation technologies.

Locations

Groundwater in monitoring
wells downgradient of
injection wells (pre- and
post-injection)

Soil within contaminant
zone (pre- and post-
injection)

Soil vapour within the
contaminant zone

Injection wells (during
injection)

Extraction wells associated
with recirculation system, if
installed

Groundwater in monitoring
wells, downgradient of
injection wells (pre-,
during, and post-injection)

Parameters

Contaminant concentrations

Oxidant concentrations

Contaminant concentrations

Contaminant concentrations

Injection flow rate and
oxidant concentrations

Extraction flow rate and
oxidant concentrations

Field parameters (DO, pH,
temperature, specific
conductance and redox
potential)

Tracer movement

Metals (e.g., manganese,
aluminium, arsenic, lead
and chromium)

Water quality parameters
(sulfate, chloride, calcium,
natural organic matter,
nitrate and alkalinity)

Purposes

Remedial progress and
effectiveness

Estimation of oxidant
persistence and radial
influence

Remedial effectiveness

Prevention of transfer of
contaminants to vapour
phase

Confirmation of the oxidant
concentration and volumes
injected, and radial
influence

Oxidant recovery

Evaluation of system
efficiency

Observation of travel times
and distribution of oxidants

Mobilization of insoluble
metals by injected oxidants
and evaluation of potential
for the formation clogging

Progressing of the treatment,
and influence of non-target
oxidizable matters

metals, such as arsenic, barium, cadmium, chromium, copper, lead and selenium, can be
oxidized to more soluble states during oxidant injection. Metal monitoring data can also
be used to evaluate metal precipitation in subsurface that may clog the porous media and
reduce the hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer. Monitoring of certain specific
indicating parameters, such as chloride for chlorinated solvents, can also provide
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evidence of treatment by the injected oxidant. Groundwater analysis can also help
evaluate the influence of non-target oxidizable materials in the subsurface on oxidant
consumption (ITRC 2004; ITRC 2005).

12.5.6 In Situ Bioremediation

In situ groundwater bioremediation stimulates growth and reproduction of
indigenous microorganisms to enhance biodegradation of organic contaminants
inaquifers (Bedient et al. 1999). To stimulate and maintain the microbial activity in
subsurface, a delivery system providing electron acceptors (e.g., oxygen, nitrate),
nutrients (nitrogen, phosphorous) and/or energy sources (carbon) is required for
bioremediation. During bioremediation, groundwater is typically removed from
extraction wells and treated, if necessary, to remove dissolved contaminants. The treated
groundwater is then mixed with electron acceptors, nutrients and/or other constituents
and re-injected upgradient of or within the contaminant source, as illustrated in Figure
12.7. The major biological processes involved in degrading organic contaminants
include aerobic, anaerobic, and co-metabolic degradation processes. Aerobic
degradation is the most effective process in treating petroleum based aliphatic and
aromatic hydrocarbons, while all three processes are important in the biotransformation
of chlorinated contaminants (USEPA 2004b, ITRC 1998). Reductive dechlorination
processes under anaerobic conditions can replace chlorine atoms in the chlorinated
organics by hydrogen. In this process, an electron donor, either hydrogen gas or a
precursor carbon compound, is required. Chlorinated hydrocarbons can also be degraded
by cometabolic aerobic processes that transform the pollutants via biochemical pathways
mediated by non-specific enzymes. Direct degradation or oxidation of less chlorinated
organics can occur in both anaerobic and aerobic environments (ITRC 1998).

12.5.6.1 Key Monitoring Parameters

Monitoring parameters selected to evaluate the effectiveness and progress of
bioremediation should examine whether subsurface conditions are suitable for
bioremediation, measure contaminant biodegradation in the subsurface, and ensure
appropriate deliver and distribution of nutrients and/or oxygen within the treatment zone
(ITRC 2004; USEPA 2004b). Table 12.7 summarizes the key monitoring parameters of
in situ bioremediation technologies. The volumes of water extracted and injected should
be recorded periodically to ensure that stable and balanced extraction and injection flows
are established for oxygen and nutrient delivery.
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Figure 12.7. Schematic diagram of a typical in situ bioremediation system for
groundwater remediation (USEPA 2004b)

Monitoring of the general water quality parameters, such as pH, temperature and
specific conductance, is also required to ensure suitable subsurface conditions for
bioremediation. Since oxygen is a key element for aerobic biodegradation of petroleum
hydrocarbons, dissolved oxygen, H2O2 or ozone levels and distribution in aquifers
should be measured. These monitoring data can also provide the information indicating
the performance of the delivery system and the transmitted distance of FbCh or ozone in
aquifers. Furthermore, measurement of the COz levels in the soil gas can help determine
the progress of biodegradation. When in situ bioremediation is applied for the
degradation of chlorinated hydrocarbons, monitoring of subsurface redox sensitive
parameters, such as the redox potential, and concentrations of hydrogen, ferrous iron,
sulfateand methane is required to ensure achievement of appropriate conditions for
reductive dechlorination. The microbial community in the aquifer should also be studied
to check for specific types of microbes and adequate microbial populations for reductive
dechlorination. Monitoring of other indicating parameters such as chloride, carbon
isotope ratios, and metabolites can also evince the progress of in-situ reductive
dechlorination (ITRC 2004; USEPA 2004b).
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Table 12.7. Key monitoring parameters for in situ bioremediation technologies appliei
for petroleum hydrocarbon and chlorinated hydrocarbon degradation.
Locations/media Parameters Purposes
General
Extraction and Extraction and injection volumes Balanced and stabilized extraction
injection wells and injection flows

Monitoring wells Water levels Determination of hydraulic
conditions

Groundwater pH, temperature, specific Confirmation of suitable subsurface
conductance and turbidity conditions for bioremediation

Groundwater Bio-nutrients, such as ammonia and Performance of delivery systems and
phosphate remedial progress

Bioremediation of Petroleum Hydrocarbons
Groundwater Dissolved oxygen and redox potential Delivery system performance on

establishing aerobic environment
Groundwater H2O2 or ozone Their transmitted distance in

subsurface by the delivery systems

Groundwater Concentration of petroleum Remedial progress/effectiveness
hydrocarbons and the byproducts

Soil vapor Carbon dioxide Evidence showing occurrence of
biodegradation

Soil vapor Oxygen, H2O2 or ozone Potential loss of injected oxygen,
H2O2 or ozone

Soil vapor Concentration of petroleum Possible escape of petroleum
hydrocarbons and the byproducts contaminants to vadose zone

Soil Concentration of petroleum Remedial progress/effectiveness
hydrocarbons and the byproducts

Bioremediation of Chlorinated Hydrocarbons
Groundwater Concentration of chlorinated Remedial progress/effectiveness, and

contaminants, chlorinated extent of dechlorination
byproducts and benign byproducts

Groundwater Dechlorination indicating parameter Remedial progress and extent of
(e.g., chloride) dechlorination

Groundwater Redox sensitive parameters, such as Suitability of subsurface conditions
redox potential, dissolved H2, DO, for reductive dechlorination
Fe(II), Mn(II), NO3', SO4

2' and CH4

Groundwater Electron donor parameters, such as Measurement of availability and
COD, TOC, volatile fatty acid and distribution of electron donors in
speciated electron donors subsurface

Groundwater Respiration indicator, such as carbon Evaluation of areas of increased
dioxide and alkalinity biological activity

Groundwater Microbial communities and Presence of sufficient or suitable
molecular parameters microbes for bioremediation

Groundwater Stable carbon isotopes of chlorinated Remedial progress and extent of
contaminants and the byproducts dechlorination

425
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72.5.7 Monitored Natural Attenuation

Monitored natural attenuation (MNA) relies on natural attenuation processes for
soil and groundwater remediation. It can achieve site-specific remediation objectives
within time frames that usually longer than those required by more active remediation
technologies. Source control systems and long-term performance monitoring are the key
elements of any MNA remedy (USEPA 1999). Natural attenuation processes involved in
MNA include a variety of in situ physical, chemical or biological processes, such as
dispersion, dilution, volatilization, decay, sorption, and chemical or biological
stabilization, transformation or destruction of contaminants. These natural processes are
capable of reducing the mass, toxicity, mobility, bioavailability, volume or concentration
of contaminants in soil and groundwater without human intervention. In situ processes
that result in contaminant reduction via dispersion, dilution, volatilization or sorption are
called non-destructive processes and those resulting in contaminant transformation are
considered destructive processes. Removal of petroleum-based contaminants, such as
benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene and xylene (BTEX) has been observed to occur readily
during MNA; degradation of chlorinated solvents happens under specific site conditions.
Removal of inorganic contaminants during MNA is achieved by via sorption,
precipitation and complexation processes. Oxidation-reduction reactions can transform
some inorganics into less soluble or less toxic forms. Typically, MNA is used in areas
with low contaminant concentrations while active remediation technologies may be
applied at locations where contaminant concentrations are high. MNA is also used as a
follow-up to the active remediation technologies.

12.5.7.1 Key Monitoring Parameters

Performance monitoring is a critical component of MNA because of the longer
remediation timeframes, the potential for contaminant migration and the absence of
human intervention. Parameters selected for monitoring MNA remedial performance
should be able to:

• evince that natural attention is progressing as expec
• detect changes in hydrologic, geochemical and microbiological conditions,
other changes that may reduce the effectiveness of MNA;
• identify potentially toxic transformation byprodu
• testify that contaminant plumes are not expanding, either downgradient,
laterally and vertically;
• verify no unacceptable impact to downgradient recept
• detect the new release of contaminants to subsurf
• demonstrate the effectiveness of controls placed by regulatory agencies to pro
potential receptors; and
• verify the attainment of the remediation objecti
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Key monitoring parameters for MNA, and the suite of geochemical parameters
that should be measured during application of MNA are listed in Tables 12.8 and 12.9,
respectively. Contaminant transformation processes may produce more toxic, mobile or
recalcitrant byproducts. Robust performance monitoring requires that the contaminants
originally present in the contaminated site, as well as their transformation byproducts be
measured at appropriate intervals of time. Monitoring of the groundwater and soil
quality in upgradient and sidegradient monitoring wells can provide baseline data for the
site and indicate if there is a plume expansion. Periodic analysis of soil and groundwater
contaminant concentrations inside the contaminant source zone and the downgradient
plume can illustrate changes in source characteristics and plume strength over time
during the MNA. Contaminant concentration data from the monitoring wells located just
and further downgradient from the plume can examine the possible migration of the
plume to downgradient receptors. These data can be used to compute field-scale
attenuation rates and contaminant mass reductions so that results can be compared with
design specifications for the MNA operation. An increase in contaminant concentration
or detection of new contaminants at monitoring points may indicate new releases to the
subsurface. Furthermore, periodic monitoring of the contaminant distribution can ensure
that appropriate progress is made towards the contaminant reduction objective (USEPA
2004a).

Geochemical parameters summarized in Table 12.9 should be measured
throughout the plume for effective monitoring of MNA performance. Geochemical
conditions may affect microbial populations and consequently the transformation
processes resulting in contaminant destruction. Furthermore, the biological degradation
of contaminants can cause specific geochemical changes in the subsurface. Monitoring
geochemical parameters during the MNA can help establish a correlation between
contaminant degradation and microbial activity. Geochemical monitoring should also be
implemented in upgradient and sidegradient monitoring wells to determine the spatial
variability of geochemical parameters and differentiate the changes in geochemistry
caused specifically by natural attenuation processes (USEPA 2004a).

12.5.8 Permeable Reactive Barrier Technologies

Permeable reactive barriers (PRBs) is a passive in situ groundwater remediation
technology. Unlike other physical barriers constraining plume migration, PRBs are
designed as conduits for contaminated groundwater flow. PRB involves emplacement of
reactive materials in subsurface designed to intercept a contaminant plume, provide a
flow path through the reactive media, and transform the contaminants into
environmentally acceptable forms to attain remediation goals downgradient of the
barriers (Figure 12.8) (USEPA 1998). Zero-valent metals, such as zero-valent iron
(Gillham and O'Hannesin 1992; Lai et al. 2006c), zero-valent tin (Su and Puls 1999),
zero-valent zinc (Arnold and Roberts 1998), bimetallic reactive materials (Gavaskar et
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al. 2000), nanoscalezero-valent iron (Lien et al. 2001), and Cercona™ iron foam
(Bostick et al. 1996) are some of the reactive materials available for PRBs. When
contaminants come in contact with the reactive materials in a PRB, they are transformed
into either benign products or immobile forms through the process of abiotic
reduction,reductive precipitation or adsorption (USEPA 2002; Lai et al. 2006c; Lo et al.
2006b). Deposition of precipitates in the PRB eventually deteriorates PRB performance
over time.

Table 12.8. Key monitoring parameters of monitored natural attenuation (MNA).

Locations

Upgradient wells

Sidegradient wells

Source impact
wells or
monitoring wells
within
contaminant
source zone

Downgradient
source impact
wells or
monitoring wells
within the plume

Monitoring wells
just and further
downgradient of
the plume

Farthest
downgradient
monitoring wells

Parameters

Initial Samples

Contaminants,
byproducts, and full
suite of geochemical
parameters

Contaminants,
byproducts, and full
suite of geochemical
parameters

Contaminants,
byproducts, and full
suite of geochemical
parameters

Contaminants,
byproducts, and full
suite of geochemical
parameters

Contaminants,
byproducts, and full
suite of geochemical
parameters

Subsequent Samples

Pertinent
geochemical
parameters

Contaminants,
byproducts, and
pertinent
geochemical
parameters

Contaminants and
byproducts

Contaminants and
byproducts

Contaminants and
byproducts

Purposes

Background water
and soil quality

Changing source
strength

Contaminant
plume behavior
over time

Detection of
plume migration

Compliance
monitoring
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Figure 12.8. Schematic diagram showing groundwater remediation by permeable
reactive barriers (PRBs) (Lo et al. 2006a).

12.5.8.1 Key Monitoring Parameters

Performance monitoring of PRBs includes evaluation of chemical, geochemical
and mineralogical parameters in groundwater. Geochemical parameters to be measured
generally include pH, specific conductance, redox potential, dissolved oxygen, hardness,
alkalinity, total dissolved sulfide, ferrous iron and dissolved hydrogen. These parameters
can indicate the progress of contaminant transformation mediated by the reactive media,
and the extent of precipitate formation within the PRBs. For instance, application of
zero-valent iron in the PRBs for the removal of chlorinated solvent lowers the redox
potential, increases local pH and dissolved hydrogen gas concentrations, and produces a
substantial drop in groundwater hardness and alkalinity (Lai et al. 2006c). Relatively
small volumes of water are usually sampled within and around the PRBs during
monitoring because of a comparatively small treatment zone within the aquifer (USEPA
1998; Gavaskar et al 2000).

Groundwater contaminant concentrations and geochemical parameters should be
measured from the monitoring wells located within and immediately downgradient to
the PRB reactive zone to confirm progress of contaminant degradation or removal and
attainment of downgradient concentration goals (Table 12.10). Monitoring
concentrations of transformation byproducts generated inside the PRB reactive zone is
necessary to ensure that no toxic or harmful byproducts are mobilized towards
downgradient receptors. The contaminant concentration profile can be used to determine
field degradation rates, which can be utilized to ensure that the PRB is performing as
designed and assess temporal changes in the PRB reactivity. Upgradient monitoring
wells can warn of a sudden increase in upgradient contaminant concentrations that can
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cause contaminant breakthrough within the PRB. Monitoring hydraulic gradient, tracer
movement and groundwater velocity across the PRB can help determine the hydraulic
capture zone of the PRB and the residence time inside the reactive barriers for
contaminant removal. Hydraulic conductivity within the PRB should be measured
periodically to monitor any decrease in PRB permeability or clogging of the reactive
media over time. Mineralogical and microbiological analyses of reactive medium cores
taken from an emplaced PRB can provide useful information for assessing the effect of
groundwater geochemistry and microbial activity on the reactivity and longevity of the
PRB.

Table 12.9. A suite of geochemical parameters required for performance monitoring of
monitored natural attenuation (MNA).

Geochemical
Parameters

Dissolved oxygen

Iron (III)

Total organic compounds

Carbon dioxide

Nitrate

Iron (II)

Chloride

Sulfate

Oxidation-reduction
potential

Alkalinity
Methane
pH

Temperature

Conductivity

Purposes
Water

Determination of metabolic
pathway and bioactivity

/

Determination of extent of
groundwater contamination

Determination of bioactivity in
aquifers

Indication of respiration in the
absence of oxygen

Indication of anaerobic
degradation
Byproduct from chlorinated
solvent reduction

Indication of anaerobic
microbial respiration

Indication of nature of
degradation

Indication of buffering capacity
Methanogenesis
Condition for some metabolic
process to occur

Indication of particular microbial
species in subsurface and the
approximate degradation rate

Water quality parameter

Soil
Determination of bioactivity in vadose
zone

Prediction iron reduction

Determination of extent of soil
contamination

Determination of bioactivity in vadose
zones

Electron acceptor for organic
compounds oxidation under some
conditions

Electron donor

Byproduct from chlorinated solvent
reduction

Electron acceptor for organic
compounds oxidation under some
conditions

Indication of nature of degradation

Indication of buffering capacity
/

Condition for some metabolic process
to occur

Indication of particular microbial
species in subsurface and the
approximate degradation rate

/
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Table 12.10. Key monitoring parameters for permeable reactive barrier (PRB)
technologies.

Locations

Monitoring wells located
within or immediately
downgradient to the PRB
reactive zone

Upgradient monitoring
wells

Monitoring wells located
within or immediately
downgradient to the PRB
reactive zone

Monitoring wells inside the
PRBs

Monitoring wells inside
and across the PRBs

Monitoring wells inside
and across the PRBs

Monitoring wells inside
and across the PRB

Reactive medium cores
from PRB

Reactive medium cores
from PRB

Parameters

Contaminant and toxic
byproduct concentrations

Contaminant
concentrations

Geo chemical indicating
parameters

Hydraulic conductivity

Hydraulic gradient

Tracer movement

Groundwater velocity

Mineralogical information
of the reactive medium

Heterotrophic plate count
and phospholipid fatty
acid profiles

Purposes

Remedial effectiveness,
contaminant degradation rates
and temporal changes in the
PRB reactivity

Potential breakthrough of
contaminants

Remedial progress and potential
impact of precipitate formation
on the PRB effectiveness

Potential clogging or decrease in
the PRB permeability

Hydraulic capture zone and
residence time

Hydraulic capture zone and
residence time

Hydraulic capture zone and
residence time

potential impact of precipitate
formation on the PRB
effectiveness

Microbial activity

12.5.9 Phytoremediation

Phytoremediation utilizes plants to degrade, extract, contain, or immobilize
contaminants in soil and groundwater. Contaminant transformation is mediated by
rhizodegradation or phytodegradation. Rhizodegradation is the breakdown of organic
contaminants in soil by the enhanced microbial activity in the rhizosphere due to the
presence of root exudates and aerobic conditions. Phytodegradation is the breakdown of
contaminants that have been translocated within plants through metabolic processes, or
degradation outside the plants via extracellular biomolecules produced by the plants.
Plants utilize their roots to absorb contaminants and accumulate them in shoots and
leaves via a process called phytoextraction. Plants also utilize rhizofiltration to extract
contaminants from soil solution and deposit them on plant roots. Harvesting the crop and
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the roots removes the contaminants from the affected site. Phytovolatilization is the
uptake and transpiration of contaminants by plants and their subsequent release into the
atmosphere. When plants are used for containment of contaminants, they enable
contaminant binding to the soil rendering them non-bioavailable. Plants can also arrest
the migration of subsurface pollutants by removing the means of transport, i.e.
groundwater, through uptake and consumption. Vegetative cover systems canbe
deployed to reduce transport of rainwater into the subsurface, thereby minimizing
infiltration-driven plume migration driven.

12.5.9.1 Key Monitoring Parameters

Climatic factors that affect plant growth are the major influencing parameters in
phytoremediation technologies (Table 12.11). For example, phytovolatilization
processes are affected by temperature, precipitation, humidity, solar radiation and wind
velocity because these factors can affect the transpiration rate. Climatic data can help
assess the need for maintenance actions, such as irrigation. Visual monitoring of plant
characteristics, such as leave mass and damage from insects and animals can indicate if
plant replacement, fertilizer and pesticide additions are required. The amount of
contaminants and byproducts extracted can be determined by measuring plant tissue
composition, transpiration gas composition, transpiration rate and root density.

Monitoring geochemical conditions is necessary to determine optimal conditions
for the plant growth and microbial growth in the rhizosphere. Measuring the rhizosphere
microbial population can ensure that there are sufficient microbes for rhizodegradation
of contaminants. Monitoring data collected for contaminant and byproduct
concentrations in soil and groundwater can be used to estimate the mass of contaminants
extracted, destroyed or remaining in the treatment site and assess the progress achieved
towards meeting the remediation objectives. The level of groundwater table and
groundwater flow rate and direction require consistent monitoring since they are among
the most significant factors affecting the success of the hydraulic control of the
contaminant plume by the water consumption. In addition, when contaminants are
translocated to edible parts of plants, such as leaves and seeds, monitoring of the food
chain for bioaccumulation of the contaminants is needed (USEPA 2000).

12.6 Conclusion

Performance monitoring is an essential component of site remediation projects
since it provides the data for assessing whether the remediation technologies are
proceeding as expected towards the attainment of remediation objectives and whether
contingency plans are required to implement further site treatment. Site managers utilize
long-term monitoring data to decide the termination of the remediation projects.
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Generally, performance monitoring involves assessment of the effectiveness and
efficiency of the applied remediation technologies. Effectiveness refers to the capability
of the remediation technologies to meet remediation objectives at contaminated sites.
Efficiency refers to the optimization of time, energy and costs expended towards the
attainment of remediation effectiveness and is typically assessed by comparing system
operating parameters to the relevant design specifications. To assess remediation
effectiveness and efficiency, each remediation technology has its own set of monitoring
parameters. Generally, concentration of contaminants and/or the relevant transformation
byproducts in groundwater, soil and soil gas are the overriding monitoring parameters
since these monitoring data can be directly used to assess remediation progress,
contaminant mass reduction, toxicity reduction, and the mobility or mass flux of
contaminant sources.

Table 12.11. Summary of key monitoring parameters of phytoremediation technologies

Parameters Purposes

Climatic Data
Temperature
Precipitation
Relative humidity
Solar radiation
Wind speed and direction

Maintenance requirements (e.g., irrigation)
Determination of water balance and

evapotranspiration rate

Plants
Visual characteristics (viability, damage from
insects or animals, growth, leaf mass etc.)

Tissue compositions (roots, shoots, stems, leaves
etc.)

Transpiration gases
Transpiration rates
Root densities

Maintenance (plant replacement, fertilizer,
pesticide application etc.)

Quantification of contaminants and byproducts
extracted

Quantification and/or prediction of system
operation

Soil
Geochemical parameters (pH, nutrient
concentrations, water content, oxygen content
etc.)

Microbial population
Contaminant and breakdown product levels

Optimization of vegetative, root or microbial
growth

Determination of water balance and
evapotranspiration rates

Remedial progress/effectiveness
Quantification of contaminants and byproducts

removed and remaining
Quantification and/or prediction of system

operation
Groundwater
Aquifer information (direction and rate of
groundwater flow and depth to groundwater
etc.)

Contaminant and breakdown product levels

Remedial progress/effectiveness
Quantification of contaminants and byproducts

removed and remaining
Quantification and/or prediction of system

operation
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